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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of the study was to examine the experiences of both people with 
disabilities and elderly people and to identify their perceptions of quality as it relates to 
living in a service or being supported by a service to live in the community. The study 
was naturalistic in design and used a phenomenological approach and inductive analysis. 
It involved immersion in living services for a two year period, in-depth interviews with 
people living and working in services and participant observation. Fifty service users 
between the ages of twenty-one and ninety-six, and twenty-six service workers between 
the ages of twenty-six and fifty-four were informants in the study. 
The study comprised of three phases. The first phase involved repeated in-depth 
interviews with service users in two disability and two aged care living services to 
examine the experiences of people living in services and their perceptions of quality. As 
a result of the consistency with which relationships with key staff members emerged in 
the context of quality experiences, selected service workers who were named by service 
users were also interviewed. The findings in this phase indicated that relationships 
experienced by service users in their encounters with service workers were more 
significant in service users' evaluation of quality than tangible acts of physical and 
environmental care. Relational experiences of people living in services were variable. 
Some informants experienced consistent validation and socio-emotional support, whilst 
others experienced role distancing and negative communication experiences. Service 
workers who were interviewed as a result of being identified by service users in the 
context of quality, attached importance to the relational domain in the acts and 
behaviours of providing a service. They also attached personal meaning to their roles as 
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service workers and shared the view that their role as service worker was underpinned 
by an ethos of communality. 
The second phase of the study involvt:d accessing another five disability and five aged 
care services to collect further data to support or refute the findings from phase one. As 
a result a large data bank was established to confinn the consistency with which 
relational experiences in living services were linked to perceptions of quality by both 
service users and service providers. Acts and behaviours which were consistently 
present in the context of quality were also identified and the need for emotional support 
in the living context was further confirmed. 
The third phase of the study involved an in-depth analysis and identification of 
commonly experienced categories of relationships between service users and workers. 
Relationships were categorised into ethical and technical living service experiences and 
exemplars used to illustrate findings. Data analysis indicated that service experiences lie 
on a continuum, with mutually supportive relationships between service users and 
workers at one end, and physical and psychological abuse at the other. Experiences were 
variable in singular service contexts. This highlighted the individual nature of service 
relationships between service users and workers and the need to articulate human service 
as relationship. It also highlighted the inadequacies of using standard measures to 
evaluate quality in living services. 
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CHAPTERl 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter will describe the legal and philosophical context in which the study took 
place. the purpose and significance of the study, a statement of the problem the study 
sought to address, and the theoretical perspective underpinning the research. Describing 
the legal and policy context of current living services for people with disabilities and 
elderly people will highlight the importance for a study of this nature which sets out to 
determine how policies are enacted through the day-to-day experiences of people living 
in services. It is particularly important to acknowledge the emergence of human service 
as large and highly regulated industries despite their philosophical underpinning in 
humanitarian values. 
1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
1.1.1 LIVING SERVICES FOR PEOPLE \VITH DISABILITIES IN AUSTRALIA 
Recognition of human rights has guided important philos0phical and legislative 
changes in development of living servicts for people with disabilities throughout 
the world since the er. ' of World War II. As a signatory to the Rights of 
Disabled Persons (1975) Australia has been obliged to ensure that people with 
disabilities are protected from discrimination and assisted to enable their 
independence and integration in all aspects of community life (Annison, 1996). 
Following the 1981 International Year of Disabled Persons which heralded 
changes in addressing the rights of people v.rith disabilities world wide, the 
Australian Minister for Social Security, Senator Don Grimes, spearheaded a 
national review of services for people with disabilities in Australia. A scr; ·s of 
public consultations, involving extensive input from consumers of services and 
their families, resulted in thr publishing of the New Directions J<.cport of the 
Handicapped Programs Review ( 1985) followed by a key r ~cc of legislation, the 
Commonwealth Disability Services Act ( 1986). T' ~ Disability Services Act 
articulates ~,rinciples and objectives that set t!u.:: framework for policy objectives 
for people with disabilities in Australia. The transition from institutional based 
to community ba..;ed services became a major purpose of the Act and the policies 
surrounding it. The focus for organisations was now to give priority to consumer 
outcomes which embraced the principles of nonnalisation and community 
integration, rather than simply maintaining organisations to provide services. 
In 1993, Western Australia enacted the State Disability Services Act which 
established an independent Disability Services Commission. The regulations 
created under the state Disability Services Act include principles and objectives 
based on legal and moral rights which fonn the bases for standards of service 
provision. Particip'1~ion in decision making in service implementation is one of 
-
the main thru3ts of the Disability Services legislation together with opportunities 
for personal development, income generation, the right to ensure that services are 
accountable to people with disabilities themselves, and other 'quality of life' 
outcomes which are common to other Australian citizens. People who require 
support to live in the community, according to the current legislation, have the 
right to control their day-to-day activities and lifestyles. As people's homes are 
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the core of social lifo, the home environment is primarily the place where life 
quality is most affected from both a material and relational perspective. 
In the period 1996-97, there was estimated to be 305000 people with disabilities 
in Western Australia. Ninety-six per cent of people with disabilities lived in the 
community. either independently or with family or friends who also provided 
seventy-four per cent of all their assistance. Residential services were accessed 
through the Disability Services Commission for 2481 people. Of these 925 lived 
in community residential facilities (e.g. group homes), and 845 people lived in 
supported community living {community houses). The remainder lived in 
residential hostels (Disability Services Commission Annual Report 1996-97). 
The Commonwealth Government had developed standards, based on 'quality of 
life' indicators and measures, to judge organisations on the quality of their 
service delivery. A transition of responsibility for services from Commonwealth 
to State governments was effective by 1994, and it was now that the 
complexities and practical implications of assimilation of people with disabilities 
into the community were becoming known as people attempted to survive on 
limited social and financial support. Although policies and procedures had been 
carefully developed, and funding had been directed to meet the needs of people 
with disabilities, it had become clear that it was infom1al community networks 
which were also integral to the assimilation of people with disabilities into 
mainstream society. 
The majority of funding for people who required support to live in the 
community was co-ordiuated by large organisations which employed staff to 
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provide care and support. Smaller organisations had co-ordinators who 
supported individuals to employ their own workers, and a few people people 
had direct funding and managed their own funds. The degree of autonomy in 
regards to who has the control of finances was varied. This had important 
consequences for people with disabilities who had high support needs. 
Transitional accommodation services focused on deinstitutionalisation and 
relocated people from large congregated settings into smaller groups in suburban 
houses according to the principles of normalisation. Service development in this 
area embraced the group home model. group homes are characterised by shared 
facilities and staff. Staff work in rosters and might rotate between a numher of 
different homes in the same organisation. The group home approach is mainly 
due to limited funding arrangements and high support needs of a number of 
people who previously lived in institutional services. This means that people 
with high support needs are required to share homes with other people with 
similar levels of support to enable sufficient care hours to be provided. People 
who live together are not always compatible, and there is no strategy in place for 
charlging homes, when incompatibility causes problems for residents. Matching 
residents and staff in group home situations is complex. There is also a high 
turnover of staff and many casual workers, such as students, add to the 
complexity of the group home culture. Activity patterns in group homes are also 
largely dependent on the commitment, energy, and motivation of staff. There is 
considerable variance between group home settings with respect to the degree of 
'normality' and sense of belonging of service users. 
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Some individuals from families who are no longer able to provide the necessary 
care, opt to live alone and have their services co-ordinated by small local 
agencies. Limitation in funding, and Jack of social supports, result, for some, in 
many hours of solitude. 
1.1.2 DISABILITY SERVICE STANDARDS 
In 1992 a National Disability Services Standards Working Party was established 
to develop service standards and an associated monitoring process to meet the 
principles and objectives of the Western Australian Disability Services Act. 
Eleven standards were endorsed in 1992 by the Commonwealth Government 
which took effect from March 1993. Transfer of responsibility from 
Commonwealth to States in 1994 led to the development of State Standards for 
all services excluding employment services which remained the responsibility of 
the Commonwealth Government. These eight standards, which had been 
significantly developed from the previous Commonwealth Disability Service 
Standards form the basis of the monitoring process which is intended to achieve 
continuous improvem~nt of services (Disability Services Commission, 1997). 
Monitoring teams comprising a representative of the Disability Services 
Commission in Western Australia and one or two independent service providers 
from other agencies are involved in visiting organisations and reporting on their 
compliance with standards. Consumer participation in the monitoring of quality 
assurance within services is stated as an integral element of the process. The 
emphasis on the standard monitoring process is towards the improvement of 
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services. Endorsement of the Disability Service Standards arc the mm1mum 
requirements to be upheld by any service in terms of 'quality.' 
In an attempt to discourage control of people's lives by service pral:tices, a 
strong ethos of empowerment and choice permeats the standards. Encouraging 
empowerment and supporting people to make decisions and choices about daily 
events and long-term lifestyle issues is an important objective of the legislation, 
as is consumers' rights of involvement in decisions about how their needs are 
met. Services are expected to facilitate and encourage consumer control in day-to-
day and life-style decision making, and the rights of each person to exercise 
control over his (sic) life is not to be restricted by the policies and procedures of 
the agency (Standards 2&3). A strong emphasis on service staff respecting 
consumers' choices and decisions, their privacy and dignity, is stated as well as 
the need for ensuring that confidentiality in records and personal information is 
not compromised (Standard 4). Consumers' rights to be supported in raising 
concerns about an organisation which does not provide them with appropriate 
services is also stated (Standard 7). Each agency has a responsibility to ensure 
that the best possible staff support is made available to consumers (Standard 8). 
1.1.3 LIVING SERVICES FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE IN AUSTRALIA 
People aged 75 and over are becoming the fastest-growing segment of the 
Australian population. The proportion of people aged 65 and over will comprise 
12% by the end of the century and is predicted to escalate to over 20% by the 
year 2030 bringing an increase in the old-old age group of people (those between 
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eighty-five and one-hundred) increao;ed morbidity, fewer infonnal supports as a 
result of the dropping birth rate, and a larger proportion of people who will 
access nursing homes and hostel environments ( Rowland, I 991; Minichiello, 
Alexander. & Jones, 1992). As the biological changes of ageing become 
increasingly evident at ages greater than seventy-five to eighty-five years, the 
participation rate of people accessing living services will also demonstrate this 
trend (Blake, 1981; Andrews & Carr, 1990; Minichiello, 1990). The prevalence 
c,f dementia also increases to around 22% at ages eighty-five to eighty-nine 
(Preston, 1986; Jonn & Korten, 1988). In Western Australia in 13.5% of the 
total population of 1.6 million, were aged sixty and over. This is projected to rise 
to 14.2% by the year 200 l and 23.2% by the year 2031. Although exact figures 
are not available, between 7% and 8% of people over the age of sixty live in 
residential services (Commonwealth Government of Australia, 1991 ). 
Due to what was described by Rowland (1991, p. 22) as the "population 
momentum" the Australian Government has introduced individual packages of 
community options for elderly people to be cared for at home. This was 
influenced by the innovative community options program in the United States in 
Wisconsin (McDowell, 1990). Comparative research into residential and 
community options programs, however, has concluded that the capacity for 
carers and community services to suj)port elderly people at home is limited 
when high levels of dependency and limited funding exist (Gray, Sims, Farish, & 
Sullivan, 1995). An increase in the ageing population, and increase in longevity as 
elderly people take responsible for their health outcomes due to the influence of 
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health bc:·haviour research findings, also paradoxically suggests that a larger 
population may access fomml services, as geneti~ally determined conditions 
which arc not preventable lead lo functional impairments in the later years of 
life. 
The introduction of nursing home benefits m 1963 saw a doubling of the 
numbers of nursing home beds and a significant expansion of hostel 
acconunodation between 1963 and 1985 (Department of Community Services 
and Health, 1986). In 1985, due to a number of major reports which criticised the 
aged care sector including the excessive concentration on institutional 
acconunodation and the failure of facilities to match services to individual needs, 
a national review of nursing homes and hostels was established, also by Senator 
Grimes. Publication of the report: Overview and recommendations of the nursing 
homes and hostels review (1986) established a framework of reforms for aged 
care policies which shifted the emphasis to community care. A ratio of one 
hundred places per one thousand persons aged seventy or more was established 
for nursing homes and hostels (Sax, 1993). New systems of funding 
arrangements, separating direct care costs from capital costs, were also 
introduced which linked dependency levels of residents with staffing ratios. 
By 1991, Commonwealth multi-disciplinary geriatric assessment teams funded 
by the Commonwealth Government and operating through State Health Services, 
covered the assessment of most of the population over seventy to match 
services to individual need (Bartlett, 1993). By utilising existing community 
services, the number of people accessing nursing homes reduced by fifty percent 
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from the previous process of medical referral. In general terms, people who arc 
eligible for nursing home accommodation have multiple physical and/or cognitive 
disabilities which requ1Te ongoing medical and specialist intervention 
(Minichiello, 1990; Sax, 1993 ). Some people will live for many years in this 
accommodation, while others are admitted towards the final montl,s and years of 
life. It is predicted that there will be a critical shortage of nursing home 
accommodation by the year 2006 if current policies in favour of increasing home 
and community care sectors continue (Gibson & Liu, 1996 ). 
Nursing home environments are characterised by shared accommodation, 
although limited single accommodation is available in most places. Due to lack of 
space usually only a few personal items can be kept and many people have few 
personal possessions apart from perhaps a television, radio and personal 
photographs. Nursing homes operate on foc:ed daily routines and people 
congregate for meals and other activities. As funding for nursing homes is 
assessed on the physical dependency needs of individual residents, they are 
oriented towards the physical care of residents and employ large numbers of 
permanent and casual staff with a high turnover of workers. Recruitment and 
selection of service workers is the responsibility of the administrator and 
residents are not usually involved in the selection process. Nursing homes in 
Western Australia are either administered as not-for-profit, or to make profit 
from service users. Nursing home residents pay eighty-seven per cent of their 
aged pensions to subsidise costs. Both systems are also heavily subsidised by 
State and Commonwealth funding, however, current initiatives by the Howard 
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Government arc considering entrance fees for nursing home accommodation 
which will 1c means tested. Entry to nursing homes is usually sudden, as a result 
of some mcd;cal trauma, and not through choice. It is also worth noting that 
euthanasia, both voluntary and assisted, is also on the political agenda at this 
time in history, presenting another ethical issue in the context of resourcing an 
expanding need for aged care services. 
Some frail elderly people who have moderate levels of disability choose to live in 
hostel accommodation. Hostel services also attract government subsidies and 
charge entrance fees which are used to subsidise services, in addition to the 
weekly care costs of eighty-seven percent of the aged pension. 
People living in hostels do not require nursmg care but may require some 
assistance with activities of daily living. Hostel accommodation is characterised 
by single rooms and people are able to bring a few personal items of furniture 
and other personal possessions. Hostel residents use community facilities for 
medical and other needs and have opportunities to be more socially mobile. 
Many hostel residents_ maintain their affiliation to community networks and are 
able to live reasonably independently. Meals in hostd environments, however, 
are also provided centrally, and people congregate for meals and other activities. 
Recruitment and selection of service workers is similar to nursing home 
procedures and residents are not usually involved in the process. Hostel staff 
work in rosters and there is a tendency to rotate sta:ff around different groups of 
service users on a regular basis. 
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-i.1.4 NURSING HOME AND HOSTEL STANDARDS 
L1ntil I Q87 the Commonwealth and State (iovcrnmcnts each had systems of 
inspecting nursing homes lo check compliance with design regulations, health and 
safety issues and staffing standards. In I 987 the Commonwealth Government 
implemented a system of monitoring ·outcome standards' and relied on the 
states for regulating the more tangible aspects of buildings, fire prevention and 
safety. The outcome goals which underpinned the Commonwealth monitoring 
process have a focus on 'quality of life' and quality of care, which were 
developed in consultation with service providers, consumers and professional 
sources (Lindemeyer, 1986). The thirty-one standards adopted to guide the 
monitoring process were grouped in seven categories of' objectives related to 
health, social independence, freedom of choice, homelike environment, privacy 
and dignity, participation in a variety of experience, and safety. Standards 
associated with objectives specify the practices involved. Evaluation of 
compliance with standards is undertaken by a team of assessors who use 
participant observation, and interviews with staff and clients to assess 
compliance. Services which do not meet standards are given a period to 
demonstrate their willingness to comply, otherwise, they risk defunding. 
Despite the positive contribution and the coherency of consumer participation in 
assessment of outcome standards, the vulnerability of consumers in the service 
context weakens the process. Frail elderly individuals are unlikely to complain 
about their treatment in services which sustain their physical and emotional 
viability. There is also a tendency for minimum standards to become accepted as 
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the overall measure of quality rather than providing the basic 'quality of life' 
outcomes. Also, generic 'quality of life' outcomes may not address the specific 
issues facing nursing home residents in their day-to-day service lives. There is a 
need to articulate the meaning, for example, of privacy and dignity for people 
living in nursing homes. People living outside service contexts, are not faced with 
the daily problems of maintaining a sense of personal identity while living in a 
service environment. 
Following the Ronalds report (Ronalds, 1989) which highlighted numerous 
concerns about the processes and outcomes of nursing home life, a strategy for 
user rights in residential care was adopted by the Commonwealth Government 
(Commonwealth Government of Australia, 1989). The charter outlined rights 
including contractual agreements, between management and residents related to 
individual needs, grievance procedures, community visitors arrangements, and 
advocacy services. 
From January 1991 similar outcome standards were introduced for subsidised 
aged persons' hostels. An amended standard was introduced in 1992 which 
especially addressed the need of people with dementia. Hostel standards place a 
strong emphasis on the improvement and maintenance of social skills, reduction 
of personal isolation, and the promotion of self-esteem and competencies (Sax, 
1993). Training of staff who worked in nursing homes and hostels was also 
identified as a key quality issue by the Commonwealth Government ( 1991) and 
resources were directed towards the development and implementation of 
competency training packages at a national level. 
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1.1.5 SUMMARY 
Disability and aged care services have become highly regulated and costly public 
industries. Policies have been developed to promote quality in the delivery of 
services and processes outlined to detem1ine expenditure and continued financial 
support of organisations which provide services. National competencies have 
also been developed for workers in aged care and disability services to encourage 
the employment of trained workers. Although public consultations with 
consumers and families have been undertaken throughout the process of 
development of services in disability and aged care in relation to the development 
of service standards, research is lacking regarding service users' direct 
perspectives and experiences. 
1.2 THE PURPOSE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
In an ideal world families and community members would provide homes for 
vulnerable members of society. For numerous reasons, however, a significant 
number of people in Australian society live all, or part of their lives, in service 
worlds. There is an expanding need for services which provide homes for people. 
Due to an increase in the prevalence of disability caused by developmental 
factors, trauma, or ageing, services are required which sustain the viability of 
people who, without formal supports, are at risk of being uncared for. 
Formal human services provide safeguards for vulnerable members of society. 
They have also become significant industries in the employment market. As an 
industry dependent on the welfare dollar, human services are required to be 
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accountable to the community at large. It is not surprising, m the current 
economic rationalist social ethos, that human service processes have followed the 
path of manufacturing industries in the development of measures or 'products' of 
services. Outcome based accountability which is linked to funding, has resulted 
in the development of standards and procedures which, if complied with, ensure 
the financial sustainability of services to continue to provide employment, and 
services, for a considerable number of people. Outcome oriented standards, 
however, although based on generic 'quality of life' constructs, may fail to 
address the fundamental issue that life in a service world may present different 
priorities in terms of 'what is important' in comparison to life outside of services. 
As a result, services may 'gloss over' or only superficially address some of the 
issues which are believed to be important by people living in the services 
themselves. 
There is a need for a study to examine and raise consciousness to the range of 
experiences of people living in services and what is important to them in terms 
of quality. This will provide insight into whether quality, as it is articulated in 
policy documents and standards is coherent with the experiences of people living 
in .~ervices. Service lives are not 'ordinary lives' irrespective of how dreams of 
'normality' of idealistic politicians and service providers may be. Service 
lifestyles are 'service specific' and as such, have other dimensions to day-to-day 
living which need to be understood by people designing and evaluating services. 
It is this meaning of living in a service which may form the most powerful 
quality life experiences for people who live in service worlds. 
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The issue of quality, therefore, also needs to be understood from the perceptions 
of people Jiving in services. In Australia, people with disabilities and elderly 
people are the majority of people using services which provide support in daily 
living activities. By identifying the meaning of quality and describing quality 
interactions in services through a process of qualitative research, people living in 
services themselves have a voice. No other studies have been found which have 
investigated the experience and meaning of quality in residential services in 
Australia across disability and aged care contexts. 
The purpose of this study is to give a voice to the people whose life experiences 
are controlled by what we, as service workers and community members, deign to 
be important. This is an effort to 'listen and learn' from the people, interpret the 
essence of their experiences, and identify what is important to them. The study 
also attempts to raise the consciousness of service adr1inistrators and workers to 
the potential to help or harm people whose social worlds are constructed around 
service contexts. Our 'jobs' are their 'lives'. 
1.3 STATEMENTOFTHEPROBLEM 
Living services for people with disabilities and elderly people are complex social 
environments. Evaluation of quality outcomes for people living in services is 
routinely undertaken through monitoring processes. Yet, how much is 
understood about the shared experiences of peopk who live in services and what 
does quality mean to them? Therefore, the problem to be examined is: 
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What are the shared experiences of people with disabilities and elderly people 
who live in service environments and what are their perceptions of quality? 
1.4 THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE AND RESEARCH APPROACH 
In order to address the problem a symbolic interactionist perspective based on 
naturalistic design and inductive analysis, and a phenomenological approach is 
adopted to gain informants' perspectives on quality. Theoretical issues will be 
taken up later in greater depth in the methodology chapter. 
Symbolic interactionist theory presents a view that the construction of meaning 
is a product of the interactions between the self and others. A view of human 
nature as being reflective, creative and active, and the human capacity for 
reflection is heavily emphasised (Blumer, 1969). The meaning of living in a 
service and what is perceived to bring quality to the experience will depend on 
the value and definition the service is given by informants in the context of their 
day-to-day lives. 
A phenomenological approach is one whose objective is the direct investigation 
and description of phenomena as consciously experienced, without theories 
about their causal explanations and as free as possible from unexamined 
preconceptions and suppositions (Speilberg, I 975). The purpose of 
phenomenology is to create a more thoughtful understanding of relating to, and, 
experiencing the world. As individuals need meaning, "phenomenology offers a 
way to arrive at that meaning" (Munhall, 1994, p. 215 ). 
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The study involved the analysis of interviews with fifty service u::;ers and 
twenty-six service workers in seven disability and seven aged care areas across 
twenty-four living contexts in the Perth Metropolitan area, and the immersion of 
the investigator in living environments over a two-year period. The study 
developed in three phases, the first phase being an in-depth examination of 
quality across four agencies which was then expanded to another ten agencies to 
validate findings. The third phase identified information rich cases for further 
analysis and description. 
1.5 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
The first chapter is followed by a critique of literature on the history of the 
quality movement and different approaches to the measurement of quality in 
human service contexts. Literature on 'quality of life' studies for people with 
disabilities and elderly people is also presented. The literature presented in this 
chapter sets the context for the study. Significant literature is presented in the 
findings and discussion relevant to the emergent themes of the research. 
Chapter 3 presents the rationale for the design of the study and describes the 
research sequence, sampling and procedures. Three further research questions are 
presented with rationale for their development. 
Chapter 4 presents the findings and discussion. Major themes and sub-themes 
are described from the analysis of research interviews, observations and field 
notes. This chapter is in four parts, each addressing one research question. 
Relevant literature related to the findings is presented throughout this chapter. It 
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has been necessary to research a large amount of international literature due to 
the diversity of studies across the separate populations of people with 
disabilities and elderly people. Considerable literature is quoted from 1985-1990 
as many studies were undertaken during this period of service change and 
development. Classical studies and philosophical views from earlier prominent 
writers are also used to strengthen the discussion. Throughout this chapter italics 
are used for direct quotes by informants which are either single words or 
phrases. Due to the lengthy description of major themes, sub-sections have been 
bracketed to assist the reader. 
Chapter 5 concludes with further discussion of the findings in the context of 
different philosophical approaches in human services and their implications for 
service users and the evaluation of quality. Recently developed competency 
standards for workers in disability and aged care services are critiqued in the 
context of the fmdings of the study. Recommendations for service development 
are presented. 
Chapter 6 presents as an epilogue, poetry and prose written during the research 
to enhance the reader's understanding of the experiential worlds of people living 
in services as their lives were experienced by the investigator. References and 
Appendices complete the thesis. 
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1.6 DEFINITION OF TERMS 
AGENCY: A human service organisation accessed in the course of the study. 
SITE: A living context auspiced by a human service organisation (e.g. group 
home). 
SERVICE: A general term used as a noun to mean a human service organisation 
or as a verb to mean the acts performed in caring for people living in human 
service contexts. 
GROUP HOME: A house in a suburb of Perth where a group of peorle with 
disabilities live and staffing and funding arrangement are controlled by a human 
service agency. 
COMMUNITY HOUSE: A house in a suburb of Perth where one or more than 
one person with a disability lives. Services are co-ordinated by a service worker 
and individuals have control over employment of service workers, daily routines 
and activities. 
NURSING HOME: A congregated setting for frail elderly people who require 
daily health care characterised by communal public areas and shared 
accommodation, although some single accommodation is available. Routine health 
practices have high priority. 
HOSTEL: A congregated setting for elderly people who require some support 
with daily living activities characterised by single accommodation and communal 
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public areas. Meals are provided in communal dining areas and opportunities are 
ava'.iable to be engaged in other activities through choice. Residents access local 
community services for health and social requirements. 
SERVICE WORKER: A person employed to provide a service m a living 
environment for people with disabilities or elderly adults. No distinction is made 
in the study between professionally trained staff and support workers. 
SERVICE USER: A person who requires assistance from a service worker in any 
aspect of daily life. 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Chapter 2 will critique liternture on the concept of quality in human services by 
exploring the evolution of the quality movement, the 'quality of life' concept and past 
studies in human service contexts for people with disabilities and elderly people. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION: THE CONCEPT OF 'QUALITY' IN HUMAN 
SERVICES 
According to Edgerton ( 1990, cited in Heinlein, 1994) quality is the human 
service buzz word of the decade. Goode ( 1990) suggested that the term quality 
of life as an outcome measure in the lives of people with disabilities, has 
achieved national and international notoriety whereas Osborne (I 992, p. 43 8) 
suggested that "quality is not a thing but a concept and has no independent 
existence in the world". The multidimensional objective and subjective 
components of quality which influence individual and organisational expectations 
in human service settings, renders quality a complex concept to evaluate. 
Osborne also questioned the usefulness of the concept of quality in helping to 
understand service performance. To be useful, quality as a concept, according to 
Osborne, must be able to be operationally defined in the context of human 
services as " ... both fit for its purpose and excellent in disposition" (Osborne, 
1992, p. 439). The purpose of human services, as they relate to 'quality of life' 
experiences, can only be considered 'fit' by people who are directly receiving 
services. Service excellence is also an elusive concept, which may be the reason 
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that evaluations of services arc commonly directed to tangible, material, 
quantifiable components, and overlook the more subjective aspects of service 
involvement or 'what it's like' to live in a service. According to Shea ( 1992, p. 
143) recent emphasis on the evaluation of service quality has had a focus on ' 
··good paper rather than good service or quality lives". 
The quality movement has its roots in the manufacturing industry and has a 
priority in providing effectiveness measures in outcome statements. Focusing on 
performance indicators, however, is at odds with the fundamental values of 
human services which adopt a 'quality of life' approach based on humanitarian 
concern. Although the term 'quality of life' features prominently in human 
service literature, only a few research studies describing ways in which 'quality 
of life' can be enhanced have beer, reported and reports have been described 
mainly in abstract terms (Szalai & Andrews, 1980; Walker & Rosser, I 988; 
Mukherjee, 1989). 
The operationalising of 'quality of life' into service outcome measures has been a 
feature of an economic rationalist approach to service delivery in the 1990s. The 
complexity of a 'quality of life' construct, as a human service outcome objective, 
was debated in the disability literature by Nirje ( 1969), Blatt (1979), Edgerton 
(1990), Schalock (1990b ), Parmenter (l 992), and Ralph and Clary (l 993 ), whilst 
Luckasson (1990), Taylor (I 990), and Wolfensberger (I 994), cautioned that the 
'quality of life' construct lends itself to the quantitative measurement of life value 
and may endorse a belief that some humans are more worthy of life than others. 
Used as a sensitising concept, however, 'quality of life' offers a useful direction 
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along which to evaluate the subjective experiences of people with disabilities in 
human services (Taylor, 1994). 
'Quality of life' research in Aged Care services h"r.; also been the subject of 
considerable research over recent years (Nussbaum, 1983a; Pearlman & Jonsen, 
1985; Osberg, Mc Ginnes, De Jong, & Seward, 1987; Grossman & Weiner, I 988; 
Lidz, Fischer, & Arnold, 1992). As the ageing population in Australia increases, 
there is also a danger that 'quality of life' measures may be used as decision 
making tools for access to medical interventions and human service programs. 
The 'quality of life' construct in the aged care arena, is even more likely to be 
misinterpreted in the current economic rationalist context, to conform to resource 
availability as an ageing population places large demands on public welfare 
funding. 
Although the quality movement and the 'quality of life' movement have similar 
and competing values, in relation to what issues are important in human service 
delivery, both operate in heavily controlled bureaucratic systems which are 
largely concerned with the protection of the public interest and the use of funds. 
Evaluation procedures in human services also uphold this reality and have direct 
implications for the current and future lives of people living in services. It is 
important to understand how people in services experience quality in the current 
political climate which is characterised by expanding human service systems 
which are becoming increasingly complex and bureaucratic in their decision 
making, and further removed from the day-to-day realities of service users. 
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2.2 A CRITIQUE OF THE QUALITY MOVEMENT IN HUMAN SERVICE 
EVALUATION 
The quality movement was founded on measurement which can be traced back to 
early civilisations and standards of weights and measures. One of the 
foundations of quality control owed its origins to early printers such as Caxton 
and Guttenberg who developed interchangeable parts for printing presses, 
allowing the distribution of books. The concept of quality and its relationship to 
technology is therefore deeply embedded in history. Quality assurance has also 
strong links with the armaments industry and the mass production 
manufacturing processes which were developed in the 18th and 19th centuries. 
The World Wars further developed quality inspection systems and the influence 
of armament manufacturing is still evident on quality assurance and accreditation 
systems (Dickens, 1994). 
The link between technology and quality mirrored the emergence of a Cartesian 
world view, and the mechanistic paradigm which popularised medicine as science 
and human beings as machines constructed of separate parts. Current human 
service models, which have been influenced by medicine, also direct their funds 
towards the solution of human problems within the Cartesian framework and 
may view the person as separate to the problem. This is reflected in the growth 
and development of a variety of specialised human services and the use of 
objective measures to assess quality. 
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An increasingly competitive situation in public services has led to the 
development of human service delivery as an industry. Viewed as an industry, 
human services are at the 'high process-low product' end of a continuum, with 
people becoming raw material who trigger a production process of 'care'. 
According to Vuori ( 1982), human services could be subjected to qualit)' control 
procedures, whereas Dowson (1991, cited in Dickens, 1994, p. 36) suggested 
that human service users "have varied and flexible needs which cannot be 
provided within the framework of conventional management models of service". 
In agreement with Dowson, Sundram ( 1994) suggested that mechanistic 
standards and rigid processes have not only created a lot of work but averted 
attention from consumers. According to Sundram, large scale systems destroy 
innovative practices and may give an illusion of development by changing 
language and terminology while leaving the underlying reality unaffected. 
Schwartz (l 992, p. 153) also alluded to the limitations of objective measures and 
suggested that "people who believe in regulatory control working could be 
accused of 'magical' thinking". Heavily controlled bureaucratic systems are 
different from social movements and personal caring relationships. As idealistic 
and caring people are drawn to moral enterprises and people in need, they tend 
to be driven away by bureaucratic machinery. Social regulation is often founded 
on protectionist doctrines and regulatory procedures which largely serve the 
viabilit} of providers and the public interest (Jacobson, 1992). Normann ( l 99 I, 
cited in Osborne, 1992) has drawn attention to the links between quality of 
service and organisational survival for service producers. He discussed the 
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moment of truth in service interactions as the direct interaction between the 
primary service worker and service user. It is the success of this relationship, 
according to Norman, which leads to service user satisfaction and service 
survival. 
Current management literature placing emphasis on erficiency, effectiveness and 
quality has influenced human service practices. Services now need to 
demonstrate that they are of sufficient quality to justify their continued 
existence. In addition, financial constraints on public spending due to a recession 
in the world economy, has led to competitive tendering of services. This leads to 
greater management control through contracting processes and a priority in 
providing outcomes to prove effectiveness. 
Along with the quality movement, other significant changes have influenced the 
values, organisation and culture of services. These include the ideology of 
community care, the 'deprofessionalisation' of services and the self-help 
movement. The growth in consumerism in industry also has its counterpart in 
human service enviroI1fI1ents with the growth of the consumer and advocacy 
movement which evolved around forty to fifty years ago when a shift in widely 
accepted values took place across Europe and the United States. This weakened 
people's faith in authority and the motives of professional groups generally, 
leading to concern for professional and institu~ional practices (Sedgwick, 1982; 
Williamson, 1992). 
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Consumer satisfaction with service delivery is now accepted as a key issue in 
service delivery outcomes. Consumer satisfaction measures as a means of 
involving service users in the quality process, when they are quantified, are 
characteristicallv outcome focused and based on an assumption that 
predetennined service objectives accurately define the needs of people receiving 
services. Human service measurement is a value based procedure and as such is 
prey to the different interests of service users, providers and society at large. 
The focus of measurement and the paradigmatic approach will by nature favour 
particular interests over others. 
The growth of human service systems as complex bureaucratic structures 
responsible for large numbers of workers and service users has also paved the 
way for the adoption of a management culture in human services. 
Implementation of quantitative measures and statistical analysis of service 
outcomes was a logical development, as quality management theories influenced 
manufacturing industries in the l 980's (Crosby, 1979; Deming, 1982; Taguchi, 
1980; Juran, 1988; Dickens, 1994). The major thrust on the early development 
: ,f standards of qualify-also came from the manufacturing industry where demand 
for interchangeable parts for weapons with predictable perfonnance, required the 
development of criteria for inspection and monitoring perf onnance against pre-
detennined standards. It soon became clear that building in quality from the start 
of a process was economically advantageous rather than a post-hoc approach 
(Crosby, 1979). The pre-eminence of quality as the topic for management and 
industry in the l 990's has resulted in human services joining the bandwagon 
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'total quality management approach' which stresses quality as the responsibility 
at all levels within an organisation (Dickens, 1994 ). This merges with wider 
issues of leadership and organisation culture. 
As total quality management has a focus on team building and organisational 
loyalty, it could be argued that, as an enculturation process for human service 
workers, it lacks the essential involvement of service users and creates cultural 
divisions between workers and users. This top down management approach to 
quality may intensify the inequalities between service users and providers. The 
failure of upper management to have personal involvement in the process is also 
suggested by Juran (I 994, p. 23) as being "significant in the failure of total 
quality management initiatives". Peppers and Rogers (1993) emphasized 
dialogue and interaction with consumers to determine what consumers really 
want from services, acknowledging the relational context of quality. The essential 
element of a total quality management approach is its emphasis on the 
involvement of workers' values and attitudes in the development of a quality 
service. The evidence suggests that superficial organisational change occurs as the 
result of a total quality management approach whilst organisational culture at a 
deeper level remains unchanged (Collard, 1989; Cormack, 1992; Bright & 
Cooper, 1993). 
Another approach to control quality in industry by bringing employees at all 
levels into decision making processes was referred to as quality circles (Robson, 
1984; Lawler, 1985; Oakland, 1989). Attempts to utilise this technique in human 
services incorporating O'Brien's five service accomplishments (O'Brien, 1987b) 
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and involving service users and families in the process have been described by 
Howell and Abbot ( 1990). Although common vision and values may be built 
through group consensus and service user-worker relationships strengthened as a 
result of collaborative discussion, qt:.ality circles are difficult to facilitate and 
require skilful group leaders with sound knowledge of group dynamics to achieve 
the involvement of all members. Service users and families as vulnerable 
recipients of services may also find such groups intimidating. 
Seminal works in the service industry field by Rosander (1990) and Zeithaml 
( 1990) discussed the differences between service industries and manufacturing 
industries. Service industries have intangible elements which do not lend 
themselves to precise measurement. Performances differ from provider to 
provider and as such are difficuli to standardise. As human interactions are the 
context of human service systems, delivery within organisations may have 
considerable variation. Human services also involve direct interactions between 
service users and workers. The nature of the service relationship is at the heart of 
quality and users' experiences of these interactions will influence their 
perception of quality (Brown, 1993a). In specific service contexts, such as living 
envirorunent services which provide long-term support for people with 
chronically disabling conditions, the relational context of the service is likely to 
be even more significant in service users perceptions of quality. The use of 
management methods to evaluate service quality in these contexts have 
considerable limitations. Human services cannot be measured using the 
mechanistic methods of production lipe industries as the values which underpin 
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services are essentially humanistic and do not k:nd themselves to reductionist 
approaches. In order to evaluate quality in human service contexts qualitative 
methods must also be used and in-depth analysis of the experiences of people 
who use human services acknowledged as a significant contribution to human 
service research 
In recognition of the difficulties in measuring quality in human services and the 
significance of service user satisfaction in evaluation processes, Zeithaml ( 1988) 
developed a measurement tool which attempted to objectively measure the 
satisfaction of service users (SERVQUAL Zeithaml, 1988). The original ten 
dimensions of SERVQUAL following factor analysis, produced five factors of 
importance to users of services, one of which 'empathy' denoted the importance 
of interpersonal relationships. Cronin and Taylor ( J 992, cited in Dickens, 1994, 
p. 24) questioned equating service quality with service user satisfaction, and 
suggested that satisfaction was a transient measure specific to particular 
situations whereas service quality was a form of attitude. They favoured an 
experienced based approach to service quality which they believed was an 
antecedent of service- user satisfaction Other authors also emphasised the 
significance of the interactive aspects of service involvement beyond the core 
functions of a service and acknowledged the intangible nature of the relational 
context and the difficulties of measurement (Lehtinen, 1991; Schvanveldt, 1991 ). 
As service users' experiences are so closely linked with service quality, service 
users are an integral part of the process. Davidow and Utall (I 989, p. 194) 
stated: 
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setting up service standards and monitoring variations m 
service production, just as companies monitor \ariations from 
a set of technical standards when manufacturing a product, is 
a myopic way to control service quality. 
Human services are founded on values which stress altruism, spiritual 
development and the relief of human suffering (Dickens, I 994). Human service 
values, however, may not be articulated as a conscious level (Wolfensbecger, 
l 987). The rise of professionalism and attractive career paths for service workers 
may even attract workers into human services who have not internalised the 
value systems so necessary for human services to operate with humanitarian 
philosophies at their vertex. In human service systems, unlike manufacturing 
industries, choice may not be made by the service user but by another acting on 
their behalf. The uniqueness of the interpersonal caring relationship in the service 
process also renders a management model approach incoherent with the value 
base of human services. Care is not a commodity which is coherent with 
outcome based production line systems. An emphasis on input rather than 
outcome and the importance of service user and provider interaction processes is 
the basis for quality in human services (Whittington, I 989). The influence of 
values, attitudes, professional enculturation and stereotypes about service users 
will influence the interactions of service workers and their behaviours towards 
service users in the process of serving. 
Despite the subjectivity of the human service process, systems have been 
developed with the intention of statistically analysing quality in services. In 
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deference to the highly subjective 'soft' elements of serving which are concerned 
with values. attitudes and interpersonal behaviour, as opposed to the 'hard' 
elements which arc procedurally oriented, measurement tools have included 
aspects of the interpersonal and ethical elements which characterise human 
services (Donabedian, 1980; Maxwell, 1984; Zeithaml, 1988; Dale, Lascellcs, & 
Plunkett, 1990). 
The collection of performance indicators was another approach which tabulated 
measurable indices of performance in relation to service standards. The main 
benefit of performance indicators was the management of staff ratio, and, 
although popular, they had little predictive power in the benefits of a particular 
service to service users, although in some instances where services may be 
critically understaffed they have been used to demonstrate service gaps. 
Performance indicators may also have the unintended consequence of over 
regulating worker interactions with users of services, as they are task oriented 
indices. Service interactions may become rigid and unspontaneous as a result of 
the introduction of indicators, with service workers performing to meet the needs 
·-
of the performance indicators rather than the needs of service users. This diverts 
workers from the essential nature of a 'human' service, which requires a 
spontaneous approach which is flexible to the diverse needs of users of services. 
Although performance indicators were originally developed to compare services 
to judge comparative performance, indicators can also be developed around 
service standards which are linked to legal requirements, professional practice, 
statements of values and philosophies. According to Vladeck ( 1980, p. 155), 
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"The need for government regulations arises from the weakness of consumers". 
This is currently a popular way to evaluate human services in Australia . One of 
the main problems with this, is the abstract and ambiguous nature of some of the 
qualities required of services which do not lend themselves to definition as 
simple behavioural objectives. The articulation of standard statements also lack 
explanation of the order of importance of service issues. It is simpler to quantify 
simple and tangible behavioural outcomes such as 'perfonning daily care 
activities', rather than 'treating people with dignity and respect'. As a result, 
important qualities from the perspective of people receiving services may be 
overlooked or ignored. There is also a problem that standards become norms in 
themselves, rather than a basis for continual improvement. This is particularly 
relevant when standards are used for funding contracts and involve considerable 
documentary evidence. 
The definition of service users' requirements as they are articulated in standard 
statements are also strongly influenced by professional values. The practice of 
peer review to monitor standards amongst agencies, further supports the 
investment that professional groups have in accrediting fonnal service 
arrangements. Connection between standard monitoring and day-to-day 
improvement in practice was questioned by Bible ( 1976), whose research 
demonstrated that although there were significant improvements m service 
user/worker interactions during visits by a monitoring team, this was 
immediately reversed once the monitoring exercise was over. The 'snapshot' 
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nature of team observation cannot accurately gauge the actual and lasting 
experiences of service users in their interactions with workers. 
There are no universally accepted criteria of service quality in human services 
(Knoll. 1990). The literature supports the position that measures of quality in 
human services which have been adapted from manufacturing industries have 
characteristics which rue inherently flawed in their application to human 
services. Furthermore, a systems approach to measuring quality m human 
services may divert service workers from personal interactions with service users 
both in allocation of time and in encouraging a focus on regulatory procedures 
and documentation. Although service standar<ls attempt to address some of the 
values underpinning services, the monitoring .1Jrocess can only at best present a 
cursory assessment of the experiences of people living in service environments. 
2.3 'QUALITY OF LIFE' RESEARCH IN HUMAN SERVICES 
2.3.1 PEOPLE WITH DISABILITTES 
'Quality of life' is the conceptualisation of the 'fit' between a person and 
meaningful life experience. 'Quality of life' is a subjective concept in relation to 
the person whose quality of life is in question. Despite this, the term 'quality of 
life' has been accepted as a universal description within human service systems 
as an indication of satisfaction with living experiences. 
Various approaches have attempted to conceptualise and measure 'quality of 
life'. Flanagan (1978: 1982) demonstrated that six areas showed the largest 
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correlation coefficients with over-all •quality of life' in relation to how well 
needs and wants were met, usmg a normal population in the United States. 
Flanagan's study, involving three thousand subjects, concluded that material 
comforts, health, work, active recreation, learning, and creative experience were 
generic 'quality of life' indicators. According to Flanagan, a person's 'quality of 
life' should be evaluated according to their personal needs and values rather in 
some centralised way. 
Richardson ( 1981) when analysing literature on 'quality of life' for people with 
learning disabilities in Britain, America and Scandinavia, suggested that there was 
a need to research the way in which recipients of services were affected, in the 
context of their interpersonal relationships and activities, by the environments 
they experienced. Despite living in a homely environment, having access to 
community facilities and being looked after by caring staff, people with 
disabilities might still have unmet needs which were difficult to express and fulfil 
(Stanley, 1988). This view was supported by Parmenter ( 1992) as particularly 
relevant in the current Australian political climate where legislative and 
bureaucratic forces areshaping the future for people with disabilities 
During the 80's 'quality of life' research for people with disabilities focused on 
gains in adaptive behaviour or increase in level of skills as being an indication of 
'quality of life' status (Campo, Sharpton, Thompson, & Sexton, 1997). 'Quality 
of life' indicators such as autonomy, security, and interpersonal relationships 
have been defined by Lind (1980) as integral to 'quality of life' experiences, 
however, few observational studies exist to validate the complex patterns of 
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interaction by which these life qualities can be investigated (Clark, 1989). 
Subjective values of lifestyle satisfaction also require consideration in the study 
of 'quality of life' (Schalock, Keith, Hoffman & Karan, 1989; Perry and Fclce, 
1995). 'Quality of life' is best understood from the perspectives of the person 
and embodies feeling of well-being and fulfilment (Schalock, 1996 ). 
Another common perspective of 'quality of life' studies was the acceptance of 
pre-determined aspects of service design as the basis for evaluating programs 
which were assumed to improve 'quality of life'. In an attempt to understand the 
outcomes of community integration programs for people with disabilities, 
multidimensional models involving subjective and objective components based 
on community adjustment constructs have been implemented by a number of 
researchers e.g. Halpern ( 1985), Halpern, Nave, Close and Nelson ( 1986), 
Brown, Bayer and McFarlane ( 1989), Borthwick-Duffy ( 1992), Schalock 
( 1990), F elce and Perry ( 1995). A person's interaction with her/his environment 
was addressed in the domains of occupation, residential environment, social 
support and personal satisfaction. Quality of service has also been linked to 
'quality of life' (Heming, Lavender, & Pill, 1981; Seltzer, Sherwood, Seltzer, & 
Sherwood, 1981; Schalock, 1990; Henry, Keys, Balcazar, & J opp, 1996). 
A number of studies from a social ecological perspective have been undertaken in 
Australia, the United Kingdom and North America as a conceptual framework 
for evaluating the effects of institutional reform and deinstitutionalisation on 
people with disabilities ( e.g.Crawford, Thompson, & Aiello, 1981; Kiernan, 
1981; Stucky & Newbrough, 1981; Murrel & Norris, 1983; Edgerton, 1984; 
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Parmenter, 1988; Goode, 1988: 1991; Parmenter, Briggs, & Sullivan, 1991; 
Schalock, 1991 ). Resident-oriented variables were measured and compared with 
environment oriented variables, to determine the best 'fit' between person and 
environment. This represented a shift away from the individual to the wider 
social system and reflected the interdependence between the person and their 
environment also reflected in the World Health Organisation clac;sification of 
impairment, disability and handicap ( 1980). In keeping with current 
philosophies on fostering community relationships for people with disabilities, 
the 'person-environment fit' addressed interactions between people and the 
wider social system and the service system itself was not an emphasis of 
research. For people who live in services, the service system provides another 
layer to their social ecology. Experiences of people in their interactions with the 
system, also needs to be considered. Because services are monitored and funded 
according to ideological principles does not guarantee that quality interactions 
will be experienced by people living in services. The quality of their 
relationships with people in the service system will also influence over-all 
'quality of life'. 'Quality of life' measures have mainly adopted objective criteria 
which evaluated quality in terms external to the experience of life, by equating 
welfare to socio-economic status, or interpersonal behaviours as a measure of 
well-being (Osborne, 1992). There is currently general agreement that 'quality of 
life' is the interrelationship among multiple environmental and personal factors 
(Hughes & Hwang, 1996). 
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Resche!r ( 1972, cit~d in Osborne, 1992) argued that there are two domains related 
to 'quali.ity of life' be11ng the conditions of life an~ the experience of life. This was 
interprettrA by &obertson and Osborne ( 1985) as 'welfare' and 'happiness'. 
Welfare represented the needs of the individual in society, whereas happiness 
was related to their subjective well-being. Well-being was defined as having three 
components, being, life satisfaction (a cognitive self-asse'-sment of progress) 
self-esteem (a basic feeling of self-worth and an acknowledgement of strengths 
and weaknesses) and happiness (a transitory mood of life satisfaction) (Abrams, 
1985; Davies and Challis, 1986, cited in Osborne, 1992). Parmenter (1992, p. 
249) cited Goode ( 1988) as suggesting seven major •quality of life' categories, 
being, social, life domains, life events, psychological/psychosocial, over-all 
quality of life, and outcome behaviours. Objective, subjective and combined 
measures related to these categories have been classified by other researchers 
(Brown, Bayer, & Macfarlane, 1989; Parmenter, 1992}. 
Schalock ( 1991) suggested that a person's perceived 'quality of life' resulted 
from three aspects of life experiences: personal characteristics, objective life 
conditions and perceptions of significant others. Schalock's model 
conceptualised two main 'quality of life' areas, being, the 'quality of life' for 
people in general and the 'quality of life' of individuals from their own 
perspective. Schalock's model, used a structured interview format and was based 
on a four factor scale addressing independence, productivity, community 
integration and satisfaction. Schak.,~k (1991) supported a view that 'person-
environment match' may be a more appropriate paradigm than 'person-
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environment fit' in relation to 'quality of life' research. Structured interviews 
with people with cognitive impairments, however, arc problematic and obtaining 
the individual's own evaluation of 'quality of life' is a greater challenge because it 
requires an ability to understand questions and express feelings (Borthwick-
Duffy, 1990). Involving other people to reply on behalf of people with cognitive 
impairments has also been shown to be unreliable (Cummins, 1992; Perry & 
Felce, 1995b ). Any interpretation of an individual's 'quality of life' requires an 
understanding on a personal level what people's experiences are (Taylor & 
Bogdan, 1996). This requires long-engagement and in-depth knowledge of the 
person concerned. Individuals reliant en service systems may also be under 
social pressure to suppress dissatisfaction with services in evaluating 'quality of 
life'. 
Many researchers have grappled with the development of a universally accepted 
conceptual model to measure 'quality of life'. An individual's unique perspective 
confounds the development of models which can be applied across populations 
(Hughes & Hwang, 1996). In criticism of the values in<lerpinning the 
development of 'quality of life' standards, and questioning the ethnocentrism of 
the development of measures Galambos ( 1996), and Taylor and Bogdan (1996), 
cautioned that conceptual models of 'quality of life' may project Anglo-
American, middle class values. 
Human services literature proliferates with studies on 'quality of life' outcomes 
in living services for people with disabilities which used objective criteria based 
on social and psychological indicators to evaluate quality (Raynes & Sumpton, 
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1987; Stanley & Roy, 1988; Cattermole, Jahoda, & Markova, 1990; Conncally, 
1992; Osborne, 1992; Flynn, 1994 ). Studies have had a significant focus on the 
transition from institutional environments to community living in which 'quality 
of life' indicators have largely been depicted by behavioural changes, increased 
opportunities for involvement in valued roles and activities, and consumer 
satisfaction with service delivery. A number of instruments employed to 
attempt a subjective measurement of 'quality of life' in human services, although 
providing relevant quantitative data for use by service administrators and 
funders, were unable to provide in-depth information which increased 
understanding of the lived experiences of people using services in their day-to-
day interactions (Campbell, 1981; Murrel & Norris, 1983; Borthwick-
Duffy, 1992; Schalock, 1990; Felce & Perry, 1995). Outcomes that reflect the 
person's interactions with their environment might be a more valid way of 
determining service outcomes (Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Landesman-Dwyer, 1985; 
Brown, Bayer, & Macfarlane, 1989; Goode, 1991 ). 'Quality of life' is 
significantly impacted by the caring and bonding of caregivers, peers and friends 
in a person's daily context (Stark & Faulkner, 1996). 
A number of instruments which assess 'quality of life' related to environmental 
characteristics exist (McLain, Silverstein, Brownlee, & Hubbell, 1979). PASS 
and PASSING (Wolfensberger & Glenn, 1975; Wolfensberger & Thomas, 1983) 
were paired by an underlying ideology by incorporating the principles of social 
role valorisation into evaluation practice. Although PASS and PASSlNG 
provided important objective quantitative measurements of program coherency 
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in relation lo the underpinning ideology, they did not have a major focus on the 
interpersonal interactions between people in services which also influenced 
'quality of life· experiences. The evaluations focused on content, setting and 
administration of the program, and had multiple foci on roles and activities 
within the service setting and the interconnectedness of the service with the 
external environment. Service users themselves were not involved in evaluation 
outcomes leaving an important area of information unaddressed. 
There is general agreement that there is little relationship between obJective 
social indicators and self-assessment of well-being, life satisfaction and life 
quality (Ingelhart & Robier, I 986; Lewis & Ryan, 1986 cited in Parmenter, 
1992). Social and psychological indicators are problematic in that 'quality of life' 
is measured at one point in time and skewed towards socially desirable factors. 
The relationship between personal satisfaction with life and societal welfare is 
not clearly determined (Parmenter, I 992). The meaning of 'quality of life' to an 
individual is a difficult concept to determine. 
In developing a concep_!Ual model of 'quality of life' using a client and sponsor 
questionnaire Brown, Bayer and MacFarlanc ( 1989) defined 'quality of life' as 
the discrepancy between a person's achieved and unmet needs and desires, and 
also the degree to which people have control of their environments. In Brown's 
study, formal and informal supports were seen as crucial in determining the 
quality of the environment, and the model contained items which objectively 
addressed service philosophies and attitudes and subjectively addressed 
perceived supports and personal satisfaction. Brown has used the information 
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deriving from the model as grounding for discussion on future development of 
services rather than as an end in itself. This is in response lo the views of 
Emmerson ( 1985) who advocated that evaluation research should be specific to 
individuals in their environments rather than focus on outcomes based on 
adaptive behaviour. Re-:ent longitudinal studies in Canada based on Brown's 
model (Brown et al., 1989) involving two-hundred and forty people across five 
agencies showed that not many gains were made over a three year period. Most 
people's subjective concerns related to starting and maintaining relationships. 
Although subjective concepts such as freedom of choice and happiness were 
important variables in Brown's model, they did not rate as highly as those from 
which 'hard data' could be obtained. There was little discussion about the 
interactions of people with others in their environment and their degree of 
autonomy (Parmenter, 1992). 
Following on from Brown's model, Goode ( 1991) developed a similar model 
based on social research and policy. Goode's model upheld the position that 
'quality of life' is specific to an individual's environment and basically the 
product of the relationships between people in each life's setting. This placed an 
emphasis on the interactional environment of settings such as living services, 
where people's interactions have more potential for significantly influencing 
happiness. Goode also suggested an ethnomethodological approach to assessing 
the 'quality of life' of people with disabilities in living services including the 
'quality of life' of staff, recognising the influence of the relational context of 
services on people's lives. The use of observational methods which captured the 
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richness of relationships people form with others in their environment and 
greater involvement of researchers in the research context, was also suggested by 
Goode as important in understanding the experiences of people with disabilities 
and significant others in their lives. 
Knoll ( 1990) discussed the rationale for the development of standard measures 
as having been integral to the development of programs which supported 
deinstitutionalisation and suggested that current evaluations of 'quality of life' 
have shifted to a focus on community integration and the development of 
individualised support systems. It has often been the superficial elements of 
community living that has been the focus of attention on 'quality of life' studies 
for people with disabilities, rather then the degree of autonomy and quality of 
interpersonal relations (Parmenter, 1992). Romney (1994) suggested that future 
research required researchers to dispel the myth of uniformity in favour of 
individual variability in studies of 'quality of life. Taylor and Bogdan ( 1990, 
cited in Schalock, 1990) suggested that as 'quality of life' was not the focus of 
study for people without disabilities, care needed to be exercised in studying 
people with disabilities as they may run the risk of being singled out even more 
as 'different' and dehumanised. 
Goode (1991) argued that 'quality of life' was the product of relationships 
between people in a variety of life settings and cautioned about the 
generalization of 'standards' of quality. The richness of the relationships 
experienced by people in their environments, and reflection on their 'real' social 
identity as it is experienced by them, according to Goode ( 1991) may provide a 
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more insightful investigation of 'quality of life·. This required researchers getting 
much closer to the people themselves. 
Addressing what quality of life actually means for peopit 
with developmental disabilities from an ep1stemological 
perspective may be of more value than pushing ahead too 
quickly with the development of indices that may manifest 
theoretical definitional, operational and methodological 
problems (Goode 1991, cited in Parmenter, 1992, p. 256). 
Other studies using Goode's procedures have been implemented in Finland and 
Sweden to develop instruments which can be used to test the capacity of 
services to meet the expressed needs of cli~nts. The essential ingredient of 
'quality oflife' is defined by the Swedish researcher Dugge (I 990, p. 7) as "the 
worthiness the person experiences in his/her specific situation". The use of 
people with disabilities, themselves, in the development of measurement tools 
was positive but the use of instrumentation once formalised also may have had 
the tendency to present a 'one size fits all' approach to 'quality of life' and 
subjective components-were likely to have lesser value in tue search to apply a 
recipe for 'neat' research. 
Turnbull and Brunk ( 1990, cited in Schalock, 1990, p. 191) suggested that 
'quality of life' is measured by relationships: 
... the extent to which people choose to be with each other, 
the ways in which they give form to their choices to be with 
each other, and the nature, extent, and duration of their 
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relationship. For people with disabilities who have less 
opportunities to develop non-service relationships, people 
working in services become key people in the way they 
experience a relational life. 
In keeping with the view that people themselves were the most accurate source 
of information, a symbolic interactionist approach has been suggested by other 
authors as a way of gaining insight on the meaning of having a disability from the 
perspectives of people with disabilities themselves (Barton & Tomlinson, 1984; 
Taylor & Bogdan, 1984; Parmenter, 1988) From a -:2. mbolic interactionist 
perspective the existential nature and the social nature of living with a disability 
may be in conflict with each other. From this perspective, 'quality of life' 
represented the degree to which people meet their needs to create their identities. 
Quality of life represents the degree to which individuals have 
met their needs to create their own meanings so they can 
establish and sustain a viable self in the social world 
(Parmenter, 1992, p. 267). 
Parmenter also suggested that a symbolic interactionist approach to 'quality of 
life' would essentially include three components for people with disabilities. 
Firstly, the person's perception of self, secondly their behavioural responses to 
ecological situations which influencee them, and thirdly the responses that the 
setti.ng might make to the individual. As well as the emphasis on material and 
occupational well-being, Parmenter emphasised autonomy and self-determination 
and social interaction relationships. The strength of Parmenter's model, if models 
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can be applied at all, lay in the emphasis on how people with disabilities 
perceived themselves, and there was much stronger emphasis on involvement of 
the individual as defining the major determinants of their 'quality of life'. 
In support of a symbolic interactionist perspective, other authors have taken a 
view that the concept of 'quality of life' has no meaning except from the 
experiences of individuals as 'quality of life' means different things to different 
people (Taylor & Bogdan, 1990). Ethnographic studies involving the analysis of 
in-depth interviews and participant observation, although methodologically 
challenging and often highly time consuming, provided rich accounts of how 
individuals with disabilities experience their lives (Taylor & Bogdan, 1990). 
Research of this nature permitted others to learn from people with disabilities 
themselves about their lives, and recognised the value of their experiences in 
evaluating what is 'good' or 'not good' about living in a service. Longitudinal 
ethnographic studies involving patterns of self-reported life satisfaction over 
time have demonstrated the importance of intrinsic factors rather thar, objective 
environmental variables in an individual's perception of 'quality of life' 
(Edgerton, 1996). 
According to Goode (1991, p. 5), superficiality in thinking on 'quality of life' 
serves " ... rhetorical, political and professional purposes, but does not help 
people with disabilities achieve a better quality of life". There is a danger that the 
research process can abet the aims of pressure groups while contributing little to 
the lives of people living in services. Goode also suggested that the term 'quality 
of life' is seductive in its simplicity and there was a need not to overlook the fact 
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that 'quality of life' for people with disabilities was embedded in the wider 
society. Blatt (1979) has exposed the abuse of people with disabilities as a result 
of their isolation from the general community, yet often for people with 
disabilities their experience of community becomes a service program rather than 
the spontaneous and informal associational life which characterises non-disabled 
life. 
In evaluating group homes for people with intellectual handicaps, over a three 
year period Felce and Toogood (1988), Felce (1989), and Perry and Felce (1995), 
concluded that friendships outside family or staff remained limited and people's 
contact with the general public was almost entirely at a casual acquaintance level. 
Other research supported these findings (Todd, Evans & Beyer, 1990; Barlow & 
Kirby, 1991; Clegg & Standen, 1991; Emmerson, & Hatton, 1996; Rapley & 
Beyer, 1996). People who acknowledged the problems of the associational lives 
of people with disabilities proposde that intentional communities for people 
with disabilities might positively affect their 'quality of life' by expanding their 
opportunities for long-term relationships (Vanier, 1979; Turnbull, 1990). 
Attitudes of staff towards people with disabilities may also have inhibited their 
social integration and 'quality of life' experiences (Parmenter, Briggs, & Sullivan 
1991; Grant, McGrath & Ramcharan, ( 1994). 
More recently, international researchers have shifted their focus on the meaning 
of 'quality of life' for people with disabilities as it was reflected in their sense of 
self, personal efficacy, belongingness and relationships. (Holm, Holst, & Perlt, 
1994; Parmenter, 1994; Woodill, Renwick, Brown, & Raphael, 1994). A number 
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of authors have agreed that 'quality of life' could not be assured through 
prescriptive regulations due to the subjectivity, cultural differences and transient 
nature of 'quality of life' (Edgerton, 1990; Goode, 1990; Heinlein, 1994 ). Any 
research on 'quality of life' required the researcher to suspend class biases and 
personal assumptions and pursue the meaning of 'quality of life' from the values 
and beliefs of the people concerned (Taylor & Bogdan, 1996). 
A person-centered planning approach shifted the focus from organisational 
outcomes to person-centered outcomes as a quality measure (Goode, 1990). This 
required maximum flexibility in the delivery of services. Researching 'quality of 
life' in populations where participants have severe cognitive impairments was 
also difficult (Borthwick-Duffy, 1990; Rosen, Simon, & McKinsey, 1995). A 
study by Parmenter et al., ( 1991) demonstrated that subjective measures of life 
satisfaction and happiness could be addressed in populations with severe levels 
of disability although the study used an interview schedule and did not involve 
lengthy engagement over time with people with disabilities to observe their lives 
and interprete their experiences. Providing infom1ation on quality in the lives of 
other people is always open to personal interpretation and bias. A key factor in 
research which used informants other than people with disabilities themselves 
was having a level of intimacy which develops from continuity in relationships 
and a positive attitude towards the person involved. Predicting preferred 
activities for people with severe cognitive impairments required long engagement 
and knowledge of the individual (Newton, Ard, Homer, & Toews, 1996; Taylor 
& Bogdan, 1996). 
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The major current trend in supporting people with disabilities and the shift from 
a programming approach towards supporting personally valued life outcomes 
has become a focus of study. A recent study by Campo, ~1;arpton, Thompson 
and Sexton ( 1997) involving sixty adults with severe cognitive impairments 
examined interrelations among personal lifestyle characteristics and community-
home program characteristics with 'quality of life' factors concluding that 
'quality of life' experiences by study informants related to personalised 
opportunities and autonomy. The signficance of family and friend networks to 
'quality of life' was also highlighted. In discussing the important role of staff 
attitudes in generating opportunities for people with disabilities, Campo et al., 
( 1997) concluded that the holistic structure of the environment rather that staff 
training or competence per se was a key factor emerging from the study. An 
increasing number of advocates and people involved in service development have 
called for service workers to become more involved as facilitators in the relational 
development of people living in services (Knoll, & Ford,1987; Newton, Ard, 
Homer, & Toews, 1996; Campo et al., 1997). 
~ 
Research on 'quality of life' issues for people with disabilities until recently has 
focused on the development of models which attempt to provide 
psychometrically sound data collection instruments which were applicable 
across populations. There is general agreement that a discrepancy exists between 
objective and subjective elements in 'quality of life' research. The focus of 
research has shifted from objective indicators of program outcomes to more 
closely examine the subjective experiences and perceptions of people with 
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disabilities, however, studies address quality from a broader perspective than the 
service environment itself. 'Quality of life' is also closely linked to service 
quality for people with disabilities who rely on service workers to provide care 
and support in their living environments as services arc a part of their ecology. 
There is a need for a close examination of quality from the perspectives of 
people living in services, to identify the the way in w'.1ich human service 
interactions influence the quality of their day-to-day experiences. This is 
particularly important in populations of people with high support needs who 
may have restricted opportunities to develop social identities outside of formal 
services. An in-depth examination of this kind will provide important insights 
into what emerges as important to people living in services. 
The assumptions that organisational policies and procedures accurately 
represent the priorities of people living in services and translate into meaningful 
action on the part of people working in services may overlook the reality of the 
complex interpersonal nature of living services for people with disabilities. 
2.3.2 ELDERLY PEOPLE 
Various studies have nominated different conditions as being necessary for 
'quality of life' in elderly populations and concluded that coping, social support, 
good health, and locus of control playd an important role in perception of 
'quality of life' in later years (Liebennan & Tobin, 1983; Pearlman & Uhlmann, 
1988; Koenig, Smiley, & Gonzales, 1989; Burbanck, 1992; Witmer, & Sweeney, 
1992). To this description, a fourth factor was added on concern about disability 
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and dependence (Kendig, 1989). 'Quality of life' determinants for elderly 
populations in Australia have been articulated by the Jones Committee (Jones, 
1992, p. 2, cited in Sax, 1993) as: "Their perceptions about themselves and the 
~ttitudes of others, their toles, health and activity, financial security, and 
comfort". 
Living service environments for elderly people have also been the focus of 
considerable research. Social and economic resources available to older adults are 
directly related to the value attributed by the public who permit services to be 
provided. As demands for funding of services to this group are likely to 
significantly increase over the next three decades, older adults with physical and 
cognitive impairments may be even more vulnerable to reduced service quality 
due to the increasing demands made on the welfare dollar by the provision of 
humanitarian care. Methods used for determining benefits such as, clinical 
outcomes, cost-benefit analysis and cost-effectiveness may discriminate against 
elderly people (Childress, 1984; Pearlman & Jansen, 1985; McCallum, 1990; 
Sax, 1993). Discriminatory practices and attitudes are said to permeate almost 
every aspect of the lives of older people as the young and old are locked into 
fierce competition for public funds (Daniels, 1988; Picton, 1991) . 
Definitions of quality must include elements that are meaningful to service users 
and also take into account the environment, including less tangible outcomes. The 
standard of medical care may be high, yet 'quality of life' of people in living 
services may be poor (Kane & Kane, 1988). Evaluation of quality of care is safer 
and more practical than evaluation of 'quality of life' which may be why 
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procedures focus on technological issues and the use of structured rating scales 
(Booth. 1985; Lohr, 1988). The focus on the technical dimension of service 
delivery inevitably excludes consumers from participation in quality of care 
assessments. 
Studies of 'quality oflifo' outcomes in hostel and nursing home environments for 
older dependent adults in Australia, England, and the United States, have mainly 
focused on behavioural outcomes and program content (Gallacher, 1986; Lemke 
& Moos, 1986; Grossman, 1988; Clark & Bowling, 1989; Cox, Kaeser, 
Montgomery, & Marion, 1991 ). The physical environment, recreational activities 
and the social environment have been identified as three major factors which 
affect residents' 'quality of life' (Kahana, 1982; Clark, 1989; Kayser-Jones, 
1990; Ross, 1990; Cox et al., ! 99 l ). Measures of outcomes which encompassed 
physical and mental functioning and life satisfaction have also been the focus of 
studies (Kane & Kane, 1982; Bond, Atkinson, & Bond, 1986; Cox, 1991 ). 
Quantitative studies using a variety of 'quality of life' measures have concluded 
that positive interpersonal relationships were important to elderly people 
whether they lived in s-ervices or in the community (Pearlman & Jonsen, 1985; 
Booth & Phillips, 1987; Faulk, 1988; Umoren, 1992; Fisher, 1995). In a study 
by Umoren ( 1992) in Cohunbia, resident satisfaction was measured against 
Maslow's hierarchy of needs. The study concluded that the continued 
opportunity for personal growth of residents was dependent on positive 
relationships with staff. Booth and Phillips ( 1987) undertook a longitudinal 
study in England over a two year period to compare quality, satisfaction, and the 
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degree of independence between elderly people living in community group 
homes and traditional nursing homes. The study concluded that there was no 
evidence that group home environments were more enabling for elderly people 
but that group homes reported a higher incidence of mutually supportive 
relationships which positively influenced subjective well-being. Observational 
approaches to provide insights into the interactional environments of nursing 
homes have concluded that negative interactions between staff and residents 
were common and that the caring practices were characterised by routinisation 
and control (Godlove, Richard, & Rodwell, 1981; Clark & Bowling, 1989; 
Hofland & David, 1990; Lidz & Arnold, 1990). 
The analysis of discourse has also experienced growth as a field of inquiry which 
has provided unique insights into understanding everyday social action. Studies 
of institutional discourse by Gumperz ( 1982), Paget ( 1986), Grainger, Atkinson 
and Coupland (1990), and West and Frankel (1991 ), have demonstrated that 
differentials in communication between professionals and care recipients were 
exaggerated in aged care environments, resulting in the detriment of effective 
communication, and that service system requirements were prioritised over 
residents• needs. When orientation to the physical care task was given priority, 
the care recipient's relational needs frequently conflicted with the task oriented 
goals of providers, and residents' priority needs for emotional support were not 
addressed (Atkinson & Heritage, 1984; Grainger, 1993). Although observational 
studies and discourse analysis provided valuable insights into communication 
between service users and workers from which inferences of positive and 
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negative interactions were drawn, they were limited in that they drew inferences 
from the researcher's perspective and were not participatory in nature. 
A significant qualitative study by Cartwright ( 1991) interviewed relatives and 
friends of elderly people who had died in nursing homes, concluding that the last 
year of their lives lacked stimulation and communication. Staff informants in the 
same study had more positive views of residents' lives, demonstrating a 
difference in perceptions of quality between families and staff. Hopelessness, 
boredom and monotony, have been reported by service users in other qualitative 
studies (Powillis, 1990). In contrast, living services for elderly people can be rich 
in communicative activity, which has been demonstrated as positively related to 
psychological well-being (Parmalee, 1982; Nussbaum, 1983b; Nussbaum, 
Holladay, Robison, & Ragan, 1985; Agbayewa, Oluwafemi, Ong, & Wilden, 
1990; Mor, Branco, Fleishman, & Hawes, 1995). Interactions between elderly 
service users and service workers nonnally contained some disclosure of 
competence issues (Coupland, Coupland, Giles, Henwood, & Wiemann, 1988). 
Alternatively, when access to meaningful interactions were restricted, elderly 
services users had little opportunity for control or self-definition. Stereotyping 
of elderly people by service workers reproduced ageism and was detrimental to 
their quality of life (McIntosh, 1996). 
Studies to investigate relationships between staff ratio and quality of care 
concluded that higher staff ratio did not result in an increase 'positive' life-
enhancing care but task assignment on administrative tasks increased (Hile & 
Walbran, 1991; Sixsmith, Hawley, Stilwell, & Copeland, 1993). Quality indices 
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have also focused on the relationship between facility size and quality with 
mixed results. Some studies indicated that small services were more home like 
and avoided the negative characteristics of institutions whereas others showed 
that larger facilities benefited from economies of scale and standards of clinical 
care (Kosberg & Tobin, 1972: Greene & Monahan, 1981). However, larger 
facilities have also been proven to negatively influence the quality of personal 
relationships (Lemke & Moos, 1986). 
Comparisons between profit and non-profit living environments for elderly 
people have also been the subject of research (Greene & Monahan, 1981; Elwell, 
1984; Lemke & Moos, 1986). The maintenance of maximum levels of autonomy 
for elderly people has been identified as crucial to •quality of life' experiences in 
residential services (O'Connor & Vallerand, 1994; Hertz, 1996). Studies of 
autonomy across profit and non-profit making services indicated that non-profit 
making services demonstrated greater autonomy, participation, less structure, 
and a higher rate of staff enrichment than services which were privately owned. 
A considerable body of psycho-social literature in institutional environments for 
elderly people showed that lack of autonomy had negative effects on emotional 
and physical well-being (Baltes & Baltes, 1986; Rodin, 1986; Rowe & Kahn, 
1987; Lidz & Arnold, 1990). Recommendations from studies of autonomy in 
long-term care environments suggested that professionals or family care-givers 
must also change, and extend the time spent in communication with elderly 
people to promote their autonomy and well-being (Hofland, 1988). 
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(22%) and pleasure ( 19%) emerged as the most frequently cited categories for 
both groups (DePaola & Ebersole, 1995). A weakness of McCarthy's study was 
the use of family members as respondents. Another study by DePaola and 
Ebersole ( 1995) to examine whether or not nursing home residents reported an 
absence of meaning as the result of social discontinuity, also resulted in 
relationships (56%) most often being reported as providing meaning. This was 
followed by pleasure (16%) and health (9%). DePaola and Ebersole's study used 
only self-reported data. The most popular meaning category, relationships, was 
consistent with other studies using younger populations. The only exception 
was a singular study on eminent people who placed relationships second to life 
work (DePaola & Ebersole, 1995). According to Williams ( 1990, p. 25), living in 
a service was as much a matter of the spirit as it was of the body: 
Redirection of philosophy and practice from the prevailing 
task-centred care practices to person-centred individualised 
care is urgently needed if those who live and work in our 
long-term care institutions, as well as families and friends 
who visit are all to be sustained and nurtured in both body 
and spirit. 
The need to address and nurture 'spirit-sustaining' relationships between service 
users and workers was promoted by Williams (1990: 1994) as integral to 
'quality of life' in long-term environments. This view was supported by 
Lubinski (1978: 1995) and Kaakinen (1992) who commented on the influence of 
formal communication systems in aged care environments and the negative 
influences this placed on people liv~g there. Self-regulatory beliefs based on 
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residents' own perceptions of communication rules also inhibited their 
communication with other residents. Observational studies have demonstrated 
that nursing home environments " ... either overtly or covertly restrict human 
interaction, particularly spoken communication" Lubinski (1978, p. 17 ). This 
has significant implications for the 'quality of life' of residents. 
A shift in ethical orientation away from individual emphasis towards an 
emphasis on relationships between individuals who live and work in services has 
been proposed by Noddings (1984). A review of the lit~rature on 'quality of life' 
studies for elderly people living in services lacks identification of service 'quality' 
from a phenomenological perspective. In deciding what is important in the day-
to-day lives of people living in services, people funding services and those in a 
'hands-on' capacity need to be able to understand how services are experienced 
by recipients and what is important to them, so that services can be sensitive to, 
and focused on, important issues to the people using them. 
2.4 SUMMARY 
Literature has highlighted the complex context of the evaluation of quality in 
living services for people with disabilities and elderly people. 'Quality of life' 
constructs have consisted of mainly objective criteria to evaluate 'quality of life'. 
Evaluation practices have been influenced by the manufacturing industry and 
have had a focus on tangible outcomes which are underpinned by assumptions 
that service outcomes are comparable to 'quality of life' experiences for people 
living in services. 'Quality of life' for people in living services, may have as 
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much to do with their experience of 'service' as an intcgrnl focus of their life's 
experience. The reality for some people with severe disabilities, however 
idealistic the projections of service developers are, is that 'service' is the endpoint 
of their living experience. This is particularly relevant in aged care services. 
Quality outcomes for people living in services also need to be directed towards 
the service environment itself and the important social interactions which impact 
on life in the process of service delivery. By providing interpretations of 
commonly shared living service experiences across multiple settings information 
can be obtained to gain insight, raise consciousness, and develop sensitivity to 
what are the crucial quality elements in living services from the people most 
affected. 
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CHAfYfER3 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter will describe the theoretical perspective underpinning the study, the 
sequence of the research, rationale for the research questions, data collection and 
analysis, and ethical issues and limitations. 
3.1 THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 
The purpose of this research was to gain knowledge of informants' experiences 
and perspectives on quality in living services. The theoretical framework 
underpinning the study is symbolic interactionism. Symbolic interactionism has 
its roots in sociology and has an assumption that society, reality and selves are 
socially created through interaction processes (Blumer, 1969; Lindesmith, 
Strauss, & Denzin, 1975). Meanings (or 'truth') arise out of an individual's 
experience. 
A symbolic interactionist approach to the study of living services promotes a 
view that the human environment does not consist of objects which intrinsically 
carry meaning, but that social life is constructed through interaction with others. 
Blumer ( 1969) suggested that using survey methods and statistical techniques in 
attempting to determine correlations among sociological variables to identify 
causal relationships, failed to recognise the dynamic nature of the social research 
context. Symbolic interactionism has a long history of use in the social sciences 
(Patton, 1990; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Taylor & Bogdan, 1998). 
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The symbolic intcractionist position is based on the view that: 
Human beings act in situations on the basis of the meanings situations have 
for them. 
The meanings derived from situati0r..; aric;e nut of social interaction between 
people over time. 
Meanings are handled through an interpretative process used by the person 
in dealing with the situation at hand (Blumer, 1969, p. 3 ). 
As the meaning of quality in living services is created through service users' 
interpretations of their day-to-day interactions, a symbolic interactionist 
approach provides a way to closely examine service interactions and their 
meanings. hrunersion in the living context over an extended period also provides 
opportunities to discover some of the subtle meanings of living in a service and 
how these influence the lives of informants. Extended periods of vbservation will 
assist with understanding the meaning of service 'quality' (or what is 'good') 
from the perspectives_ of people using living services, and how people make 
sense of their day-today experiences (Guba & Lincoln, 1983; Leininger, 1985). A 
collaborative, participatory approach allows informants to control the content 
and interpretation of the data and acknowledges the experiences of informants as 
experts in investigating 'quality' (Reason, 1988; Whyte, 1991; Fri deres, 1992). 
Focusing on the subjective experiences of every-day life in a living service to 
communicate them in a meaningful way attempts to "... guarantee that the world 
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of social reality will not be replaced by a fictional non-existing world constructed 
by the scientific observer" (Schutz, 1967, cited in Holstein & Gubrium, 1994, p. 
263). A phenomenological perspective is compatible with the collaborative 
research approach and interpretation and verification of the data by informants. 
The phenomenological world is a world of conscious, perceptual, living people in 
constant contextual interaction. This interdependency implies that" ... there is no 
world without a consciousness to perceive it and similarly no consciousness 
without a world to be conscious of' (Valle & King, 1978, p. 12). In order to 
understand human experience from the actors' point of view the 
phenomenologist utilises three general strategies i.e. phenomenol~gical reduction, 
imaginative variation and interpretation (Keen, 1975). The purpose of the 
method is to investigate and describe all phenomena, including human experience 
in the way phenomena appear in their fullest depth and breadth (Spielberg. 
1965). Unconstrained descriptions of life in a service which reflects the personal 
realities of informants provides a way of viewing the human experience of living 
in a service and may present useful informatic11 to guide the development of the 
service. The assumption in using a phenomenological approach is that " ... there 
is an essence or essences to shared experience and that these essences are 
mutually understood by people sharing a common experience" (Patton, 1990, p. 
70). A process called bracketing reduces the risk of phenomena being reflected 
through preconceptions of researchers (Cohen, 1987, p. 31 ). Advocates of 
phenomenology argue that since consciousness is in the world, the study of 
experience raises consciousness. Another important concept is that the 
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researcher is an integral part of the research process and maintains a self-
conscious position throughout the research. 
3.2 SEQUENCE OF RESEARCH 
Data collection and analysis took place over a two year period between July 
1995 and November 1997. The research design comprised of three phases. 
3.2.1 PHASE 1 
The initial phase, from July 1995-May 1996 involved an intensive study with 
multiple visits to four service agencies, two in disability services (involving six 
separate living sites) and two in aged care services, and repeated interviews with 
sixteen service user informants, participant observation, recording of fieldnotes 
and literature research to gain an understanding of the meaning of quality from 
the perspectives of people living in services. 
The first interviews of the sixteen informants in phase one asked informants to 
explain the meaning of quality related to living in a service and provide 
descriptions of experiences in the context of quality. These initial interviews 
generated 286 pages of double spaced transcriptions for inductive analysis. 
Patterns in the data revealed that behaviours in the domain of interpersonal 
relationships appeared more consistently in descriptions of quality in services 
than task related behaviours directed towards physical care or environmental 
care. Co-coding of interview data by research supervisors and colleagues 
confinned that interpersonal relationships were shared across interviews as 
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integral to quality experiences with greater consistency than task related 
behaviours. Returning to conduct member checks with infonnants m phase I 
confinned that relationships with service workers were the most valued elements 
in service users· perceptions of service quality. 
Having established the link between service worker relational behaviours and 
quality experiences, discussion with supervisors and key advisors led to the 
development of a further three research questions which were designed to 
identify service workers who provided quality experiences, the common 
relational and task behaviours which were characteristic of quality experiences 
and the nature of relationships which were commonly shared across settings. A 
second round of interviews was conducted with the initial si.xteen infonnants, to 
identify acts which were consistently experienced in the context of quality. This 
information would identify the characteristics of service workers and acts of 
serving which were commonly perceived by service users as quality service 
experiences. This generated a further 176 pages of double spaced transcriptions 
for analysis. The initial sixteen service user informants were invited to identify 
key service workers whom they considered relationally supportive. These nine 
identified service workers were subsequently interviewed in phase 1. Inductive 
analysis of 187 pages of transcripts from service workers provided thematic data 
which identified shared experiences and perceptions of quality from service 
workers· perspectives. Returning to service worker informants to confinn 
interpretations, and co-coding interview data with research supervisors and 
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colleagues to justify interpretation of categories and themes confirmed and 
triangulated findings. 
3.2.2 PHASE 2 
The second phase of the study from August 1996-January 1997 involved 
collecting further data from informants from a range of agencies in disability and 
aged care to explore whether emergent categories and themes from the analysis of 
phase one data were consistently shared across different environments. A further 
five disability services (involving eleven separate sites) and five aged care 
services were accessed and a further thirty-four service users and seventeeen 
service workers, who had been identified by service user informants as key 
people in the context of quality, were also interviewed. This phase provided 
further immersion in multiple living environments allowing for the collection of 
extensive fieldnotes and confirming emergent themes from phase one findings. 
This added to the large data bank of examples of quality interactions and also 
identified negative cases for comparison in the dissertation. A further 636 pages 
of service user transcripts and 410 pages of service worker transcripts were 
transcribed. 
3.2.3 PHASE 3 
The third and final phase of the study from August-November 1997 involved 
further analysis and the identification of relational themes from the phase l and 
phase 2 data and selection of information rich cases to be presented as exemplars 
of the variable relational experiences of living service informants. Informants 
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were contacted to supplement data and provide further information such as 
personal history to enrich case descriptions. This phase generated a further 24 
pages of transcriptions. The research design is displayed in the following figure: 
PHASE I 
MEANING 
OF 
PHASE3 
FIG.1 RESEARCH DESIGN 
PHASE2 
DA = Disability Agency 
AA = Aged Care Agency 
U = Service User 
W = Service Worker 
The figure represents the ihree phases of the study. Phase one involved data 
collection, data analysis and reduction from four agencies. Phase two involved 
further data collection, analysis and validation from a further ten agencies to 
interpret the meaning of quaEty for people living in services. Phase three 
examined categories of relationships which had emerged from phases one and 
two. 
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3.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
In collaborative research, the research question is usually developed in 
consultation with informants. In this case, as the research was instigated by the 
researcher's interest in the issues u1 'quality' the overarching question was 
guided by consultation with key people who used and worked in services. It was 
assumed that other questions would naturally flow from the initial question 
according to the direction that informants chose. 
Initially info1mants were asked to describe their experiences of living in a service 
and provide descriptions about what was important and valued. This was 
directed at answering the following question: 
Question 1: What are the experiences of people with disabilities and 
elderly people living in services and what arc their perceptions of 
'quality'? 
e.g.What is it like for you living here? 
What's important to you in your day-to-day life? 
What does 'quality' in a service mean to you? 
This allowed informants to tell as much of their stories related to living in a 
service as they wished. Communication between the interviewer and informants 
then proceeded according to the directions informants' chose. 
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The first overarching question was used to identify what meaning quality had for 
people living in services, related to their experiences of interacting with other 
people, and their environment. It has been demonstrated that literature abounds 
with studies which use pre-determined quality of life indicators as the basis for 
developing interview schedules and questionnaires (Kahana, 1982; Murrel & 
Norris, 1983; Pearlman, 1985; Booth & Phillips, 1987; Goode, 1988; Edgerton, 
1990; Kendig, 1989; Schalock, 1990b; Parmenter, Briggs, & Sullivan, 1991; 
Cummins, 1992; Osborne, 1992; Umoren, 1992; Flynn, 1994 ). The purpose of 
this question was to attempt a completely open-ended approach to identify key 
quality domains to guide the development of the study by bracketing 
assumptions about what quality experiences might be for people living in 
services. From analysis of interview data related to question one, which 
consistently linked quality service experiences of service users with relational 
behaviours of service workers, three further questions emerged and were 
incorporated in subsequent interviews. The next question related to service 
workers' experiences: 
Question 2: What are the experiences of 'valued ' service workers and 
what are their perceptions of quality? 
e.g.What's it like for you working here? 
What does quality in a service mean to you? 
The second question acknowledged the relational domain of the living service as 
itwas emerging from the data and that services are basically interactional dyads. 
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Literature indicates that worker issues such as power relationships, worker 
stress, and high turr.over influence service quality, and the continuity of worker / 
service user relationships (Gubrium, 1975; Taylor, 1978; Maslach, 1982; Bersani 
& Heifetz, 1985; Burchard & Thousand, 1987; Collopy, 1988; Hofland, 1988; 
Felce, Repp, Thomas, & Ager, 1991; Grau, Chandler, Burton, & Kolditz, 1991; 
Williamson, 1991; Jacobsen, 1992; Dickens, 1994; Carrell, 1997). The second 
question allowed the perspectives of service workers also to be considered and 
the meaning that working had for them as well as their perspectives on what was 
important to service users. 
The third question was incorporated to elicit descriptions of specific interactions 
in the service envronment which were interpreted by service users as positive 
and negative experiences. 
Question 3: What are valued char~£!edstics of living services from the 
perspectives of service users? 
e.g.How would you describe a good living service? 
Are there things about living in a service that you don't like? 
The third question examined the key elements of quality in a service. Although 
literature is also available which stresses the relational aspects of service systems 
(Noddings, 1984; Sarason, 1985; Van De Veer, 1986; Downs, Javidi, & 
Nussbaum, 1988; Nussbaum, 1988; Weimann, Gravell & Weimann, 1988; 
Walton, 1989; Zeithaml, 1988; Wuthnow, 1991; Woodill, Renwick, Brown, & 
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Raphael, 1994; Moore, 1995; McIntosh, 1996; Trewek, 1996) none has been 
found which articulates the relational acts which demonstrate the key quality 
experiences shared by people with disabilities and older adults living in services. 
The purpose of this question was to identify the relational acts which were 
considered important by service workers by providing examples of positive and 
negative experiences which consistently emerged across settings. 
The fourth question examined service relationships in greater depth and 
identified information rich descriptions of positive and negative service 
encounters: 
Question 4: What is the nature of service relationships between users and 
workers in living services? 
e.g. Can you tell me about people you share your life with here? 
Is there anyone here you feel close to? Can you explain why? 
Have you had any problems? 
The fourth and final question emerged as the human service context was 
identified as an important area of relational support by people in the study. 
Although some recent literature exists to support this view (Lutfiyya, 1993), 
studies focus mainly on informal social supports for people with intellectual 
disabilities outside of formal services (Perske, 1988; Bogdan & Taylor, 1989; 
Firth & Rapley, 1990; Amado, 1993; Forest, 1991; O'Brien & O'Brien, 1993b). 
This area is not well articulated in research of people with disabilities and older 
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populations in living services. By focusing more deeply on relationships within 
services, it was hoped to obtain further knowledge about the consistency of 
relational experiences across agencies and also gather in-depth descriptions which 
demonstrated the variability and richness of relational experiences and the 
meanings they had to informants. 
3.4 RESEARCH PROCEDURES 
3.4.1 INFORMANT SELECTION 
As the purpose of the research was to understand the meaning of quality from 
the perspectives of people living in services, informants were selected who could 
provide thick descriptions of their experiences of living in typical service 
environments such as group homes and community houses for people with 
disabilities, and nursing homes and hostels for elderly people. The size of the 
sample was not determined at the beginning of the research as it was important 
to adopt a flexible approach to allow for further theoretical sampling to verify 
relationships between categories as they emerged from the data and allow 
saturation to be reached (Patton, 1990; Strauss, 1990; DePoy & Gitlin, 1994; 
Taylor & Bogdan, 1998). 
Informants were selected by a process of purposive sampling of people who had 
lived in services for extended periods (DePoy & Gitlin, 1994). When obtaining a 
purposeful sample the researcher selects informants according to the needs of the 
study (Patton, 1990). This particular group of service users was selected for 
their experiences of living in a service for a prolonged period and having the 
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ability to provide information-rich data for in-depth study (Morse, 1986; 
Patton, 1990; Taylor & Bogdan, 1998). Informants were selected across 
disability and aged care services in the Perth Metropolitan area which were 
typical of current models of service.All people who were approached to become 
involved consented to be interviewed. People with disabilities living in the 
community were identified through personal networks and either contacted 
directly by the investigator or introduced through key service workers known to 
the investigator. 
Seven disability agencies and seven aged care agencies were involved. When 
service workers were involved in assisting the investigator to access informants, 
formal written applications to conduct the research were sent to service 
administrators to comply with agency policies and consent forms to be 
completed by informants included (Refer Appendix I and Appendix 2). 
Although service staff could be acting in a gatekeeping capacity by providing 
names of people who would positively report on their experiences, this was also 
seen to strengthen the positive approach, and as demonstrated in the findings, 
despite this likelihood, a number of negative cases emerged. 
The study planned to take an 'optimistic' approach as described by Bogdan and 
Taylor ( 1990) as it was attempting to identify the meaning of quality by 
adopting a focus on positive aspects of living services. Due to the large number 
of agencies which provided services in the areas of disability and aged care, 
discussion was generated initially with key advisors who were involved as 
workers and service users in the area of disability services and aged care services 
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to identify living services which had reputations of providing quality services. 
Although all the agencies involved were subjected to regular standards monitoring 
procedures to comply with funding arrangements and could be assumed to 
provide quality in the delivery of services, it was still considered important in 
the initial investigation of quality to gauge reputation by discussion with key 
advisors, and the community at large. Four agencies, two providing services to 
people with disabilities and two providing aged care services were identified and 
approached to provide access for data collection in the first phase of the study. 
3.4.1. l PHASE I-Service User Informants 
The initial four agencies were selected following discussion with key advisors. It 
was proposed that four or five people from each agency would be interviewed. 
Sixteen service user informants agreed to be interviewed for phase one of the 
study. This would allow for the collection of sufficient data to identify shared 
experiences and variation in experiences. Previous involvement in qualitative 
studies had demonstrated that repeated interviews with information rich 
informants had the potential to generate large amounts of descriptive information 
for analysis. Informants were included who met the following criteria: 
Living in a group home, community house, hostel or nursing home service 
for a minimum of one year (preference to be given to people who had long-
term experience of the service i.e. experiential experts); 
Able to communicate verbally or by independently using a communication 
device; 
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English as a first language. 
3.4. l.2 PHASE 1- Service Worker Informants 
From the analysis of the initial sixteen interviews with people living in services, 
relationships with service workers emerged as the most con;:.istcnt issue m the 
meaning of quality experiences. Relational behaviours appeared in the data more 
,;onsistently in the context of quality experiences than task oriented behaviours. 
Returning to informants to validate interpretations confirmed this finding. Nine 
service worker informants were identified by service users in the course of 
interviews as being key people related to quality experiences in living services. 
There wae no other inclusion criteria other than being named by service users as 
integral to the meaning of quality. All service workers who were approached 
agreed to be interviewed. (Refer Appendix 3 for demographics of service -vorkers 
and users in phase one and Appendix 4 for chart linking service users and 
workers in phase one) 
3.4.1.3 PHASE 2 Service User Informants 
As quality in services is usually measured according to competency statements 
and task related outcomes it was considered important to further investigate the 
meaning of relationships within services as this was the key issue emerging from 
phase one. It was decided to expand the study to interview people in multiple 
settings to find out if experiences and meanings of quality were commonly 
shared across different living environments. A convenience sample of a range of 
settings in disability and aged care agencies with a variation of size, locality and 
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funding arrangements were accessed. This included agencies who were funded by 
the government and non-government sectors, and charitable, religious, and 
private agencies. A purposive sample of between three and five informants were 
selected from each agency. Thirty-four service user informants were interviewed 
and information rich cases identified. 
3.4.1.4 PHASE 2 Service Worker Informants 
From the analysis of the interviews with thirty-four service users infom1ants in 
phase two. seventeen service worker informants weie identified by service users 
in the context of quality and subsequently interviewed. (Refer Appendix 5 for 
demographics of service workers and users in phase two and Appendix 6 for 
chart linking service users and workers in phase two) 
3.4.1.5 PHASE 3 Service User and Worker Informants 
From analysis of phase two interviews, a comprehensive picture vf living service 
contexts and patterns of interactions which were consistently experienced across 
multiple agencies was created. The importance of relationships between service 
users and workers and their link with service users' perceptions of 'quality' was 
also strengthened. Further exploration of the nature of relationships between 
service users and workers related to the four main relational categories which had 
emerged from the analysis of the seventy-six service user and worker interviews 
was carried out in phase three. 
It was decided that the study would not be complete without a more in-depth 
account of the variable relational experiences of penple living in services and that 
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a case-study approach would be an appropriate way to capture the meaning of 
infonnants' experiences in their own words. From the data bank, infonnation 
rich cases \Ver~ identified as exemplars of categories of relationships which had 
emerged from phases one and two. Five relational dyads were selected as 
examples of relational quality and four individual cases were selected to 
demonstrate a lack of quality in their relational context. Informants were 
contacted when further information was required. 
3.5 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
In keeping with a phenomenological approach data collection involved a series of 
in-depth interviews. In-depth interviews involved face-to-face encounters 
between the researcher and informants directed towards understanding 
informants' perspectives 011 their experiences as expressed in their own words 
(Taylor & Bogdan, 1984, p. 77). By retrieving the informants' world and 
attempting to understand their perspectives in language which was natural to 
them, the possible distorting effect of using symbols and language which were 
not part of their everyday usage was reduced. In-depth interviewing 1s 
particularly useful when a researcher wants to gain access to, and an 
understanding of, activities and events which cannot be observed directly by the 
researcher (Minichiello, Aroni, Tirnewell & Alexander, 1990). Open-ended 
questions and active listening allowed informants to communicate their feelings 
in order to empathise with, and confirm what they were conveying (Minichiello. 
Aroni, Timewell, & Alexander, 1990; Kemper, 1992). It was important to relate 
to informants as people and not just as sources of data (Taylor & Bogdan, 
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1998). A visit was usually made to the service context before making 
appointments for interviews, to meet the people involved and to 'get a feel' for 
the situation. The interviews began with a short time for social talk to set people 
at ease. 
In the context of living services, in-depth interviewing allowed informants who 
were currently living in services to give accounts of actions and patterns of 
actions relevant to their perspectives of 'quality'. By conducting interviews in 
the homes and places of work of informants according to their preferences, an 
informal and familiar environment was created where informants were more 
likely to relax. The problem of acquiescence of people with intellectual 
disabilities which has been discussed by other researchers (e.g. Heal & Sigelman., 
1990; Matikka & Vesala, 1997) was overcome by prolonged engagement, and 
questioning which allowed topics to be confirmed throughout the interview. Rich 
descriptions of 'good' and 'bad' experiences were then able to be obtained. 
The interview format consisted of asking informants to provide descriptions of 
events and experiences. This was considered a non-threatening strategy and 
allowed the informant to take control of the interview (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984). 
Probing questions were used to gain more detailed information and questions 
were asked only when the researcher found it necessary to clarify what the 
informant was relating. Informants' feelings regarding interactions which had 
been of particular significance were actively pursued. Initially the researcher had 
considered using a series of semi-structured open-ended questions in the 
interview situation, however, after piloting this format it was decided that this 
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method inhibited the information flow in a situation which proved to be an 
emotional experience for many people who were interviewed. Structuring the 
interview questions als0 restricted responses by pre-detennining areas of 
importance. A structured interview format was, therefore, deemed inappropriate 
in this situation. The purpose of the initial visit was to introduce the interviewer, 
build rapport, and discuss the study and any concerns people may have about 
confidentiality. This helped to relax informants and focus their attention on the 
research purpose. Informed consent was either given in writing or recorded on 
tape. Service worker infonnants were contacted by telephone to arrange a time 
and place of meeting. 
The recording of interviews was a means of obtaining a full and accurate record 
and validity was enhanced by the preservation of authentic data. Prior 
permission had been obtained from informants to record interviews. Interviews 
ranged in length from one to two hours. This was exclusive of the time spent 
with informants initially to establish rapport and answer questions related to 
their involvement with the study ~mJ assure that confidentiality would be 
maintained. Field notes were not recorded during interviews as this may have 
inhibited participation in communication by the researcher. Field notes, related 
to the researcher's observations and experiences of the research situation 
describing the physical conte;.,,,, actors, and observed interactions between actors 
in the environment were recorded immediately following each interview. Service 
records were accessed for clarification of demographic data of service users and 
job descriptions of workers. 
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One hundred and twenty four hours of transcriptions of interview tapes 
generated approximately eleven hundred pages of descriptive infonnation related 
to informants' experiences of living in services. The same procedures were used 
in both phase one and two of the study with the addition of more regular probes 
being used in phase two to validate phase one findings. Saturation was reached 
prior to final agencies being approached, but it was considered important to 
continue interviewing across agencies to provide researcher immersion in as 
many different contexts as possible to enhance the research experience. During 
three interviews, two with elderly people and one with an informant with an 
intellectual disability, it became clear that concentration on the research focus 
was problematic and they were becoming confused about the purpose of the 
interview and the presence of the interviewer. These interview data were not 
included in analysis. 
In situations where people used communication devices which could be very 
tiring for informants in an interviev· situation, people were encouraged to reflect 
on research questions and provide '/urther information in their own time. Despite 
the restrictions and slowness of the data collection with the three informants 
who used communication devices, rich accounts of their experiences were 
collected. Two people with disabilities also had problems with articulation and 
required repeated interviews. 
Data collection and analysis took place simultaneously. Validity checks were 
built in by returning to informants to confirm themes as they emerged and 
triangulation was also buiit in by randomly co-coding interviews with the 
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research supervisors and colleagues experienced in qualitative methods by 
providing transcriptions in hard copy and companng emergent categories and 
themes. 
The procedure was as follows: 
A coding system was established and computer records kept of interviews 
in entirety and rationale for categories of an .Jysis as they emerged. 
Interview data were stored on a computer disc and each participant was 
given a code. 
Statements were numbered according to the page number and paragraph of 
the interview. 
Significant words or statements which consistently appeared in the data 
related to the research questions were extracted from the transcripts after 
they had been underlined and highlighted. 
Significant statements were coded to allow for ease of identification and 
comparison both across and within transcripts. 
Codes were compared and clustered to fom1 categories of infonnation about 
informants' experiences. 
Categories were compared and contrasted until patterns of themes emerged. 
Themes were expressed in single words, phrases, senknces, paragraphs or 
even entire documents. 
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Categories were assembled into clusters of themes, which were then further 
clustered into major and minor themes according to the significance with 
which they emerged in Lhe data. 
Comprehensive descriptions of themes were written which were then 
reduced for the dissertation. 
Raw data were drawn on to illustrate themes and codes replaced by 
pseudonyms for the dissertation. 
Finally, literature was reviewed to support or contradict findings. 
(Colaizzi, 1978; Leininger, 1985; Gubrium, 1988; Patton, 1990; Denzin & 
Lincoln, 1994; Strauss & Corbin, 1990; DePoy & Gitlin, 1994; Taylor & Bogdan, 
1998). 
As the data were being analysed and emergent themes identified, it became clear 
that common experiences and meanings of quality were shared across the 
disability and aged care contexts. Due to the similarities in the data, a distillation 
of shared meanings across disability and aged care populations was to be 
reported in the dissertation. The literature was researched for relevant studies in 
both disability and aged care which either supported the findings or presented 
alternative views for discussion. A comparison of the findings between disability 
and aged care data was discussed when differences occurred. 
The large amount of data collected seemed prohibitive at first and transcriptions 
and analysis seemed never ending. As multiple informants and contexts were 
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accessed in phase two it became easier to extract themes to verify relationships 
from phase one data and it was worth the effort to demonstrate the consistency 
that relational issues in agencies influenced quality experiences for people living 
in services. As the research progressed, observations across multiple contexts 
increased sensitivity to patterns of interactions which were consistently shared 
across agencies. The context of living services and the experiences of people in 
them had by now become so much a part of the daily life of the investigator that 
it was difficult to extract herself (sic) from the people and their environments 
even when the point of saturati0n had been reached. 
Informants consistently reported that they valued the interview situation, even 
when in the course of reflection 011 their lives many people consistently 
expressed emotion. It became clear that for some people the interview provided 
personal validation and they were keen for visits to continue. A few informants 
continued to contact Lhe investigator on an ongoing basis for social contact and 
also to find out how the study was progressing. 
3.6 CONFIR.MABILITY OF FINDINGS 
Discussion has taken place by several authors over the last decade on the rigor of 
qualitative research (Miles & Huberman, 1984; Leininger, I 985; Lincoln & Guba, 
1985; Morse, 1986; Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell, & Alexander. 1990; Van 
Manen, 1990; Sandelowski, 1993; Munhall, 1994). Rigor in a 'naturalistic 'sense, 
is not defined in terms of reliability and validity but in ten11S of credibility, 
fittingness, auditability and confirmability. 
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Credibility is the criterion against which the truth value of qualitative research is 
evaluated and is achieved when, " data interpretation will be at least ... credible 
to the audiences that arc in the best position to judge them " (Guba, 1983, p. 
113). Credibility was established by repeated interviews with multiple 
infom1ants, immersion in the research context m multiple settings over an 
extended period, co-coding data with colleagues, and returning findings to 
informants for validation of categories of analysis as they emerged. 
The second term fittingness is met when the findings of a study: "Fit more or 
less well into a context other that the one in which they are derived .... (and) ... 
seem to be well borne out within the local context that spawns them" (Guba, 
1983, p. 118). Immersion in multiple contexts over time, past experience of 
working in living services, on-going discussion with key advisors as themes 
developed, and review of relevant literature strengthened fittingness. 
Auditability, the third criterion is achie\·ed, when investigatur:: can: "Review 
each decision and the consequent action, verifying that substantially and 
methodologically sound options were chosen ... (ensuring) ... that documentation 
of the decision trail be adequately maintained" (Guba, 1983, p. 122). 
Auditability was represented by ensuring clear, meticulous recording of the 
analysis. Triangulation was based on convergence of data from multiple sites and 
co-coding of interviews by colleagues experienced in qualitative methods to 
confirm emergent themes. 
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Confirmability simply asks that the inquirer report her ( sic) data in such a way 
that it can be confirmed for other sources if necessary. Confirmability is achieved 
when auditability. creditability and fittingness arc established. Confirmabiltty for 
this study was established around three related issues. They were: the rigor of 
the research techniques; the collaborative approach; and the credibility of the 
researcher who had a history of supervision of research projects and had 
publi<:hed in the qualitative field (Patton, 1990). 
3. 7 LIMITATIONS 
The major limitation was the vulnerability of informants who were service users 
and workers and dependent on services for physical and emotional support and 
work. This may have resulted in representing a more positive view of the service 
experience (Kuleshnyk, 1984). Even \vith this constraint, however. negative 
situations were consistently reported. When people knew the interviewer they 
were more likely to develop trust in the interview situation and rich data were 
more likely to be provided. Establishing relationships with people who were 
sometimes lonely and vulnerable, and creating a relaxing environment in a service 
context was difficult. Some contexts also lacked privacy to carry out the research 
which was inhibiting for irifonnants. The study context was restricted to group 
homes and community houses for people with physical and intellectual 
disabilities and nursing homes and hostels for elderly people as these are the 
most common service models for these populations in Western Australia. A 
number of younger people with disabilities continue to live in nursing homes and 
hostels. These models of service are considered obsolete by funding bodies and 
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arc awaiting dcvolvemcnl to more appropriate community based living 
arrangcmcnb. The population of people with psychiatric disabilities was not 
included. Living services for people with psychiatric disabilities follow the same 
models. Ethical problems in accessing this population were considered too 
problematic to include them in the study. All of the study informants in agc<l 
care services were Australian of Anglo-Celtic origin. This reflects typical 
characteristics of people currently living in aged care services and other cultural 
groups were not deliberately excluded. Ethno-specific aged care environments in 
Perth were not accessed as this would have added another complex dimension to 
the study. The majority of infom1anls in di~ability services were also from 
Anglo-Celtic or European cultures. Two people from Asian backgrounds who 
had lived in Australia for most of their lives were interviewed. There were no 
apparent cultural differences in relation lo the data. The study was limited to 
interviewing informants in seven disability and seven aged care agencies. The 
qualitative method does not allow for generalisability of findings. 
3.8 DELIMITATIONS 
The study selected 'expert' informants in order to examine information-rich cases. 
The open-ended approach and long-engagement with infom1ants enabled 
relationships to evolve where informants felt comfortable in disclosure. The 
reputation and past experiences of the interviewer also supported the 
development of trust, and the willingness to be flexible with contact helped fom1 
positive relationships. The extended and intensive period of data collection over 
a two year period allowed immersion in the physical and emotional milieu of 
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services. The multi-site approach allowed investigation of whether some 
common experiences were shared by different populations ir •lifferem sctti11gs 
3.9 ETHICS 
\Vhen agencies were approached formally, written pcrm1ss1on to carry out the 
research pn:ceded entering the context. In infonnal situations, telephone contact 
was made directly with potential informants to explain the nature of the study. 
Informed consent wa~ eitlic1 giv.:11 in writing or 1nore often recorded al the 
beginning of each interview during the initial period of socialisation and 'warming 
up'. Informants could withdraw at any time or decide that all or parts of 
interview data were not to be used. Two informants requested that some content 
of interview data was not to be disclosed in the study and this was adhered to. 
Permission to use pseudonyms in the dissertation was given. 
Codes were assigned to agencies and informants to ensure that neitiit:r agencies 
nor informants could be identified. Group data were reported apart from the case 
study exemplars where care has been taken to pro\ 1de info1mation which cannot 
be traced to individuals while ensuring rich descriptions were reported. 
Pseudonyms were assigned to infonnants prior to raw data being reported in the 
dissertation as this was seen to create a more personal account of the findings 
and preclude the identification of infom1ants which is a key issue for people m 
the study who have made critical staternents and who fear repercussions. 
The major ethical dilemma which emerged during the study was the disclosure of 
physical and emotional abuse by some informants which they asked to remain 
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confidential. Without disclosing individuals, the investigator frlt 1·thically bound 
to try lo put some safeguards in place and, with informants' pcrmission, through 
informal networks has organised for either people working in services or 
volunteer advocates lo 'hefriend' the individuals in question. This has been dont: 
without involving details of the incidents. The investigator's contact number had 
been made available to the service users concerned, sh0uld they themselves 
decide that they need assistance or w:mt copies of the interview data to use in 
advocacy. In this way, the ethics of the research acknowledges that there may be 
an ongoing commitment to people who otherwise may be left unsupported. 
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CHAJYfER4 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter will consist of findings and discussion arising from the analysis of 
fifty service user and twenty-six sen:ice worker interviews. The findings consist 
of a distillation of data from all the stages of the study as discussed in the 
methodology chapter. People with disabilities are refem.d to by first name 
pseudonyms and elderly people by surname pseudonyms in keeping with the 
style of address preferred by informants in the interview context. The chapter is 
written in four parts, each part addressing one research question and will consist 
of: 
1. One major and four sub-themes which relate to the experiences of people 
in living services and their perceptions of 'quality service'. 
2. One major and five sub-themes which describe the experiences of service 
workers and their perceptions of 'quality serving' 
3. Valued service characteristics from the perspective of service users. 
4. Four themes representative of service relationships which are experienced 
by service users and influence their perceptions of 'quality'. 
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4.2 QUESTION 1: WHAT ARE THE EXPERIENCES OF PEOPLE WITH 
DISABIUTIES AND OLDER ADULT USERS OF LIVING SERVICES, AND 
\VHA T ARF THEI~ PERCEPTIONS OF QUALITY'! 
Service users· experiences of living environments ar~ in large part constru<.:ted 
through interactional sequences. Interviews with service users are dominated by 
descriptions of interpersonal interactions with service workers and the influence 
of relationships with service workers in their assessment of service quality. 
Negative cases are also presented and discussed. 
One major theme, HUMAN SERVING and four sub-themes, GROWTH, 
FRIENDS, THEM AN9 US and DIS-SERVICE emerged from the analysis of 
interview data with fifty informants in answer to question 1 . Themes are 
displayed in the following figure 
.. 
FIG. 2 QUESTION 1 EMERGING THEMES 
. 
' 
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ln the data, multiple examples are present to support the emergence of each 
theme. It is also significant that contrasting experiences arc evident in the same 
service, which has important implications for considering the way that services 
are evaluated. Interview data and case study examples arc used from both the 
disability and aged care populations to emphasise service users' common 
experiences. Sub-themes arc presented as they arc consistently described by 
informants from the most valued to the least valued'quality' experiences with 
the major theme 'Human Serving' overarching other service themes. 
4.2.1 1\-lAJOR THE!\1E: HUMAN SERVING 
(More than doing a job) 
The major theme 'Human Serving' describes the value to service users of the 
interpersonal qualities associated with the service as opposed to the outcomes of 
the service itself. That is, the means whereby the service is experieuced through 
the interpersonal transactions between service users and workers, rather than ,he 
technical procedures involved. 'Human Serving' is about sensitive understanding 
and a responsiveness to the person that goes beyond the presenting 'service 
condition' and beyond having a view of the person which is framed only in the 
context of a client role. 'Human Serving' requires a sensitivity to the 
phenomenology of the person. From service users' perspectives 'Human 
Serving' is about being 'cared about' as opposed to being 'serviced'. 
Because service oriented living environments are policy driven, 'Human Serving' 
requires workers to reframe 'provision of service' into 'act of serving'. 
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According to (Walton, 1989, p. 33) 'The concept of relationship, whether 
conceived as ontologically given. or as a matter of choice, is a first step in 
understanding the nature of ethical service·. Noddings ( 1984) supported the 
notion of an ethical ideal in human service relationships and proposed that the 
relationship was essentially non-rational. In discussing Bronfcnbrt:nncr's ( 1979) 
view of development as being enhanced by enduring irrational involvement to 
nurture competency Noddings ( 1984, p. 62) suggested that in ethical service we 
meet the 'other' morally in service relationships. Relationships in services which 
arise out of love or natural inclination to help arc devoid of perfunctory or 
grudging char?.cteristics. The need for the development of emotional attachment 
in the care giving relationship in order to maximise developmental potentia! is 
widely accepted (Maier. 1994, Baumeister, 1995). This is also true of peopl.: in 
service relationships, when relationships are identified as being c,:·ntrally 
important between service users and workers. 
Most important in the emotional bonding between caregivers 
and care-receivers arc feelings of attachment and mutual 
personal connectiveness, goodwill and a sense of continuous 
presence ... (Maier, I 994, p. 38). 
Across disability and aged care services informants clearly articulate quality 
service from 'more than doing a job' in the communication and acts of concern 
which they perceive to be oriented towards their continued viability as 
·, 
developing people and ulso towards their personal well-being. This generates not 
only positive feelings towards the service (in the embodiment of the service 
worker concerned) but also fosters feelings of being worthwhile, liked, and alike. 
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In ideal terms living services are both organised for the provision of care and as 
intricate social structures supporting the social development of people living in 
services. People with disabilities who leave family homes or institutional 
environments to live in local communities have expectations that their lives will 
expand experientially in material, occupational and relational domains. When high 
levels of assistance are required, however, the living situation may become a total 
environment for people who have limited access to community resources. As a 
result, relationships with service workers become the major source of human 
contact (Felce, Repp, Thomas, & Ager, 1991; Felce & Repp, 199.Z; Sinson, 
1993; Perry & Felce, i995). Elderly people who enter nursing homes and hoste!s 
alc;o find that their social world is partly or totally constructed through their 
service experiences {Nussbaum, Holliday, Robison, & Ragan, 1985; Lanie. 1992; 
Sixsmith, Hawley, Stillwell, & Copeland, 1993; Mor. Branco, Fleishman, & 
Hawes, 1995). As a result, 'quality of life' experiences for people who are highly 
dependent on living services is strongly influenced by the nature of their 
interactions with service workers. 
(People with disabilities) 
Experiencing 'human' S•!rving is described by Peter, a man with cerebral palsy 
who has lived alone in a community house for five years due to the incapacity of 
his parents to continue to provide physical care and also his wish to live his own 
life. Peter is totally dependent for survival on care-givers who come at pre-
determined times during the day to attend to his daily care needs. Due to his 
physical disability, Peter's speech is difficult to understand. He spends much of 
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his time on the Internet which he accesses with the use of a head pointer. On the 
'Net'. he explains, people are unaware that he has a disability. He can 
communicate with other people and develop 'computer' relationships more 
easily than face-to-face relationships. He describes his current living situation as 
'lonezr · but more like 'normal' living than it was with his parents. Like the 
majority of people interviewed in this study, Peter has few connections with 
people other than service workers. Relationships with service workers, and their 
interactions with, and responses to him, are highly significant in the way Peter 
views himself as a social being. Peter describes a 'good· service: 
Well ... what I call a good service is about attitude ... about 
being open ... having a laugh together and knm1:ing that what 
you tell someone doesn ·, go any further. It's an allitude ... an 
attitude of caring 
(So ... what does caring mean to you?) 
It's ubout caring across the buard. It s nor just about hm1· 
the_v look after the place and me and the things that need done 
... it's about having a good attitude ... the way they talk to me 
... just like anyone else. Some people are excellent at their job 
as far as the things I need done for me goes ... but they 're not 
interested in me as a person except that they have a job caring 
for me. 
(And when you 're in a situation where you feel !hat the other 
person has a good allitude ... what's that like.for you?) 
It's healthy ... and I re/cu. 
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(Trust) 
The word 'trust· is consistently used by informants with disabilities in 
describing their perceptions of 'quality'. The development of trust in receiving a 
service is direc1Iy related to the development of trusting relationships with key 
service workers. Trust relationships permeate life and according to Baier ( 1992, 
cited in Peterfreund & Denise. 1992, p. 421) " f n entering into a trust 
relationship , we are relying on others' competence and willingness to look after, 
rather than harm". As people are dependent at a fundamental level on other 
people, it could be argued that trust is the fabric of society. Without trust, 
service encounters are unlikely to advance further than technical procedures. The 
development of trusting relations is seen as a fundamental safeguard and a sign 
that the worker's power advantage will not be abused (Hasenfield, 1994 ). As a 
basis for service interactions, trusting relationships between service users and 
workers provides a safe platform to address problems (lppolitti, Peppey, & 
Depoy, 1994; Clegg, Sta:1den, & Jones, 1996; Gardner & Smyly, 1997). 
For people who have ~imited social contact and a need to rely on others for 
physical and emotional support, trusting relationships with key providers are 
not only related to physical safety but also to emotional security. In discussing 
trust as important in relationships with service workers, people relying on 
services describe trust iu terms of confidentiality rather than the tangible acts of 
health and physical care. Trust in service rehtionships develops over time and is 
separate from reliance to carry out the activities associated with care. T:-ust 
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requires recognition of the other's goodwill which goes beyond the assessment of 
the work habits of people providing living services. Govier ( 1992, p. 20) 
suggested that "a balance between separateness and ... 1,propriate 
interdependence, ts effected and maintained in a caring, trusting, mutual 
relationship". 
Andrew. a man with a head injury who has had difficult experiences with 
services in the past, describes his current relationship with Mark, a key service 
worker, as trusting: 
ff/hat I like a bow Mark is that he ·s a good guy. I can really 
trust him. 
(Can you explain what you mean by that?) 
Well ... he's always there for me ... when I need him ... and 
that. I knm\' I can trust him 1,vith anything. 
In contrast, Andrew describes a non-trusting pnor experience with another 
service worker who had controlled his finances: 
She was taking full control of m.v bank book and onlv 
allou:ing me thirty dollars a week for food. I had a key card 
and she took tlie key card off me and cut it in half in front of 
me to stop me using ii altogether. I just never trusted her. 
Andrew's trnst in Mark, means that he will contact Mark when he needs help. 
Mark provides support for Andrew without 'controlling his life'. 
In trusting others, people are also vulnerable to loss. For people whose central 
relationship is with a key worker, loss is experienced when the worker leaves or 
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when trust is not reciprocated, as Patrick a young man with physical disabilities 
who perceived that he had a close friendship with a carer explains: 
I got realzr close to her ... hut she really let me down. She 
complained about me. I thought we were very close but I wus 
wrong. f 'm careful now and don 't get close Jo people. I don't 
trust them. because it can he vet)' hurtful when thing'>· go had 
It's !one~v not having anyone to share things with ... hut it's 
safer that lvay. 
Vv'hen large service organisations control staffing, people living in group homes 
feel that they have little choice in their support workers nor do they feel that a 
support worker is 'theirs· because they are shared by other service users in other 
houses. They are also concerned about lack of loyalty and confidentiality. As a 
result, there is also less likelihood of personal relationships developing as people 
feel less able to trust workers who are perceived to owe their primary allegiance 
to the organisation. A young man, Steve, living in a group home explains: 
Well ... when you get a good one (service worker) one that you 
trust ... it doesn't take long for the 'rest· to get to them. They 
start off good and then they get just like the rest. They just do 
things their wa_v. 
( And how do you cope with that?) 
•
1 just pretend it doesn ·1 matter. You get used to ii. 
Goffman ( 1961 b, p. l 07) has written about the way that individuals "pretend to 
embrace a role in order to conceal a lack of attachment to it". Other authcrs have 
also suggested that power relationships in the service context promote the 
internalisation of categorical roles (Davies & Jenkins, 1997). For Steve, who is 
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totally physically dependent on service workers, playing the expected role of 
service user, and accepting loss of control, is a necessary strategy within his 
service context. He explains further: 
Well ... sometimes they like you to beg a little ... a little hit rf 
power there ... yvu know wlwl I meun'! But inside / 'm just 
laughing at them. 
Although Steve lives in the community, institutional stereotyping of him by 
service workers as 'helpless' and 'other' continues to foster the unequal binary 
system of 'staff-client' division of power in his current environment. Steve feels 
powerless to bring about change. 
It is also characteristic of group homes that staff change frequently and work 
strictly to rosters which allows little flexibility for service users to pursue their 
individual activities. P:.itterns in the data indicate that the larger the group of 
people living together, the more control staff have. and the more routinised the 
living environment becomes. People with disabilities in group homes who have 
previously lived in larger institutional environments believe that their physical 
environment and opportunities for community participation have significantly 
improved, but there is consistent reference to 'things being just the same· 
reflecting their feelings of frustration that service workers continue to exert a 
major control over their lifestyle. This is despite the fact that autonomy for 
service users is strongly articulated in Western Australian Disability Service 
Standards ( 1997). 
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Discussion of confidentiality issues also emerge as important quality factors in 
living services. Over time, participants make their assessment of workers and 
decide whether or not the person is trustworthy of their confidences. When 
service workers communicate on a personal level and perform the tangible acts of 
serving according to the way service u .. ~.-s like them done, they arc more likely to 
be assessed as being ·genuine· people and 'not just in it for the money·. When 
tru;;,1 develops with key workers, service users are more prepared to disclose 
intimacies and consequently receive emotional support. 
Katy, a woman with a physical disability is totally dependent for self-care and 
has lived in a group home with a friend with a disability for five years. Katy 
discusses the importance of trust in receiving a service in describing Sally a key 
service worker who has become her closest friend: 
I guess that the thing that makes me feel as though we are 
very close is the fact that she reai(r is prepared to do an.vthing 
for me ... um ... and it doesn 't matter hem· personal it is. I 
guess I would trust her with something that I didn 't want the 
rest of the world to know about .. she shares her life in a way 
that has nothing to do with working here. 
Learning to trust is often a trial and error situation and as one person states " 
you can only find out who you can trust when you realise that you can 't, and that 
can be hurtful'". For service user informants in the study, trust is an important 
quality of a service that transforms it from professional to personal. In personal 
serving there exists a high state of consciousness of the reality of the other 
person. Unlike supplying information and performing actions, it is not directly 
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observable, "It enters the reality of the observer m the shape of verbal and 
nonverbal expressions" (Kuiper, 1983, p. 474). 
Trust is discussed by Shauna, a young woman with an intellectual disability who 
lives in a rented unit with a friend who also has a disability. Shauna and her 
friend receive services to help look after their rented home. Shauna has had what 
she describes as 'had' experiences in her previous attempts to house share. 
Despite health prob!~ms and resi1kted mobility Shauna is determined to live 
with her friend and 'do things like other people·. Shauna also describes her views 
of a ·good· service as it relates to her relationship with a key service worker and 
the validation she experiences for 'bemg a likeable person': 
Mark is real~v nice ... you can trust him. I like his personality. 
He listens to me. He likes me too. He's real(i· kind and genlle 
the ;my he talks. He's always there for us when we need him 
... and when I'm g/, iomy and that. 
(He's always there for you?) 
Yeah ... what I like about Mark is that hi! ·s gentle ... never 
shouts at you and that ... just listens ... not yells ... and he's 
confident ... and that gives me confidence too. 
O'Brien and O'Brien ( 1993a) suggested that people with disabilities who have 
limited opportunities to develop trusting relationships test the trust of other 
people to test and strengthen the relationship. When trust deveiops over time as 
a result of the personal quality and resilience of the server/servee interactions, 
this allows intimate, non-judgmental serving to develop and task oriented, 
routine service to recede. This does not mean that the quality of task 
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p-:rformance is diminished in the eyes of participants, m fact, the task 
perfom1ance of service workers v:ho have positive personal relationships with 
participants is also assessed as being of a high quality. One ;nfonnant summed 
up quality in a service worker com mg into her home as · ... not jusl a guest or an 
0111Sider ·. 
Relationships between service users and workers in environments which are not 
characterised by trust are described as being 'dis/ant· and causing people to feel 
uneasy·. Sorr>"' service users express high anxiety related to ·he influence 
particular staff have in their lives. This is exaggerati::d when service users nave 
high needs for physical support. Two participants in separate services describe 
persistent stressful feelings in service relationships where workers do not relate 
well to them as, 'building up inside· and ·waiting_{<)r a bomb to go oJT 
(Communii:arion) 
The importance of interpersonal communication in positively relating to service 
users and the confirmation of beiug personally connected to others is 
consistently evident in the 'good· descriptions of experiences across informants. 
Simon has cerebral palsy and uses a wheelchair for mobility. Simon lives in a 
group home with another younger man who has a brain injury and physical 
disabilities. They do not relate well to each other. Previously, Simon has lived in 
a nursing home and has moved to a suburban house in the hope of having a more 
normal lifestyle. In a typical day, the only people Simon comes into contact 
with are the other house resident and service workers. Simon's lack of social 
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networks is common to peoplr with disabilities who have spent much f their 
lives in institutional environments (Todd, Evans, & Beyer, 1990; Barlow & 
Kirby, 1991; Clegg & Sta:1den, 1991; Rapley & Beyer, 199f 1 . Simon requires 
maximum nssistance with self-care. Simon expresses v·· .it to him 'quality' in 
rece1vmg a service means, although he feels that he has never experienced a 
·quality' service. 
(What do you think 's irr:portant ahout geltrng a good 
service?) 
Well ... for me it has been very difficult. A few people handle 
thejub weli and are social, but others don '11alk and are just 
watching the clock. J 'm just a part of their duty. They 're just 
here for the mone_v. 
(ljyou had a choice how would you like it to be:)) 
I'd like to have generous peop 1e ... fun ... and 1ri/!i,;g to talk to 
me. People who are happJ' to come here and notice .vour 
health. People who talk while they 're here. 
(When they don't talk ... what is that likef<)l· you?) 
It's quite dreadfid ... I can't describe it. !just go into my room 
and sta_v there while they 're here. It ·s a ve,y hard thing to put 
up wilh. I really feel they don't like me and sometimes if I talk 
to them they don 't ansiver me. 
(That must be very hard. So what is it that keeps you going?) 
Well ... just the hope that maybe one day ... my life will be 
improved. 
A number of studies have examined the frequency and quality of interactions 
between service workers and service users in the field of developmental 
disabilities and concluded that people using residential servi( ..:s experienced little 
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attention from workers and in cases where people had high levels of cognitive 
impainnent, personal-social involvement was further reduced (Cullen, Burton, 
Watts, Thomas & Walter, 1983; Seys, & Duker, 1986; Walbran, & Hile I 988; 
Hile, & Walbran, 1991 ). Hile and Walbrnn (1991) recorded less than l 21Yo of 
workers· time was spent interacting with service users and that increase m 
worker ratio resulted in increased time in worker social interactions and less time 
directed to people living in services. Explanations for this have been suggested as 
relating to worker commitment to the underlying values of human services and 
also to the perceived lack of common ground for communication to take place 
with people who have severe cognitive disabilities. In this study, similar 
experiences are described by people with physical disabilities who do not have 
cognitive or communication problems, suggesting that worker value system~ and 
stereotyping of service users into the role of ·other' occurs irrespective of the 
degree of disability. Simon's experiences are mirrored by Ross. 
Ross, who lives in a group home in an adjacent suburb discusses his experiences. 
Ross has lived most of his life in a service and has occupied his current home for 
five years. Previously he lived in a nursing home with forty other people with 
similar disabilities. He now lives with another man who also has a physical 
disability. Both men use motorised wheelchairs for mobility and are totally 
dependent on others for daily living activities. The two men are compatible and 
maintain a sense of humour as they relate their day to day living experiences. 
Ross describes 'good' and 'bad' service experiences: 
( 1.oss ... what's important to you about getting a service?) 
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Well ... having someone you get along with is more important 
than doing the job, I think. It's good when you know that they 
like working here. I get on really well with some of them now. 
It must he something in me ... they say they real~y like working 
here and that makes me feel real~v good. 
(What do you mean by gelling along with?) 
Well ... having someone here who u'1derstand~ me and talks 
to me like any other person. Some peopl<· ... they kind of shut 
off from you. You can get that feeling from different ones that 
/ 'm just a job. There's one who comes here and just watches 
TV and doesn't talk. She's kind of here like a shag on a rock 
... and this is our house. We just go out when we know she's 
coming ... we just don 't want to be around her. 
Communication styles are a way of assessing whether the person wants to be 
there. When service users are ignored by service workeis this is very devaluing, 
especially if service users are u.!1able to communicate verbally. People who lack 
verbal abilities use other senses, such as sight and touch to experience the 
presence and attitude of service workers. Jane, a woman with cerebral palsy who 
lacks purposeful movement or verbal abilities is an astute observer of people 
who enter her life. Her-poetry and responses to interview questions provide rich 
insights about people who enter her life and their reactions to her disability. The 
way that people touch her body convey to her their attitudes about their work 
and their acceptance of her: 
The way people touch me is my way of knowing that they care 
about me. Some people are gentle and take time, and others 
hurry with everthing. It 's the difference between being just a 
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boc~r needing washed or a real person. I can feel their attitude 
right mn~r in the way they touch me. 
Communication through touch is unportant, whether people have verbal 
communication abilities or not, and 'gentle· and 'unrushed' touch in personal 
care activities communicates ·warmth.· Alternatively when people are viewed to 
be ·on~v in it/or the money · they are perc.:ived to provide impersonal service. 
Ross who requires a high level of physical care describes the difference in 
personal and impersonal care through touch, from workers who are 'rostered on' 
to work in his group home: 
Some people ... they wash you proper(v and dress you 
proper(v and make sure you 've got all your creams on and 
that you 're silting comfortab(v in the chair. Bw some ... they 
just throw you in the chair and hope for the best and just give 
you a shower with just one flannel full of water ... things like 
that. If I were doing it myself I would be real(v particular. But 
I can't tell that person. became if I told him I would just get in 
an argument ... so I don't say nothing ... just wear it. Every 
time the staff changes we wonder what's coming on! 
(Respect and Autonomy) 
Respect is considered to be the precursor of personal relationship development. 
In respectful encounters the elements which define professionalism, such as fixed 
routines, and a degree of distance, are less overt, and serving becomes responsive 
and personal. It is also important for people to be openly accepting about the 
lifestyles of participants without attempting enforce their own values. Kuiper 
(1983, p. 480) suggested that in human services "Helping people means doing 
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things for them which properly belong to their own sphere of activity". Thi:, 
represents a respect for the other person and an acknowledgement that people 
ha\'e individual preferences. 
On occasions, service users make requests of a service worker which cannot be 
followed through due to personal ethical values of workers. Requests are 
commonly of a sexual nature. The relationship is able to survive if it has a solid 
foundation of respect for the 'other' and open discussion of each other's point 
of view takes place. When the service worker recognises the boundaries of the 
service user's sphere of activity, they are able to do things in a way that respects 
service users' autonomy without controlling and devaluing lifestyle habits. 
Respect is also enacted in the way that the service worker attends to the 
physical environment. The development of respect is an integral element of what 
is described by informants as a 'good'' servi<...:. A 'good' service worker doesn't 
have to be continually reminded to perform tasks. They know the way that the 
service user wants things done and are familiar with the environment and 
anticipate service user_$' needs, fostering a collaborative relationship which is 
described as 'relaxed' and 'easy going· by people living in services. Clare a 
woman with a severe physical disability describes her satisfaction with a service 
worker Wendy: 
The thing I like about Wendy is that she just comes in and gets 
on with the job. She knows what I like done and I don 't have 
to keep telling her eve,y time. It's more like a friend coming in 
than a worker. 
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For people who are able to have full control over selecting and training their 
caregivers there is a real sense of place and ownership in living situations. When 
people have left insitutional services to live in ordinary community homes and 
have been used to sharing both the physical environment and service workers 
with many others, it is important to have control of selection of their caregivers. 
A sense of place is not only about having a personal location but is deeply 
embedded in the meaning of personal relationships and the extent to which they 
offer personal continuity and a sense of belonging (Relph, 1976; Hill, 1996; 
Walker, 1996 ). When people have the choice of deciding who they will invite 
into their home. this for them means 'having an individual service'. Clare 
continues: 
At first I was worried about finding the right curers. The sort 
of people u:ho you can trust to do the Joh the way I like it and 
who would keep quiet about m.v business. / 've had a fin,,. 1 ups 
and downs, but now I think I've got a real(v good bunch. They 
knol1: that when they come here it's my house. not their place 
of work. and /feel that I'm in charge of my life at last. 
Service users who have control over recruitment and employment of workers, 
consistently state a preference to have workers who are not formally trained 
involved in their lives because they do not bring previously conceived ideas to 
the work. People who have had previous experience of institutional life, 
especially valued carers who have no medical training or institutional experience, 
as 'People who are trained think they know better than the client·. Having control 
over training people in personal care activities is consistently stated as valued by 
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people who have moved out of large organisations. As one man states, 'at last. 
after all these y,n1rs. I can de.)de what ·s done with my own body·. 
People also value workers who ~xpress a genuine concern for their health and 
well-being and look beyond the disability context to encompass emotional and 
other aspects of their lives. For service users, this represents seeing them as 
viable, healthy and devel0ping individuals. Workers who freely give time to 
engage in social activities unrelated to the service, also induce feelings of being 
liked and foster friendship. 
(Continuity) 
Personal social isolation is a common experience of informants, especially if they 
live alone. Despite a strong desire to form natural relationships with neighbours 
and other people in the community, and having the support of key workers to 
d0 this, relationships with service workers and family are expressed as being the 
most stabilising in informants' lives. High staff turnover influences meaningful 
relationships being formed between people living in services and support staff 
(Braddock & Mitchell, -l 992). Valuing helpfulness and close human relationships 
have also been demonstrated to influence the meaning human service workers 
find in their work and subsequently the reasons they remain engaged over long-
term (Askvig & Vassiliou, 1991; Henry, Keys & Schaumann, 1993). 
When service relationships are central in the lives of people with disabilities, 
severance of the relationship understandably has the potential to generate 
feelings of loss and associated grief reactions. Forming attachments to people is 
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an important element of personal continuity (Maier, 1994; Hill, 1996). Loss of 
central relationships with key workers have similar effects to loss of central 
relationships for people who do not live in servict: environments. One man, 
Patrick, who lives alone and requires total care to meet his daily living 
requirements formed a deep attachment to a female service worker, Emma. who 
had recently left the service to travel overseas. For Patrick, the relationship with 
Emma wa'-' central in his life, however, he now acknowledges that Emma's 
perception of the relationship was more of a casual friendship. Patrick says: 
I real(v loved her. When she left I felt so alone and if I could 
have, I would have ended it all. It's bad enough being like 
this, but I feel so lonely now, because I used tu look fvnvard 
to seeing her and having her to share things }1·i1h. 
When service workers are the most consistent people m their lives, it is 
important for people living in services to have relationships which allow for 
sharing the highs and lows of day-to-day life and to be able to 'have a laugh like 
normal people '. 
For people who require daily assistance with personal care, having a high 
turnover of service workers may affect privacy and feelings of persona! dignity. 
It may also be tiring to continually educate workers in personal preferences and 
adapt to new personalities and feelings of anxiety about whether people will fit 
in· with the service user's lifestyle. When carers leave after short periods, people 
in services become disillusioned and guarded about new workers entering their 
lives. Melissa a resident of a group home explains: 
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When you know a new persons being rostered on. you just 
keep you 're fingers crossed that you 'II get on OK. A few 
times. we ·ve had people here who haven 't given a damn ... 
haven't known how to talk to us. and it just makes you feel 
terrible and real(,. stressed out when you know it's their day 
on. 
Continuity in relationships with key workers is important, and continuity 1s 
perceived by service users as an indication that people like them as people, and 
also like the work. The negative effects of high turnover of service workers is 
also consistently discussed m interviews, particularly when positive 
relationships have been experienced. Alternatively, when socially isolated peopk 
have mainly had contact with one service worker on a personal level, having 
different people coming into their home has the potential to provide stimulating 
conversation and a feeling of 'the outside world coming in·. 
(Friendship) 
People consistently use the word 'friend· to describe service workers who are 
considered to provide quality service and who are perceived to show respect. 
Uditsky ( 1993, p. 87) suggested the need for human services to avoid regarding 
friendships as yet another service technology to be programmed to order. In this 
study the use of 'friend' to describe service workers who are liked and enjoyable 
to be with has different interpretations in relation to the degree of intimacy and 
perceived reciprocity of the relationship. Reciprocity is defined by service users 
as 'giving and getting·. When mutual relationships are present they are more 
rewarding and intense but also more prone to loss and uncertainty. For five 
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service users, relationships have developed to the extent that they have become 
'life sharing' and encompass roles of close friendship/family dimensions. For 
others. friendship may be simply a feeling of shared pleasurable experience. 
Perceptions of being in a friendship relationship in the service user and wo,ker 
dyad has the potential to generate feelings of well-being and confidence and 
having a 'guod' service. When friendship is used to describe relationships 
betw~en service users and workers, service users report feeling more motivated 
to try out new and challenging activities, secure in the knowledge that emotional 
support is available if things go wrong. Andrew, a man with an intellectual 
disability describes this in the context of losing his job: 
I was realzv down on myself i-.,·hen they told me I wa.rn 't 
working out in the job. Thank God Judy was around ... she ·s 
a really good friend We wenr oi11for a drink and talked about 
it. I suppose , like Judy said. I'll just have to keep trying. I'm 
not the only person who 's lost a job . 
(Sununary) 
Analysis of informant interviews clearly link positive relationships as 
fundamental to the experiences of quality in a service. Relationship between 
service users and workers emerge as the most consistent theme in people's 
perceptions of quality, or lack of quality, and critical to the quality of lives of 
people who rely on services for day-to-day living. Patterns in the data, however, 
across the twenty-six µeople with disabilities interviewed in this study 
demonstrate that more than half of the people interviewed are experiencing non-
supportive relationships with one or more service workers which may almost 
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certainly influence their emotional well-being. Although all of the people 
interviewed, apart from one man who lives in a group home also had validating 
experiences through positive relationships with people who worked in service<-:, 
it is difficult to comment on how •good and bad' encounters between service 
users and workers balance out in an overall context of 'quality'. Bearing in mind 
that people in services lack opportunites for relationship mobility to the extent 
that other community members may have in seeking out relationships which 
make them 'feel good' about themselves, incompatible relationships with service 
workers and the potential for misuse of power, renders them highy vulnerable in 
the complex relational contexts of living environments. 
(Elderly People) 
Elderly people in hostels and nursing homes witness the shrinking of the world 
in which they've been active and become progressively isolated from family and 
friends. They find that their basic needs are met by persons who are members of 
other families with ties outside the living service, and who are less able or 
unwilling to make close relationships (Larue, 1992; Powers, 1992). The 
appreciation of personal identity and values, emotional expressiveness, and 
affection in relationships, have been established as important aspects of 
attachment for people in nursing homes (Noelker & Townsend, 1985; Powers, 
1991) and considerable research has demonstrated relationships between 
resident-staff affinity, survivability and life satisfaction (Noelker & Harel, 1978; 
House, Landis, & Umberson, 1988; Nussbaum, Thompson, & Robinson, 1989; 
Powers, 1992). Similarities and differences in socio-demographic characteristics 
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and length of contact between residents and service workers have also been 
demonstrated to influence interpersonal closeness in nursing home environments 
(Blau, 1960; Caudill , Patrick, 1989). 
Mrs Jones, a r,ursing home resident describes what quality in a service means to 
her: 
(Trust) 
The important thing is the friendliness and the attitude of the 
staff I appreciate everything they do for me and I need a lot of 
help now that I can 't walk. but I know that when people take 
the time and interest to talk to me, that makes the difference 
beMeen feeling that / 'm just another body or a person in my 
own right. 
Analysis of interview data from aged care contexts strongly supports the 
contention that quality in living services focuses on the relationships with 
service workers as being integral to positive adaptation to living in a hostel or 
nursing home. Among elderly participants 'trust' is a consistently stated 
concept and is primarily articulated in terms of confidentiality and concern on 
behalf of service workers which goes beyond the day-to-day routine tasks of 
care-giving. Trusting relationships for this group are a way of 'banking up· 
security in someone who might act in the person's best interests if their physical 
vulnerability was to increase. This strategy is not so critical for people living in 
hostel environments when they are able to maintain ongoing regular personal 
relationships in the community, however, people living in nursing homes and 
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who are socially isolated, go to great lengths to establish and maintain 
relationships with workers. 
One nursing home resident, Mrs White who has chronic respiratory problems 
discusses the importance in her current life of a nurse Val, who has been involved 
with her physical needs for three years: 
They 're all nice hut Val ·s special. I know that when she's here 
she 'II make sure that things get done for me right. She's been 
a goodfriend ... that's for sure. The days that she's on ... I'm 
not so ..,rnrried. 
(You 're not so worried?) 
No ... I feel safe with Val around. We have a nice chat about 
her famil_v ... three girls she's got ... and she's such a hard 
worker. 
For Mrs Glenn, who is almost completely blind and unable to walk, trust relates 
to people taking time to understand that any changes to her physical 
environment renders her even more vulnerable. In her dark, dependent world, the 
presence of unannounced people in her nursing home room causes anxiety. She is 
totally dependent on t~e trustworthiness of others and their attitude towards her 
daily needs. Rotation of familiar staff is particularly difficult for her as she relies 
on others to understand her need for a structured environment over which she 
can exercise some control. On the morning of the interview she was distressed: 
It is important to me to be able to trust people to put things 
back in the same place It's very distressing when they don 'r 
do that and I get all lost. That's a new girl on today and she 
doesn 't know me. I get tired of saying what to do and nor to 
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do ... and I don 't want to weep while they 're here, but I only 
lost my sight two years ago and I need to know Iha! I can put 
my hand vu/ and reach things I need. I only see people when 
rhey bring my food or put me on the commode. If I can find the 
radio and turn ii on, it's not so lonely. 
In contrast, Mrs Glenn talks about her friend· Joan, an activities co-ordinator: 
Joan is a great support to me. I feel better when she comes 
in/0 the room. 
(Can you help me to understand what you mean by feeling 
bel!er when Joan comes?) 
Well ... she's bright and happy ... we talk about normal things 
... about the garden ... things that are going on ... and what 
she's doing. She understnnd'i what it ·s like for me. She always 
tells me she ·s coming into the room when she comes. If I just 
hear someone coming in and I don 't know who it is or wha1 
they've come for ... that can be veryfrightening. 
When trusting service relationships are not established, people express fear and 
vulnerability, such as Mrs Wilson, a hostel resident who relies on a walking 
frame for mobility and is afraid to ( ·.; ,ress her fears to the hostel manager for fear 
of 'rocking the boat·. 
Do you see this walker? I take it into the dining roon; and put 
it up against the wall .. . but the manageress takes it and 
moves it outside in case someone falls over it. I have to sit 
there until it's brought to me. If there ever was a fire in thar 
dining room then all of us on frames would be stuck. 
(And have you ever spoken to her about it?) 
I never have ... but she knows I don't like it. I can't walk 
without it. There are forty-four of us in the dining room and if 
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this is taken aw~y from me and I wan! to get olll quick, I 
can ·1. It sits against the wall and it 0.\' not in anyone's way .... 
hut rules are rules I suppose. If there was ever a fire in there 
.... I ~rnuld he stuck. 
( It sounds like that ·s a real worry for you) 
Yes every· day when I have to go in there .... I think about it. 
Alternatively, when service workers who are in senior positions are perceived to 
operate within an empowering ethos, the accounts of hostel residents about their 
role in the service have less of a conforming nature. When elderly people in 
services experience an ethos of empowerment they more consistently report 
being satisfied with their interactions with staff. Patterns in the data suggest that 
quality is experienced when there is an acceptance of individual differences and a 
willingness on behalf of workers to circumvent rules to meet the preferences of 
residents. This is observable in a small wing of a large institutional service where 
sixteen hostel residents have been supported to maintain their autonomy and 
fully participate m decision making about day-to-day activities. Although 
situated in a lower-socio economic area of Perth, in urgent need of building 
maintenance, and extef!).ally projecting a greater institutional image, the relational 
quality is very different from Mrs Wilson's situation, where well maintained 
gardens and a middle-class image divert the causal observer from recognising the 
subtle control of residents. Recent studies have supported the relationship 
between staff ideological orientation and psychosocial well-being of ~esidents in 
aged care facilities (Bagshaw & Adams, 1985-86; Collopy, 1988; Lidz & Arnold, 
1990; Timko & Moos, 1990; Coffman, 1992). 
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(Communication) 
ln nursing home environments, relationships with service workers are the most 
consistent in residents' lives. As nursing home living environments are 
characterised by congregated activities and many situations of living in close 
shared proximity with other elderly people, communication with workers is 
highly important in reinforcing a sense of identity. ,vtany studies have identified 
that few relationships are formed between people living in nursing homes 
(Townsend, 1962: Restinas & Garrity, 1985; Downs, Javidi, & Nussbaum, 
1988; Kaakinen, 1995; Kovach & Robinson, 1996 ). It is also characteristic of 
informants in this study, that although people share bedrooms, few have 
relationship with each other apart from cursory greetings. The formations of 
communication partners among nursing home residents may also be limited by 
lack of privacy, stereotyping and loss of communicative abilities (Lubinski, 
1978; Sigman, 1981; Nus_,b ... um, 1993; Kaakinen, 1995; Lubinski, 1995). 
Although other studies have commented on the reluctance of elderly people 
living in nursing homes to express loneliness (Carp & Carp, 1981 b; Heller, Price, 
& Hogg, 1990), feelings of loneliness are consistently expressed throughout 
interviews in this study. Small acts of kindness or brief communication of a 
personal nature is experienced by people living in nursing homes as service 
'quality'. It is not uncommon in the analysis of interview data to find accounts 
of small gestures of friendliness which had taken place months previously, 
presenting as examples of service excellence. Communication of a personal nature 
by staff who share their own experiences, stories about family activities, 
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opinions of current events, use of humour and any talk which docs not directly 
involve the acts of care or reinforce the role of nursing home resident arc 
perceived by service users to represent an interest in them and acknowledgement 
that they share a common existence with people working in services. Survey 
research has supported the view that interactions which are characterised by 
perceptions of continuity of respect from the past, positively influences life 
satisfaction for people living in nursing homes (Ghusn, Hyde, Stevens, & Hyde, 
1996). 
Mrs Manin has lived in a nursing home for eight years. She shares a room with 
another resident who has lost the ability to communicate. Mrs. Martin, although 
physically frail, can walk and is mentaH:,· alert. Her experiences of living in the 
nursing home have not been positive over-all. S~u: ;,;pcmls her days reclining on 
her bed listening to 'talk back' programmes on a small transistor radio. This is 
her contact with the outside world and as she describes it, 'it's my best friend· 
and 'what keeps me sane·. The contact Mrs. Martin has with service workers 
revolve around the tasks of hygiene and other tangible body maintenance 
-
activities. She lives with ninety-seven other people but describes herself as 
lonely. The most significant person in Mrs Martin's life is a tea lady called 
Patsy who comes from a different ethnic background. Patsy, according to Mrs 
Martin is the only service worker who relates to her as a 'person ·. 
(So ... if I asked you to describe a good experiet,ce related to 
living here ... could you describe it for me?) 
Well .... I suppose there is one person here who understands 
me ... that's Patsy. She just seems to understand me .. . she 
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says my name and asks how I am. II 's just Jhat feeling 
between one person and anolher. 
(It's just that feeling?) 
Yes .... I'm happy when I talk to her because I know she's 
interested in me. Just a few words make o lot of difference. 
She makes sure I get my tea just the way I like ii. I can 't 
describe what it would be like if nobody spoke to you ... I can't 
describe it. It would be very terrible because I'm a human 
being. and I can still talk, and I'm interested in people. Some 
of the people who come on in the afternoon don 't speak at all. 
I don 't bother anymore. 
For some users of aged care services a lack of positive relationships, and in some 
cases negative experiences in the way that service workers relate to them, result 
in a view of the service as being 'poor· and their role in the service as being · just 
somebod_v 's job ·. 
In another nursing home Mrs. Bums describes her service life. She has lived in 
the nursing home for one year, following a stroke. 
(What are the things that you think are good about living 
here?) 
There 's cleaners that come in to clean your room every,· day 
and your bed is made every day and you can make an 
appointment to talk to the sisters if you need to talk. 
(If you want to talk at other times is that OK?) 
Well ... they 're very busy you know. It's better to make an 
appointment. 
(If you had the chance to employ people to work here ... what 
sort of people would you choose?) 
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Well ... I'd look (or people to look ajier older people that 
aren ·1 rough with them. and if they wanted to, they'd talk to 
them. I shouldn 't get any people that were rough with old 
people hecause I should think that you've got to look after 
them proper~r until they die. I know what rough handling's 
like ... I do. looking after old people is more than just doing a 
job ... you 've got to care about them. 
(Friendship) 
During observations in nursmg home environments interaction seeking 
behaviours were frequently initiated by service users towards service workers. 
These are observed to be more successful and responded to, if directed towards 
clinical activities, rather than personal-social communication. Consistent 
interactions which go beyond the service role to the personal domain are likely to 
be interpreted by service users as friendship·. This is supported by the findings 
of Nussbaum, Holladay, Robison and Ragan ( 1985) who also reported the term 
'friend' consistently used by elderly residents of nursing homes to describe their 
relationships with service workers. This has also been supported by studies of 
younger populations u~ing services (Weismann & Appleton, 1995). Informants 
who believe that they have friendly relationships with workers, perceive that the 
interactional context is mutually enjoyable and that they are less a person to be 
cared for than one to be enjoyed. An optimistic approach to the acts of caring 
also reinforces a view that service workers enjoy interactions and consequently 
'like' the person in the service. As a protective mechanism, relational bonds may 
enhance the ability to cope with developmental changes and loss in situations 
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where self-esteem and identity arc threatened, such as entering a permanent care 
situation tPowers. 1991; Brandstadter & Greve, 1992; Umoren, 1992). 
There is little expectation on behalf of nursing home residents that relationships 
will be formed with workers, as they are always perceived to be overworked, but 
there is strong evidence that friendly relationships are desired by elderly 
informants in this study. In situations where, despite the constraints of the 
service environment, relationships of a personal and self-disclosing nature are 
formed, resident~ speak of their meaning in glowing terms as 'friend-,hip ·. 
Mr Williams describes his contrasting service experiences and his perceptions of 
service 'quality'. He has lived in this nursing home for two years since his 
elderly wife became frail herself and could no longer care for him. Mr Williams 
shares a room with three other men none of whom are able to speak. Mr 
Williams sits in a chair with his back to the window facing the door to the room 
and attempts to engage any passers-by in conversation. He has had an interesting 
life including prospecting for geld in his twenties. He managed his own company 
prior to retirement. Mr Williams describes the importance of empathetic touch in 
his interactions with nurses: 
Quality? I think that's about the caring of the people here. The 
friendliness . .. and just getting a comforting tap on the 
shoulder for reassurance. That gives me such a boost ... and 
then I know I'm not so alone in life you know ... and not just a 
dot in their book. 
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Mr Williams' experiences have not always been so positive, as when he was 
coerced into using a wheelchair by a therapist: 
I was railroaded into trying it (a wheelchair) out hy !his 
therapist. A bullying surl of person she was. I said I didn ·, 
want it bw she wouldn ·, take no for an answer ... wouldn't 
listen . I didn ·, want to make waves. 
Perceived 'friendliness· and 'taking time to talk and listen· are also important to 
people living in hostels who fear deterioration in their health and the probability 
of another relocation to a nursing home and loss of status. Service workers who 
are described as 'gentle in nalure · and share information about their families 
reinforce the connection that hostel residents have with the wider community 
and also reinforce their roles as 'normal' people and being in a friendly 
relationship. Overall, the analysis of interviews with hostel residents 
consistently demonstrates that friendship relationships with service workers are 
considered normal, just as for people who do not live in services, forming 
relationships is common when interactions are frequent. This may also be 
explained by the fact that residents of hostels have opportunities to reinforce 
-
social roles outside the hostel environment. Residents of nursing homes have 
limited social mobility, reduced communication, and therefore little opportunities 
to practice normal social interactions. 
Mrs Grace has lived in a hostel for three years. Her major roles in life have been 
as wife, mother of six and now a grandmother. Her husband died ten years ago 
and she has also lost a daughter recently through illness. Mrs Grace expresses 
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acceptance of her current living situation and the relief of no longer being 
responsible for managing a home. In common with other elderly people 
interviewed, she is adamant that she would not !iv~ with any of her children, as 
she does not want to 'be a burden on anyone·. When questioned about what 
'quality' meant to her in her living situation, Mrs. Grace responds: 
Whar I think aholll 'quality· is that staff are the main thing. 
(Can _vou help me to understand what you mean by that?) 
Well ... they need to be friendly ... here they are vet:v friendly. 
Ir ·s like you and I talking to each other ... you sound friendly 
... I think you are. It's just talking about ordinary things ... 
like ordinary life. You have a lot to do ·with staff here. and if 
they have that little bit of friendly feeling toward you that 's 
important. Take Mar' ... she really understands me ... and 
knows when th1,·;gs are worrying me. When people talk about 
your children then you know they 'r," 1111erested in you and 
bothered to get to know you. It makes it a more friend(v 
atmosphere like being at home. 
(Like home?) 
Yes ... you've got nowhere else to go nmi,· ... you ·ve sort of 
burned your bridges. 
Despite the equalising nature of friendship relationships (Hays, 1988) within 
hostels there is consistent refert:nce to the need to 'accept the rules·, and if a 
staff member has a more- powerful position and controlling manner, it is difficult 
to express discontent about issues. Literature supports a view that negative 
interactions arise when relationships involve unequal social exchange. Studies 
have demonstrated that psychological distress results when there is power 
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imbalance in aged care environments (Cohen, 1990; Collopy, 1990; Collopy, 
Boyle, & Jennings, 1991; Cohen et al, 1995 ). Conformity to the 'resident role· is 
likely to be exaggerated in the controlled environments of service systems 
(Timko & Moos, 1990; Cohen, Werner, Braun, Kraft, Gerber, & Williams, 
1995). 
(Continuity) 
Continuity of staff is also important to elderly people ar.d influences their sense 
of security and trust in the service. When large groups of people live together it 
is difficult to experience individuality as routine practices are directed towards 
maintaining equal standards of care and idiosyncratic needs may be considered 
less important and more difficult to fulfil. It is difficult for people who do not 
live in this situation to understand the confusion and anxiety which is 
consistently expressed m the data relating to the large numbers of service 
workers who rotate through people's lives and through necessity become 
intimately engaged in their bodily needs for a time and then move on. Continuity 
and trust are closely related, and, as has been discussed earlier, some personal 
knowledge of service workers generates security in what may be an otherwise 
vulnerable role of 'resident'. Eventually many people die in aged care services 
and having someone familiar to talk to about fears related to death and dying is 
critically important for some people. People may not discuss their fears with 
friends and relatives for fear that they may find the discussion difficull and 
reduce their contact. As a result, visiting times tend to be characterised by 
superficial social conversations which maintain the comfort of friends and 
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relatives. A nursing home resident, Mrs. Owen, describes the link between 
continuity and trust: 
People are always changing here and you never get to know 
anyone well. They 're always chopping and changing. I think 
people should be left in one place for a time so that you can 
get ro know them and then if there's anything you want to talk 
or ask abour. you can do that. When they 're new you don 't 
know who they are. It 's important to have someone to trust 
and to talk to. I know my cancer 's getting worse and I'm 
worried about what will happen at the end. I got very close to 
Janice (nurse). I could talk to her. but she 's left now to have a 
baby. She was here for five years and real(v knew me. They 're 
all very nice, but there isn't anyone special(v close to me in the 
way that Janice was. 
(Summary) 
Quality in 'Human Serving' from the perspectives of elderly informants is 
primarily about the experience of existential concern, empathetic communication, 
including touch, and the security which comes from trusting relationships with 
key service workers. The essence of quality in 'Human Serving' is about positive 
and affnming relationships between service users and workers. It is much less 
about the tangible, material service elements, or 'indicators' which are commonly 
measured as 'outcomes'. 
Within disability and aged care settings there are many similarities in the way 
people experience living services through their interactions with service workers. 
The service processes and structure of the environment may also support the 
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enablement or disablement of positive human relationships. The consistency 
with which the word 'ji-iend' was used to describe positive relationships with 
service workers demonstrates the way people living in services strive for social 
relations which are non-objectifying, meet their needs for attachment, and which 
are perceived by them as establishing and maintaining a positive social identity in 
the absence of opportunities to pursue or maintain natural affiliation~ with 
people in the wider community. 
Data from the fifty service user informants indicate that enabling relationships 
are more likely to develop in smaller community homes for people with 
disabilities where caregivers are shared with only one or two other people. There 
are, however, also enabling relationships in the aged care area. Analysis of 
interview data suggests that relationships with service workers are more actively 
sought in nursing home envirorunents rather than hostels. The reason for this 
may relate to the greater social mobility of hostel residents who commonly 
access community activities and are able to maintain natural friendships. The 
physical and cognitive frailty common to participants living in nursing homes, 
make them more devendent on relationships within the setting. Respect and 
autonomy do not consistently emerge in aged care data as separate from 
friendship relationships, whereas in interview data of younger people with 
disabilities, issues related to respect and autonomy consistently appear in their 
interpretations of quality. Elderly people, despite describing experiences which 
are disrespectful and disempowering, are less critical of their services overall. 
This may be due to feelings of heightened vulnerability and the likelihood of 
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increasing dependence on services due lo health issues and the fact that few of 
them have any previous experience of living in a service and therefore arc unable 
to make comparisons. 
The four married couples (two of whom live in disability services and two in 
aged care services) who were interviewed, although identifying that 
communicative behaviours of service workers arc an important aspect of service 
delivery, do not describe the need for disclosure of intimacies "r the development 
of central relationships with service workers, perhaps beca 1se their relational 
needs are already met within their partnerships. 
Sub-themes of the maJor theme HUMAN SERVING, 1.e. GROWTH, 
FRIENDS, THEM AND US, and DIS-SERVICE, will now be presented and 
discussed. 
4.2.1.1 GROWTH 
(Expanding Lives) 
"When the service relationship conveys a degree of personal feeling which 
r:,Jurishes the wholeness of the "ther it creates a relationship which encourages 
growth" (Walton, 1989, p. 43). In a climate of 'Growth' individual autonomy 
and emotional connectedness are recognised and consciously addressed in the 
service relationship. Service users experience warmth, affection and 
unconditional support, and the opportunities available to them are limited only 
by their own choices rather than stereotypical expectations and the role 
boundaries of service systems. There is maximum flexibility in the way that 
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service workers engage in meeting the requirements of people living in services. 
Infom1ants consistently refer to 'growing' as a result of opportunities for a 
greater variety of experiences. Growth is not described in terms of tangible 
outcomes of service involvement in the day to day activities surrounding the 
living environment e.g.'skills training'. This is termed 'learning'. 'Growth· relates 
to the social and emotional development or 'coping' abilities of service users as 
they encounter, gain, and lose, roles and relationships. 
The sub-theme 'Growth·, relates to the way that the relational context of a 
service supports the personal growth and development of service users and their 
mastery of new situations. Six people with disabilities living in the community 
across four separate service agencies discuss an expansion of life roles and 
activities which foster their belief in themselves as 'able'. The expansion of roles 
is an important element in the development of self-concept and confidence to 
engage in social activities. 
The sub-theme 'Growth' was experienced only by people with disabilities who 
were interviewed. 'Growth' did not emerge as a sub-theme of 'Human Serving' 
in data from elderly informants in this study, possibly due to the restrictions of 
aged care environments including reduced opportunities for relationship 
development, staff continuity factors, health procedures and staffing 
arrangements, and regulations which dominate the lives of elderly people who 
live in services. Internalization of the sick role and the generally held belief that 
people enter nursing homes to die rather than to live may also prohibit elderly 
people who enter permanent care situations to find meaning in their experiences 
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in a context of 'Growth'. People with disabilities who experienced a relational 
context of 'Growth· had either lived in a family or institutional context prior to 
their current living arrangement. The positive relational nature of their current 
service is attributed to one or two key service workers who do not view 
disability as a barrier to gaining experience in community life. The relationships 
with these key workers are central relationships in the lives of service users. For 
three of the participants, this represents their closest relationship. Only one of 
the service workers involved with this group has any formal training in human 
service work. Four female and two male carers are instrumental in the experience 
of 'Growth'. 
People who have mainly known roles of child, or institutional resident, describe 
their opportunities to develop an adult identity through an expansion of adult 
roles. Reg a middle aged man with cerebral palsy describes hi:-, seventeen years as 
a resident of a nursing home. In the nursing home Reg had bP':"n rirliri.1led and 
labelled with a devaluing nickname because he liked lo talk. As Reg is unable to 
perform any other physical movements independently, speech is his greatest 
'gift'. He is articulate and well informed about a variety of current ever.t:: In the 
institutional environment Reg described how his 'gift' was considered only to be 
of nuisai-ice value. 
Reg now lives alone in a community house in an inner city suburb and is 
responsible for selecting and organising his support workers. It was due to a 
service worker, Roy, who admired and believed in Reg, and supported him in his 
long struggle to leave the institution, that Reg partially owes his current lifestyle. 
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I used to think a nursing home was all I coz,id get ... but now I 
can employ my own people and du just as I like ... thank\' to 
Roy. In the nursing home I shared a room with jive other men 
and everything had to be done together and at a certain time. 
This might sound strange to you, but I used to call it a 
glorified prison. 
In contrast, Reg describes his current life: 
It's entirely different now. People actua/(v like talking to me. I 
feel a di]Jerent person ... that's it. Like star wars .. I've 
landed.' ... on m.v home planet ... among my own people. 
When people reach out to each other, they confirm each other's existence. Roy's 
belief in Reg and consequently Reg's belief in himself has led to many attempts 
by Reg to establish a place in society. Reg admits that many of his attempts to 
be accepted have not been successful, but his relationship with Roy and another 
key worker Linda, ensurl!s that he has a secure base from where he can explore 
the world. Reg affirms his resilience to set-backs and determination to keep 
trying to forge legitimate recognition of himself as a contributing person. One of 
his favourite activities is to be droppeli 0ff at the local shopping complex where 
he will spend many hours watching people pass by and attempt to engage them 
in conversation. Sometimes he 'strikes lucky· and meets new people. He is 
optimistic about expanding his circle of friends outside of service workers: 
You know ... I still believe that there are other people out there 
who might become friends like Roy and Linda. I just haven 't 
met them yet. 
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Within a context of ·Growth·, there is a minimum of routine and formalisation. 
People are encouraged to be spontaneous in their choice of activities. Shared 
interests, shared social networks and activities outside the boundaries of 
'service' between service user and worker are common. There is consistent 
evidence of the responsiveness of the service worker to meet the requirements of 
situations which em.:ourage growth in service users. 
A young man with an intellectual disability, experiences 'Growth' through his 
relationship with Jeff, a service worker. Luke, proudly describes his weekend of 
adventure with his 'good mate· Jeff, who had invited him to share his weekend 
activities. Luke talks about his fear and excitement at meeting a physical 
challenge: 
Did you know ... one }veekend we went canoeing? We turned 
the canoe upside down and there were tvo.:o straps to hang 
onto and I did that! I canoed like a champion I did! 
'Growth' does not occur in a climate of paternalistic benevolence but in what is 
perceived as an authentic liking and enjoyment in each other's company. In fact, 
little of v. ! .... t emerges_ in the analysis of informant interviews relating to the 
theme of 'Growth· can be articulatt>d as tangible service outcomes, yet the 
positive affect on participants in their description of 'quality' interactions 
clearly supports the value of the encounters. 
'Growth' is not only related to positive life experiences, but also experienced in 
situations of loss. An example is the story of Julie a young woman with physical 
disabilities who describes her experience following the sudden death of her 
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father. who was her primary caregiver, and the critical and unselfish support of 
Ann, a service worker who moved in to live with her to support her voluntarily 
in the early stages of acute grief: 
She stayed with me . .. I don't know what / 'd have done 
without her ... gone into a home I suppose ... but you don't 
want to be with strangers. especially then. She really got me 
Through the bad times. I just wanted to die too. / 'm much 
better now thanks to Ann. 
Ann's personal obligation to Julie transcended the role of service worker. She 
had fulfilled a role that could not be 'bought' or 'categorised' in service language. 
O'Brien & O'Brien, (1993, p. 5) suggested that "Who comes into a person's life 
may be the single greatest factor of influence on what that life becomes". For 
Julie, Ann's support played a major influence on her healthy recovery. The 
intensity of Ann's involvement over an extended period provided a safe 
environment for Julie's grief to be expressed. Ann is no longer a carer for Juk, 
but keeps in touch on a friendship basis. 
Julie's experience of Ann's unselfish concern for her well-being, is mirrored in 
the experience of another woman, Katy who has physical disabilities and 
deteriorating health. Katy is widely respected for her courage in overcoming her 
physical frailty to engage fully in community life . She has lived in a group home 
for five years following an extended period of living in an institutional 
environment. Katy expresses her personal growth not primarily in terms of her 
increased control of her living environment, but through the shared experience of 
child rearing as Godmother to the infant daughter of her friend and caregiver, 
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Sally. Sally's sensitivity lo the losses in Katy's life as a woman with a disability 
unable to bear children of her own, prompted her lo share her experience of 
pregnancy and childbirth and subsequently she has invited Katy to play a role in 
the upbringing of her daughter. The relationship between Katy and Sally is a 
loving friendship which has grown over time despite the boundaries of 'ser.,rice 
worker' and 'service user'. Katy talks about the meaning of her relationship with 
Sally: 
Well the thing that makes me feel that we are very close is the 
fact that she really is prepared to do anything for me and it 
doesn't matter how personal it is. I would trust her to share 
her feelings with me too. If anything happened to her I'm 
pretty sure she would leave the responsibility of bringing up 
her daughter to me. She's said it more than once. Although 
she knows that physically it's not practical. she'd still want me 
as involved as possible. 
Through her relationship with Sally, Katy has grown and I!> cuntinuing to grow 
and experience different responsibilities through the upbringing of Sally's 
daughter. This is not perceived by Katy to be a token gesture on Sally's part, 
but a deeply felt love and respect for her by electing her to a position of trust 
based on a knowledge of her capacities as a wise and nurturing adult to 
contribute to a child's development. 
The former examples of the sub-theme 'Growth' illustrate the quality 
experiences in service environments which have been fostered by the human 
connection between service users and workers. This requires equality in the 
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service encounter and a recognition of human attributes people have in common 
as opposed to their differences. In informants' descriptions of service workers 
who are instrumental in 'Growth' inclusive terms are used in discussing joint 
activities. i.e. 'we' and 'us·. 
Walton (I 989, p. 137) discussed the true mission of a human service as being 
instruction towards fostering growth and development which is not only 
effective, but also includes the capacity to act. A service where people 
experience 'Growth' is characterised by relationships which are anchored in 
caring acts on behalf of people who use the service. In 'Growth' people are 
provided with opportunities which challenge their potential to freely explore 
unfamiliar social territory supported by a caring key worker. According to 
Noddings ( 1984, p. 73) in the subjet:tivity of the service context, "The 
responsive cared-for in the fullness of the caring relation, feels the recognition of 
freedom and gro'"S under its expansive support". This is in keeping with the 
views of Mayeroff ( 1971 ), who stressed the purpose of caring being self-
actualisation of another, and Heidegger ( 1962, p. 159), who suggested that 
-
freedom is bestowed on the other in an authentic relationship of care which "' ... 
frees the other in his (sic) freedom for himself'. 'Growth' contexts in living 
services are not 'controlled', but 'fluid' service environments which generate 
opportunities for spontaneous and flexible support. 
Acts of serving in a 'Growth' context are characterised by respect for the 
individual lifestyles of people living in services and a willingness to carry out 
tasks in a way that reinforces the autonomy of the service user. This is described 
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by Lisa, a young married woman with cerebral palsy who requires full assistance 
for physical care. As a newly married woman and home maker, Lisa expresses 
her individuality through the physical abilities of her caregivers, especially 
Doreen, whom she describes as 'like a sister·. 
Lisa describes how she goes about selecting people to care for her: 
Well ... it ·shard to interview people ... but I go by instinct. It's 
just the way they talk to you and whether they look at you 
when _'y'OU 're speaking. You can tell by the expression on their 
faces \1.:hether they want to care for you or not ... whether they 
can accept you. Take Doreen, we 're more like sisters the way 
we communicate. We've got a friendship ... really. I feel really 
close to her and I'd tmst her with anything. I know she likes 
to be here. She respects .'?1e and listens to my point of view ... 
puts herself in my position, like. She 'II look at my side of 
things and won't take sides if there are any problems ... she 
gives me the benefit of the doubt. 
Lisa views her relationships with service workers as being the 'most important 
part' of having a service. She says: 'It's more important to get along with them 
than them being good around the place ... you can always teach them that'. 
For Janet who also has a physical disability and requires a similar level of care as 
Lisa. trust and respect are also key elements of quality. She describes her trust in 
a particular service worker, Suzie, with whom she shares her intimate world of 
personal experiences, hopes and dreams. Suzie is the one person whom Janet 
will allow to organise her photograph album. She also describes her relationship 
with Suzie as 'just like sisters ·. 
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Care tasks according to Lisa and Janet arc also performed differently by Doreen 
and Suzie. They describe a higher level of autonomy in decision making and· 
having things done my way·. When asked to provide an example of this Janet 
says: 
I can't do anything for myself ... hut I still have standard~ and 
ways I like things done. Suzie is like my arms and legs. She 
does things just the way I'd do them ... if I could ... without 
arguing. 
Growth in a service context thrives on caring friendships which have developed 
to a deeper level of intimacy and trust. Perceptions of service users in this study 
articulate experiences of meaningful relationships with service workers which 
provide the springboard for their exploration of new situations. Acts of serving 
encourage service users' autonomy and support choice and individuality. 
'Quality of hfe' studies for people with disabilities have supported the 
importance of feelings of personal autonomy and life satisfaction (Brown, Bayer, 
& Brown, 1992; Parmenter, 1992; Joyce, 1994; Perry & Felce, 1995; Matikka. 
1996). 
4.2.1.2 FRIENDS 
(Like one of 'them') 
In the absence of a simple definition of a friendship relationship, people 
generally define friends by subjective factors such as someone they can trust or 
confide in (Adams, 1986; Lowenthal & Robinson, 1986; Duck, 1991 ). The sub-
theme 'Friends' is the most consistent description of service quality across the 
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fifty interviews with service users m both disab:lity and aged care living 
environments. All informants in the study allude to friendship as an important 
element of quality in a service, even if they do not experience this themselves. 
Perceptions of friendship, however, vary. Descriptions of relationships and acts 
of service workers which symbolise friendship to people living in services are 
influenced by the formality of the service environment. In an institutional 
context, e.g. a nursing home, 'Friends' may be experienced in simple 
communication behaviours such as listening, communicating concern about a 
person's well-being, or taking an interest in family members, whereas, in a 
cormnunity house for people with disabilities, 'Friends' is more commonly 
symbolised by feelings of trust, self-disclosure, sharing of intimacies and 
presenting a happy disposition in the role of service worker. 
'Friends', as a service element, provides positive relational experiences but does 
not have the life sharing qualities of 'Growth'. Although reciprocation is 
perceived by service users to be a characteristic of 'Friends', mutual self-
disclosure of an intimate nature may be present, but it is not a highly consistent 
feature of the data. 
Taken at the most basic level, 'Friends' according to informants in the study, 
relates to feelings of being liked and valued. Experiencing 'Friends', is a 
validation of individuality and a buffer to depersonalisation and loneliness. In the 
absence of 'Friends' services become neutral, task oriented experiences. Service 
practice has been critiqued by Schon (1983) as rooted in technicism and 
professional rationality. In the context of 'Friends' professional distance and 
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impartiality is replaced by personal involvement. A sense of connectedness, and 
being 'understood·· arc experiences consistently described by informants. 
Literature on the functions of friendship, refle~t the presence of a mutual 
relationship, and perceptions of equality (Rubin & Coplan, 1992). It has been 
shown that friendship may also involve altruistic acts, sui.:h as generosity, co-
operation and helpfulness ( Berndt, 198 la; Berndt & Perry, 1986) although few 
correlations between friendships and patterns of interaction have been 
empirically demonstrated (Hartup, 1986). The recognition of certain attributes of 
service workers broadly encompassing empathetic relating, is interpreted as 
friendship by people living in services. For some informants, their perception of 
friendship only extends as far as a feeling of empathetic relating on behalf of the 
service worker. In others, friendship is expanded to activities beyond the 
expectations of paid work including advocacy, and informal social interaction. 
Common to all situations is the experience of being attached, being cared 'about' 
(in contrast to being cared 'for') and having a personal history beyond the 
identity of service user. 
Clare, a young woman with a physical disability, lives in a group home with a 
friend who also has a physical disability. Clare discusses her life and her 
friendship with Wendy a service worker.Clare's family lives in a rural area and 
sh, ;';'lOVed from the country to live in nursing home accommodation in town so 
that she could attend high school. Clare has lived with her friend for the past five 
years. She receives services daily from a local organisation through which she 
met Wendy. Clare has a full-timt" job ·in a government department and enjoys all 
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the normal activities of her peer group. Although she finds the need to use a 
motorised wheelchair for mobility restricting, she manages to lead an active social 
life with Wendy's support. 
Clare has come through some difficult times living with her disability and what 
she describes as 'hating life·. She talks about 'gelling out of depression· and 'not 
feeling sorry for yourself' because other people distance themselves from her and 
life becomes more lonely. Prior to Wendy coming into her life Clare had mixed 
experiences with service workers. Clare describes the difficulties of being 
dependent on other people to help with her personal care: 
It's difficult with the personal care stuff I mean ... you always 
have to have relief staff and you think ... 'Oh gawd ... here we 
go again. 'I wonder how long they 'II stay ... and how much do 
you want them to know about you ... because they might not be 
here for very long. 
Clare defines 'quality' in receiving a service in the context of her relationships 
with service workers, especially Wendy, who is described as a 'good friend' and 
someone with whom she shares a reciprocal relationship: 
(Clare ... What's important to you about gelling a service?) 
Well ... I like to have people here whose attitude's in the right 
place ... easy going. It's hard to explain because they 're 
friends. They don 'r treat you like you 're different to anybody 
else. You know, they come to you with problems or you go to 
them with a problem. I mean ... I think that's the way it should 
be .... otherwise it just doesn't work. Take Wendy, ... we 're 
totally at ease with each other. She 's not one of those people 
who has a bad day and sulks ... and she 's very motivating. I 
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just value her friend'ihip because I know she 'II be there if I 
need her. 
A similar experience of friendship is described by Jean, a woman v.. ith cerebral 
palsy. She requires assistance for all her daily living needs. She lives in a unit in a 
small development with her dog for company and spends long hours alone at 
home between visits from her caregivers. Jean has few social or family contacts 
but has a close relationship with Carol, one of the service workers who assists 
her most days. 
Jean describes herself as 'lonely· but 'hopeful' of finding a partner to share her 
life. Her relationship with Carol is currently the most important in her life. 
(Jean . .. tell me what's important to you :.rbout getting a 
service) 
Well ... it ·s all about carers ... when they 're good ... they 're a 
lot more like a friend ... they care about me. 
(Can you give an example of that?) 
Well ... there ·s one I'm particularly fond of called Carol ... 
she's got warmth and she likes me. I can really feel it. 
(You can/eel it?) 
Yes ... it 's the way she talks to me . .. touches me. Some people 
don't give a shit ... but Carol... she does more than anyone 
else and more than she 's paid for. She believes in me and 
that's really important. She 's a top lady. A good friend. 
Clare and Jean are representative of a group of people who have restricted 
opportunities for social interaction due to disability and therefore limited 
availability of naturally forming social support networks. Social support 
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networks have implications for physical and psychological health and reduce 
feelings of isolation and loneliness (Peplau & Perlman, 1982; Pennebaker, 1985; 
Pennebaker, Kiecolt-Glaser, & Glaser, 1988; Prager, 1996) For Clare and Jean, 
who are at risk of social isolation, service relationships fulfil an important role in 
maintaining well-being. 
Studies of perceived life satisfaction have strongly indicated that relationships 
are the most important ell!ment and that they give meaning to life across the life-
span (McCarthy, 1984; Devogler-Ebersole & Ebersole, 1985; Burbanck, 1992; 
Prager, 1996; RJmney & Evans, 1996). Studies of non-institutionalised elderly 
people have demonstrated that a disintegration of informal networks 
accompanies age and chronic impairment (Adams, 1989; Bury & Holme, 1990; 
Girling, Huppert, Brayne, & Paykel, 1995). As a result, older adults revise the 
criteria they use to define friendship, and definitions of friends are commonly 
extended to include acquaintances (Adams, 1986; Johnson & Troll, 1994). 
For the elderly study informants, particularly those living in nursing homes, 
opportunities to develop relationships are even more restricting than 
opportunites for people with disabilities who live m the community. 
Relationships with valued workers are also described as friendships, although 
patterns in the data are less reinforcing of friendship characteristics, such as 
reciprocity, for this group of informants. 
Mrs Jones has lived in a nursing ho111e for the past year following the sudden 
death of her husband who had also been her carer. She has severe osteoarthritis 
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and is unable to walk. Her previous roles in life included wife and mother of four. 
Three of her children live in Western Australia and one daughter and her children 
live in an adjacent suburb. Mrs Jones 'lives for· visits from the family which 
occur about once a week. She has a quick wit and is a keen follower of team 
sports on television. Mrs Jones discusses the importance to her of people 
listening to her and respecting her point of view. Quality in a service for Mrs 
Jones is described in the context of her interactions with her 'friend· Pat , a 
nurse. 
There 's one girl Pat who 's such a friendly. loveable person 
and you can 't help but like her. It's just her nature. She's a 
mother and she's got two babies. I feel she's like one of my 
own family ... you know. She's loveable and gentle and tells 
me about herself. I can see her coming and think she's alwa,vs 
happy to see me. She talks to me about the family ... things 
that are on her mind ... just for half and hour or that. It makes 
you feel like one of them. 
Studies of friendship between service workers and elderly people have 
supported the view that these relationships fulfil a need for love and belonging 
(Huss, Buckwalter, & Stolley, 1988; Kuipers & Moore, 1995; Moore & Gilbert, 
1995; Clegg, Standen, & Jones, 1996) and people in institutional environments 
who have emotional support have been shown to have higher levels of life 
satisfaction (Huss et al., 1988; Williams, 1994). In this study emotional support 
from workers positively influences informants' perceptions of receiving a 'good' 
service. 
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Elderly participants consistently state their reliance on key workers who 
provide them with 'normal' interaction and affection. It is common for service 
users to refer to key staff members as not only friend\·' but family· and they 
make consistent reference to using 'close· staff members in a counselling 
capacity. An elderly resident of a hostel Mrs Mann explains: ·/can talk to Mary 
( a nurse) about anything ... I know I can trust ha to keep things to herself She's 
just like one of the family'. 
Feelings of also being able to offer advice on home and family matters is also 
valued by service users. They feel respected when their life experiences are 
acknowledged and this reinforces their identity as useful and wise people. 
Analysis of the fourteen interviews with infom1ants living in nursmg homes 
shows consistent references to being at 'the end of life', such as, 'being here to 
die·. 'life being over·. Frequent reference is also made to 'living for the family·, 
although family contact does not occur more than once weekly for most people 
who were interviewed. Relationships with key workers take on greater 
importance for people who have no family, or when family relationships are less 
supportive. For one elderly nursing home resident Miss Evans, who has no 
family contact, a nursing assistant, Gwen, is an important social contact: 
I was a school teacher and never married and have no 
children of my own. It's on~y now that I realise how lone(v I 
am in my old age. That's why I like lo talk to Gwen about her 
family. I like to give her money to buy them a little present at 
Christmas ... although I know it's not really allowed 
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Themes emerging from the analysis of hostel residents' interviews also support 
the value of relationships with service workers. Hostel residents may be both 
active community members and institutional residents, a dual role which can 
prove awkward. They report problems in maintaining old friendships due to the 
inability to reciprocate ·family' hospitality in the hostel environment: This is 
discussed by Mrs Cook: 
Ir 's not so easy keeping up with old friendships when you 
come to live in a place like this. I get invired out lo friend,;· 
homes, but I can 't have them back and cook a meal for them 
like I used to. 
As a result of these inadequacies in service environments and restrictions on 
maintaining r.om1al patterns of social reciprocation, people in hostels also meet 
some of their relational needs through friendships with service workers. 
Friendships between hostel residents and service workers may be influenced by 
residents' opportunities to continue to practise social communication, or that 
they are perceived to be more 'alike' service workers, and less socially 
stigmatised and emotionally dependent overall than nursing home residents. 
Empathetic touch also conveys friendship to elderly informants who describe 
episodes of affection and reassurance involving key workers and their actions. 
When people are unable to reach out themselves because of physical frailty, this 
behaviour is even more important. Miss Evans, who has motor neurone disease 
describes the actions of a valued service worker, Gwen: '/ was so upset when 
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they wld me that I needed more tests and Gwen just came up and gave me a hug 
It was just what I needed. I felt that somebody cared·. 
Literature has suggested that touch can communicate comfort, positive self-
appraisal, and affection to nursing home residents (deWever, 1977; Mulaik, 
M·egenity, Cannon, Chance, Cannella, Garland & Gilead, 1991; Buschmann & 
Hollinger, 1994). According to Burgoon (1991, cited in Moore & Gilbert, 1995, 
p. 11) non-verbal behaviour such as touch conveys 'affection and inunediacy'. 
Interview data supports the interpretation of gentle touch as both reassuring and 
personally validating. 
In discussing the quality of life of elderly people McIntosh ( 1996, p. 36) 
suggested that professional staff need to develop more skills in communicating 
with elders as " ... the restricted access they have to meaningful interactions with 
little opportunity for control or self-definition of identity, adversely affects their 
quality of life". Informants who express friendship in service relationships also 
describe validating behaviours of workers such as 'taking the time to listen·. 
Friendship communication also provides 'normal talk' and a perception of 
'being like other people·. In friendly encounters, people feel less of a division 
between the role of service user and the role of worker, and are more likely to 
comment positively on their service experiences. 
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4.2.1.3 THEM AND US 
(Clients and staff) 
The sub-theme 'Them and Us' describes consistent reference by service users of 
service interactions which are impersonal and reinforc'! their dependency and the 
role of service user. Service encounters in the context of 'Them and Us' have 
been experienced by forty-two of the service users at some time in the process 
ofliving in a service. For seven of the participants with disabilities and eight of 
the participants in aged care environments 'Them and Us' was their most 
consistent service experience at the time the study was implemented. 'Them and 
Us' relates to both communication and task related activities and depicts non-
valued encounters of service users when workers are insensitive to the culture, 
life experiences and values of people living in services. 
According to Kuiper (1983, p. 474) a number of human relations are 
characterised by inequality. In the service relationship, collective responsibility 
may be the guiding service value, but to provide a personalistic service, the 
individual autonomy of service users must also be respected. In a personalistic 
service, the capacity and respect of the service user is uppermost. In the context 
of 'Them and Us', narrow interpretations of service users' needs, create a 
relational ethos of 'difference'. Authority is in the hands of the service worker 
and compliance is expected as a matter of course. Reciprocity in service 
relationships is missing and service users experience indifference. 'Them and Us' 
exemplifies interaction without relationship. 
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Studies by Bowlby (1969), Patton, Connor and Scott (1982,) Kohut ( 1984 ), 
Wolf ( 1988), and Stroebe, Stroebe, Abakoumkin and Schut ( 1996), demonstrated 
the need to avoid feelings of loneliness and alienation and the need for people to 
develop a sense of belongingness, comprising companionship, affiliation and 
connectedness. Theoretical literature on belongingness suggested that people 
experience" ... a need for validation of belongingness and attachment throughout 
the lifespan" (Lee & Robbins, 1993, p. 233). Changes in a person's 
belongingness status can "positively or negatively affect their emotional 
responses" (Baumeister & Leary, 1995, p. 505). People feel lonely when they 
lack social attachment, and social exclusion commonly causes anxiety (Tambor & 
Leary, 1993; Baumeister & Leary, 1995). For people living in impersonal service 
environments, and who have !ess opportunity develop social attachments as a 
result of reduced mobility, relationships with service workers, if they lack 
warmth and affection, compound feelings of worthlessness and vulnerability. 
Research evidence has stressed the importance of friendships in the treatment 
and care of elderly people (Reed & MacMillan, 1995) and people with 
disabilities (Amado, 1993). 
For participants in the study who live in the context of 'Them and Us' there are 
two main relational experiences. The first is the mechanistic approach of the 
service worker who competently fulfils the tasks of body and environmental care 
with minimal personal interaction. The second relational issue is the power 
inequality experienced when service workers interact in a way which stifles 
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autonomy. The latter is described by Steve, a young man with a physical 
disability who lives with another man with a disability in a group home. 
Steve is able to use a motorised wheelchair to get around the local 
neighbouT"hood. He is trendily dressed, enjoys cigarettes, beer, computer games 
and music, particularly reggae. He has lived in this house for around two years. 
Due to his disability and deteriorating health, Steve requires maximum assistance 
with all his self-care activities. He relies on service workers from a local 
organisation to provide daily support. Over-all, his relationships with service 
workers have not been positive. He copes with this with good humour and has 
given up expecting to be treated other than a recipient of a service. He describes 
the 'Them and Us' phenomenon in a recent interaction with a regular 'care' giver: 
I asked him if he would give me a shower and he told me to 
get lost ... in fact that's not really what he said ... he told me to 
get fucked. 
(Was there anything unusual about asking for a s/zolver at 
that time?) 
No. I approached him again and asked him nicely ... you 
know ... and he_ said he'd do it after his TV programme was 
finished. Just a little power there ... you know ... I had to beg a 
little. 
For Steve, the important thing about quality in a service is being treated as an 
equal. He doesn't like to ask for help all the time and would like people to come 
in and ask ifhe needs help. He says: 'I wish it could be like they want to help ... 
not just a job. Just like ordinary people helping out because they like me·. 
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According to Steve, when workers 'abide by the rules· it distances people. He 
believes that people are told by the organisation supplying his care givers not to 
become too attached. He philosophises about the reason for this perhaps being 
because' ... if !hey get loo close ... 1hey miss ou/ in the end'. (Referring lo his own 
death) 
For Steve, quality service experiences are when people talk nonnally, appear 
pleased to be with him, take an interest in his life and communicate about day to 
day things like 'normal people ·. This is not his regular experience. He talks about 
'always having to be on guard' against the 'mob culture· of service workers who 
will discuss the way he lives, with other people in the system. It is for this 
reason that he fiercely guards his privacy. 
The following story of Steve's experience of not being like 'one of them' and the 
personal loss resulting from the status of being 'other' is told in Steve's words: 
Well ... l had a girlfriend once but '1hey · cerlain~v put an end 
to that. 
(Can you tell me about it?) 
Yes. After I mov_ed in here, I go/ really close to the girl next 
door and we began to have a real relationship ... and Iha/ ... 
and I used to stay over there sometimes at night. Somehow or 
other what was happening go/ through to (the organisation) 
... don 't know how. I need people to get me out of bed ... but 
because of the work place agreement they said that they 
couldn 't come to her house. They said they couldn 't come 
over there. I didn 't see what difference it made because they 
had to get me out of bed anyway ... so what's it matter if it's 
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my bed or her bed? They said they weren 'tallowed to work in 
that house ... part of the workplace agreement. 
Anyway ... she asked if they would show her how to use the 
hoist and she would get me our of bed herself . . . but they 
wouldn 't do that either. She was real~y upset. It "'as as if we 
were doing something wrong. It caused a real split between us 
and that was the end of that. She still lives ne..-rt door. but it's 
really awkward now between her and £he carers because she 
told them what she thought. It was as if we we, ·e doing 
something they didn't approve of We've split now anyway. 
You can feel the air in here with some of them sometimes and 
know they don't !Vant to be here ... it's an attitude. It's like it's 
their territory. They don't talk to you good. Like you 're in a 
wheelchair and that sort of thing. 
Steve's experience is supported by other people with disabilities in this study 
who live in group homes where staffing is controlled by service workers rather 
than users of services. Other elements emerging from interviews with 
participants across disability and aged care services in their contact with service 
workers in the the context of 'Them and Us' are 'no normal talk·, · rushed 
handling· and 'unhappy to be here·. 
When interacting with those people who have a severe disability and inability to 
communicate it is even more important to acknowledge the 'sameness' of the 
other person. People with multiple handicaps are unable to initiate 
communication and are at risk of relational deprivation. An expert insight into 
the world of silence, total physical incapacity, and dependence on others, is 
offered by Jane. 
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Jane has a severe fonn of cerebral palsy resulting in an inability to move 
independently. She has no verbal communication abilities and communicates 
using a headpointer and a computer keyboard. Jane lives alone in a community 
house and has her service co-ordinated by a small conununity based organisation. 
She interviews and employs people to assist her with all her daily activities. 
Jane is a writer and a thoughtful observer of people. In the eight years that she 
has lived in the unit, forty-one people have been involved in her care. Jane has 
had contrasting experiences in 'quality' serving. Jane likes to know about the 
Jives of her care givers as this is her link with the 'outside· world. She likes 
'interesting· people who have had 'interesting lives · to be involved with her and 
is insightful about the way people communicate, especially through touch, and 
the influence this has on her feelings of either being a 'real· person, or in contrast 
a 'work routine·. As she explains: 
Even though I can't talk ... I like people to look into my eyes 
when they speak to me. Then I know they 're speaking to me 
and not just anybody. If they look into my eyes then they can 
see / 'm listening. I can tell right away if they accept me as a 
person or just an empty body the way they touch me and 
speak to me. I like to know what they ·ve been doing and talk 
about normal things. It feels as if I'm not a person if they 
don't look at me. It feels terrible. 
For aged care informants the 'Them and Us' expenence is also consistently 
present in the data, although the nature of the experience is not as 
confrontational as for the disability group. This may be due to institutional 
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monitoring of behaviour in general and the fact that service workers commonly 
work in pairs and monitor each other. Elderly people are less comfortable in 
discussing lack of perceived quality in their living environment, but they 
frequently contrast what they 'like· about a service with what they 'don't like·. 
As a group, they are also more complimentary about their living contexts and 
there is a general acceptance that things are the way they are meant to be 
perhaps due to their lower expectations and gratitude about receiving a service at 
all. However, twenty-two of the twenty-four people interviewed when 
questioned about improving a service, refer to their need for more human contact 
of an equal relational nature. Unequal involvement prevents the growth of trust 
and the development of beneficial relationships which are necessary for 
adjustment and adaptation (DeLongis, Folkman, & Lazurus, 1988; Homes & 
Rempel, 1989; Lidz & Arnold, 1990; Powers, 1992). In the context of 
impersonal service, people receiving care make great efforts to initiate 
communication of a personal nature. 
A nursing home resident, Mrs Clarke, describes her strategy for interaction. She 
has severe osteoarthritis and chronic pain and has lived in a nursing home for 
four years. She shares a room with another resident who does not communicate. 
When Mrs Clarke entered t1 e nursing home, she was able to eat independently. 
The severity of her arthritis is such that she can no longer move her limbs except 
for some weak finger movements which allow her to operate the remote control 
for her television and a motorised wheelchair. Moving is very painful for Mrs 
Clarke. Mrs Clarke spends all day in bed apart from an hour each morning when 
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she gets transferred into a motorised wheelchair and is able to move around the 
nursing home. Mrs Clarke came to Australia when her family was young. Her 
husband has been dead for eighteen years. She has two daughters who visit 
weekly. She speaks about her past life, her husband and the pride she had in 
maintaining their home. She now lives in a room devoid of personal possessions. 
A bunch of artificial flowers, a box of tissues and an Easter card taped to the wall 
are the only personal belongings visible. Mrs Clarke has bright eyes, and a keen 
sense of humour. For Mrs Clarke quality in services is about people using h~r 
name. Despite chronic pain, she moves around in her wheelchair solely to engage 
workers in daily greetings: 
(Mrs Clarke ... ·what are the things that are most important to 
J"OU about living here?) 
Well ... I have a little chat with the staff That's why ! go up 
and down in my chair. There aren't many other people to talk 
to here. 
(There aren't many people to talk to?) 
No ... but I make up for it. I chat to the staff ... but I don't stop 
them working ... I have a chat ... but it's all quick . quick. 
(It's all quick qlf.ick?) 
Aye ... they can 't sit down and talk to you. I just go up and 
down and say ... 'how are you · ... or 'good morning·. A few 
words goes a long way. Then you feel you 're not just a 
number. Yes . ... that's what I like best . .. when they call me 
Jenny ... you see. 
(That seems to be really important to you?) 
Oh definitely. When they call me Jenny ... then I know I'm not 
just a number. 
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For Mrs Clarke, superficial encounters with service workers are her only 
'normal' activities and she is prepared to endure considerable pain to make the 
necessary contact. 
Interactions without an ongoing bond of positive emotional concern arc less than 
satisfying in the c:ue giving context (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Studies have 
confirmed that quality rather than quantity in relational interactions are 
predictive of health outcomes (Reiss, Wheeler, Kemis, Spiegel, & Nezlek, 1985) 
and that mental health is affected negatively by conflict, criticism and social 
undermining (Carnelly, Pietromonaco, & Jaffe, 1994 ). Informants who live in the 
context of 'Them and Us' are devoid of opportunities for intimacy, self-
disclosure, enjoyment and personal validation in their day-to-day social 
interactions. Their daily lives are not only non-fulfilling but chronically 
unhealthy. For people living in the context of 'Them and Us' daily rituals and 
interactions are characterised by 'differences' creating barriers to supportive 
relationships. Despite the adverse conditions, people in services strive to 
maintain social bonds even if the interactions are neutral or conflicting. The 
resilience of people living in impersonal services is a testimony to the strength 
with which people face the day-to-day struggle of maintaining a sense of identity 
and respect for self in the 'Them and Us' context. 
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4.2.1.4 DIS-SERVICE 
(Lonely, vulnerable and objectified) 
The sub-theme 'Dis-service' describes the lowest quality relational experience of 
people living in services. Five informants, three in aged care and two in disability 
services live in the context of 'Dis-service'. ')is-service relates to being 
objectified, and serving a service function of being a 'throughput' or 'funded' 
item. Being dis-serviced means devaluation and psychological abuse. People 
interviewed in the context of 'Dis-service' are afraid, lonely and devoid of 
relational nurturance. 
The experience of loneliness is independent of the amount of social contact a 
person has. The examination of quality of interactions and supportive 
relationships are useful indicators in the evaluation of loneliness (Luftig, 1988; 
Hojat & Crandall, 1989; Adams & Bliesz.'ter, 1995). The aching emptiness of 
loneliness has been acknowledged as a physiological phenomenon provoked by 
the absence of individual and community relationships and contributing 
significantly to physical ill health and premature death (Weiss, 1982; House 
Landis & Umberson, 1988; Brdar & Despot, 1989). In discussing the need for 
relational connectedness as fundamental to life Lynch (1977, p. 14) suggested 
"We must either learn to live together or we increase our chances of dying alone". 
People existing in the context of 'Dis-service' are alienated from normal social 
interactions, and express feelings of loneliness and powerlessness. 
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In researching friendships between people with disabilities and community 
members, Amado (1993, p. 69) stated that "Although people with disabilities 
may now be experiencing more opportunities to be physically present and to 
participate with community members, they may not have specific friendship 
interactions to be any less lonely". People with disabilities living in the 
community, and elderly people living in larger congregated services who live in 
the context of 'Dis-service' share not only loneliness experiences, but also 
persistent anxiety. 
Service acts which reinforce 'Dis-service' are 'ignoring·, 'bul(ving · and 'rough 
handling·. 'Dis-service' has potentially serious consequences for survival. This 
is desc1ibed by Ross, a man who lives in a group home. In addition to having a 
disability, he has a serious respiratory condition and requires a ventilator at 
night: 
Something went wrong with my oxygen machine and I felt that 
I was suffocating. I rang ... but he didn 't come for a long time. 
When he did he wasn 't too happy with me. That was a near 
thing. 
Dis-service also relates to informants' perceptions of physical help which is 
experienced as 'careless·. 'rough·, and 'rushed'. One nursing home resident 
described an incident which caused a leg injury due to what she perceived as 
'rough handling' during showering. Although this was a singular incident and 
balanced by other positive experiences, she continues to discuss her anger and 
feelings of vulnerability that 'it might happen again.' Another younger informant 
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with respiratory problems living in an organisational home describes his dread of 
being assisted by a service worker who 'throws· him into his wheelchair despite 
being asked to lift him gently due to his weakened physical condition. 
Mr Clarence a nursing home resident describes his dread of not having his 
toiletting needs met in time: 
One thing I don 't like is if I feel a bowel movement coming on. 
I ,vant it attended to now .. . and not in half an hours time 
... ,vhich is sometimes what I get. We have a bell to push which 
supposed(v summons help . . . but sometimes someone will 
come in and switch it off and sa,v ... · }"uu 'II have to wait. we 're 
busy. 
(What ·s it like for you when you have to wait?) 
It feels like my bowels are going to erupt any time. You 
couldn't understand what if feels like. I say . . . 'if that ·s your 
attitude ... piss off. Because it ·s their altitude that riles me. 
Another informant, Miss Strong, describes her experiences of 'Dis-service'. She 
has lived in a single room in a nursing home for one year. Miss Strong held a 
senior nursing position prior to retirement. She has never married but had an 
interesting life working overseas and travelling extensively and had lived in a 
retirement village until a physical illness interfered with her mobility. The 
interviewer's visit is an important occasion for Miss Strong as she has few 
human interactions during the day. She had wanted to have her hair washed for 
the occasion and had arranged for this to happen, but no-one had come to attend 
to her. Her bed is unmade and the commode unemptied when the interviewer 
arrives. She is embarrassed, but says that this often happens. 
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Miss Strong is tearful throughout the interview. She frequently talks about her 
loneliness and feelings of being ignored and disliked. She feels that she has 'done 
something wrong· because few people enter her room or communicate with her 
about 'normal· things. She talks about the contrast between her current existence 
and her past life 
f 've been all-round the world working and doing all those 
things and then suddenly I've got to lie like this for the rest of 
my life and I say 'I wish I could drop dead' ... hut nobody will 
let me. 
When asked about quality, Miss Strong talks about her experiences of working 
as a director of a nursing home many years ago, and how well she had got along 
with people who lived there. Quality to Miss Strong is about kindness which is 
enacted through communication. Miss Strong's role as a service provider renders 
her current experiences as a recipient of services even more poignant as she 
discusses her unmet needs and objectifying experiences as a nursing home 
resident: 
I think that kindness is the top thing really. When people are 
lying there and have no-one ... that's what they need I'd like 
to be able to have a talk with the staff sometimes. People just 
never come in ... except the kitchen staff who bring the meals 
... they 're very nice. 
(So talking about ordinary things is important to you?) 
Yes ... you'll often get two girls working with me in the bed 
and they don 't speak to me at all. They just talk about their 
boy friends or where they went last night. 
(Just talking to each other?) 
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Yes ... I think that's wrong. I think when you 're bathing 
someone you should talk to them at least ... but they just Lalk to 
each othc:r and ignore me. I suppose they 're dotng the work 
that's necessa,:-i; ... but it would make such a difference to be 
spoken to ... otherwise f 'm jusl a body. 
Ken. a young man with an intellectual disability Jives alone in a unit and receives 
services from two small organisations, one of which he describes as 'not good for 
me·. Ken describes his version of 'Dis-service' in a service interaction with Will 
who had been employed to support Ken to improve his abilities in looking after 
his home: 
(Ken ... can you tell me some things that you like about geuing 
help at home ?) 
Well ... I like Tim ... he ·s all right. 
(What makes Tim all right?) 
He helps ... he talks to me right ... Ju: 's not la::\' like Will. Will 
... he came last week and lay on the couch reading a book and 
I was doing all the work. I started to talk hut he didn 't answer 
me. I can·, stand it when he ignore!. you and doesn 't pay 
attention. It makes me so mad! 
For Ken, recognition as a valued, independent and contributing adult has been a 
long and persistent journey with many setbacks. Ken's frustration at being 
ignored by Will causes anger and maladaptation which has the potential for 
aggressive retaliation which risks placing Ken in the role of 'problem·. 
In discussing the risk of objectification of people in service relationships 
Noddings ( 1984, p. 66) suggested that many people are reduced to cases by the 
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machinery that has been instituted to care for them. A difference in status and 
the authorisation of the helping role prevent an equal meeting between helper and 
helped. Controlling behaviour is a characteristic of 'Dis-service', limiting service 
users· autonomy and development for elderly people (Booth, Bilson, & Fowell, 
1990; Hertz, 1996) and people with disabilities (Matikka, 1996; Davies & 
Jenkins, 1997). People experiencing 'Dis-service', use compliant passivity as a 
strategy to cope with their anxieties in relating to service workers who are not 
trusted. 
Although descriptions of discrete incidents of ·Dis-service' have at some time 
been experienced by more than half of the study informants, at the time of the 
study, five informants live in an overall context of 'Dis-service·. The physical 
living environments of the service users in this context are materially comfortable 
and cared for. The five informants also belong to services which have recently 
been evaluated through the standard monitoring process. Also within these 
service environments, other informants were satisfied with their care and in some 
cases experienced 'Growth' and 'Friends' in their relationships with service 
workers. This highlights the indi\ :dual nature of living in a service and the 
importance of compatibility between service workers and users. This questions 
whether evaluation methods which are quantitatively oriented and evaluation 
processes which lack support for people who are dis-serviced by service 
workers to safely expose their experiences, are effective in discovering and 
resolving situations of abuse. If people lack trust in the service environment, 
they are unlikely to trust officials who monitor government regulations and who 
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pay brief visits to their homes. Clearly, there needs to be some other means of 
providing a safe means of supporting people who are dis-serviced on an ongoing 
basis. Risking further 'Dis-service' by complaining, even although formal 
grievance procedures are in place, places people who live in services in highly 
vulnerable situations. 
4.2.2 SUMMARY 
To answer the question: What are the experiences of people in living services and 
what are their perceptions of quality, the following statements emerge from 
analysis of the data: 
1. Relational experiences with service workers are central to the evaluation of 
'quality' by service users in living services. 
2. Loneliness and isolation may often result for people with a disability and 
elderly people living in services. This is influenced by their degree of social 
mobility, family and friendship networks, and the presence or absence of 
personally rnlidating relationships experienced on a regular basis. 
3. Relationships with service workers may often be central relationships m 
the lives of people with disabilities and elderly people living in services. 
4. Service user and worker relationships develop over time, influence self-
concept and may be threatening or validating for service users. Continuity 
of supportive relationships with key workers is integral to the provision of 
emotional support. 
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5. Friendship relationships with service workers have the potential to result 
in opportunities to expand activities and roles. 
6. When service workers who are central to the lives of service users leave, 
service users may experience grief and loss. 
7. Dis-service occurs when service workers reject service users through verbal 
and non-verbal interactions. 
8. People living in services may experience devaluation in the way service 
workers' interprete and enact worker roles. 
Due to the large amount of data which described the importance of the service 
user/service worker relationships in the evaluation of quality, the next question 
addresses the experiences of service workers who have been identified by service 
users in the context of quality serving. The meaning of serving and the meaning 
of quality from the persrectives of service worker informants is presented in 
answer to the next question. 
4.3 QUESTION 2. WHAT ARE THE EXPERIENCE~ OF 'VALUED' SERVICE 
WORKERS AND WHAT ARE THEIR PERCEPTIONS OF QUALITY 
SERVING? 
Analysis of interview data from twenty-six interviews with service workers, 
who had been named by provider participants as providing a valued service 
generated one overarching theme SERVING OTHERS and five sub-themes, 
BLURRING THE BOUNDARIES, COMMUNALITY, OPENING THE 
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DOOR, FINDING MEANING IN SERVING, and WEIGHED DOWN. The 
positive nature of the interview data, reflects the methodological intent, which 
was identification of the meaning of service quality. Patterns in data from service 
worker interviews are also consistently dominated by their relationships with 
service users. Themes are displayed in the following figure: 
FIG. 3 QUESTION 2 EMERGING THEMES 
4.3.1 MAJOR THEME: SERVING OTHERS 
(Tied up with people's lives) 
In describing 'Serving Others', service worker informants articulate their work in 
the context of relationships rather than roles and careers. They view the 
development of positive relationships with service users as the initial and 
important connection which commonly precedes involvement in the more 
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tangible acts and activities of serving. According to service worker informants in 
the study, relationships are the foundatio. of quality in their serving. In 
relationships which are 'accepting', service workers form meaningful tics with 
service users which challenges the 'affective neutrality' of professional services 
(Parsons, 1951 cited in Bogdan & Taylor, 1987; Clegg, 1996). Positive personal 
attributes of service users are consistently described by service workers. Despite 
the 'service labels' and program objectives which provide the context for the 
initial contact, interview data of service workers, who are named by service users 
as providing valued service, are dominated by descriptions of service users which 
demonstrate personal knowledge, liking and friendship. 
Tim, a support worker for Ken, a man with an intellectual disability, describes 
the relational nature of his service role, and the time he invested in developing 
Ken's trust in order to create a context for growth. Tim also expresses his 
respect for Ken's abilities: 
I've known Ken for just over two years and it took me a few 
months to get to know him and feel comfortable with him. as 
he's the sort of guy it takes time to know. I really feel he's just 
started to confide in me in the last year and we 've come such 
a long way. He has so much potential and it never fails to 
amaze me what he can do. 
Tim also experiences satisfaction in Ken's achievements and views his personal 
investment as worthwhile: 
For me ... what I get out of it is seeing him develop . .. seeing 
him happy and being able to talk about more things. I feel as 
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though he ·s having chances he never had before and he's so 
appreciative. He ·s different from anyone else I know. He's a 
friend to me and I get a lot of fulfilment ... feeling that I'm 
doing something important. 
Joy, a registered nurse, who has the job description of 'clinical specialist' also 
describes the importance of her work in the relational domain. Joy expresses 
sensitivity to the social-emotional context of the nursing home milieu, but admits 
that in canying out her role, according to her own values, she often bears the 
criticism of some of her colleagues who are more 'system oriented': 
It ·s hard to deliver personal care in bulk. It can't be done in a 
task oriented approach because relationships are so 
important, although I do get criticised for the amount of time I 
spend v,:ith people in what they call 'non-nursing duties·. It's 
important to me to have good relationships as many people 
here are lonely and have lost friends and family. That ·s what I 
consider as quality in a nursing home and I invest a lot of 
time in getting to knmv people. I don't think you can be 
trained into this area. You have lo like people and show them 
respect. 
(Empathy) 
In positing that the interpersonal qualities which characterise a service are nt: less 
important then the outcome itself, Sarason ( 1985, p. 2) suggested that 
physicians and other provid~rs of services need to develop a responsiveness 
which goes beyond the presenting 'condition' to include sensitivity to the 
phenomenological plight of the individual. A willingness and giving of oneself to 
understand the context of another's life, is necessary to effectively address the 
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complex context of people in services. This approach was also supported by 
Morgan ( 1993) and Benoliel (I 993) who proposed that the need to bring oneself 
as a person into professional interactions was characteristic of a personal service. 
Service workers also express the 'giving· nature of their work and a sense of 
personal benefit or ·getting as much as I give·. The reciprocity of being in a 
service relationship which fulfils a need to be engaged in 'helping' activities is 
expressed by service workers even in situations where service users, due to the 
severity of their disability, are unable to verbally or non-verbally express their 
apprecidtion. Garry a service worker describes his sense of personal purpose in 
serving Joe, a man with multiple disabilities. Garry's commitment to serve Joe is 
motivated by his spiritual and religious sentiments: 
(Garry. l•.:hen you talk about being appreciated b.v Joe .... can 
you give me an example of what you mean?) 
Well, Joe can't speak or move much ... but I guess ... I just 
know that f 'm doing my best for him and that somehow he 
knows that. It's hard to describe ... but I just get so much out 
of it. I suppose I feel close to Joe and try to think what I'd 
want if! was in-his situation. I see myself as a partner in his 
suffering. 
Other informants' involvement, although originally motivated by monetary 
needs, have taken on other meanings related to humanitarianism or social justice. 
Jill, a therapist who works in a nursing home, describes the transformation of her 
relationship with residents: 
When I first came to work here, it was convenient for me ... 
close to home and part-time. But . . . as I 've got to know 
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people, I find myself becoming a champion of their rights with 
other st,~ff. I genuine(v care about the people here ... I suppose 
some people would say I'm not professional. But ... I see so 
many needs which aren 't being met ... simple things ... and I 
real(v grieve for them. I see them as people with multiple 
losses ... and multiple need\·. 
An activities co-ordinator, Joan, describes her empathy for a woman with 
dementia who was anxious and confused one evening and the way she met her 
need for human contact by holding her hand and reading poetry. Joan's 
sensitivity to the need for human contact is described: 
I was on the late shift one night and ! heard Mrs. Walters 
c,ying out down the corridor. She does it a lot in the evening. 
I thought ... all right /'II go down and sit ·with her. I sat with 
her ... just sat with her and held her hand ... she just wanted 
someone to be near her and talk to her. I read her some 
poetry and she stopped c1ying. She began to talk about her 
husband and how things used to be. I spent about twenty 
minutes with her and the sister came down to give her some 
medication and said... 'oh, now that you 're with her she 's all 
right ... she doesn't need this now. · 
In referring to the debate between traditional (reasoning) ethics and feminine 
(feeling) ethics, Walton (1989, p. 112) discussed assumptions of human 
separateness or connectedness. A morality that stresses relationship, according 
to Walton, involved connection with others. Walton also suggested that an ethic 
of relationship provided a counterbalance to individualism based on a narrow 
self-interest. The meaning of serving, according to service worker informants, 
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supports Walton's view that valued action in human services requires relating 
which reflects a recognition that people are connected in essential ways. The 
deeper reality of serving is demonstrated in the relating behaviours of service 
workers who have been recognised by service users as concerned allies. By giving 
to others in the acts of serving, service workers may also be nourished by their 
ov.,n love of the other. 
In conceding that empath~tic relating to others, is based on a response 
characterised by feeling and sensitivity rather than knowledge, Noddings ( 1984, 
p. 30) suggested that feeling precedes action in caring for others. In the process 
ofreflective feeling or empathy, analysis is suspended and: 
... we receive what there is as nearly as possible without 
evaluation or assessment. We are in the world of relation, 
having stepped out of the instrumental world ... We are not 
attempting to transform the world but we are allowing 
ourselves to be transformed. This is clearly not a degradation 
(" . 
o. consciousness ... 
Exchange between service users and valued workers in the relational context of 
'Serving Others' is characterised by an emphasis on social, as opposed to 
economic exchange. Although financial reward is initially the reason for entering 
the service context for workers, relationships between both groups are of a 
nature that transforms serving into valued personal relationships. Investment of 
self and the establishment of bonds of gratitude and affection are some of the 
features which distinguish relationships between informants in the study from 
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description of serving as purely economic exchange. This is described by Val, a 
nursing assistant: 
I like to think that I'm not just a carer or a person who 
showers and prepares meals. A lot of the time f 'm their friend 
foremost. When you get tied up with people's lives ... you get 
e.r:treme(v close. We talk about our families and they tell you 
their problems. It ·s a lot about listening ... really. 
(Friendship) 
Service workers consistently describe their roles as friend·. 'mentor· or 'helper·. 
'Friend' is the word most commonly used to describe their relationship with 
service users. The nature of service friendships are not only the building blocks 
for other friendships, but establish equality in the service context. The growth of 
non-paid relationships is considered essential to the integration of people with 
disabilities who have left institutional environments. The role of service workers 
as intermediaries in the development of friendships has been acknowledged as an 
important element of a residential service (Perske, 1980; Strully & Strully, 1985; 
Amado, 1993). A good relationship in the service situation has potential to 
generalise to other settings (Elks & Kirkhart, 1993, p. 562). Enjoyment m 
sharing activities with service users often outside the paid context of 'serving' is 
consistently discussed by service workers assisting people with disabilities 
living in the community . 
Mark, a young support worker for John, for the past two years, is trying to 
foster friendships between John and other community members. Mark's value of 
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his friendship with John sets positive expectations for John to enlarge his 
friendship network. Mark describes his friendship relationship: 
I do provide John with some direct services. but I would also 
say that there ·s a friendship which has developed. I still want 
him to know that J 'm paid for what f 'm doing, hut I would 
regard it also as a friend,;hip relationship ... outside of the 
things I do as a support worker. We have a lot in common 
outside of the work thing and have sume good times together. 
You can't help but like John. 
In some situations, the development of fri:;;;1dship networks is explicit in the 
serving context. Jill, a therapist who works in a nursing home explains that 
developing and nurturing friendships is something that she consciously does: 
As a group of people ... I think they have the right to be 
valued. They've earned that right to respect and dignity in 
their old age ... and friends. That ·s something they don 't 
retain when they come in to nursing homes. Many of them 
don't retain their friends and staff have to take on these roles 
... even if they are paid roles they have to take them on as they 
often don 't have anyone else. 
The struggle professionals have with the label or name to call people whom they 
serve has been discussed by Gaventa (1993, p. 55) who suggested that: 
Persons in the field are just beginning to find a profession:11 
language and ir~iage that allow caregivers to talk about their 
enjoyment of 'client', feelings of mutuality and reciprocity in 
the relationships, and the way that both parties have been 
called beyond themselves to a deeper understanding of what 
is good. 
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Friendships in service relationships positively influence the quality of the 
service encounter for both groups as people report more relaxed companionable 
interchange in the living environment. This is particularly important in living 
services from which other activities and relationships can be launched. When 
relationships are of a friendship nature, however, this can lead to feelings of guilt 
in relation to the financial benefits in the role of service worker. 
Suzie, a support worker, who has no previous experience of human service 
work, discusses her initiation into the relational context of the small community 
based service which employs her: 
When !first started \VOrking here ... I just couldn't believe that 
this was the way it worked I had to come lo grips with the fact 
that some people have to pay to have people help them and be 
their friend. It 'sjust like visiting a friend. and I feel awkward 
about the money side of things. although I need the work. You 
have to be personally involved to give that quality of care. 
Service workers in small community based agencies in the disability field 
frequently refer to the family like' ethos of the service context and their 
compatibility both with the people in the service and also with the service ethos. 
Recent research has supported the relationship of goodness of fit between staff 
and organizational attitudes and continuity of service (Witner & Sweeney, 1992). 
Work and friendship are considered health promoting characteristics for people 
generally. Service workers consistently describe the service agency as being like a 
'community' of people made up of 'friends and family'. Phrases like 'loving· the 
involvement with the individual, and 'enjoying · their company is a characteristics 
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of the attitude of service workers in this study to their role. Mark describes his 
enjoyment of his work: 
I smile a fol being with him. I genuinely enjoy it and I think if 
you 're genuine about it ... it shows through. You can't get past 
it if it's just a fill in or something you 're doing on the way to 
somewhere else. 
Friendships with service users are characterised by reciprocation rather than 
benevolence or obligation. Service workers also feei supported in their 
relationships with service users. Mark continues: 
The people themselves are outstanding. They are great people 
to be with and I learn a lot about myself from being with them. 
It's not just a matter of me giving !hem some sort of expert 
service. I think it's very much a two way thing and I ·ve 
gained a lot out of being with them. 
Forming relationships, however, is not without risks as Wendy a support 
worker for people with disabilities discusses: 
I suppose relationships become more intensified because there 
are few people involved with the people here and the 
relationship side of things becomes so important ... they may 
not have other contacts. Here you give one hundred per cent 
of the time and that can be really exhausting ... but it also has 
its rewards. We all take risks informing relationships. 
(Collectivism) 
Having a sense of 'community' in a service environment benefo,:; service workers 
who feel personally attached, and supported by, a community of people who are 
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like minded. Humanitarian concern and 'doing good work' towards the ultimate 
gual of creating a better society is a strong motivator in service workers 
relentlessly pursuing the challenge of helping people with disabilities find a 
social place. According to Schwartz ( 1992, p. 65) when people become 
dep!!ndent on a service, relationships that were formed were likely to be broken 
as sen ke workers 'danced in and out' of their lives. In contrast, it is 
characteristic of service worker informants in this study, that they see their 
involvement as being long-term and extending beyond their current roles. 
Graham, a co-ordinator of a small community based service for people with 
disabilities explains: 
Well ... we 're nor just a service organisation. We ·re more 
about the people involved ... the clients, workers and families. 
It 's abollt trying to meet all our needs . . . like a little 
community really. Although the government provides the 
funding.. it real(v is kept going by the people here and we try 
to keep a strong focus on 1.vhy we are here. 
Friendship relationships with people living in aged care environments is also 
consistently expressf.d-by service workers in this study. Searching for common 
ground to establish relaL:~~1ships is characteristic of people named as providing 
'quality' service. It is also common to this group of workers that they recognise 
the need to give attention to individuals who are avoided by other workers. In 
relating to a resident who is excluded from many of the activities of the service, 
Mary, a nurse discusses her belief in the need for inclusion: 
For all the people living here. I always try to find something in 
common. Other people will say '... Oh you can 't do anything 
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(Loss) 
with them '. But .... I know that there's always some /i11/e thing 
that will work. One man was one of the most extraordinary 
hobos that you 've ever come across and people would avoid 
him .. . hut I don't avoid these situations .... I think it's 
unprofessional. We 're here for people after all and! treat him 
just the same way as any other Western Australian . You've 
got to realise it's traumatic for people to leave their homes 
and come here. 
In the aged care environment long-term engagement also has potential for loss. 
Martha, an activities co-ordinator in a nursing home discusses her feelings when 
she has periods of absence. Due to her close involvement v. :th a people who are 
deteriorating physically and cognitively, loss of relationships with service users 
is a common, but no less, painful experience: 
Well ... at my age the people here get to be like family. So ... 
it's one bigfami(v and when I go away on holidays ... there ·s 
a lump in my throat and I think· ... Oh, I'm no/ going to see 
them for so many weeks ·. I wonder then if they will remember 
me when I com'! back ... and I hope they will. 
In a similar service role in another aged care environment, Joan, reinforces 
Martha's experiences. Having to quickly resolve the death of residents with the 
expectation of developing new relationships with their immediate replacement is 
difficult: 
It's hard not to get close. Some people think you shouldn't but 
you wouldn't be able to work in this job if you couldn ·1 get 
close. We do lose people and that's hard ... because even if 
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they 're not our family it feels like it. Ir's a shock to come in 
and find somebody dies in their sleep ... the stress is there ... 
but you have to get on with it. The next day they 'fl be someone 
else in their room and that's hard to take ... but that's part of 
the job. There 's a whole new person with a whole new set of 
needs in their place. This is what !find the hardest thing. 
Service workers in the disability field also express loss as a result of leaving a 
service which involves parting from service users. Roy, who has previously 
worked in an institutional environment and now supports people with 
disabilities in a community setting, expresses sadness for the lives of people who 
continue to live in the institution and also loss of relationships with them: 
It's hard to leave people that you rea[zv care abour and I think 
of them a lot. But, realistically I can only be deeply involved 
with a few people. I often wonder if there ·s anyone else 
looking out for them now that I'm gone. 
When service workers formed close ties with people with deteriorating health 
conditions, they were also constantly aware of the impending loss. Sally, a carer 
for Katy a woman with deteriorating health describes her fear of her friend Katy 
becoming ill: 
I know time is running out and we've had so many warnings 
that she 's getting weaker. I don't know how I 'II cope when the 
time comes. We are so close. Closer than most sisters. 
( Quality time) 
The description 'quality time' is articulated by service workers as episodes of 
attention to service users which are not structured iri the day to day routine 
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tasks of providing a service. Quality time is about 'being with· people as 
opposed to 'doing for' people. The need for people to have time to talk 1s 
recognised, without this being forced upon them. 
Jill, a therapist, who considers the socio-emotional needs of nursing home 
residents as equally important as their clinical care, uses her time to listen and 
acknowledge people's individuality in establishing relationships: 
Some residents don't like their personal space invaded and 
that has to be respected. Sometimes it's just about listening 
initially and being interested in their lives. It 's important to 
listen ... it's a validation really. 
When people are unable to communicate verbally, it is also considered important 
to spend time with them. Martha, an activities assistant in a nursing home, 
describes how she relates to people with high levels of physical and cognitive 
impairment and validates their need for human connection: 
When people can 't communicate ... it ·s important to spend 
time with them. I usually give them a soothing hnnd or head 
massage ... but not everyone likes that. Sometimes I brush 
their hair ... or just sit with them and be there for them. I 
usually put music on ... soothe them and hope that they 're 
listening. I read poetry and things that they like. There ·s not 
an awful lot to do ... really ... if they 're really withdrawn into 
themselves ... but I'd like to think, if that was me lying in bed, 
not moving ... that someone would hold my hand . . . I hope 
that they would. 
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Quality Lime is also described consistently by service workers supporting 
people with disabilities. Service workers gauge the quality of experiences both 
by their enjoyment of the interaction with service users and their perception that 
it had provided mutual enjoyment. Quality time is experienced in the context of 
social relations through shared enjoyment in activities. Tim, a support worker 
for a man with intellectual disabilities, describes quality time: 
Well ... me ... !just know when it's been a good experience for 
Ken, because !feel good about it too. Take the time we v,:ent to 
the Italian restaurant and had this really hot spaghetti. Both of 
us were red in the face and laughing our head,; off I think at 
times like that you/eel good just being out with each other. 
On a more serious note, Ann, a service worker who supported Julie a woman 
with disabilities in the weeks following the death of her father explains the 
quality of their time together: 
It was a really difficult time/or Julie and/or me too. because I 
had known Julie's father really well and I liked him a lot. His 
death was so sudden. But I suppose it was the quality of the 
time I had with Juiie in the weeks after he died. that really 
-
cemented our friendship. You can't go through that with 
someone without feeling that it's really special. 
(Promoting autonomy) 
A belief in the value of autonomy for people in living services is consistently 
discussed by informants and considered to be a critical element in 'quality' 
serving. The system-defined role of the service worker in the act of serving is 
subservient to the preferences of the person living in a service. This is described 
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by one service worker, Doreen, who cares for a young woman with a severe 
physical disability as: · ... leaving my world outside their cloor and becoming their 
working body during the time I'm with them'. 
Linda, another support worker for a man with cerebral palsy who had spent 
most of his life in an institution discusses her role in supporting his ability to 
make choices: 
Probably the biggest thing of all is for you to remember that 
you 're there for him. If he wants to go shopping one day .. . 
then that's what you do. If he wants to sit down and talk .. . 
then that 's what you do. It 's taken a long time for Reg to give 
himself permission to choose. He needs someone to help him 
live his life in his way. 
Although complete autonomy rarely exists, as people are largely dependent on 
other people, independence and self-detemiination are considered to enrich life. 
People's autonomy is threatened by illness and disability (Nussbaum, 1993; 
Matikka, 1996). Their ability to make decisions about their lives may be 
impaired more as result of the disempowerment experienced in relating to the 
rules dictated by professionals or service systems rather than by their own 
ability to make choices (Timko, Nguyen, Williford, & Moos 1993; Cohen et al., 
1995). For people who have long experiences of institutional living, it is 
particularly difficult to direct others to serve. In more formalised aged care 
environments, institutional policies and customs act to constrain service users 
and workers from finding levels of interactions which support autonomy . 
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Despite this constraint, valued servers in aged care environments, who recognise 
the importance of choice, arc also able to provide opportunities for autonomy to 
be exercised. Laura, a nursing assistant, describes how she maintains a climate of 
choice in a hostel environment: 
I think about how l would feel if I suddenly found myself living 
here. l try to encourage people lo make as many choices 
about their day to day activities as the system }'.'ill allow. 
Things like .. . where they have tea, or when their room 's 
cleaned, the time they get up in the morning. are important. 
This is meant to be their home after all. It is a lot more work 
for me ... but they really appreciate it. 
According to Williamson ( 1992, p. 58) autonomy involved respect, support, 
information, control, choice and decision making. Autonomy has also featured 
prominently in 'quality of life' literature and service standards in disability 
services and aged care service standards in Australia. For people with cognitive 
impairments, the principle of autonomy is large!.- focused on informed consent. 
Writers in the areas of disability and aged care have agree that environments 
which have the impera!ive of time and task efficiency, often presented situations 
where service user autonomy was overridden by worker decision making 
(Gubrium, 1975; Hofland & David, 1990; Timko & Moos, 1990; Moody, 1992). 
Although archetypal clinical relationships which disregard autonomy, are 
reported by service user informants in this study, these are not associated with 
service worker informants who are named as ,,Jperating in an ethos of 'quality'. 
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(Respect) 
Respect for the accomplishments of service users 1s strongly featured in 
interview data. For service workers in the area of disability services, service 
users are respected for their tenacious efforts to overcome the handicapping 
effects of living with a disability in society. This often requires the involvement 
of the service worker over a long-term to provide the support and motivation for 
service users to overcome setbacks. Sandra a service worker describes servmg 
Mike, a man with an intellectual disability: 
At first I thought he would never be able to use the bus by 
himself, and it has taken a long time to convince him that he 
had the ability. I really admire the way he stuck at it. Other 
people would have given up long ago. 
In living services in aged care, having a knowledge of and respect for the past life 
roles and abilities of service users is a consistent theme of service workers. All 
the service worker informants in this area provide colourful, positive awareness 
of the personal identities of service users and they acknowledge that this 
influences their ability_ to address some of the more frustrating situations of 
'serving'. Joan, an activities co-ordinator discusses the difficulties she 
experiences in continually meeting the needs of people with memory loss: 
You know, sometimes, I just get so worn out repeating myself 
every two or three minutes. But then I think. well ... she was 
once like me ... with a family to look after. She 's come through 
the depression and brought up a family with little money while 
her husband was out of work. When I think of what she's 
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done in life. I regret that sometimes I become irritated by her 
constant demands and try hard to be really kind. 
Analysis of interview data of service worker informants provides strong 
evidence of their commitment to create relationships which foster development 
and autonomy in service users. They also acknowledge that they themselves 
benefit from positive service relationships. Many writers have agreed that the 
basis for quality in human services relates largely to the competence, social 
interaction skills and and caring attitudes on the part of service workers 
(Whittington, 1989; Williamson, 1991; Dickens, 1994 ). This is visible to service 
users through interaction styles, which have their roots in the personal values of 
workers (and sometimes, the values of the service). Analysis of interview data 
from valued service workers in this study supports this view. 
Sub-themes of the major theme SERVING OTHERS i.e. BLURRING THE 
BOUNDARIES, COMMUNALITY, OPENING THE DOOR, FINDING 
MEANING IN SERVING, and WEIGHED DOWN will now be presented and 
discussed. 
4.3.1.1 BLURRING THE BOUNDARIES 
(We' re in this together) 
The sub-theme 'Blurring the Boundaries' describes experiences of service 
workers which relate to the absence of boundaries between the roles of service 
workers and users in the context of serving. Although 'Blurring the Boundaries· 
is more consistently evident in data from the disability service area, which may 
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relate to more fluid service arrangements, aged care environments also show 
evidence of 'Blurring the Boundaries' by servu.:e workers. In the context of 
'Blurring the Boundaries' service workers describe role flexibility and willingness 
to act for service users in ways other than that demanded by job descriptions. In 
'Blurring the Boundaries' service workers describe their involvement less in 
terms of work than of relationship. Wendy, a caregiver for a young woman with 
physical disabilities, explains her inability to 'draw a line' between her work and 
personal involvement: 
I love it so much. I don 't class it as a job. I like to think of it 
as a friend situation rather than coming in and doing a job 
and then going home and forgetting about it. They say, you 
know. these high powered people that you shouldn 't really get 
involved ... but it's hard to draw a line. 
When role blurring becomes habitual, it is difficult to determine what 1s paid 
work and what is friendship. Roy, a carer describes his working context: 
It became a friendship ... and that blurred the boundaries. I 
didn't see people as people that I worked for in a formal 
capacity. It beg_!ln to feel that I was doing things for people 
who were friends of mine ... whether it was something formal 
like running them to the workshop or whether it .vas running 
them down to the pub ... whether it was paid or unpaid . . . it 
wasn 't clear cut the difference. It was similar to be at work or 
not at work. 
It is also common for people to describe a 'family like' relationship with people 
in their working environments. Gwen, a nurse, articulates her role: 
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It ·s difficuir for me ... because I just don 'r see any difference 
between the people here and my own parents ... although they 
live overseas. That's why I find myself doing things for them 
over and above what's expected here. They are like my 
extendedfami(v. 
In human service organisations, interpersonal relations between service users and 
workers are a major mode of intervention and the effectiveness of service 
interventions is dependent on the ability to generate co-operation between the 
two groups. According to Hasenfield (1994, p. 18) the best fonn of co-operation 
was based on trust. In the organisational context, trust tended to be impersonal 
when contact between service workers and users was sporadic and lacked 
personal dimensions (Hasenfield, 1994 ). Impersonal relations between service 
users and workers are asymmetr :cal and render service users vulnerable to 
resource control by service workers. In role blurring which has characteristics of 
personal friendly relationships between service users and workers, the quality of 
such relationships may deflect the 'impersonal trust' which Shapiro (l 987, p. 
635) described as "vulnerable and impotent". In themes emerging from service 
worker infonnants there is considerable evidence that trusting and equal 
relationships are valued by service workers who feel a personal moral obligation 
to meet the needs of service users despite the constraints of professional and 
organisational encuituration for impersonal relations. 
'Blurring the Boundaries' also has the potential to be problematic when service 
hierarchies discourage personal involvement. Roy, a carer for a man with 
physical disabilities, describes a previous working environment which 
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discouraged 'Blurring the Boundaries'. Roy's friendly relationships with service 
users caused conflict between Roy and his supervisors. 
I would follow things through and get them done and make 
sure that they were right and put a bit of extra effort in ... and 
from my point of view it certainly enhanced things. What it did 
though. was that it harmed my relationship with my superiors. 
That wasn't what they perceived to be a good attitude at work. 
They wanted me to do what they did ... and what 98% of the 
other staff did which was clock on when you got there ... do 
what you had to do and then clock off and out of there and 
have no further interest. When you were on. primarily you 
anslvered to your superiors . . . that was really where you 
loyalties had to be ... to your superiors and the organisation. 
Roy, who had no formal training as a service worker, describes his 
disappointment in the role distancing behaviours of other workers who did not 
operate in a relational context and who resented his inability to conform to the 
cultural norms of the organisation: 
So ... it wasn't very long before things at work started to go a 
bit badly for me because what I didn 't understand was that I 
thought that everyone who worked in a place like that were 
there because they were good people . . . they were kind. they 
were caring and that they wanted to do things for people with 
a disability and they had the ability to help. When I found that 
that wasn 't the case ... I was shocked, and when I found that 
not only was that not the case . .. but actually they totally 
resented that type of expectation and anyone who acted in that 
way ... that made life with my co-workers very difficult which 
actually didn't stop me from going the way I was going 
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because I felt ve,y strongly about what I was doing and why I 
was doing that ... but it put me at odds with quite a few and led 
to my dismissal. 
In discussing the qualities of effective interdependence in service relationships 
from a service worker's point of view, O'Brien and O'Brien (1993, p. 17) 
suggested a need to guide service workers to make essential relationships with 
people with disabilities as a safeguarding mechanism. Interdependent 
relationships defy efforts to set clear boundaries around job descriptions or 
service specifications and recognise the need to adapt to changing circumstances 
as the lives of people in services change (O'Brien & O'Brien, 1993, p. 20). 
Predetermining the needs of people living in services by controlling service 
delivery processes through adherence to task oriented job description, such as 
those inherent in 'competency standards' hardly seems appropriate if services 
are seriously committed to meet the individual and varied needs of people living 
in services. Breaking everything down into sets of tasks may make relationships 
more difficult to achieve. A commitment to 'Blurring the Boundaries' between 
the role of worker and ally is the first step in the development of interdependent 
relationship for workers in this study. Criticism from other workers who do not 
support relational serving is more likely to be experienced when services are 
highly structured and rule oriented. Despite system constraints, service workers 
who practise interdependence in relationships with service users, report 
positively on their feelings of being needed and involved in worthwhile work and 
their inclinations to participate in meeting the needs of service users in the long-
term. 
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4.3.1.2 COMMUNALITY 
(Belonging) 
The meaning of the sub-theme, 'Communality' relates to a sense of belonging 
among other human beings in the spirit of 'community'. For service workers this 
involves service users, other workers, the service organisation and the 
community at large. The role of workers' involvement with service users is 
viewed as having a wider social significance. 'Communality' also relates to the 
willingness of service workers to share the suffering and joy in the lives of 
people living in service environments. In the context of 'Communality', there is a 
sense of being part of a shared commitment to something larger than oneself. 
This is consistently expressed as a practice ideology. Mark, a support worker in 
2 small community based organisation explains the motivation for his initial 
involvement: 
I guess I always had it set in my mind that I wusn 't happy ·with 
the way society was and I guess I was angry with social 
inequality and social injustice for a lot of different people. I 
guess I see people with disabilities as being one nf these 
groups who were put down to maintain some sort of power 
stn,cture within society. When this job came up ... it seemed to 
fit in with m.v ideals. 
In commenting on the breakdown of community, Schwartz ( 1992, p. 3) 
suggested a need to rediscover" ... the importance for all people of being and 
feeling embedded in a web of personal relationships". The reiational needs of 
people receiving services must also be addressed if services are to claim quality 
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outcomes. In surrendering active control in the pro<.:ess of rclatmg, the wrnmunal 
individual focuses upon 'being' over 'doing' in a relationship (M<.:Adarns & 
Powers. I 981 ). Profcssional/bureaucral,C systems arc unlikely to <.:reatc rnntexts 
of caring and may act as barriers to the development of a psychological sense of 
community. the absence of which can have debilitating consequences and lc~d lo 
experiences of transience and loneliness (Samson, 1974; McKnight, J 'JX7; 
Schwartz, 1992). 
Believing in the value of service users and their rights to have their needs met is 
fundamental to the way service wJrker informants serve in the context of 
'Communality'. Joy. a nurse, discusses her views of residents of an aged care 
complex and their right to be recognised and respected as members of the wider 
c0'.l1munity as well as experiencing community within the service: 
I view £hem as members r~( the community. They 're members 
of our community und I believe that they de.H'n'e as much 
respect as anyone else who lives outside of here. I don't view 
them as second class citizens ... and l 've had a couple of run 
ins with GPs since coming to Perth / "ve got no problems 
about facing up lo anyone who doesn't give them the sen·ice 
they require I view people here as an essential pari of the 
wider co, ,munity. We 're not just a comm uni~,· in itself 
Authors have agreed that the creation of service environments that are communal 
in orientation, required efforts to counteract the legacy of patriarchy, 
competition and power, and recognise that working relationships which 
acknowledged the needs of service workers were also important for a collecti. n 
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effort (Noddings, 1984; Benolicl, 1993; Morgan, 1993 ). In the wnlext of 
'Communality' service workers attached wider social meaning to their work. 
They viewed not only their central service relationships with clients as 
important, but also their attachments to users' families, other service workers, 
and community members. The wider purpose of community development and 
integration of people with disabilities is explicit in the intent of service workers 
in the disability field. Graham, a co-ordinator of a small service for people with 
disabilities discusses the deliberate evolution of a communal ethos for the 
service: 
The processes 1t·e use here to support people are essentially 
dependent on people giving the support like any other 
communi(r memher. We recn,it through our grapevine. our 
mrn connections, and people are appointed hecause of their 
resourcefulness and the extent of their own relationships with 
other people in the community. So ... our grapevine is ve,y 
powerful ... it ·s never ending. 
In aged care environments, study informants also consistently discuss the need 
to create supportive communities in the living environment to promote 
belongingness and well-being. In the highly regulated environment of an aged care 
nursing home and hostel complex, Jill, a therapist discusses her communal 
approach. 
I've developed my philosophy through my experience in 
working in aged care and I often think of people in relation to 
the wounds they've experienced. I think of them as grie\'ing 
for their past lost roles and lost lives. I l!J' to create a sense of 
community within the centre here, because we all have to live 
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and ll'ork together. I try to provide opportunities for people to 
take on ncll' roles otlu:r than the role f,f resident. 
'Communality· is an elusive concept, but the experience of being in communion 
with other human beings is a basic human need. Social prejudices negatively 
influence the inclusion of people with disabilities and elderly people in Western 
societies. howe,·er, opportunities for communality can be found in many 
different situations. as groups of people come together united by a common 
purpose although past history of congregation and abuse in institutional 
environments has bee well documented for ::>eople with disabilities (Goffman, 
1961: Blatt. 1966. 1979; Wolfensberger, J 97'ic: Taylor, 1978). Communality in 
service environments. although not a substitute for communality in the genernl 
populace, can also provide additional opportunities for personal validation, if 
personally valued relationships exist between service workers and users. Vanier. 
( 1979, p. 7 l) suggested that even communities with moral values were fallible 
due to external and internal forces of self-interest. In discussing the absence of a 
stabilising sense of comn .mity in modern society (Sarason, 1974, p. 1.54) 
suggested that " ... we r:nay be becoming one world but we seem increasingly to 
suffer from feeling that each one of us is one person alone". The lack of 
dynamism and interpersonal commitment that heightens the sense of aloneness 
was cited by Sarason as the most poignant feature of life in our communities. 
Creating a sense of 'Communality' in daily life could be viewed as an antidote to 
the isolation of people living in services which is shared by many other people in 
society. Service workers operating in a relational context who attempt to build 
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community spirit in the service environment are also motivated by a need to 
experience · \___ omrnunality · themselves. As Tim, a service worker states: 
I'm happr with thi\' •Vorking situation and !he social contact is 
great. Socially. I'm a ve~v quiet person and thi1· gives me an 
outlet too. I fi:el rea!zv supported hy the organisation und the 
jizmilies. It ·s the jirsl lime that I've worked in u plan' 1t'/1ere 
the philosophies 11·cref11lzv consislenl with my ideals. 
In criticising the paid helping relationships which characterised human service 
systems. Wolfensberger ( 1975) suggested that the sharing response of service 
workers was trained out of them in their professional socialisation. The 
necessity to share oneself was, according to Wolfensberger, critical to the 
mission of helping wounded people. For service worker informants in this study, 
'Communality' is an explicit value which underpins their serving. The degree of 
'Communality' is influe1~ced both b:, the values of the individual worker and the 
extent to which they attempt to meet their own needs for 'community·. and by 
the structure of the service. 'Communality' was most consistently found in 
interview data collected from service workers in small. locally co-ordinated 
community living services. 
Despite dilapidated buildings, a highly institutionalised image, and hierarchical 
management structure, a dynamic and communal living context is experienced by 
a group of older adults in an aged care complex in an outer city suburb due 
mainly to the values and communal approach of Rosie. a hostel supervisor. 
Rosie explains her communal approach: 
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There are forly people living here . .. and I hey 're all 
individuals but they alsu have living here in common /no. The 
first thing I did when I came here. was to gel o numher o/ 
commillccs guing . . rn that pl!ople could have t. , nice 011 the 
way ther wanled thing'i done. Some people hardly knew each 
other l'\'Cll though thc~r had heen living here/or years. ft 's had 
lots of spin uf{\· and I think that hy listening to each other. 
people hm·e become more open and tolerant ... includin~ me. I 
feel that they consider me a part of their community and it's 
much more satisfying 1i·orking in this sort of environment. 
The sociologist Talcott Parsons (1942, cited in Walton, 1989, p. 24) made a 
distinction between organic and functional services. People involved in organic 
services were connected by a common bond. Organic services were "embedded in 
community" whereas functional services, according to Parsons, lacked awareness 
of the ethical dimension which promoted a 'person' orientation as opposed to a 
systems approach. 
Examples of communality between service workers and users are consistently 
described in this study by services workers who have been named as providing 
valued services. Vanier ( 1979) who founded L · Arche communities, although 
viewing intentional voluntary communities as close to an ideal way of 
supporting people with disabilities in their day-to-Jay lives, also suggested that 
external authority and formal systems were also necessary to act as a safeguard 
against the decline of communal settings which have hist0rically proven to have 
limited life spans. 
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Generating a culture of communality, such as those encountered in two of the 
small locally based agencies providing services for perJplc with disabilities 111 this 
study, may be a viable means of generating communal experiences for people 
tiving and working in services, and may positively influence workers remaining 
involved in support roles over long-term. Evidence from this study suggests that 
the interdependence between service users and providers in their essential need 
to be communal with each other, is the strongest means of effecting communality 
in services. 
4.3.1.3 OPE'.'ilNG THE DOOR 
(Doing it 'their' way) 
Autonomy and decision making for service users and strengthening people· s o\vn 
interests are articulated as important aspects of 'serving'. Supporting autonomy 
for people with disabilities who have limited opportunities to choose, and 
experience the results of ·· 110ice, and also for elderly people who are at risk of 
having their choices removed by systems, is described by the sub- theme 
'Opening the Door'. Opening the door for Joe, a man with multiple disabilities, 
is described by a service worker Garry: 
What he need'i is someone to help him live his life his way. 
You have to have an open mind and be preoared to do what's 
need.:d ... even if you don't feel like it. I'm very aware of 
maintaining his individuality and freedom of choice. I see 
myself as being here to open his door on the world. 
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Bronfenbrenner ( 1979) m his sc:minal work on the ecology of human 
development, discussed the need to balance the power in favour of the 
developing person in order to effectively practice competency across settings. 
Mentoring relationships between people with and without disabilities is a 
powerful motivator of developing competency in making successful choices. 
Service workers recognise that choice offers control and that sudden changes in 
pre-arranged activities on behalf of service users demonstrate their freedom to 
make choices and exerts their authority in the relationship. Although this causes 
inconvenience, service workers are able to stand back and 0bserve the positive 
outcomes in the long-term. Having a view of service users as having rights to 
make choices, underpins the context of 'Opening the Door'. If service users are 
seen as persons capable of making independent choices then there is a morai 
obligation to treat them as equal. According to Walton ( 1989), this strengthened 
the ethical dimensions of a service. For people who have experienced long-term 
institutionalisation, making choices can be difficult, and frustrations arise in 
relationships between service users and workers when choice situations are 
deflected by service users. 
Karen, a co-ordinator of a commu!lity ser.:ice for people with disabilities, voices 
her concerns about the possible abuse of power by service workers in the 
context of 'opening the door.' She desi;ribes the challenge of constantly having to 
'step back· and 'avoid the trap 'of influencing the choices of service users: 
They've gone through the first part of their lives leing 
children under the power of their parents and then gone 
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through another signiflcanl period bein1-: residents under the 
pmn!r of an ins/itution. They've never known hm1i lo take 
con/ro/ and sot•· · people who work J;1r them a·i/1 take the 
power hecause it's there for the taking There's such a lack o/ 
experience in making decisions and such a fear of making the 
\l'rtmg decisions. You sometimes find yourself falling into 
making decisions for th<.'m without realising it. 
In analysing psycho-social research studic:; on aspects of autonomy for elderly 
people in service environments, Rowe and Kahn ( 1987), Hofland ( 1988: 1990), 
and Groger ( 1994 ), concluded that lack of control had negative effects on 
emotional, physical and behavioural well-being and that dependency was the 
result of environmental factors and specific learned interactions. Meta analysis 
of observational studies in aged care living environment contexts demonstratde 
reinforcement by service workers for deper:dent behaviour ( Hofland, 1988 ). In 
aged care contexts, maintaining autonomy is not necessarily demonstrated by 
participation in activities, but by maintaining control over choice of 
participation. Vigilance in recognising opportunities for choices to be made m 
institutional environments where the overriding ethos might encourage 
dependency, is described by Jill, a the.-apist: 
The staff ask me to do a shower assessment ... hut it's not 
showering that's important ... it ·s the way that residents want 
it done. They may have certain likes and dislikes that are ve,~r 
important to them . . . and that 's all the more relevant when 
they leave their homes to come and live here. You have to he 
open to their suggestions. 
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Development of autonomy is also linked with competence and effectiveness. 
Although people's autonomy to function as active agents is reduced by illness 
and disability, the ability to make decisions is based more on past experience 
rather than current circumstances. The willingness with which elderly people 
give up autonomy on entering service systems may be testimonv to the 
patriarchal structure and control of institutional environments, rather than 
individual ability. For people with disabilities the transition from institutional to 
community settings is compounded by the impact of past expenences of 
institutional life. In this study, autonomy, as a basic human characteristic 1s 
recognised by informants as an important element of serving others. 
Flexibility in service delivery processes is also a characteristic of 'Opening the 
Door'. Routine and habitualised service 'programs' are criticised by participants 
as meeting the needs of the system rather than the service user. Jeff. a support 
worker describes a previous experience of a routine service and the 
ineffectiveness of the process: 
To me a service has to be used as a person needs. If the 
service becomes some sort of routine, then it's not being 
effective~v used. Take. Lu1<e. he had transport training twice a 
week for two years, and still couldn't use the bus. He can 
now, because we've incorporated it naturanv into what he 
wants co do. I l!y to avoid interfering in his life. It ·s real~v up 
to him what he considers to be useful. not up to me. I have to 
try to respond to him. 
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Service workers use their personal measure of 'what is right' when advice 1s 
sought. It could be described as 'what would I do in that situation'. 'When I'm 
rea/f\' put on th<· spot the best 1rny I have o/decirling is what I would do myself m 
that situation·. 
In discussing paternalism as a threat to autonomy Childress ( I 982b), Reamer 
( I 983 ). and Yan De Ye~r ( 1986 ), suggested that autonomy was an internally 
problematic concept. According to Collopy ( 1988,) Hofland ( I 990,) and Powers 
( 1992). autonomy could be ethically perplexing even in situations wh::re service 
workers were committed to service user self-determination. Helping 
interventions are also at risk of being judged by the motivations and goals of the 
helpers and not by the preferences of those helped. To make judgements about 
autonomy, caregivers must give attention to the moral career<s and past 
preferences of service users as well as their current motivations. but this may 
also present problems for service workers by creating a passive uninvolved 
model of involvement (Collopy, 1988). 
The ethical issues in promoting autonomy and 'dignity of risk' for people with 
disabilities is consistently described by service workers as 'not inte,fering in 
their lives·. Service workers are sometimes concerned about the outcomes of 
decisions made by service users when these might be potentially harmful. Carol. 
a support worker for a woman with physical disabilities describes her ethical 
dilemma, in supporting the choices of Jean: 
She n·anted to be sexuanv active and to meet men and 
experience that, as she never had before ... and we tried just 
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about evetJ,' wav f'i,r her to have relutionships without success 
and so l'Ventual(v she asked me to help her find somewhere 
11·here she could gel sexual relations without ridicule ur 
laughter. We jinal(r Jimnd cm organisation which sent 
someoni' out and he was really sensitive to her situation. She 
11·as so appreciative. I feel so ang,y that she has lo pay Jr,r it 
... and a lot of money. I could never do that myself and don 't 
condone it ... hut I m not saying that it was v,rong for her. 
Collopy ( 1988) in discussing programmatic issues in service environments which 
enhance community, suggested that the encouragement of autonomy in long-tenn 
care situations is essentially linked to the communication behaviours of s,rvice 
workers. Autonomy as an intrinsic factor in 'quality of life' literature across 
disability and aged care studies was universally acknowledged. Jn this study 
service workers who are valued by users of living services demonstrate their 
commitment to mai:1tain and develop opportunities for practising personal 
choice. By doing so, they respect the individualitv and rights of users of 
services. 
4.3.1.4 FINDING MEANING IN SERVING 
(Learning together) 
Service workers describe many situations which for them have resulted in 
personal growth and development. The sub-theme 'Finding Meaning in Serving' 
relates to the consistency in service worker data which descrihes situations with 
services users which have application to their own lives. 'Learning' relates both 
to qualities attributed to service users which are admired b1 workers and also to 
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the pen.:eived personal development taking place in the lives of service workers 
as a result of their involvement in living services. 
Karen, a co-ordinator of a small community based organisation reflect'> on the 
qualities of Coral, a volatile young worn;w with an intellectual disability. !Jesp,tt: 
Coral's reputation of being 'difficult to manage' Karen believes that Cor<.11 ha'> 
qualities which she lacks: 
I tend not to look at the disability hut al the person and I learn 
a lot from the people here. Take Coral jrJf· example ... f'vf! 
learned a lot from her. She's so giving and so forgiving. 
She's trying life out . . . in a way . . . and she's intellectual(v 
disabled. She gels upsel and !hen ii 's gone. It ·s such a short 
duralion and sht never bears a grudge. I ·wish I could he 
more like her. 
Karen's response to Coral is mirrored by a nurse, Pat. who admires the courage 
of a nursing home resident who is nearing death: 
There 's one lady .. . A4rs Brown. who 's quill! remarkable 
really. We seem lo have struck up an immediate friend\·h1p ... 
ii must be chemistry or somelhing. I like to sit with her. One of 
the things I remember her saying to me is · ... you knoH· Pal. 
dying is so humbling·. That's pret(v special stuff. Although 
it's hard for me to watch her die ... it's a privilege too. 
The search for meaning in life is the central core of existence. Frankl ( 1964. p. 3) 
suggested" ... to live is to suffer, to survive is to find meaning in the suffering". 
Finding meaning, according to Frankl, can be achieved by work, experiencing a 
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value or by suffering. Frankl (1%4, p. 114) in commenting on love as a value, 
stated: 
by his love, the loving person, enables the beloved person lo 
actualise his potential. By making him aware of what he can 
be and of what :. ~ should become, he makes these 
potentialities come true. 
Statements such as 'loving the work· or 'loving invo.'vement with the people· 
consistently appear in the interview data of service workers. One carer 
employed by a small organisation to support people with intcliectual disabilities 
talks about the perceptiveness of service users and their ability to ·see into 
service workers and attributed service users as having intuition about knowing 
what was good·. Another talked about the good i. :tentions of fellow service 
workers who operatc.:d in the context of love as 'shininJ.; through·. 
Human ser,,ice work at first glance may appear to stem from altrnistic and 
selfless motives in which others and their well-being take precedence. However. 
other reasons that people serve. may be motivated by the gratification of 
personal needs for approval and self-worth. or even expiation of feelings of guilt 
through good deeds for others. For other people the need for close personal 
relationships and intimacy may be fulfilled through involvement in services 
(Maslach, 1982). 
In this study, reflection on the lives of service users and self-reflection on the 
meaning of serving relationships by service workers gives meaning to their work. 
which transforms their working experiences into meaningful personal 
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invoivement. Personal relationships with service users arc stated as ·. rporf{lnf · 
in the lives of informants. It is a characteristic ()f the · ·. vice workers 
interviewed, that they enjoy relationship sati-;faction JI' their per.-;onal lives 
outside of the service environment. They consistent! express a view that their 
working life is enhanced by 'good' rclatirw'>l11ps with service users. Service 
worker data also supports the viv.•, that sclf-devebpment and m some cases 
spiritual development is a benefit of serving. 
Spirituality has to do with issues of depth and significance in life and requires 
self-reflection. Throughout life and for many reason<;, "people remam stuck in 
the narrow ethics of self-centred individualism, when:as others. develop altrnistic 
values" (Bianchi. 1991. p. 60). It is common for service workers interviewed for 
this study, to describe altruistic acts in the proc.ess of serving. Givmg freely of 
oneself is a characteristic which consistently relates to finding meaning in the 
serving context. Throughout interviews with service workers shared relational 
situations which are not paid working situations are described. 
Tim a young supµort worker for Ken, a man with an intellectual disability 
explains meaningful service. f s'.)r Tim, involvement with Ken. is percei\.ed as 
expanding his social network as well as benefiting him as an individual who has a 
need to help others: 
To help in a way that benefits snmconc ... benefits you in the 
long-run. Helping Ken helps with understanding people. 1 ·vc 
found peace in my life and if there 's any way that I can share 
it with others I want to do that. I real~v want my l{fe to he 
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around pl'ople ... veah ... that's really whal I ~iw1t ... to help in 
cmr 11·a_1· / can 
Assol.'iation with service users commonly requires personal adaptation which 
develops qualities which are transferable to other situations. Understand mg the 
limits of personal capacity for patience and tolerance in situations which can be 
highly demanding and working on developing mechanisms for greater efficacy in 
the service environment not only apply to the work situation, but also have 
application to other relational contexts. 
Pat, who works in a hostel environment, discusses her development through her 
involvement with residents: 
I ojien think about my future and whether or not I 'II require 
this sort of care and think of my work not on~i· as helping 
them. but also as a learning curve. / 'm becoming much more 
patient and sensitive to the need of my friends and fami~r too 
as a result of working here. 
Serving John a man with an intellectual disability who required support with 
community access has not been without feelings of embarrassment for Mark due 
to John's spontaneous and uninhibited enjoyment of life, but through his 
relationships with John, Mark has overcome some of his own social shyness: 
I used to get embarrassed being out with John. He has such a 
sense of humour and will laugh really easi~v and allract 
attention to himself ... but he is so spontaneous that I can 'r 
help joining in too. I used to be shy. but I guess / 'm getting 
over that due to my relationship with him. 
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Intrinsic reward through serving is also a chara<.:teristic of the sub-theme 'Finding 
Meaning in Serving·. The intcrdepcndcn<.:c of the serving relationship or 'huvin;.: 
my 01m need~ met' is also acknowledged. Healthy dependency requires an 
'"awareness and sensitivity to the needs of people who help us satisfy our own 
needs" (Margulis, Derlega, & Winstead, 1984, p.114). The interdependency of 
the service context is explicit in statements of service workers such as 'needing 
to help people·, 'ge!ling out of it more that I give· and 'feeling needed'. Mark 
explains the importance of a sense of being needed by others: 
It's very important to me ... because I like giving. I get 
rewarded from this. For me it's a ve,y important part of my 
life. There's definitely a sense of being needed and that ·s very 
satisfying. But I don 'r see myself as the be-all and end-a/I 
either. I want John to need a lot more things too and I'm ;ust 
a part of that and that is more satisfying than the money. 
Interdependency and fulfilment of a need to be involved in helping relationships 
reinforces meaningfol contact and sustainability in the role of service worker. 
This positively influences maintaining the role long-term. 
The personal reward of long-term involvement is described by Joy, a nurse in an 
aged care environment: 
I'm a person who likes long-term situations. The quick in and 
out ... the superficial kind of service doesn't appeal to me ... 
it's too superficial and you just seem to carry out protocols 
and procedures and then the person's gone. I like getting 
involved with people long-term. It gives me a sense of being 
and a sense of usefulness. 
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Intrinsic reward through serving is also a characteristic of the sub-theme · Fmding 
Meaning in Serving·. The interdependence of the serving n:lationship or 'huvinx 
my mrn 111:cds m£'1 · is also acknowledged. Healthy dependency requires an 
"awareness and sensitivity to the needs of :)eople who help us satisfy our own 
needs" (Margulis. Derlega., & Winstead, 1984, p.114). The interdependency of 
the service context is explicit in statements of service workers such as ·needing 
to help people·, 'gelling out of it more that I give· and feeling needed'. Mark 
explains the importance of a sense of being needed by others: 
It's ve,y important to me ... because I like giving. I get 
rewarded from this. For me it's a very important part of my 
life. There's definite~v a sense of being needed and that ·s very 
satisfying. But I don 't see myself as the be-all and end-all 
either. I want John to need a lot more things too and I'm just 
a part of that and that is more satisfying than the money. 
Interdependency and fulfilment of a need to be involved in helping relationships 
reinforces meaningful contact and sustainability in the role of service worker. 
This positively influences maintaining the role long-term. 
The personal reward onong-term involvement is described by Joy, a nurse in an 
aged care environment: 
I'm a person who likes long-term situations. The quick in and 
out ... the superficial kind of service doesn't appeal to me ... 
it's too superficial and you just seem to carry out protocols 
and pr1 1cedures and then the person's gone. I like gelling 
involved with people long-term. It gives me a sense of being 
and a sense of usefulness. 
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Finding personal meanmg m the context of serving, is perceived by service 
workers to be mutually benefa:ial. Personal growth and development results 
through personal reflection on involvement in the lives of service users. The 
positive interdependency between service workers and service users reinforces 
satisfaction and long-term involvement in service relationships. 
4.3. 1.5 WEIGHED DOWN 
(Pulled in all directions) 
The sub-theme 'Weighed Down' relates to experiences of service workers when 
system demands or needs of service users are so high that service workers have 
problems coping. Service users' 'needs· is the terminology consistently used by 
this group when they feel overwhelmed in the service context. as opposed to 
'demands.' At the time of interview, six service workers operate in the context of 
'Weighed Down', four in aged care environments and two in disability services. 
When the serving context is 'Weighed Down', service workers discuss leaving or 
having a break. Leaving the service does not mean that th..: relationship with 
service users will end. 
Working in the context of human need may be more emotionally demanding if the 
situation has personal relevance to the worker. This has the potential to result in 
overidentification with feelings of service users (Maslach, 1982). Ann, a single 
mother and carer for Julie, a woman with disabilities who is socially isolated, 
found that she was central in meeting the needs of Julie. Because Julie lacks 
family support and has no other social networks, the situation became 
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overwhelming for Ann, who found herself living life in Julie's life context at the 
expense of her own. Eventually Ann resirned, but wa~ able to maintain her 
friendship. 
( Whal was ir like fur you around rhe lime that you i·i:ere trying 
to leave:') 
It took me ages Iv finalfi· uluck up the courage tu rel/ her I was 
leaving. Ir was real(v bad ... bur I didn't feel guilty because she 
was a friend as H·e/1 and I knew I'd still see her ... and once 
I'd final(v said 1hat I was going . . . it was like a weight 
dropped off my shoulders. The work had been really getting 
me dmrn. I was pracrica!(i· li\·ing ~drh Julie at the expense of 
my own fami(\'. It just wasn ·r healthy fur her or for me ... and 
I couldn 'r go on. 
In aged care envirorunents, when there are large numbers of people with support 
needs, and few service workers willing to spend time fostering relationships, the 
few workers who do, often find that they are in high demand. Joan, an activities 
assistant discusses her experiences: 
It is exhausting because there are so many people living here 
and they are all so needy. Sometimes I f1el as if I'm being 
pulled apart ... trying to make sure that noboc~r misses out. 
Role conflict is considered a major factor in job relateJ stress when separate 
demands are placed on workers and compliance with different roles proves 
difficult (Maslach, 1982; Milton, Entrekin, & Stening, 1984; Mitchell, Dowling, 
Kabanoff, & Larson, 1992; Carrell, Jeannings, & Heavrin, 1997). The values of 
the individual worker, management expectations, and peer expectations may 
contribute to role ambiguity. Sometimes compliance with formally articulated 
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service roles cG'hflich with the values of service workers related to what should 
receive priority in meeting the needs of service users. In these situations, the 
loyalties of service workers who operate in a relational context, arc caught 
betwe1en management, peers and people living in services. In this study, conflict 
of this nature is more likely tv occur in highly structured environments. 
Numerous studies support the view that multiple levels of authority within 
organisations which place high priority on professional control and technical 
outputs, have higher levels of role stress, job dissatisfaction and health problems 
(Milton el a I., I 984; Carrell et al., 1997 ). 
Roy, a support worker for people with disabilities discusses his past 
experiences of'Weighed Down' as the result of operating in a context for people 
with disabilities which he describes as exclusive rather than inclusive of service 
users. Peer pressure eventually resulted in Roy leaving the working environment 
to establish a small community based service: 
Staff would come in and clock on and they "d have their 
whinges and moan because they had to shm•.:er this one or 
that one. They'd do a few things and then it would be time for 
a cup of tea and they were meant to have JO or 15 minutes ... 
45 minutes later I'd go in there and say ... 'can you help so 
and so because they 're busting out there·. and J 'd have to 
drag one of them out because half the time the supervisor 
would be in there with them as well. If they could have stayed 
in the staffroom the whole day they would have ... and !f one 
of the residents came near them they would say ... 'go away .... 
you 're listening at the door ... go away·. The;, were exclusive 
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rather them inclusive . . . ii was jusl ve~y exclusive . . . ii was 
101£,l~r 1m11ec·esswy mu: I re ·111ed 1hu1 ~reat~v 
Sensitivity to the needs of service workers for emotional support due to the 
personal losses sustained by elderly people in moving from family homes into 
service environments often mean that service workers interviewed for this study 
fill a need that other workers do not view as important. This can be 
overwhelming for service workers who feel morally obligated to address the 
losses experienced by services users. Gwen, a nursing assistant, explains: 
There's nothing on my job description thal says I should 
spend time talking and listening to people. But ... I can see that 
that's exact(•..: what's needed here. Other people iust 'do the 
job 'and are watching the clock for the next tea break. I ofien 
don·, get a break and I know some of the other staff don ·, like 
the /act that I get so involved. Somelimes / 'd like to say to 
them that if they were just a bit more giving then I wouldn 't 
get so weighed dmrn with it all. but I won ·,. Thank goodness 
I've got a holiday coming up. 
The burden of what is considered excessive documentation which also takes time 
from direct serving is· consistently discussed throughout interviews, both in 
disability services and aged care. Departmental procedures to monitor standards 
are considered inappropriate by the majority of informants. Workers question 
the value of entering a service and taking a 'snapshot' view as not being 
particularly relevant. A nurse, Pat, expresses anger at the demands of excessive 
recording of information on residents. She also comments on standard 
monitoring: 
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Our standard\· are a lot hixher than the monitorin,_: team 
mea.wrements and that makes me quite angry £JS I think we 
nm achiew a lot more. I certain(\' don't think that they (the 
standards) improve the quali~r of care. You can 't make people 
compassionate by introducing standard,;. 
Strain in the working environment for informants was ascribed mainly to 
attempting to meet the relational needs of service users in highly structured 
contexts which do not articulate the socio-emotional needs of service users as 
priority. This is described more frequently in aged care living environments, than 
in disability services. The flexibility of service worker involvement in small, 
community based services, allows a more fluid and responsive approach, 
although there is also potential for unhealthy relationship development in this 
context. It must be emphasised that the service workers interviewed were 
identified as providing a 'quality' service. The potential for the abuse of 
vulnerable people in living environments which are both structured and flexible, 
is well known. The individual values and motivations of service workers are 
ultimately the most powerful ~ .. f1::guctrds for ensuring the well-being of people 
living in services. 
4.3.2 SUMl\1.ARY 
From the analysis of interview data of twenty-six service workers who have 
been named as providing valued service by service user informants the following 
statements emerge: 
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I. Valued' service workers consciously serve in a relational context. 
.., Valued' scrv11.:e workers circumvent job descriptions and 1.,ystem 
constraints and place strong emphasis on the socio-emotional need~ of 
people living in services. 
3. Positive interdependence between service workers and users encourages 
sustainability in the role of worker 
4. Encouraging the development/maintenance of service users· autonomy as a 
key element of serving is explicit. 
5. Serving fosters personal growth. 
6. Serving in the relational context, has potential for loss, peer conflict, role 
burden and ambiguity. 
Having identified the variable experiences of people with disabilities and elderly 
people living in services and their perceptions of quality, and having identified 
shared characteristics of service workers who were named in the context of 
quality and described the meaning of serving and their perceptions of quality, the 
next question addresses key quality characteristics in living services from the 
analysis of data from service users' interviews. 
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4.4 QUESTION 3: WHAT ARE VALUED CHARACTERISTICS OF LIVING 
SERVICES FROM THE PERSPECTIVES OF SERVICE USERS'! 
Th: characteristics of living service workers and the acts of serving which arc 
1.'.0nsidered important by users of living arc presented in answering this question. 
They will be contrasted with negative cases. One major theme, RIGHT 
ATTITUDE. and five sub-theme~, CONFIDENTIAL LISTENING, NORMAL 
TALK, LASTING, PARTING, and RESPONSIVE SERVING, will now be 
discussed. Themes are displayed in the following figure: 
RIGHT ATTITUDE 
(Common Bonds) 
FIG. 4 QUESTION 3 EMERGING THEMES 
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4.4.l MAJOR THEME: RIGHT ATTITUDE 
(Common bonds) 
According to service user participants, 'Right Attitude' on behalf of service 
workers is an essential characteristic of a valued service. 'Right attitude' is 
described as 'caring' about the service user. It is not just the acts of physical 
care, but also the supportive relationship or the 'caring about' the person. Caring 
in the context of 'Right Attitude' is not a rational. reasoned, carefully thought 
out phenomenon. Caring is about relating in a way that recognises the common 
bonds of humanity and having affection and compassion for another person. 
'Right Attitude' is not about objective detachment in service acts, but it is about 
subjective serving and willingness iO try to understand the other's reality. This is 
what Martin Buber ( 1965) referred to as inclusion, a relational process which 
sees things from both self and other's point of view. 
Noddings ( 1984, p. 14) has discussed the pi blems of defining caring as an act or 
thought. In discussing the need for people to become "better than we are", 
Noddings suggested tha~ caring required struggling to view the other's reality and 
acting out of concern based on our own ethics. When mutual inclusion occurs, 
Buber (1965, cited in Noddings 1984) suggc "J that the relationship changed 
and became more of a friendship. This is consistent with both service user and 
service worker data in this study. Service users consistently talk about the 'Right 
Attitude' of service workers they relate to easily. People consistently reported 
feeling relaxed, happy, supported and confident to enter new situations with 
service workers who arc perceived to have 'Right Attitude'. In service 
environments which arc c~aractcriscd by 'Right Attitude' people foci liked and 
respected. 'Right Attitude' can be described as the 'key to the door of quality' in 
living services. 
'Right Attitude' is described by Joyce, a woman with an intellectual disability. 
The importance of a service worker 'taking time· in helping her learn to sew 
fosters feelings of being liked anJ having the potential to learn: 
I like Judy helping me. She takes her time ... not rushing. 
Sewing ·s a bit hard for me ... but Judy says I'm good. I think 
f 'm good too. I like Judy helping. She likes me too. 
Arguably, any caring relationship requires respect of the other person (Walton, 
1989). Respect is about being considerate and not interfering in another person's 
life. It also implies that the other is capable of conscious choice, deserving of 
recognition, and belongs to a common humanity despite the different roles of 
service user and service worker. 'Right Attitude· on the part of service workers 
generates feelings of inclusiveness. A nursing home resident, Mrs. Owen, talks 
about the hostel environment that she had left to enter the nursing home and the 
way that staff interacted with her in an equal relationship. This was 'different· 
and 'missed' in her current situation: 
Well ... they used to come in the room and they'd sit down and 
talk to me. And night staff when they came round. they used to 
come in every morning. I used to get up about four or five 
o'clock every morning . I had my own fridge and I kept my 
own tea pot, mugs and things and they'd come in and say 
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.... 'Oh yes · .... and I'd say .... 'Ol. _>'C:'S ... ii·.\· six o'clock I'm 
real~l' no\\'· ... and we'd put the lea on. 
(Together?) 
Yes .... and she'd sit and talk. which ever one of them it was. 
and we'd talk ah<ml all sorts of things. 
(So .... ll'hat \rns that like?) 
Well ... it was like \ff H·ere equal ... \ff 1vere vety close. 
'Right Attitude· also fosters autonomy. People living in the context of 'Right 
Attitude' are more likdy to ask for what they want or to complain k:.10wing that 
this is acceptable. Attitudes of service workers in their capacity to c;1re are 
influential in creating an enabling environment where service users can practi-;e 
autonomy. Lisa, a woman with a physical disability describes 'Right Attitude': 
It's important lo have the right attitude in this sort of 
situation. I need someone who 'II see things my 1n1y and H·ho 
1rnn 't take it the wrong way H·hen I ask for rhings to be 
changed. and who doesn 't get moody. They need to 
understand that I have ideas abolll the house as H·ell. like 
Doreen, she's great around the place ... and good company 
:oo. 
When service workers are involved who do not display a 'Right Attitude', 
service users may respond with anger, withdraw from contact, or expenence 
anxiety. Dependence on the service worker who has 'bad attitude· especially 
when physical frailty is present, causes anxiety and retreat into compliant 
dependency. In these situations service workers are consistently described as 
being focused on the environment around the person while • ignoring the feelings' 
of the person living in a service.The person becomes an object of care tasks and 
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the living environment an extension of a serv11.;e system rather than a home 
Simon, a man with a physical disability describes this as · like heing u stranger 
in your mm home·. Other infom1ants with disabilities talk about 'dreud,ng · the 
arrival of particular service workers who create an atmosphere of tension and 
·di ff ere nee'. 
(Verbal Communication) 
Communication is the key to 'Right Attitude' and people living in services 
develop ways of interpreting verbal and non-verbal behaviour, to gauge the 
attitude of service workers towards them. Service users are highly sensitive to 
episodes of verbal abuse and rough or rushed handling. e\·en 1f this is a singular 
occurrence in a history of 'Right Attitude'. If situations are not openly resoh·ed 
between service users and workers, a single episode i-; likely to have long-lasting 
detrimental effects on the service relationship. Although, ·any one can have a bad 
day at work', in a service situation when people have fe\l.: social contacts and 
rely on service workers for human contact. service users are less able to 'shrug 
things off as they have fewer opportunities to engage in positive interactions 
with other people. 
From service user interview data, a pattern of consistently unresolved mmor 
conflicts demonstrates a need to raise consciousness around communication 
issues and the important meaning that this has in the lives of people living in 
services. Doug, who has a physical disability, describes the breakdown of his 
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relationship with Cheryl, a support worker he had known and liked ror many 
years: 
One day I was in the vcm. We l\'('rt' goinx to the cinema and it 
was dark ,md she said · Which way is it Doug! · It was dark. 
and I II a.rn 't too sure and she shouted ·Which h/oody way 
Doug:> · That just threw me ... took me by surprise that much 
when she spoke to me like that. I had a totally different 
ow look on her then ... it just rea!zv dropped the lid ... and I 
never felt the same about her again. 
Service users' interpretations of 'Right Attitude' are :ntluenced by their 
perceptions of whether the worker appears hi.1ppy · to be in their company. 
People who do not communicate spontaneously or are continually absorbed in 
their own problems make serv:ce users feel 'shw <f[. For people who have 
limited social contacts and reinforcement of their worth through personal 
interactions, service workers· affect in carrying out tasks sends messages that 
people are 'good to be with·, or 'not good to be H'ith ·. People who are restricted 
in mobility and communication, have limited opportunities to seek out their own 
social interactions and have more time to reflect on interactions with service 
users. Creating a positive, friendly, and relaxed environment m the service 
encounter is important in what may be an otherwise sterile existence for people 
living in services. When people enter the environment and engage in cheerful 
communication, service users are likely to value their involvement and be rel..lxed 
in their presence. 
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Service users mirror the moods of servi<.:e workers m their intera<.:tions with 
them. This results in service being a pleasant or unpleasant experience. A 
posit in: affect is also an important characteristic of a 'quality' service. Pos1t1ve 
affect on behalf of service workers docs not necessarily !-:ignify a close 
relationship. When service workers display positive affect, opportunities are 
available to engage in superficial conversation, share a joke, and genera1,) divert 
people, who are socially isolated, from their loneliness. People living in services 
also fee I 'accept cd · and 'normal'. 
Miss Evans a nursing home resident discusses the importance of having positive 
communication experiences: 
I spend a lot of time by myself and it's emy to get slllck in 
feeling sorr_v for _vourself When you look around you at the 
people here it can be quite depressing. That 's why I look 
forward to Gwen's da_w on. I feel more like a normal human 
being ~..-hen she's around. We ha\·e a chat about all sorts of 
things and cari share a laugh together. She helps me look on 
the bright side. 
Peter, who has a physical disability and lives alone describes a similar need for 
social interaction: 
I don't expect all of them to be friends. Bur I think the least 
they can do is to come in and be pleasant ... and talk while 
they ·re here. When I'm stuck here alone all day . . . I look 
fonvard to people coming in and having a bit of a laugh ... not 
d( ,wn in the dumps all the time. Anyone can have a bad da.v. 
But you've got to imagine what it's like for me too. 
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Being 'gt!ntle · in verbal communication style is consistently discussed by scrv1cc 
users as an attribute they value in workers. When communication between 
people is 'gl'ntle ·. 1t conveys an empathetic understanding of the other person 
and service users feel less vulnernble and more confident in entering into 
activities or personal discussion. Gentleness in service worker acts and 
conununication creates a relaxing, supportive environment. Service users will 
often delay asking for assistance, particularly in the area of personal hygiene, 
until ·gentle· workers are available. 
The way in which personal .1yg1ene is assisted conveys powerful messages 
about the attitude of the worker. What is commonly an embarrassing :ictivity for 
service users can be transformed, by supportive workers, into an act of caring. 
Informants who are dependent for assistance in this area comment that they 
'never get used to it·. This is stated by both elderly people who have become 
disabled and young people with disabilities who have always been assisted. 
Sensitivity to the feelings of people requiring assistance and gentle and 
confidential handling is integral to 'Right Attitude'. 
Julie, a women with a physical disability, has had mixed experiences of service 
life. Currently Julie lives in a community house and employs her own service 
workers. She describes another experience prior to entering her current home, 
when she had to use a respite service from another organisation. She is outraged 
that her bodily functions were the topic of staff jokes, but does not feel that she 
could have complained: 
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Somelimes y011 lry lo Rel on with them ... hut ii 's impossible. 
They just want to finish with you as soon as possih/e. It pisses 
me ojf the way Haff would talk ahout personal thing\· ... 
toilellinR and stuff. I used to hear them laughing alum/ us. I 
never u·w1ted to 'go · when some of them were on. 
(Empathetic Touch) 
'Right Attitude· also relates to the way that people are touched in self-care 
activities, which is assessed by service users as 'kind·. 'quick· or 'rough ·. If 
people experience 'rough · touch, then their perceptions of the service are 'had 
artiwde ·. Interactions with people who demonstrate rough touch are avoided at 
all levels and communication is limited to essential infonnation sharing. 
A number of researchers have studied expressive, non-necessary touching as 
conveying empathy or attention to people in service context<; (Watson, 1975; 
Fanslow, 1990; Mulaik et al., 1991; Weiss, 1992). There is general agreement 
that touch communicates relational messages about how people feel in the 
relationship and also a sense 'being there' for the other person (Mulaik et al., 
199 I). Comforting touching behaviours by service users in this study are 
described as, 'reassuring·. friendly· and 'mea·1ing a lot·. When people looking 
for affection are deprived of touch, they are at risk of thinking of themselves as 
untouchable and unloved with a resulting loss of self-esteem in their interactions 
with service workers. People who have left family relationships to live in a 
service, may have an increased need for touch as reassurance. Touch is also 
needed to a greater extent by people who are confused and have lost their ability 
to communicate by any other means, such as people with dementia. When 
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elderly people are confused, gentle. reassuring touch may be their primary means 
of validation. Consistent references to feelings of reassurance through touch arc 
present in data across aged care agencies. 
Mr \Villiams a nursing home resident describes his need for non-task related 
touch: 
Well ... when you leave the famizv lo come inlo a place like 
this. you don't rhink about the things that you 'If miss. I was 
married for nearzr fifty years and it's the being close to 
someon · that I miss the most. Getting a comforting tap on the 
shoulder gives me such a boost. 
For people with physical disabilities who have limited funding and high levels of 
care needs, care activities involving touch can be quick and impersonal. 
Alternatively when touch is used for communicating liking and empathy, this is 
highly valued. Jane, a woman with severe physical disabilities and without verbal 
communication abilities, is unable to reach out to touch other people. Using a 
communication device, she describes 'Right Attitude· as displayed by a service 
worker Angela and her appreciation of prolonged touch: 'She brushes and 
strokes my hair at least fl.venty times. / love it ~·.,hen she does my hair·. 
(Respect) 
Objects of meaning provide a sense of personal continuity over time and service 
workers' respect for personal possessions is important to people living in 
services. For people who have few personal possessions, objects in their 
environments may have special meanings (Czikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton, 
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1987; Jac..:kson, 1996). Pauline, a young woman with an intellectual disability 
living in a group home proudly displays her collection of porcelain dolls, a link 
with her familv life. Pauline's parents add lo her collection on special occasions. 
Although the dolls may not provide the most image enhancing objects m 
Pauline's environment due to their associations with childhood, service workers 
have recognised the imrortant symbolic meaning of the dolls for Pauline in the 
context of her family affiliations. Similarly for Mat, who has an intellectual 
disability and lives in a community house, having his own Christmas tree is a 
great joy. His preference to continue to display his tree long after Christmas 1s 
respected oy his support workers. 
In nursing homes and hostels for elderly people, service users experience the 
shrinking of their material world The few personal possessions that remam m 
th.eir lives are carefully chosen and displayed as a reminder of life roles and 
relationships. The presence of personal objects may be used by elderly people in 
institutional environments to transcend the present and re-experience the 
emotions of past events (Jackson, 1996). 'Right Attitude' is about displaying 
,' 
sensitivity to the individual's personal space and the objects that occupy it, 
including the way they are arranged, as opposed to treating their living space as a 
'work' area. One nursing home resident is very attached to a soft toy which 
belonged to a child who had died and becomes distressed when service workers 
suggest that this might create an inappropriate and childlike image. 
Matnial objects are a link to personal histories. Sensitivity to the meaning of 
objects anJ the memories they reinforce is another element of 'Right Attitude'. 
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Recent research has highlighted the important roles played by personal objects in 
the lives of elderly people (Rochbcrg-Halton, 1984; Rubenstein, 1992). Objects 
represent connection to others, and may serve 'ts defences against negative 
changes and events (Rubenstein, 1992 cited in Gubrium & Charmaz, 1992, p. 
65). For people who have been separated from families, personal objects provide 
a source of reassurance and connection with self. In later life "the potential for 
objects to signify and reinforce personal identity may be the greatest" 
(Rubenstein 1992, p. 57). 
The way that mundane tasks around the home are carried out have significant 
meaning for the way service users view the worth of service workers and 
indicates 'being respected'. When people are physically unable to perform tasks 
necessary for independent living, their sense of competence is validated or 
1 
threatened by the actions of service workers in carrying out their instructions. 
When service workers respect and enact routines and tasks according to the 
choice of service users, service users experience a greater sense of autonomy, 
competence and effectiveness. They also feel attributed with organisational 
abilities. One woman with an intellectual disability describes the way her tea 
towel is folded as an indication of whether she is respected by a service worker. 
For a nursing home resident, Mrs Martin, being given a plate instead of a paper 
towel to hold a piece of cake, represents to her that she is worthy of a plate 
which requires washing, respected as a person and 'cared about': 
The other afternoon they brought in a little piece of cake and 
put it here on a paper and I said ... 'Why don't you bring a 
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plate?· ... and they said ... 'We don't bring plates in the 
a/iernoon. ii ·s too much washing up·. I find it hard to lift the 
paper ht!cause of my arthritis and I get crumbs all over my 
hed I just get on with lfying to eat it as hest I can ... hut I 
don·, like any mess on the bedcover. I don ·1 think it's right. 
They should bring a plate. 
People with disabilities who have either left institutions or family homes have a 
strong sense of personal 'place' and an excitement about creating an individual 
life style. Just as any group of people would express a range of views about 
what is acceptable, study informants also have personal views about the way 
they want their homes to appear. In the context of' Right Attitude', people view 
as important having things done 'just the way I like it· and without the 'stamp of 
approval· of service workers, not only in respecting individuality, but also in 
confirming personal autonomy. 
Acts which represent 'Right Attitude' and which might bc- considered routine 
and insignificant by people working in services, are described in detail by people 
in living environments as indications of how they evaluate 'attitude'. Ways that 
people enter the personal space of people living in services, by knocking on 
doors and waiting to be invited to enter, convey messages of who has the right of 
'place'. For Peter, a man with a physical disability and limited verbal 
communication, despite the fact that he could not survive without daily help 
from service workers, his long struggle to have his 'own place' is negated when 
people enter his home as a 'right' rather than a 'privilege'. Neverthele~s. service 
users, in this study are reluctant to confront issues of loss of autonomy, for fear 
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of losing workers. Peter says: 'Beller the devil you know than the devil you don ·r 
knoh· '. 
{Summary) 
Most people rece1vmg servH.:es feel inadequate to judge the technical 
competencies of service workers, and as a result, develop an intense emphasis on 
service workers' personality or caring functions (Tagliacozzo & Mauksch, 1972; 
Roter. 1977). Personal contact, communication and concern have been identified 
by people as the most important aspects of caring functions (Roter, 1977 ). 
Although the personalistic aspect of human serving is highly valued, it is viewed 
as extra or 'the icing on the cake' of receiving a s-. rvice, not as an essential 
characteristic of quality, despite the evidence that for informants in this study 
'quality' is assessed more frequently on the willingness to relate on a personal 
level and personal attributes of workers than on technological competencies and 
efficiencies. 
Human services do not commonly conceive the service user-worker relationship 
as an important part of their role and there is a tendency to regard the socio-
emotional needs of service users as peripheral to what are considered 'real' 
concerns which usually relate to some tangible physical, functional deficiency. 
lack of funding, or other system constraint. Literature has supported the view 
that "reinforcement of distancing between providers and consumers of services is 
accomplished through a wide variety of practice strategies" (Roter, 1977, p. 
286). 'Right Attitude' from the perspectives of informants in this study is 
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described in acts of serving involving relationships whi<..:h convey messages of 
wam1th, inclusion and acceptance, provide emotional support and freedom to 
create personal lifestyles and environments without judgement, and perform 
tasks in ways that demonstrate respect for personal 'place'. 'Right Attitude' is 
conveyed primarily through the domain of interpersonal communication based 
on respect for the other. 
Sub-themes of the major theme, RIGHT ATTITUDE, i.e: CONFIDENTIAL 
LISTENING, NORMAL TALK, LASTING, PARTING AND RESPONSIVE 
SERVING will now be presented and discussed. 
4.4.1.1 CONFIDENTIAL LISTENING 
(Trusting encounters) 
The sub-theme 'Confidential Listening' relates to canng relationships and 
behaviours in which service users can discuss intimate concerns with service 
workers in a climate of trust. According to Hind (I 981, p. 14) "The increased 
vulnerability which arises with intimacy is tolerated only if accompanied by a 
belief that the partner will not exploit it". 'Confidential Listening' is dependent 
on the development of trust. Although 'trust' and beneficence are implicit in the 
service user-worker dyad, 'Confidential Listening' requires a deeper level of trust 
in service workers and a reliance that personal disclosures will not be shared with 
the 'service'. This is particularly important when people have left mstitutional 
environments and have had experience of full disclosure of their personal lives. 
Lisa, a woman with a disability who now lives in the community explains: 
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After a liji: lime ul having lo he carejit! ahoul everything I 
said. ar last I can have some control over who comes into my 
life. I \·e worked 011/ who I can /rust lo keep private about 
things. It makes a d[[ference knowing that you rnn share 
things in your life without them being broadcast lo eve,yhody. 
Sharing and disclosure of 'self is a high-risk situation (Villard & Whipple, 1976; 
Duck, 1991 ). Confidential self-disclosure provides service users with a relational 
climate of affirmation and support and requires the communication of empathy 
on behalf of service workers. Empathy has been recognised as one of the 
powerful and confirming of communication experiences (Villard & Whipple, 
1976; Rogers, 1990; Neville, 1996 ). Empathy communicates acceptance and 
understanding. Rogers suggested that "Listening of this very active kind, is one 
of the most potent forces for change I know" (Rogers, 1990, p. 136). Disclosure 
can also be a two-way thing. Lisa describes the trust she has in a service worker, 
Doreen, and the way they are able to share confidences: 
Doreen was going through a hard time herself with the break-
up of her marriage and I had just been ditched as well. It was 
like we were in together and she was the on~v one I felt I could 
talk to about how humiliated I felt because she could 
understand. I knew she would keep our talks to herself. 
because she trusted me with her feelings too. I could c,y when 
she was around but had to put on a front with other people. 
The expression of empathy through taking time to engage in confidential listening 
provides reassurance and a sense of supportive alliance for people dependent on 
services. This is expressed consistently by people who have high physical care 
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needs and ailing health. Mrs. Owen, a nursing home resident explains her fear of 
dying alone: 
It ·s not that I'm so worried ahout death itself ... hut I worry 
that there might not be anyone around. and whether or not it 
will be easy or more dijjicult at the end. I find it so hard to talk 
about these things. as I don ·1 wan/ to let people know I'm so 
frightened ... but I am. 
Elderly informants who have regular contact with family members, report using 
relatives to confide in, but others 'put on a good front' because they don't want 
to upset children by disclosing their anxieties about the future. At a stage in their 
lives when many elderly people who have limited family contact are pre-
occupied with death, opportunities are lacking to offload their worries, which are 
understandably considerable. 
It is important for service users to be able to talk to another without fear of 
confidences being shared. The meaning of the word 'privacy' for service 
workers, relates to listening and confidential sharing of intimacies, including 
fears, rather than tangible physical acts related to privacy during personal care 
tasks. There is an assumption that privacy, dignity and respect for people in the 
way their physical needs are attended to is a minimum requirement of a human 
service. Quality serving also requires confidentiality between service users and 
workers when intimate personal information is shared. People who live in an 
environment where records are kept about every aspect of their existence and 
read by many service workers, are disinclined to share confidences, as one 
elderly man says, 'My thoughts are the only part of me I can keep for myself'. 
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A 'quality' service rccogmscs the need to provide opportunities to arise 
naturally for 'Confidential Listening'. This is not about being prescriptive or 
111troducing another 'specialist' service worker, but about nurturing a climate 
where people feel able to trust and confide in others, just as people do in normal 
day-to-day life, without documentation or discussion with other service 
workers. For one nursing home resident Mrs Martin, a tea lady named Patsy 1s a 
trusted confidante: 
The Jhing about Pat.\)' 1:\· that she 's just so caring She takes 
the time to talk to me, although her English isn 't so good. I 
can tell her when I'm miserable and know thal she 'II listen to 
me and care about how I am. You've no idea how !011ezv it is 
on the days she's not here. 
It has been acki:owledged that it is of central importance to people to be able to 
share aspects of t~-'." .. .:.!·;.::s with others and to feel understoc,d and accepted as 
the people they are (Chelune, 1984; Rogers, 1990; Duck, 1992) The importance 
of confidential self-disclosure is heightened in living environments where people 
have less opportunity for w.1t:1n! rPlationships. Confidential listening requires a 
service worker to invest themselves in the concerns of service users. Marcel, the 
existentialist philosopher ( 1971, p. 25) referred to disposability or "being 
present" with the other in order to attempt to empathise with their reality. 
Alternatively Noddings ( 1984) from a feminist perspective preferred, the term 
'engrossment' or being a duality with the other. She (sic) referred to "feeling 
with" the other in order to be receptive to them. Villard & Whipple ( 1976, p. 15) 
described "other- centred" listening as an attempt to actively experience others 
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as well as ourselves, rather than just experiencing ourselves in the presence of 
others. Service users in this study expressed their expcriem:es of empathetic and 
confidential listening as 'beinK there for me·. 
'Confidential Listening' is also an antidote to loneliness for service users who 
have no other intimate relationships available to them. For young people with 
disabilities this is most likely to be as a result of reduced social acceptance and 
opportunity, whereas elderly informants express loneliness as a result of the loss 
of significant relationships incurred by their physical distancing from important 
others in their lives. People who live in partnerships in services express less need 
for confidential listening. People who spend long hours alone at home, are 
particularly vulnerable to relational deprivation and depression. Julie, a woman 
with a physical disability who lives alone, and whose central relationship has 
been with a service worker who has recently left, describes her 'emptiness': 
I often think ... there's got to be more than this Afi· life ·s 
empty apart from Lou (her cat) there's just no-one to turn w 
when J 'm feeling down. People come and go but they ·,-e not 
interested. 
The situational context of the living environment service influences the 
development of 'Confidential Listening'. Regulated environments such as nursing 
homes, operate in a way that encourage service workers to report on their 
interactions with service users to other workers as part of the service syskm. 
Trusting relationships with service workers may then be a greater risk for people 
living in services. Baier ( 1992, p. 426) suggested: 
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Since human beings arc obviously not self-sufficient, trust 
relationships arc basic to our existence. So it is inevitable that 
those we trust will have discretionary power m vanou:. 
circumstances and use it wisely. 
When service -isers .ire able to relate to workers in a way that allows the safe 
disclosure of conlidences, they have high praise for the service worker involved 
and perceive that the relationship is a friendship. Others who have had negative 
experiences of trusting others with confidence resign themselves to loneliness. 
The instability of the service user/worker relationship and lack of continuity in 
more structured service environments, also influences the development of 
trusting relationships and opportunities for 'Confidential Listening'. 
According to Grainger, Atkinson. & Coupland ( 1988, p. 192) the telling of 
personal concerns was a critical component of intergenerational talk in the care of 
elderly people. Grainger ( 1993) suggested that talk embodies cntical aspects of 
caring itself and played a part in the construction of caring nom1s and ideologies. 
Grainger's qualitative research highlighted the importance of 'troubles talk' 
which parallels the painful self-disclosure discussed by Coupland, Coupland, 
Giles, Henwood and Wiemann ( 1988) as a means of offering psycho-social 
support to elderly people in nursing homes. Grainger et al., (1988) also 
demonstrated that the need for service users to disclose 'troubles talk' to service 
workers was commonly deflected and that this may be psychologically damaging 
for service users. 
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Amado, Conklin, & Wells ( 1990, p. 69) suggested that "having friends is not a 
luxury but a necessity to life". Although people with disabilities have increased 
opportunities to be physically present and participate in community activities, 
they may not be any less lonely due to the lack of specific friendships. Even 
when people arc surrounded by other people, the lack of involvement with 
others may result in state loneliness if the relationships they have with other 
people are deficient in quality or quantity (Weiss, 1982; Hojat & Crandall, 1989; 
Erwin. 1993; Williams, 1994 ). This makes the acts of service workers as trusted 
·confidential listeners' even more essential to the emotional health of people 
living in services. 
Because of the risks involved, those relationships 
successfully negotiated in sincere self-disclosure hold the 
potential of being perhaps the most meaningful and intense in 
all of human experience (Villard & Whipple, 1976 p. 150). 
4.4.1.2 NOR\1AL TALK 
(Part of the same world) 
For service users engaging in 'Normal Talk' is another measure of how they 
perceive the service workf'r accepts them as people. 'Normal Talk' signifies that 
they are participants in the 'normal' world and related to, not only as 'service 
user', but 'just like anyone else·. Normal social interaction through 'Normal 
Talk' establishes social relations which precede the establishment of 
relationships (Duck, 1992). The interactions between service user and provider 
during 'Normal Talk' also reinforces that the service user has the ability to offer 
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opinions and relate to the experience of the other person. The value of 'Normal 
Talk' is described by Doug. who has a physical disability: 
There ·s nor many peopl<' around here durinJ.: the day aparr 
j,-om rhe carl'rs ... it ·s a qui er street. I go duwn lo the shops 
and have a yarn with the deli owner hut that ·s about all. I 
think people might be put off because my speech isn't that 
good. That's u·hy I rry lo pick people to work for me who 'II 
talk away to me u·hile they 're here. I watch a lot uf TV but it 
can get really lone(r. 
The content of 'Normal Talk" is any topic which docs not reinforce service roles 
or service related activities. 'Normal Talk' interactions are non-specific 
spontaneous discourse of a superficial nature which may include self-disclosure 
of a non-intimate kind. Through 'Normal Talk", serYice users learn about the 
lives of workers and feel that there is some sharing of information which 
indicates an openness in the relationship. Mr. Vv 1lliams, a nursing home resident 
describes 'J'lormal Talk': 
One of rhe 'girls· has a son inrerested in cricket. She sau· me 
reading the sports page one day and we got talking ... a real 
cricket fanatic she is Inn. The next thing ... she brought me in 
a cricket book of her son 's. I real(v appreciated that ... it was 
an expensive book too. I've met her son since ... a fine lad he 
is ... we had a great yarn. It's the sort of thing thar makes you 
feel good about yourself and not just an old 'has-been ·. 
Results of studies of activities in aged care environments (Nussbaum, 1983a; 
Ward, Sherman, & La Gory, 1984; House, Landis, & Umberson, 1988; Kaakinen, 
1995; Lubinski, 1995) suggested that communicative activity not only influenced 
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psychological well-being but also geneml health. House, Landis and Umbcrson 
( l lJ88, cited in Nussbaum, 1988, p.160) also emphac;ised that although this was a 
concern for the population in general, " ... it becomes critically important for 
elderly individuals who are battling to maintain physical well-being each day 
within the nursing home". 
Studies of conversation content between service users and workers in nursing 
home environments have concluded that conversations are mainly oriented 
towards the problems of service users (Nussbaum & Robinson, 1984; Robinson 
& Nussbaum, 1986; Kaakinen, 1995). Service worker self-disclosure of a 
personal nature was rare (Coupland, Coupland, Giles, Henwood, & Weimann, 
1988; Kaakinen, 1992). Although interpersonal communication was identified as 
important for elderly people in living services, practi..:e philosophies failed to 
demonstrate adherence to this principle and socio-emotional care was g1Ven 
secondary priority to material care (Weaver, Willcocks, & Kellaher, 1985; 
Barlett, 1993). "Service workers who report feelings of affinity towards service 
users, however, report different patterns of interaction with those residents with 
whom they have a closer relationship" (Nusshaum. 1988. p. 162). 
According to Ryan & Cole ( 1988, p. 173) "Service workers generally over 
accommodate their speech to stereotyped expectations of elderly people's 
communication needs, as opposed to the actual needs". This has also been 
observed in interactions with people with disabilities in institutional 
environments (Goffman, I 961 a: 1961 b ). Several studies have documented speech 
characteristics used in communication with elderly service users including slower 
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rate of speech, exaggcmtcd intonation, use of high pitch, increased loudness, 
rep.:1ition and simplification of vocabulary and grammar (Ashburn & (jordon. 
1981; Caporael, 1981; Coupland, Coupland, Giles, Henwood, & Weimann I %8; 
Shadden. 1995; Whitboume, Culgin, & Cassidy, 1995 ). Caporael ( 1981) implied 
that the use of 'baby' talk by service workers was more related to their personal 
<;tereotypes than to the functional level or the preferences of service users. In 
rev1ewmg studies of institutionalised elderly Ryan, Giles, Bartolucci and 
Henwood ( 19P6-} also noted that speech modifications by younger service 
workers we1c: not universally appreciated by older service users and that a 
significant number of study participants complained of being a recipient of 
demeaning speech. Compared with community elders, nursing home residents 
were more accepting of communication styles (Whitboumc, Culgin, & Cassidy. 
1995). 
For residents of aged care hostels and nursing homes. who have lived in family 
situations prior to entering the service, talking with service workers around 
family issues helps to create a social world in the service setting. It also allows 
them to continue to practise family roles by sharing personal experiences and 
offering advice. In this way positions are equalised during the encounter and 
valued former life roles are reinforced. Mrs. Owen, a resident of a nursing home 
explains her equal relationship with 'quality' service workers: 
Sometimes staff talk to me about their children and with some 
of them I feel as close as daughters. I always accept people 
and listen to their problems . Although J 've had a lot of 
tragedies in my life, it ·s my natural nature to cope ... always. 
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When the service user is unable to communicate verbally, 'Normal Talk' is still 
important, as fewer opportunities lo engage in communication can be initiated by 
non-verbal service users. 'Normal Talk' is inclusive of non-verbal service users 
as social beings. 'Normal Talk' is an important environmental as well as 
emotional stimulus. Jane, a woman with a disability who uses an electronic 
communication device explains: 
Ir's so quiet in here a'1yway. I look funrnrd to people coming 
and chauing to me about what's happening in the »·orld. Just 
because I can 'r speak. doesn 't mean to say that I'm not able 
to listen and have opinions. 
Valued 'Normal Talk' frequently relates to the families and social activities of 
service workers which are not related to their service role. Service users who 
have limited family and social contacts are interested in sharing the experiences 
of workers through 'Normal Talk'. This is described by Jane who is restricted in 
her social mobility due to the severity of her disability as. 'bringing in the 
outside world'. Although not a substitute for engagement in a variety of personal 
experiences, 'Normal Talk' can expand the lives of service users who otherwise 
interact mainly with technology. 
People with disabilities in institutional environments have also borne the brunt 
of stereotyping and devaluation in the use of language (Goffman, 1961a; Blatt, 
1979; Wolfensberger & Thomas, 1983; Zola, 1992). Verbal interactions which 
are experienced as 'patronising' by people in living services, convey messages of 
'child' and 'dependent' (Wolfensberger & Thomas, 1983). When service workers 
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are central in the relational context of service users communication content 1s 
even more important that they arc sensitive lo the implications of their 
conununication. Villard & Whipple ( 1976, p. 176) have suggested "Ultimately 
we only truly know and experience ourselves through the eyes, the thoughts and 
the touch of others". For people with disabilities who have had limited 
expenence of social interaction through a lifetime of educational and social 
segregation, experiencing 'Normal Talk' is not only an important reinforcer of 
identity, but also a way of expanding their abilities for social communication 
which is transferable from the service context to the wider community (Racina & 
Williams, 1994). Reg, who has spent most of his life in an institution prior to 
movmg into a community home, comments on the new people he has met 
through the joint efforts of his support worker and friend Linda: 
One of the best things ahout living here is that I've met 
different people and get a chance to talk about more 
interesting things. God ... it u·as so boring before ... day in 
and da_v out the same thing ... hut now I never knou· ~1·ho I 
might meet by chance. 
Through engagement in 'Normal Talk' service users build up a repertoire of 
conversation content which makes interactions more interesting and socially 
reciprocal. 'Normal Talk' as a valued interaction is described consistently m 
interview data from both peopl•.! with disabilities and elderly informants. 
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4.4. l .3 LASTING 
( Going the distance) 
The sub-theme · Lasting' describes the need for continuity with service workers 
in the lives of people living in services. Although, for people who have limited 
social mobility, a variety in service workers can also be stimulating, service users 
discuss the need for continuity of relationships with key service workers, 
particularly in situations which involved intimate care. As one woman, Lisa, who 
has been cared for all her life explains: '/ don't think you ever get used to it. 
Strangers seeing your ivhole body ... I mean ... how would you feel? 
In this study, continuity in serving within the disability field is closely linked to 
the nature of relationships between people living in services and service workers. 
Even when loss is experienced as a result of getting close to a particular worker 
who leaves, as one informant quoted: 'Better to have loved and lost than never to 
have loved at all·. When interactions between workers and service users are only 
merely polite and superficial, lasting involvement is perceived as a liking for the 
person. Frequent changes of service workers are described as ·exhausting·. 
'worrying·. 'like being on a train· and 'on a shelf in the supermarket· by service 
users who feel their lives are 'open books'. 
Clare, a woman with a physical disability discusses the importance of lasting 
relationships with care-givers: 
It takes time to get to know people and in this sort of situation 
you find yourself having to share so many parts of your life 
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11·ith pt!oplt! who come in to help. I mean ... nothinK 's really 
private. Thal ·s why it ·s important lo Kel people in who 'II slay 
long-term. 711cn it ht!com£'s more like " normal family !ypc 
relationship ins/em/ of ii being like on a shelf in u 
supermarket. 
Studies have confinned that retention of 'quality' staff rs among the most 
important and persistent problems in disability services (Slater & Bunyard, 
1983; Burchard & Thousand, 1987; Jacobsen & Ackerman, 1992). Investigation 
of demographic variables, pay and conditions, and organisational loyalty and 
their relationship with job tenure,have provided varied information about why 
people sustain their involvement in human service contexts (Morris & Sherman, 
1981; Maslach, 1982; Bersani & Heifetz, 1985; Burchard & Thousand, 1987; 
Jacobsen & Ackerman, 1992; Deckard, Me,erko, & Field, 1994; Clegg. Standen, 
& Jones, 1996). Possessing values coherent with working with people with 
disabilities and viewing the work as meaningful has also been shown to relate to 
sustained involvement (Askvig, & Vassilou, 1991; Henry, Keys, Balcazar. & 
Jopp, 1996). 
Research has abu shown consistently that the quality and quantity of 
interactions between people with disabilities and service workers is diminished 
in service environments (Cullen, Burten, Watts, & Thomas, 1983; Felce, 
Mansell, de Kock, Toogood, & Jenkins, 1984; Markova, Jahoda, Cattennole, & 
Woodward, 1992, and that positive interactions between people living and 
working in services formed a fundamental feature of 'quality' (Calculator, 1988; 
Cattermole, Jahoda, & Markova, 1988; Powers, 1992; Racina & Williams. 1994; 
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Gardner & Smyly, 1997). Quality interactions are more likely to ou:ur when 
relationships are long- <;landing and personal. 
Other research findings have linked personal relationships, identity and 
belongingness to feelings of well-being (Jahoda, Cattennole, & Markova, 1990; 
Clegg & Standen, 1991; Racino & Williams, 1994; Baumeister & Leary, 1995). 
Although there were encouraging reports of natural and long-lasting relationships 
developing in the lives of people with intellectual disabilities (Edgerton, ! 988; 
Perske, 1988; Forest, 1991; Amado, 1993 ), Jack of enduring friends, few social 
activities and loneliness were among the problems facing people with disabilities 
in living services (Schalock & Lilley, 1986; Kennedy, Homer, & Newton, 1989; 
Rosen & Burchard, 1990; Todd et al., 1990; Barlow & Kirby, 1991; Clegg & 
Standen, 199 l ). This explained why service workers may be the main source of 
social support for some people with disabilities (Rosen & Burchard, 1990). In 
this study, all younger informants with disabilities who live in community 
houses and group homes have :;1..rvice workers as central to their social support 
networks, or have an expectation that social support will be provided within the 
service. Eight of the younger age group of people with disabilities interviewed 
have no regular and binding links with families or friends and most of the others 
socialised mainly within family networks or with paid service workers outside of 
work hours. 
Personal continuity 1s experienced through ties with people, places and 
possessions. Continuity in relationships is highly important in helping sustain a 
sense of identity and is also closely related to life quality (O'Brien, 1987; 
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Wright, Haycox, & Leedham, 1994). Continuity of relationships with key 
providers has emerged as an integral characteristic of service 'quality' from the 
perspectives of service users in this study. Study of quality of life has also 
supported the relationship between staff continuity and well-being for service 
users in aged care environments (Agbayewa, Ong, & Wilden, I 990; Cox, Kaeser, 
Montgomery, & Marion, 1991 ). 
In aged care environments, scheduling of staff which rotate people frequently arc 
barriers to continuity of care. In some aged care services, the practice of rotating 
workers appears to consciously discourage relationship formation. This is 
acknowledged by elderly people living in services who accept that the system 
'Doesn 't encourage people to get too close ·. The impo11ance of )a<;ting 
relationships with key service workers is described by Mr Williams, a nursing 
i1ome resident, who discusses the friendship he felt he had with a nursing 
assistant Barbara and the disappointment he felt when she was promoted and 
transferred to another position in the service without him knowing. Sometimes 
service workers are unaware of the important role they play in the social world 
of people living in services: 
I wondered what had happened to Barbara as she just didn ·r 
appear for a time. She was such a warm chee,fu! girl and 
always had a kind word/or me. I was worried that something 
had happened to her and eventually asked on of the sisters 
who told me that Barbara had been promoted and worked 
over in the other section in an office job of some sort. I 'm 
really pleased/or her, of course, but miss having her around. 
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and wish she was still here. That's what happens when you 
gl'f Jone/ ,![someone. Ir leaves such a gup, you know. 
Commonwealth Government standards of care support the relatiomhip~ 
between quality, continuity and personalised service (Williamson, I 992, p. I 24 ). 
A high turnover of workers involved in intimate care activities, and the need for 
continual explanation of care needs causes embarrassment and stress. Continuity 
of relationships with service workers promotes security for elderly people in 
living services and frequent changes of care-giver can cause anxiety. Many 
elderly people in living services have declining communication abilities. If they 
are to be partners in service decisions and experience affiliation in the process 
"service workers must be willing and able to participate with them in the 
creation and maintenance of satisfying relationships" (Weimann, Gravell, & 
Weimann, 1988, p. 236). Considering the literature which stresses the need for 
social support and communication with elderly people in the creation of healthy 
lifestyles, it is important that services consider continuity as a key ·quality' 
issue in day-to-day practices. 
Service workers named by service users as ·valued' are involved long-term and 
have established comfortable positive relationships. Quality in services is linked 
to both length of time and relational experiences. This is the quality and quantity 
mix of a 'good' service. Alternatively if continuity is experienced in 'had 
attitude' an unhealthy lifestyle is created for service users. 
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4.4.1.4 PARTING 
(Gentle leaving) 
Although 'Parting' as a sub-theme of 'Right Attitude' is closely linked with 
'Lasting' and could be viewed as a dimension of 'Lasting', the consistency with 
which statements relating to leaving a service appear in the data identifies 
'Parting' as a key quality issue. 'Parting' is about disengaging from people as 
opposed to disengaging from a service. 'Parting' describes the human dimension 
of leaving a service role. Sensitivity to the need to part gently and positively 
from service users is an important characteristic of quality serving. 
When key workers resign from a service, outcomes for service users relates to 
the system's ability to resolve loss and support a process of 'Parting' as 
opposed to leaving. In a supportive culture, service users have the potential to 
'grow' through the experience, but if this is Jacking, they may develop 
maladaptive behaviours and an inability to foster new relationships with 
workers, and may even sabotage replacements. In some cases, service workers 
are insensitive to the -important role they play in service users· lives and the 
leaving process can be 'devastating·. One young woman, Janet, who had what 
she thought was a close relationship with her service worker, Adam, tells her 
story: 
I just happened to overhear him talking to Di one day and 
telling her he was leaving in a couple of weeks to travel 
overseas. There he was, so happy to be leaving ... and I was 
devastated. I felt as if my world had been crushed. I though 
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H'L' wen' close und that he would have told me al leust before 
Di. 
The extent to which 'Parting' from service workers influences the lives of service 
users. is strongly related to the nature of the service relationship. Two key 
elements influence the rc:,0(ution of loss: firstly, there is the issue of centrality or 
being a key person in another's life, and secondly, the unequal or equalising 
nature of the relationship and degree of dependency. 
Throughout life. people mourn a variety of losses including physical, social or 
spiritual separation, which may result in loss of confidence and an inability to 
cope with normal daily events. Literature on grief resolution has demonstrated 
the centrality of the relationship with a higher risk of physical and affective 
disorders among people who have experienced a significant loss (Kubler-Ross. 
1969; Raphael, 1980; Parkes & Weiss, 1983; Worden, 1983; Stroebe. Stroebe. 
Abakoumkin, & Schut 1996). It has also been established that positive social 
support networks, opportunities for reflection. and having someone to talk with, 
influence healthy recovery (Rees, 1984; Byrd & Taylor, 1989; Lattanzi-Licht. 
1989; Longman, Lindstrom, & Clark, 1989). Recovery from loss is a::,o 
influenced by anticipatory grief and opportunities to work through the 
impending loss with the key person prior to the loss actually occurring (Raphael. 
I980;Parkes & Weiss, 1983; Hegge, 1991; Lindemann.1994). Opportunities to 
discuss with key service workers, their impending resiimations and validate the 
relationship which exists may assist with resc,lution of the loss of their 
involvement. Realisation that the attachment has been mutually valued may 
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reinforce confidence that new relationships can be fom1ed with other people. An 
acknowledgement that the attachment has been mutually valued is appreciated 
by the service user is described by Clare, a wo~an with a disability: 
Pam worked ji1r me for nearly jive years and we hit it o.!Jfrom 
the start. It was a shock when she told me she would he 
leaving because her husband was tramferred over East. We 
talked ahout it a lot and the things we'd done and the laughs 
we had. She was as sorry to go as I was to lose her, but we 'II 
always keep in touch. 
Ken, a young man with an intellectual disability discusses his 'friend' Candy, a 
service worker. When she left the service, Ken had to be supported through his 
loss of attachment by another support worker. Ken talks about Candy leaving: 
I did a lot o_(things with my 'girl friend' Candy. I really loved 
her. She's gone now. but when she left I gave her my favourite 
CD to remember me. She cried ... I think she was sad too. 
A woman with an intellectual disability, Pauline, has her room adorned with 
photographs of her 'very, best friend' Jackie, who had been a service worker in 
Pauline's group home for three years. Jackie had left to travel overseas and 
Pauline cries when she describes 'reu ·.y missing her· and 'being sad· until Jackie 
comes 'home ·. 
According to Perls (1969, p. 100) "people can relate to others in a 'floating in 
and out' type of way making surface level contact or alternatively develop a 
commitment to long-standing loyalty". Longer contact with people supports the 
development of deeper attachments, which, when broken, are likely to cause 
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pain and sadness. Although deep love and affection can be experienced through 
deep attachments, these bonds also have potentiality for unhealthy dependence. 
This needs to be explicit in service relationships when central attachments arc 
fanned. Service workers may not be aware of the felt attachments of people 
living in services because their own lives are relationally enriched. It is more 
difficult for people living in services to expand their social world. When there is a 
sudden leaving and loss of friendship, service users may feel rejected and 
depressed if there is no explanation offered. A process of 'letting go' gently 
softens the process of leaving. 
Uditsky ( 1993, p. 86) discussed the need to protect people with disabilities 
"against false promises and discontinuity". In discussing the problems of 
artificially generating relationships between people with disabilities, service 
workers, and community members, Uditsky warned against the presumptions of 
relationship development as yet another programmatic issue. Discontinuity in 
the lives of people with disabilities who live in service environments as service 
workers rotate through their lives, add to other harmful and unnatural 
characteristics of formalised support (Wolfensberger, 1975c; Schwartz, 1992; 
Lutfiyya, 1993). Yet, positive relationships enrich people in all aspects of social 
life. Although not considered a substitute for naturally acquired friendships, 
relational richness is to be pursued in service environments in the context of 
'Right Attitude', and 'Parting' is an important part of the process. 
This study demonstrates that informants experience some service relationships 
as friendship. The capacity to define relationships in services as friendship, 
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although this might be idealised in an instllutional setting which h~1.s JH,frntial for 
non-relationship or relational deprivation, is evidence enough that people feel 
supported and accepted by others in the service context. In any relational 
context there is potential for gain and Joss, acquiring knowledge about self and 
others, and finding meaning. It is for this reason that 'quality serving' is 
conscious of the need to 'part gently' from people in services and address the 
issue of personal responsibility as in any other relationship. Leaming to let go of 
valued relationships is a necessary attribute for the development of healthy 
relational experiences. High risk categories in the healthy resolution of loss 
include people who are socially isolated, have had multiple losses and elderly 
people (Bugen, 1976; Parkes, 1985; Brandstadter & Greve, 1992; Stroebe, 
Stroebe, Abakoumkin, &Schut, 1996). For elderly people living in services. loss 
of key service workers adds to the multiple losses of home, family and 
community. 
Unequal power between service users and workers and unhealthy dependency in 
relationships has more potential for harm when there is an abrupt departure. 
This was evident following an interview with one woman with disabilities Janet 
who had discussed her great friendship with a key worker and how 'like sisters" 
they were. Contact with Janet for a second interview resulted in an emotional 
breakdown as, between sobs, she talked about how her friend had unexpectedly 
given notice that day: 
I don't know what I 'II do without her (sobs). She is my closest 
friend. They 'II never be anyone else lo take her place. She 's 
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never said she wasn ·, happy here. I Ji:.:/ so miserahle and 
useless and wonder whal ·s the point of ii all. 
In aged care contexts people also consistently describe 'missing· workers who 
have been supportive, although there is a general resignation to the fact that work 
in aged care is commonly transitory. This means that the emotional suppert for 
people living in aged care contexts may rest with a few key workers who invest 
in the people long-term and who are forced to divide their time between many 
people in need of support. When key workers leave, parting gently, validates 
service users and reinforces that they are 'alike' rather than 'just a job·. Mrs. 
White explains: 
When I heard thal Pat was leaving. I felt rea/11· upset, but I 
was glad that 1,1,e were told and I could tell hl'r ho11· much I 
appreciated all she'd done fiJr me over the yec1rs. I }i·as able 
to give her something to remind me by and that 11·as important 
to me. The last time one of the nurses left. she just sudden~r 
disappeared 1,vithout felting on and I felt so /er down. After all 
we'd been through, I felt like I was just a piece of the 
furniture. 
4.4.1.5 RESPONSIVE SERVING 
(Being there when it counts) 
The sub-theme 'Responsive Serving' is descriptive of serving which nurtures 
autonomy and acknowledges different identities and preferences. · Responsive 
Serving' is characterised by flexible and non-judgmental help and lack of routine. 
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Barriers to responsive serving arc fonnal service structures and 'not right 
attitude·. 
Flexibility in services is characterised by "high labour-intensity and a move away 
from facility-based service" (Wright, Haycox, & Leedham, 1994, p. 120). People 
are recognised as the key element of embling and supportive services and 
'"support for both service users and workers is a high priority" (Taylor, Racina, 
& Lutfiyya, 1987, p. 70). 1n this study, small locally based agencies for people 
with disabilities are valued by service users for the flexibility of contact. This 
contrast is described by people who had experienced both routine, institutionally 
based 'programs' and 'Responsive Serving'. Ross, a man with a disability who 
has spent fourteen years in a nursing home before movmg out says: 
In the other place. eve0· day had to have a program. whether 
I liked it or not. and I used to do some bloody useless things 
just to keep the peace . . 1'1/mv, one of the best things is being 
alone when I like. I still have trouble H·ith some staff... but 
when I get a good one he's worth his weight in gold. I don·, 
have to fit in with their rosters nmv. I can make my own. 
This is not the case in some situations. When large organisations remam m 
control of funding, people living in the 'community' have lives which still 
revolve around rostered shifts. They have the potential to live in mini-
institutions in suburbia with fewer opportunities for quality interactions with 
service workers. 'Roundabouts and swings · is how one man, Simon, resigned to 
the fact that things will never be any different for him, describes his experiences. 
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In aged care environments which are characterised by large highly regulated 
accommodation facilities which are oriented towards the medical model, 
informants arc less likely to experience flexibility in contact. Limited contact, 
standard routines and an emphasis on meeting pre-determined standards of 
physical care. diminish opportunities for responding to personal needs on an 
individual basis. 'Responsive Serving' is commonly limited to occasional and 
superficial encounters which display an awareness that individual needs might 
not be met in a 'one size fits all' or 'batch' fashion. When such encounters occur, 
they are idealised by people living in aged care environments. 
Despite stereotyping and system constraints, innovative service workers strive 
to create episodes of 'quality' for elderly people living in services. Two elderly 
women informants were taken for a goum1et picnic in a local park by a chef 
volunteer. This 'special· occasion developed out of one service worker knowing 
the women and their past family activities. The experience has had long-term 
benefits. For one day they relinquished the role of nursing home resident and 
became 'like ordinary people·. Potent 'quality' experiences have the potential to 
reconnect people with lhe world and their identities. 
'Responsive Serving' is closely linked to personal autonomy and a willingness 
by service workers to respect the preferences of service users in the way that 
tasks are carried out. Autonomy has become a key area of human service 
research both in disability services (Legault, 1992; Nosek & Fuhrer, 1992: Joyce, 
1994) and aged care contexts (O'Connor & Vallerand, 1994; Cohen et al., 1995; 
Hertz, 1996). In aged care environments, for example, clothing and the way it is 
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worn has significant personal meanmg for informants in this study. Self-
presentation in the way that people dressed may remain the only control they 
have in an otherwise regulated and externally controlled life. It is also symbolic 
of respectability and social normality for a generation of people for whom 
modesty and cleanliness of dress is culturally important. For one informant, 
Mrs. Burns, wearing a petticoat means 'respectability'. 
The regular girls know that I always wear a petticoat, but 
some of the new ones don 't bother. One day I didn 'r even 
have pants on and my son came to take me for a ivalk. I 
didn't think that rhat was right ... but I didn 't 1rnnt to say 
anything. 
A young woman, Lisa, considers that having the support of service workers to 
dress the way she does lets people know that she is aware of normal trends: 
There isn 't much 'fl make the wheelchair groovy ... but I can 
do the best with the rest of me. Down at the club ... you don 'r 
want to look like a 'dag ·. Doreen knows that I have my mm 
style and doesn 't interfere. 
Presentation of service workers also conveys messages of responsive senrmg. 
Mature service workers serving elderly informants in shorts and T-shirts may 
also be interpreted as a lack of respect. A nursing home resident, Mrs. White, 
expresses her disapproval: 
The girls here wear shorts. I've never seen anything like it. 
Imagine . .. and some of them grandmothers themselves. I 
don't think it's right to come here dressed like that. It 
wouldn 't happen in my day. 
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'Responsive Serving' displays sensitivity to the socio-cultural context of the 
person in a service. The need for cultural sensitivity is heightened in congregated 
environments such as nursing homes and hostels for elderly people. In disability 
services 'Responsive Serving' is 'personal serving' and adjusts time and place to 
meet the expressed needs of service users. 'Responsive Serving' is a fonn of 
entrepreneurship. By being creative, fluid and adaptable, resilient and optimistic, 
positive daily experiences and opportunities for development can be generated 
for people in living services. 'Responsive Serving' focuses on the strength of the 
personal encounter to create meaning and is not diverted by the bureaucratic 
barriers and system constraints of formal services. Responsiveness is a 
characteristic of 'human' serving. 
4.4.2 SUMMARY 
To answer the question: What are the valued characteristics of quality in living 
services from the perspectives of service users, the following statements emerge 
from analysis of the data: 
I. Valued elements in living services are evaluated by service users through 
the attitudes of service workers as they are conveyed in communication, 
cultural sensitivity, re:..i1ect and acts of serving. 
2. Confidentiality in personal r!isclosure between service users and workers is 
based on trust and provides reassurance of beneficence. 
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3. Communic,llion about nonnal social events reinforces the role of belonging 
to a wider society and being alike. 
4. Continuity in relationships between service users and key workers 1s an 
important element of quality. 
5. Opportunities to end relationships with workers gently is important for 
confirn1ation of self-worth a~d re-establishment of other positive 
relationships with new workers. 
6. Service processes which are individual. non-routine and adapt to the needs 
of people living in services provide opportunities for quality experiences 
which can have long-lasting effects on well-being. 
The next step in the study examined in greater depth, categories of relationships 
between service users and service workers which had emerged during the first 
two phases of the study. By identifying infom1ation rich cases and discussing 
their experiences greater insight could be gained related to the variable 
experiences of people living in services and the influence of the relational context 
of living in a service on 'quality of life'. 
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4.5 QUESTION 4: WHAT IS THE NATURE OF SERVICE REJ ATIONSHJPS 
BETWEEN SERVICE USERS AND WORKERS IN LIVING SERVICES'? 
This section will discuss ethical and technical approaches in human services and 
describe four themes representing the experiences of service users in the study 
from their descriptions of interactions with service workers. The themes are 
SHARING THE INNER CIRCLE, LIKE ONE OF THEM, CLIENTS AND 
STAFF, and TASKS AND WORKERS. 
4.5.1 HUl\tlAN SERVICE RELATIONSHIPS 
Human services, like any interactional context, create problems for people 
working in services choosing between vanous courses of action. Choice, 
accordiPg to Kierkegaard (cited in Peterfreund & Denise, 1992) is about freedom, 
and contrasts with the conformity of following others. Choice in this context is 
about conscious choice founded on moral worth, rather than self-interest or 
conforming to rules. Kierkegaard (cited in Peterfreund & Denise, 1992 p. 225) 
stresses the importance of choice as determining moral character, whether it 1s 
about critical or insignificant issues in the lives of people: 
The heart of human existence lies in the power of choice. 
indeed the manner in which one chooses is as meaningful as 
the content of choice. 
In choosing to relate ethically to people living in services, service workers who 
have been identified by service users as providing quality relational experiences 
adopt a general principle of potentiality in their interactions with people living in 
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services. Goodman ( 1988) suggested that to b,• human is not just to display the 
full range of human characteristics but also lo be bound up with potentialities 
and capacities. Goodman ( 1988, p. 200) also suggested that a person is not 
someone who has already developed the abilities required for personhood but 
one \Vho has the natural capacities whether they arc developed or not. 
Acceptance of people with severe disabilities as valued human beings was 
discussed by Bogdan and Taylor (I 987: 1989) who described the social 
construction of people with disabilities by people without disabilities who had 
intimate relationships with them and who attributed them with the potential for 
thought. feeling, reciprocation and individuality. The ability of service users and 
workers to engage in interactions based on human commonalities as opposed to 
stereotypes underpins quality experiences in living services. 
Stereotyping of users of living services is fostered by role descriptions of service 
workers, which, by focusing on task oriented service rather than relational 
serving in recruitment, distance them from the human needs and characteristics of 
the people they serve. In dividing face-to-face-interaction into unfocused (just 
being in another's presence) and focused (sustained engagement with another) 
Goffman ( 1961 b, p. 87) discussed the rules of recruitment and division of labour 
of fonnal service environments. In living environment services, differences in 
status and roles are influenced by the fonnality of the service structure. Human 
service technologies which underpin practice are consonant with dominant 
cultural beliefs about what is desirable and acceptable to do. Practice ideologies 
reflect belief systems of 'what is good' for people receiving services. 
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Compartmcnlalising the needs of people in living services means that workers 
can be selective in addressing a limited set of client attributes. 
According to Hasen field ( 1994, p. 16), "Social and psychological isolation occurs 
by limiting the ability of the clients lo introduce social relations and attributes 
not deemed relevant into the service processes". When a person acts solely in 
terms of the normative performance demands of the position, it is unlikely that 
the relational context will be characterised by growth and friendship. Activities 
are obligatory and roles are symbolised in status cues, for example, of <lress and 
interaction . 
Despite the constraints of systems and ro,..: descriptions, it !-\as been 
demonstrated in this study that some participants have transcended their role 
obligations in their interactions with people living in services. They have a view 
of service users as equal, valued human beings v,:ith whom they share significant 
life events and from whom they receive validation of their own humanness. In 
discussing different motives for helping other people Wuthnow ( 199 I, p. 93) 
suggested that "giving of oneself when it is not articulated in the language of duty 
may be legitimised in che language of fulfilment". The idea of reciprocity is a 
common way for people to make sense of the "The most effective means we use 
to limit our compassi,m is to create a distinction between our roles and 
ourselves". In living services, service workers who set boundaries to their caring 
function, associate their caring activities with specific roles rather than 
identifying them with their entire selves. It may be argued that by focusing on 
roles, service workers have a way of detaching from situations in good 
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identities as human beings. Coles ( 1993) also discussed serving others a!-i both 
necessary to individuals and to society at large and suggested that 111 scrvmg 
others we also serve ourselves. This view was supported by Noddmgs ( 1984, p. 
14) who, in discussing Kierkegaard's view of the need to sec another's reality as 
a possibility of one's own, suggested that "The caring for self, for the ethical 
self, can emerge only from caring for others". Ethical caring, according to 
Noddings, referred to an actuaiity, not just a verbal commitment. It is also about 
caring which does not occur naturally and even though the reality of the other 
may be repugnant we are still motivated to act on their behalf. 
A number of studies of older populations have concluded that a positive 
relationship exists between friendship in older populations and their psycho-
social well-being (Strain & Chappell, 1982; Restinas & Garrity 1985; Hays, 
! 988; Burbanck, 1992; Powers. 1992). Authors also suggested that nursing 
homes may offer service users a new socia: world and potentially new 
friendships if they are able to communicate (Restinas & Garrity, 1985; Gutheil, 
1991; Powers, 1991 ). Research in resident-staff relations in care giVII1g 
environments have provided evidence that service users actual:y lived longer 
when positive relationships existed between the two groups (Noelker & 
Townsend, 1985; Nussbaum, 1988). Other research has demonstrated that 
elderly people living in services who had positive relationships with service 
workers, reported fewer physical symptoms than t:1ose who were limited m 
their interactions (Miller & Lelieuvre, 1982; Cox, Kaeser, Montgomery, & 
Marion,1991; Timko, Nguyer, Williford, & Moos, 1993). 
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paid employee (Sumarnh, 1987). Accounts of friendships between people with 
disabilities and staff members may be a natural extension of a supportive 
working relationship in which people can enjoy genuine friendships with each 
other (Walker & Salon, 1991; Lutfiyya, 1993). For people with disabilities who 
lack other friendship networks, their relationship with a key service worker may 
be ihe only trusting relationship in their lives. This raises issues of vulnerability 
and potential loss. Despite the inherent risks of friendships which have their 
beginnings in unequal service roles, participants in this study have described 
important and rewarding relational experiences derived from such friendships. 
Service is a relationship between people which necessarily involves ethical 
questions. This study has shown that relationships between servic<..: use"s and 
workers are not always positive and some have been described as harmful. Some 
participants experience relationships which are warm and comforting, while 
others are treated as if they do not exist. Without an attitude of accep::mce and 
trust, people are at risk of becoming objectified. 
In living services which lacked relational quality, relationships of a client and 
staff nature are characterised by an underlying ethos of rationality and technical 
efficiency. Although tangible care tasks are rendered to the individual and 
environment according to what is dictated in job descriptions, service users 
experience detachment and loss of control of their environment. According to 
Noddings ( 1984, p. 51) "although we believe that rules of behaviour are made for 
the benefit of others, they also make it easier to fulfil the mininmm requirements 
of caring. Noddings went on further to comment that "if we behave consistently 
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and automatically by rule, we cannot be said to care" (p. 51 ). Alternatively, rules 
may also may provide safeguards for people whose energies are finite and who 
are consistently in the forefront of caring demands. Some people, in order to 
perfom1 the tasks involved in serving groups of people with high physical 
demands, may unintentionally suppress their consciousness that those 
individuals also have socio-emotional needs. 
Service workers may also feel depersonalised in the institutional environment 
and differences in demographics between service users and workers may inhibit 
the development of friendships. Research into the attitudes of service workers 
has demonstrated that they express high expectations of their relationships with 
service users. This is tied to their self-concept as nurturing and compassionate 
people (Heiselman & Noelker, 1991 ). 
Differences in quality of relationships in services, sugge:-.t that services can either 
be described as ethical (providing quality experiences) or technical (lacking 
quality experiences) in their relational context. Ethical services are further divided 
into the themes 'sharing the inner circle' and 'like one of them' and technical 
services are divided into the themes 'clients and staff and 'tasks and workers·. 
Case studies will now be used to demonstrate themes i.e. SHARING THE 
INNER CIRCLE, LIKE ONE OF THEM, CLIENTS AND STAFF, and 
TASKS AND WORKERS. 
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Themes are presented and discusseJ from the most valued to least valued 
relational experiences as they consistently appeared in the data and are displayed 
in the following figure. 
U = SERVICE USl:R 
W = SERVICE WORKER 
.,.'-
.,. -
.,. -
(.,. ...... ~ ........ , 
I I 
: W : SHARING THE INNER CIRCLE 
: J (Long-term mutual commitment) 
ETHICAL 
SERVING LIKE ONE OF THEM 
TECHNICAL 
SERVICE 
FIG. 5 QUESTION 4 EMERGING THEMES 
(Collective Benefits) 
CLIENTS AND STAFF 
(Roles without relationships) 
TASKS AND WORKERS 
(Bodies and Routines) 
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4.5.2 ETHICAL SERVING 
4.5.2.1 SHARl~G THE INNER CIRCLE 
(Long-tenn mutual commitment) 
'Sharing the Inner Circle' describes the highest quality serving relationship. 
Service users and workers have life-sharing capacities. Their relationship'> are 
significant, mutually supportive and Jong-lasting. Examples of 'Sharing the Inner 
Circle' were only described in this study in living services for people with 
disabilities. This ma:, be due to the smaller and more flexible service types in 
disability services which support a less 'professional' approach to meeting 
people's needs. 
Exemplar 1 REG and l/,VD.4 
Reg is fifty-six years old and has had a physical disability since birth. Reg 
communicates formally and uses words carefully. He presents as highly educated 
and well-informed, although his opportunities for education were severely 
restricted due to segregation from mainstream education as a result of having a 
disability. Much of his information has been absorbed through the media. He 
enjoys discussing 'issues'. Reg could be described as 'verbose' as he loves to talk 
with people and is limited in his opportunities. He tends to 'go overboard' with 
talk when he has the chance to socialise. 
Reg left home to live in an institution when he was in his twenties as it 
physically became more difficult for his parents to care for him. There was no 
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other option to provide him with the necessary physical care. For eighteen years 
he shared a room with five other men, who also had physical disabilities, in a 
nursing home managed by a large charitahle organisation. There were no curtains 
or any other form of privacy for Reg in the room he shared with the other 
residents. All his daily experiences, including his eating and toiletting habits were 
recorded, as were those of all the other residents. Organisational rules and 
rC'utines dominated his life during these years. 
Due to the belief of a service worker, who was newly employed by the 
institution where Reg lived, that people like Reg could live more humane lives, 
funding was secured to enable Reg to leave the institution. This did nl,t occur 
without strong advocacy for someone acting on Reg's behalf, and there was also 
resistance from people within the organisation who did not believe that people 
with disabilities of the severity of Reg's could survive in community settings. 
The months leading up to the transistion to his current home, was a time of great 
stress for Reg. He feels that he 'has come through that time well' and 'become 
stronger as a person because of my struggle · although at the time he admits to 
being 'scared witless·. Reg now, through choice, lives alone in a rented apartment 
in an inner city suburb and recruits his own care-givers. The funding for his 
hours of care is co-ordinated through a small agency. People with disabilities 
who use the agency form the Board of Management and employ the co-
ordinator. 
Reg is unable to participate in any of his daily care activities. His joints are fixed 
in positions which do not allow him to sit or lie straight. In his previous 
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institutional environment, Reg's activities were restricted to scheduled routines 
and organised 'outings'. Visits to his elderly parents' home were his only 
individual activity. Reg now has funding to provide thirty-five hours of care each 
week. He has the maximum number of care hours which can be funded under 
current policies to assist people with disabilities to live independently. This 
means that he spends much of his time alone at home as most of his ca:e hours 
are used for personal care. Reg considers that this is still a vast improvement on 
his previous life. He listens to radio and watches television daily to keep abreast 
of news and current events. Reg loves the company of other people. He likes to 
be dropped off at the local shopping centre where he can sit, watch, and 
hopefully chat to people passing by. 
Reg does not look back with any bitterness on the eighteen years of life he spent 
in institutional care. He is philosophical about those years and can even discuss 
them with some humour and gratitude for the services he received. He remains 
optimistic about his future, despite the fact that as he ages, he is experiencing 
increased pain and reduced mobility. 'As long as I can speak and listen ,o people 
I consider myself one of the lucky ones' he says. He has lived alone in his current 
home for eight years and the control over the recruitment of his personal care 
workers is described by Reg as the most ·wonderful improvement ' on his 
previous life. The service worker who initially advocated for Reg and assisted 
Reg to move is still involved in co-ordinating his care hours, but it is a special 
relationship with Linda a care-giver that has significant meaning in Reg's life. 
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When Reg first met Linda she was eighteen and had just begun training to be a 
nurse. She had no prior experience of working with people! with disabilities. Reg 
describes the early y ars of Linda's involvement and the concern he showed her 
due to long hours of study and also her work for him. 'She had no father· , he 
explains, ·and so I felt that I should be looking ajier her too ... I ~rns always 
reminding her that she had /0 eat proper~v and look ajier her health ·. 
Linda has been Reg's carer for five years. During that time she has married and 
had two children. She has also graduated with a nursing degree but continues to 
provide care for Reg who describes his feelings about his relationship with Linda: 
'When I'm around her I'm really relaxed and/eel that I haven't got a care in the 
world. It's just H·onde,ful ·. 
Reg's relationship with Linda has developed a 'family' like ethos, and he 
frequently visits her home and has her children visit him. He has been accepted 
as a 'grandfather' figure by Linda's young children. For Reg, whose previous 
experiences of interacting with young people have been characterised by fear and 
ridicule, the acceptance and normality of his relationship with Linda's children is 
a source of great pleasure. 
It's just wonderful to think that she's made me a grandfather 
to the kids. They come here and climb all over me. I've never 
had the chance to be close to children until now. It's good for 
them not to be frightened of disabled people. 
(It sounds like that's really important to you) 
Yes, it makes me/eel more like a normal person. 
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Reg considers his relationship with Linda as central in his life and is able to 
discuss private thoughts and feelings with Linda in a climate of mutual trust. 
This is even more appreciated following his years of institutional livir g where he 
says, · I had to be careful about eve,ything I said. as eve,yone knew everyone 
else ·s business·. Reg also views the relationship with Linda as reciprocal: 
We can talk to each other about anything. Sometimes she 
needs to off load on me too now and again. She 's like a 
member of my personal family and I'm a member of her 
fami(v ... it's more that a friendship. 
(Can you tell me how you feel in the relationship with Linda ... 
and why it's di./Jerentfrom others?) 
Yes ... I feel different in the fact that she loves me and I love 
her ... I feel that love. 
Reg also realises that he is vulnerable in the relationship and acknowledges that 
circumstances in Linda's life may change and result in her moving to live 
elsewhere. He is philosophical about this, and although he admits that it would 
be 'hard to take·. he feels that the benefits of knowing Linda and being involved 
with her family will continue as 'good memories·. 
Linda is a young woman with two small children who came to work for Reg after 
leaving school and to subsidise her studies in nursing at a local university. Linda 
was raised in a rural community and prior to meeting Reg, had no personal 
experience of disability and was unaware that people with disabilities lived in 
institutions. On learning about Reg's life up until that time, Linda says she felt 
'horrified' that Reg had spent so long apart from other people. Linda says that 
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she 'had never met anyone like Reg before· and what she found the saddest thing 
about his life was his lack of confidence in making decisions, even aLout simple 
everyday activities and his need to have approval for any decisions he did make: 
When I first met Reg. he was the first person with a disability I 
had real~v spoken to. I had no idea that people like Reg lived 
in institutions. He \\·as like a little boy who was coming out 
into the world. He asked approval for ever_vthing. It has taken 
a long time for Reg to say just what he wants for himself 
Linda also values her special relationship with Reg and the role he plays in her 
family life. She talb about her first meeting v:itii Reg and what he had taught her 
about the \\ orld and human nature over the five years they have known each 
other. Linda admires Reg for his 'patience' and 'enjoyment (jnd appreciation of 
simple things'. She views him as having a 'gentle, kind nature· and genuinely 
enjoys his company. Although she does find his continual talking wearing at 
times, she recognises that this is a result of his loneliness and limited contact 
with other people. 
Linda continued to care for Reg through her two pregnancies. When lifting him 
became too difficult, her husband also became involved as a care-giver for Reg. In 
this way the continuity of their relationships was unbroken. Reg has been 
involved in Linda's family life and rituals. She admires hiin as a gentle and wise 
person and shares her hopes and aspirations with him. As result of this open 
relationship, Linda and Reg have trust in each other. 
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Linda's n~le as friend has also involved conflicting feelings related to her paid role 
as car<.:-giver. She confim1s an on-going commitment to maintaining their 
relationship as superccding her involvement in her paid role: 
Reg is more to me than a client. I feel guilty at taking the 
money to look after him because it's like helping a good 
ji-iend. hut/ need to earn a living. I know I should he looking 
for a more well paid job now that I'm qualified, hut at the 
nument I want to keep being Reg's primary carer. I know /'II 
need to find more work soon ... but /'II still be involved \•.:ith 
Reg. He is such a part of our lives now. The kids love him. 
He's like one of the family and I couldn't imagine that we 
wouldn 't always be friends. 
Exemplar 2 KA TY and SALLY 
Katy is a forty-two year old woman with a progressi\·e physical disability. She 
lives with another woman who also has a disability_ Katy's institutional life, in 
contrast to Reg's, was more environmentally comfortable and opportunities 
were provided to be involved in paid work, contribute to organisational policies 
and develop community roles and relationships. Katy is quiet and thoughtful in 
her interactions with p-eople and had many friends in the institution where she 
lived, although she also felt the need for more privacy and individuality in her 
lifestyle_ She views her current situation as a great improvement, but would like 
to live alone rather than share a home if that were possible. Current funding 
arrangements will not provide the hours of care that Katy requires to live alone. 
Katy has a close relationships with Sally, a thirty-two year old service worker 
who had worked in the institution where Katy lived and had been chosen by 
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Katy to work for her for the past five years m a group home. Katy describes 
their relationship: 
With Sal(v ... I know that she doesn ·, judge anything I do or 
heliale or demean things I care about. She shares what's 
happening in her life with me too. 
(Can :,.:au give me an example of !hat"!) 
iVe/1 ... H"e share a great deal of our lives. She 'II tell me things 
about her family tJzat she ivou/dn 't tell other people. When her 
daughter was born she wanted me to be at the birth too. 
Because I can never have children she wanted me to share it 
with her. It was important for her for me to be there ... giving 
her support. 
Katy goes on to describe the importance of the 'family' relationship she has 
with Sally and her chi Id: 
I guess the fact Iha! size's prepared lo share so much of her 
family life with me is important ... because I knoH· I "II never he 
able to have children. Being part of her daughter's groH·ing 
up is very importanl to me and the fact that she trusts me to be 
an influence and share the upbringing of her daughter. I am 
her godmother. 
Katy is also aware of her own vulnerability in the relationship: '/ do wony that if 
she ever leaves this area I won 't have so much contact and that·.,. something I 
don't want to think about. ' 
Sally is a slightly built young woman who is careful and reflective about her 
descriptions of her involvement with Katy. Sally says she 'fell into· working in 
the disability area. It was not a conscious choice on her part, but came about due 
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to an opportunity to train in a practical course as a care-giver at a time when she 
was single and unemployed. Sally has now worked i11 the area for over ten years 
both in institutional environments and now, with Katy in a group home. During 
the time she has worked for Katy, Sally has married and had a child. Sally's 
relationship with Katy is central in her life. Katy was bridesmaid at her wedding 
and has the role of confidante. The blurring of employee role and close friend 
also causes conflict: 
She ·s one of my two closest friends. A friend is someone you 
can share your life \Vith ... the good times ... and the bad 
times. She became a friend because ,;he was interested in my 
l(fe. The hard thing is to remember that I'm ,rnrking ... even 
though it is for a friend. It's a very fine line hetH·een friend 
and carer. 
Sally describes how she fulfils the role of service worker. She talks about her 
compassion for Katy and her willingness to act totally in Katy's interests so 
that Katy may experience life through her physical abilities: 
It's not like I'm a robot, because I'm a friend as well ... but I 
am like ... her hands and feet ... the motions of her thoughts 
and wants, being there for her in whatever she wants me to 
do. 
Sally considers her relationship with Katy as integral to sustaining her 
involvement as care-giver. Caring for Katy 1s physically demanding. She 
acknowledges that there are other people within the organisation she would 
choose not to work for because of their 'attitude·. It is important for her that 
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people she works for also treat her with respect and not just as someone 'paid tu 
do the heavy work ·. 
Sally's friendship with Katy also makes her vulnerable to loss as Katy's health 
is progressively deteriorating. Sally speaks of her experience of a recent critical 
period in Katy's health when she maintained a vigil at Katy's side as she slipped 
in and out of consciousness. Katy was not expected to survive. Long, close 
involvement with Katy and watching her health deteriorating has been difficult. 
She says: 
I kept saying no ... no ... she's not dying ... and when she 
pulled through it was such a highlight. I suppose ... I thought 
... it was like ... in a way ... to let us kncni· that some day she is 
going to die. I don't want to think abolil r}l(-, 
4.5.2.2 LIKE ONE OF THEM 
(Collective benefits) 
The theme 'Like One of Them' is characteristic of service relationships which 
are personal, experienced by service users as reciprocal. and consistently 
described as friendship. In the context of 'Like One of Them· both service user 
and worker express enjoyment in their interactions. 
Exemplar 2 MR. COLLINS a11d JOY 
Mr Collins lives in a nursing home. He is formal in his communication and 
concerned that he looks 'smart' and clean shaven for the interview. Mr Collins 
had a stroke three years ago and is paralysed down one side and uses a 
wheelchair for mobility. He is a widower and lived by himself following his 
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wife's death. He has one son who lives in a country town whom he rarely sees. 
He describes himself as a 'loner· and 'having /iule in common· with the other 
residents. He bel;eves that the standard of care he receives is 'unsurpassable · 
and in particular he names Joy, a nurse. as 'exceptional·. According to Mr 
Collins, Joy has been his friend and confidante and has provided emotional 
support through a difficult period when he had financial worries involving a close 
family member's misuse of his savings. He 'describes Joy as : ·a good friend ... a 
good person ... and a very good nursing sister·. Mr Collins 'has a lot of time for' 
most of the staff who care for him. When probed about the particular 
significance of his relationship with Joy he says: 
I suppose she went that extra distance fbr me when I was 
realzv at m.v lowest. I knew that I could trust her to give me 
good advice. She always St'ems to give rhm little bit extra. if 
you knou: what I mean. A /though I'm an independent sort of 
person, there are ;imes when you need to off-load. Joy is 
someone I can trust with anything. 
The relationship with Joy is very important to Mr Collins. In the relationship he 
views himself as less in_capacitated and able to discuss 'normal· things like news 
events and personal interests. He also enjoys knowing about Joy's life outside of 
work and hearing about her family and activities. He describes this as 'bringing 
in the outside world'. 
For Mr Collins, who has no other social contacts outside of the living 
environment, his relationship with Joy is the most significant in his life: 'She ·s 
been an exceptional friend to me ·. 
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Joy is a nurse who presents as articulate and efficient. Joy is middle-aged, 
married with adult children and has worked in many different clinical areas in 
senior positions. She has also undertaken a number of extra courses, including a 
course in grief counselling at her own initiative, so that she could 'better help the 
people here·. Although she could work in more senior and well-paid positions, 
Joy prefers to work in the nursing home situation because she 'likes elderlv 
people· and feels that she is offered an opportunity to use all her professional 
and personal abilities. She says she 'gets a lot out of working here' and describes 
her work as 'holistic' and 'personally fulfilling·. In this environment she explains: 
I get a lot of satisfaction out of small accomplishments, not 
great big achievements. Like i,vhen someone smiles ... that ·s 
real(v worthwhile. With Ion[! term aged care you become ve,:v 
much a friend or a famizy to the people you look after. It's 
very small things that make a difference. 
Joy has her own way of thinking about 'what is important ' to the people who 
live in the nursing home. and as a result, what is important in her capacity as 
service worker. She describes details of small personal preferences of residents 
which are not routine,._ but she gives them high priority, and feels that this is 
appreciated. Joy finds it 'impossible' to meet the needs of all the people who 
live here but sees herself in the role of advocate and watches out for anything 
that she feels might be lacking in the lives not only of the people whose care she 
is assigned to supervise, but also the nursing home community as a whole. There 
are sixty people living in the nursing home and because Joy recognises their need 
for emotional support and companionship she works extra hours unpaid to 
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compensate for the time she doesn't spend on documentation during her paid 
working day. She says: 
I tend w get side tracked ... usually on some personal issue 
with a resident. The documentation gets behind. It's geuing 
right out of hand anyway. It's a case of priority ... and geUing 
off at 3.30 is not my highest priorit_v. I very rarely go home on 
time and I always have extra work to do. 
Joy describes her relationship with Mr Collins as 'special·. According to Joy, 
Mr Collins is not the most popular resident with service workers. He has a 
reputation for being cantankerous and difficult to rlease, but Joy describes him 
as a strong independent person. who has a lot of dignity and who finds it 
particularly difficult to enter a communal living situation. His wife is dead and 
his son rarely visits. Joy interprets his difficult behaviour as bravado and a way 
of pretending he is not sad and lonely. She persisted in her relationship with him 
and now believes that they can discuss anything with each other. She makes time 
to acknowledge him on a daily basis and tries to spend quality time with him at 
least once a week when they'll sit and have a cup of tea together. 
Joy views the nursing home environment as primarily a relational setting and 
makes frequent reference to the 'task orientation· that current policies and 
funding emphasise as being important in tenns of 'quality of life' for residents. 
Although aware of the necessity for health care, Joy considers that ·compassion 
for the situation that people .find themselws in when they come here can 'r be 
overlooked', and, particularly in Mr Collms' situation, 'helping him achieve a 
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sense <~( dignizr and worth in his last few years has hecome the main focus of m v 
contact ·. 
When probed about why her relationship with Mr Collins was especially 
significant Joy says: 
I suppose it was just something about him that reached out to 
me. He alwa_i•s tries to give the impression of being so self-
contained and correct, but I could see the sadness there. The 
reward of gelling hin· to open up and share some of those 
things with me was worth the persistence. I real(v like him and 
appreciate his friend<.hip and that he's interested and takes 
the time to ask me about my life too. 
Exemplar 2 MRS WHITE and VAL 
Mrs White has lived in a nursing home for the past two years. She entered the 
nursing home following the death of her husband who was her primary carer. She 
has two daughters and five grandchildren who have regular contact. Mrs \Vhit':! 
has a number of health problems and is severely oven.veight. She is unable to 
walk independently or get up from sitting without help. She describes herself as 
'pretty useless ' but does so in a joking way and appears to be resigned to her 
current living situation. She has her own room and bathroom in a new aged 
complex and spends most of her day watching sport on television. She had 
struck up a friendship with another resident who had died and now feels that 
'there's no point in getting to know anyone else as we 're all here to die anyway·. 
Mrs White considers herself to be lucky at being allocated a room in this 
complex. She expresses satisfaction with her care and says that the people who 
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care for her are 'rnostzv nice girls hut they 're always changing·, reflecting the high 
turnover of staff which is characteristic of aged care services. Mrs White is 
especially fond of a young nurse called Val. She describes Val as ' just like a 
daughter· and 'looks forward to the days when Val is on duty·. Val, according to 
Mrs White, has a hard life as a single mother of three young children. She 
expresses concern that Val is slightly built and has to work physically hard to 
assist her with personal care. Mrs White uses humour to cope with her situation, 
she says that 'it would be no good crying all the time and drawing attention to 
myself' but admits that the loss of her husband was sudden and unexpected and 
still a great source of sadness for her. She says: 
When you need help with eve,ything like I do you 're life's an 
open book and so the onzv thing you can keep private is your 
feelings. Sometimes I can 't help myself hm•ing a /iule H·eep 
about everything and that's when I talk to Val. Although she's 
just young, !feel that I can trust her to keep quiet. She knows 
what it 's like to be lone~v. She seems to understand that I 
don't want every Tom. Dick and Harry in here when I'm 
miserable. She's been really good to me. 
Val is a friendly young woman who works mainly evening rosters in the nursing 
home. She lives close by and works to support her three young children. She 
admits that her current working situation is convenient for her and allows her to 
spend time during the day with her children, which are her first priority. She also 
says that she enjoys her work, as she is a 'people person· although she finds it 
physically tiring. 
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Val expresses liking for a number of people she works for, although, she admits, 
she finds scme people more difficult to communicate with and harder to get to 
know. When probed, Val names Mrs White as one of three people she feels she 
has become particularly close to. She describes Mrs White as a 'giving person· 
who always likes to have a joke. Val's relationship with Mrs White has 
developed over time and on discovering a common interest in sport. Val also 
expresses insight that Mrs White uses humour to cover up her sadness, and it 
was on one evening that Mrs White 'had a good cry· about her husband's death 
and the death of her friend in the next room, that Val feels their 'friendship· 
became deeper. She says that they have an ·easy· relationship and feels that Mrs 
White is interested in her · as a person. not just a n·orker · too. 
Val regularly brings photographs of her rhildren to show Mrs White whom, she 
says, is always interested in their activities. Sht Kknowledges that she · 
probab~v steps over the line · as far as other workers are concerned in her 
involvement with some of the residents, but apologisingly says: 
Well. it 'sjust the way I am and what keeps me working here, 
because the work is very hard and unpleasant al times. But 
somehow. if you get to know the people then it ·s like you 're 
doing things for a friend or a relative and that makes the dirty 
work easier to take. I'd do the same thing for my own mother 
if she needed it and that ·s how I cope on a bad day . . . try to 
see the people here as close relatives and that usually stops 
me from getting bad tempered or irritable. 
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El:emp/ar 3 JOHN and MARK 
John is a fit young man who has an intellectual disability as the result of a road 
accident as a child. He ha<; a bright personality and appears to have lots of 
interests and fun in his life. He talks excitedly about his previous week's 
activities which involved his support worker and 'good mate· Mark . John lives 
in an apartment in an inner city suburb. Previously John had lived with his 
parents who have frequent contact and who arc supportive of his wishes to live 
more independently. John likes activities which involve physical exertion, like 
walking, jogging and climbing. He also likes going to the movies and trying out 
new food. John has a number of support people involved in his life to help him 
with day-to-day household activities, but he names a support worker, Mark, as 
his 'closest buddy·. John describes Mark: 
Mark's a helper and a friend. Sometimes he comes to help ... 
but at other times we go out together. 
(You go out sometimes ?) 
Yeah ... we go to the movies. Last week we saw 'Shmvgirls · ... 
but I rea/(y like John Travolta best. Mark likes him too. 
(So ... what makes Mark a friend?) 
Well ... I like him. He 's happy to be out with me. I get to do 
what I want to do. He 1istens. He tells jokes and we laugh. He 
sings a lot too. He's a really good mate. We have goodfim. 
John has not always experienced the quality of relationship which he has with 
Made He describes this in the context of receiving services which have imposed 
routi11,es and programs which have been developed by other people. John 
appreciates his freedom in the current service context and talks at length about 
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the new experiences he has enjoyed in Mark's company. John describes Mark as 
a 'good mate and a helper·. John also realises that some community activities are 
difficult for him, but confidently expects that he can 'learn a lot· with the help 
of Mark. John makes frequent comments on the 'good mate· Mark is and the 
good times they have together. John has Mark's mobile telephone number and 
says he can call him when he needs help or just to talk. In this way John has 
control over Mark's involvement in his life. 
Mark is a young man who has worked with people with disabilities for three 
years. He also has a view of his relationship with John which is more than just 
'service oriented'. He describes his enjoyment of his involvement with John and 
feeling guilty· about being paid to provide support. Mark describes his 
involvement with John as a time of personal growth for himself. He sees the 
relationship with John as a 'two-way thing·. 
Although meeting John came about through my work ... I 
would describe our relationship as a friendship. You need to 
have a good flowing relationship. Tonight for e.xample. I'm 
going to see a film with John as a friend. I genuine~v enjoy 
being with him. John is a wonderful character, so 
spontaneous in his e,y·oyment of life. I'd still be friends with 
John even if I wasn't working/or him. 
Mark attributes John with many positive characteristics and enJoys social 
contact with John: 
Whar I get out of the relationship is a level of social 
interaction which I value and sometimes you feel needed as a 
service provider. I think that's a plus to feel needed. I know 
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I'm not a parent ... hut an informal friend. It's a similar 
jl!eling that I get from friend'>. I'm needed by them and valued 
in their lives. 
4.5.3 TECHNICAL SERVICE 
4.5.3.1 CLIENTS A.ND STAFF 
(Role without relationship) 
'Client and Staff' relationships are characterised by 'professional' distancing. 
Interactions are mainly 'service oriented' and impersonal, although socially 
appropriate greetings and task competency are experienced. 
Exemplar I MR CARSO."\' 
Mr Carson is a widower and has lived in a nursing home for four years. He left 
hospital to return home to his unit in an inner city suburb following a stroke, but 
a fall at home resulted in his entrance to a nursing home. Service workers and 
other residents are Mr Carson's only source of human contact. He experienced 
active service in the second world war and has a military approach to his current 
living situation, which js reflected in his concern for punctuality and the neatness 
of his room. 
Mr Carson has his own room, which is clean and well cared for. He is tidily 
dressed, clean shaven and seated in a chair with a cushion supporting his 
paralysed arm. His radio and a newspaper are within reaching distance. His 
favourite hot drink is brought to him and placed in the 'right spot·. He considers 
the standard of care he receives as 'high quality.' 
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He views his relationships with service workers as 'correct· and 'professional· 
yet when questioned about what was important in his life as the interview 
progresses, Mr Carson expresses his longing for pcrsc,nal communication and 
companionship, although he wanted to be clear that this was not in any way a 
criticism of the service: 
They 'r:: ~·e:y kind all of them ... they 're always asking if I 
need anything. but they rush past at such a rate. They never 
have time to spend even nvo or three minutes for a chat. That 
would make such a difference . 
Communication with other residents is not a preferred option for Mr Carson. 
who finds the daily exposure to people who are progressively deteriorating 
mentally and physically, difficult to observe: 
There 's a lounge room here. but I don 't like going there as 
you don 't want to see where you 're heading. So ... I rely on 
the 'girls' for company ... but they hardly ever have time to 
drop by ... they 're so busy. 
Mr Carson has few activities available to him in his current context. He is 
embarrassed by his disability and need fur assistance with items of personal care. 
He describes feeling lonely and having little enjoyment of life. He talks about the 
'rules of the house· and his belief that 'in these places eve,yone must obey the 
rules or else the system would collapse·. He is unable to name any of the service 
workers who care for him, but can describe them by appearance. According to 
Mr Carson, he doesn't have any special relationship with any staff member. He 
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'keeps himself to himself' and gets through each day as best he can. Television is 
his diversion from the monotony of his current life. 
Mr Carson has swelling of his paralysed hand due to fluid retention. When 
questioned about his discomfort he responds: 'It's nothing really. I don ·, want to 
bother them or become a nuisance. There are other people as well as me here to 
be looked after. · 
Mr Carson's enculturation as a service recipient has socialised him into a 
passive, compliant and lonely individual who is eager to please and who lacks a 
means of confirming his identity through meaningful interactions with others. 
Communication between Mr Carson and 'staff is formal and polite, however, 
content appears to relate only to his role as service user. 
Exemplar 2 MARY and DAN 
Mary and Dan are married and have previously lived in an institutional 
environment. They now share a unit in an inner city suburb with their dog, 
Bindi. They have lived here for eight years. Displayed around their apartment 
are many photographs pf their wedding. Mary and Dan have cerebral palsy and 
use wheelchairs for mobility. They require assistance with all aspects of self-care 
and home care. 
Dan communicates slowly and thoughtfully and Mary has no means of verbal 
communication but uses gestures and facial expression to supplement the 
messages she records on her cannon communicator which is attached to her 
wheelchair. They make a lot of eye contact with each other and often break into 
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laughter during the interview as they recall experiences with service workers. 
They belong to a small agency which co-ordinates their services but they arc 
responsible for recruiting their care providers. Mary and Dan are 'expert' care 
recipients, having had more than fifty service workers involved in their lives 
since they moved into their curreni home. They have become philosophical 
about their involvement with service workers and consider it a 'bonus · when 
they have 'friend~v · communication. Mary and Dan describe their experiences 
with people who come into their home: 
You can tell right away. by the expressions on their face (( they 
want to be here or not. Sometimes. it feels uncomfortable ... 
like we shouldn't be married or sleeping together ... you can 
tell b_v the way the_v look at you. Most of tne time. people just 
come .n and do what needs to be done. H·ithout talking much. I 
suppose that's what they 're paid for ... but it would make all 
the difference if they were morefriend~v. (Dan) 
I can soon tell whether they 're going to ivork out or not. Some 
people are here for the money. The_v 're a/ii ays watching the 
clock. They don't last long ... but it ·s hard to find the right 
people. (Mary) 
Mary and Dan also comment on their continual need to establish their autonomy 
in their own home, in the way they like their care activities carried out and also 
in the care of their environment: 
They come in and start to do things without asking the way we 
like things done. It's like it's their place ... just like it was in 
the hostel. I suppose because they see that we 're disabled ... 
they think that we haven't got a clue about anything! 
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Due to the severity of their physical disabilities, Dan and Mary are unable to go 
further than their local neighbourhood without the assistance of other people. 
Despite having lived here for a number of years, they have not formed 
friendships with other non-disabled community members. They have little 
family involvement and service workers are their main 'social' contacts: 
Despite having the ability to select their own service workers, Mary and Dan 
have had their ·ups and downs·. Being a 'couple' they are able to support each 
other and use humour to cope with difficult experiences. As Dan says · ... there's 
no point in getting mad ... we just laugh it off and think ... Oh well ... tomorrow's 
another day·. 
Although they have the power to dismiss service workers if they are not happy 
with the way they provide care, they are reluctant to do so. As a result of their 
experiences, Dan and Mary have limited their expectations of relationships with 
service workers to politeness and being 'able to do the job·. They are continually 
struggling to assert their autonomy in the 'service' context of their own home. 
4.5.3.2 TASKS AND WORKERS 
(Bodies and routines) 
When people living in services become 'tasks' to be completed they are stripped 
of their identity and useful only in that they are a product of the service 
industry. In this study of fifty service users in living environments which had 
the purpose of identifying 'quality', five participants lived in the experience of 
'Tasks and Workers'. 
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Reporting the other side of 'quality' whid1 is the harmful and systematic 
reduction of people to service 'throughputs', is not intended to deflect attention 
from the good service situations, but rather, to attempt to contrast ethical service 
situations with the experiences of people who arc less fortunate in their service 
involvement. It is also necessary to demonstrate that se1vices have difficulties in 
monitoring individual quality as that rests largely on the personal interactions 
between service users and workers and the motivations of service workers to act 
with or without beneficence. 
Exemplar I ROSS 
Ross previously lived in an institution and now lives in a group home with 
another man with a disability. Ross has multiple care needs. He has limited 
interactions with people outside his service environment. He relies on service 
workers to provide all his daily care activities. Ross's service is controlled by a 
large organisation. Although Ross is meant to be involved in the selection of his 
care attendants, he is aware that the organisation undertakes a selection process 
without his input , .. u1d he feels unable to refuse to have workers who are sent to 
him for his 'approval' for fear of developing a reputation of being' difficult'. 
Ross has a history of 'Dis-service' by individuals and organisations. Ross 
discusses the power relationships between himself and his caregivers: 
Well ... we 're stuck with this and can't do anything about it. 
They make the decisions and we have to listen lo them. It can 
mean a lot of truuble for us if we complain . 
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Due to his high level of physical needs, Ross requires total care for hygiene and 
eating. The way that Ross is lif\.:d and touched by service workers convey 
strong messages of 'like' or 'dislike'. In some situations with uncaring scrvi-.:e 
workers Ross is afraid that what he calls 'rough handling· r.iight have 
detrimental effects on his severe cardiac condition. He does not believe that this 
is intentional on their behalf but rather that workers do not like caring for him 
and are 'keen to get the Joh over ,,s quickly as possible'. When he has suggested 
that he is moved more carefully, his comments have been ignored by sor.,e 
service workers. As he says with a laugh, he feels angry, but 'aftt!r thirty years of 
re(ving on 'them ·. you just get used to it. I'm surprised I'm still here! · 
Ross tries to find ways of communicating with service workers which might 
foster better relationships. He is panicularly sensitive to his toiletting needs and 
almost apologetic that he requires help. He makes allowances for service workers 
who obviously find the tasks involved in assisting him in this area, distasteful. In 
some relationships he casts himself into the role of 'child' by adapting his 
behaviour and responses in a way that he believes will please service workers, 
and make the situation iess embarrassing for h!mself. 
I just play this game with her. I know she hates cleaning me 
up and so I Joke with her that she's like a 'mum ' to me. The 
funny thing is that she's so much younger. 
Ross is a keen gardener. Although he is unable to physically work in his garden, 
he enjoys it when his neighbour comes over to plant for him. Service workers 
rarely comment on this creative part of Ross' life. According to Ross, he is just a 
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'meal ticket for most of them·. It would be nice, he remarks, if they just took an 
interest in him as a person. In some situations, workers have been 'off hand' aud 
'annoyed' when he has asked for help which is not routine or strictly according 
to what they are being paid to do. One service worker who has been prepared to 
be more helpful is highly complimented by Ross . He has little expectation, 
however, that his 'good luck· will last. 
Exemplar 2 MISS CAIRNS 
Miss Cairns is a physically frail lady who live!. in a single room in a nursing 
home. She is unmarried and has no close relatives. Miss Cairns is a university 
graduate and had a professional career. She has a sharp intelligence and often uses 
examples from current affairs to demonstrate a point that she is making about the 
society we live in and the way that elderly people are treated as she talks about 
her current situation. 
She lived alone for most of her life, and had entered the nursing home to 
recuperate from orthopaedic surgery the year previously. A fall and subsequent 
injury while living in the nursing home, resulted in a fractured pelvis and now 
Miss Cairns is unable to walk. She has resigned herself to remaining in the 
nursing home for the rest of her life, but is obviously unhappy. Although she 
appreciates that she is 'washed and fed' she feels that she has no identity and 
that people don't know who she is or as she says, 'what makes me tick·. She 
feels that the staff work very hard, but that there 'aren 't enough of them·. It is 
very distressing for her when she is incontinent while waiting for assistance. 
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Miss Cairns has little contact with other residents with whom she says she 
shares no common interests. She is mentally alert and was an avid reader until 
she developed cataracts. The radio is her only source of companionship. Miss 
Cairns feels lonely and uncared for in her current situation. Her room is 
colourless and devoid of any personal cues about who she is as an individual or 
what her life has been prior to, what she describes as her 'incarceration'. 
Miss Cairns describes the routine care she receives on a daily basis as being 
·washed. polished and placed'. There is a high turnover of staff and she worries 
about who might be responsible for her care needs. Care is painful when people 
are not gentle with her. Sometimes, when staff are very busy, she comments. 
'they don't even tell me their name. or ask mine'. She expresses anger at being 
talked down to or given childish nicknames, although she tolerates this indignity 
for fear of upsetting workers and developing a reputation of being 'difficult·. Her 
appearance is important to her, but she says sometimes she is not given choices 
about her clothes or hair style. Sometimes she doesn't have undenvear put on 
because 'people can't be bothered' and that is also a source of anger and 
humiliation. 
She finds the combination of smells in the communal dining area interferes with 
her ability to eat. She also finds congregation with other elderly people with 
disabilities distressing and prefers to eat alone in her room. This she says 'saves 
my sanity'. 
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Miss Cairns leads a lonely and monoton0us life and finds her current situation 
'intolerable· but feels powerless to change it. She hopes that she will die soon. 
On completion of the interview Miss Cairns begs the interviewer to return to 
visit her. '/ can 't remember when / last had a real conversation .... and that's so 
important J'Oll know·. 
4.6 SU1\'IMARY 
Exemplars of people in living services, have been used to demonstrate the variety 
of experiences of informants in the study and the importance of the relational 
context in examining service 'quality'. Many issues need to be addressed related 
to the expectations of people living in services for their interactions with 
workers to be characterised by qualities of liking and respect. In many cases, 
service users have expanded their lives and strengthened their self-concept 
through positive relationships with service workers. In others, service users 
experience devaluation and psychological abuse, perhaps non-intentionally, due 
to their objectification as routines and tasks of service systems. 
It is clear, from the study, that a higher level of consciousness of relational issues 
in services is required in the articulation of serving roles, the recruitment of 
service workers, and the training of people who, irrespective of defined roles, 
share life experiences with service users and who have the potential to 
powerfully influence their lives. The issue is, perhaps, not only the problems of 
articulating 'quality' in real terms instead of the tangible outcome measures 
curently in use, but also the lack of consciousness of administrators to the 
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experiences of people living in services and the meaning of 'quality' as it 1s 
enacted through day-to-day service interactions. Ultimately service 'quality' 1s 
experienced at the 'coal face·. 
"To the general public, human services are view~d (Offe, 1984 cited in 
Hasenfield, 1994, p. 3 ). Human services are microcosms of society. They also 
have th~ potential to do good or harm to people who are vulnerable in the service 
relationship. In looking into the eyes of people in services we see ourselves, and 
in reversing inequalities we can also empower ourselves as well as users of 
services. In being honest we can admit that there are things that we like and 
dislike about ourselves and others, but we can still act ethically. 
Personal care depends on people who value themselves and 
their relationships with others. Becoming a person who cares 
is an ongoing and lifelong process that is developmental in 
character and dependent on a social environment responsive 
to personal needs for care and assistance (Benoliel, 1993 p. 
9). 
In discu~:sing the importance of relationships over individualism Benoliel ( 1993, 
p. 11) went on to suggest that: 
Relational ethics acknowledges that pain and separation are 
experiences that can't be conquered and destroyed. They are 
part and parcel of the human condition and humans have the 
choice of living through these experiences with others or of 
withdrawing from involvement in such relationships. 
Perhai]s it is possible to find ways of socialising service workers towards 
integrated personalistic service rather then being trapped in stereotypical service 
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roles and relationships. The relational experiences of human service users 
described in this study demonstrates that some service relationships embody the 
values of caring, commitment to the welfare of others, trust and responsiveness 
to human needs. The possibility for acting in the best interests of others is as 
unrestricted as the potential for control and devaluation. 
The findings are displayed in the following figure linking the major themes 
emerging from research questions. Human service quality is the combination of 
positive relational communication and acts of serving which are described by 
service user and worker informants in this study in the context interpersonal 
relationships. The quality triangle formed by the three quality components is 
inclusive of positive relational experiences and exclusive of impersonal service 
experiences. 
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FIG. 6 FINDINGS 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION 
This chapter will discuss conflicting human service approaches, critique current 
competency standards m disability and aged care services, and conclude with 
recommendations. 
5.1 QUALITY INFLUENCES IN LIVING SERVICES 
5.1.1 PERSONALISM AND TECHNOLOGY 
Findings from this study suggest that the essence of human service quality is 
relationship. Service users view relationships with service workers as central to 
their perceptions of quality in living service environments. Service workers who 
were identified by service users as providing a quaiity service consciously serve 
in a relational context. Relationships involve person-to-person interaction and 
dialogue. According to Walton (1989, p. 27), the question of whether a service 
relationships was ethical or not "depends on whether it involves the other in a 
non-objectifying way, and whether it is mutual and dialogic rather than unilateral 
and paternalistic". !f people are not seen to be the centre of value in human 
service~ then they are at risk of becoming subordinate to the needs of the 
system, or commodities t,J be traded for service funds rather then people to be 
supported. 
The variable experiences of the people in this study describes the different 
approaches to serving others and clearly articulates what is judged to be 
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'quality'. In human services, like other interactional contexts, people struggle to 
make choices and respond to the demands of people and systems which arc 
often in conflict with each other. Providing a pcrsonalistic service, or a service 
which pla...:es the individual at the core of service, is at odds with operating in a 
highly structured mechanistic and systems driven environment. Accountability 
procedures which arc systems driven are removed from the experiences of 
people and become flat and meaningless documents which articulate the values of 
the system, and are at best, superficial in their presentation of what life means 
for people receiving service. The rise of the human sciences in the 201h century 
has been marked by the demise of the person (Batt ye & Slee, 1985 ). A business 
orientation m human service implementation causes quantification, 
mechanisation and standardisation. The mechanistic approach is not only a 
feature of modem human services, but is common to other social institutions in 
contemporary society. 
In discussing the conflict between personalism and dehumanization Pascoe 
(l 980) cited Blamires (19(13, p. 163) as suggesting that the influence of the 
machine in industrialised society had become: 
... accepted as a pattern of significance applicable quite 
outside the realm of the technological, applicable even to the 
domain of human relationships ... this can be seen in popular 
assumptions about the nature of human societies and 
communities, and about the way the human brain and the 
human will grapple with the affairs of life. 
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In designing human services as mechanistic systems and prot:edurcs, the purpose 
of human serving loses its meaning and the totality of human experiences is 
missed. Although tasks oriented towards physical care and safety arc essential to 
most informants in the study, if they arc not performed in a way that confirms 
the value of the service user in the relational domain, the service experience is 
viewed as being of a lesser quality. When service tasks take precedence over 
human needs both the service worker and user are depersonalised, the one 
attending to the functions of the machine, and the other becoming the 
dysfunctioning part to be 'fixed'. This allows for no development of relationship 
between the two. In this study, it was disconcerting to find how often service 
users reported their unmet need for personalistic serving, demonstrating that a 
mechanistic approach is commonly experienced by informants in the study. 
Although, when service workers 'bent the rules· or consciously created 
ennvironrnents which enabled supportive relationships to be formed, people 
living in services felt connected with, and supported by workers who also 
r~ported personal satisfaction in their interactions. 
A personal sense of control, although clearly articulated in standards in both 
disability services and aged care services, is impossible, when routines and 
schedules are imposed by systems. When services are responsive and flexible, it 
has been demonstrated that potential f vi i,,0wth exists. Even people who have 
left their family homes to enter institutional environments have the potential to 
find meaning in the experience if they have opportunities for choice and a sense 
of personal connectedness to other people. Creation of a social world through 
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relationships with others has potential to provide a mediating structure between 
the impersonality of the environment and the basic neetl to r,~:ate, act out 
personal drama, and find a capacity to develop resilience through enduring loss. 
Although autonomy is strongly articulated in service standards, the meaning of 
participation becomes blurred as a result of the exercise of power in bureaucratic 
settings. The asymmetrical power relationships between service worker and user 
is maintained throughout the formal structures of human services. According to 
Hasen field ( 1994, p. 279), "Power not only controls the information and 
socialisation processes, but also faw!ism, self-depreciation, apathy and the 
internalisation of dominant values and beliefa". i-fasenfield suggested that in 
bureaucratic systems "voices are inclined to become echoes rather than 
grievances and demands". Hasenfield went on to support Paulo Friere·s view 
that dependent societies developed a culture of silence that in tum lends 
legitimation to the dominant order. The consistency with which people in this 
study discuss problems incurred in speaking out about negative incidents 
supports this position. As Banks ( 1984, cited in Skidmore 1994, p. 16) 
suggested: 
All our lives are symbols. Everything we do is a part of a 
pattern we have at least some say in. The strong make their 
own patterns and influence other people's, the weak have 
their courses mapped out for them. 
At a process level, the study indicated that the service workers' moral evaluation 
of the service user will determine the treatment the service user receives. This 
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will also be influenced by whether the service worker adopts a personal 
philosophy of 'free will' in face-to-face service encounters, or acts as a 
functional part of the service system m carrying out service demands. In 
proposing that people have the free will to make decisions and choices Pascoe 
( 1980) suggested that without free-will people could not be considered as 
personal selves and would sink into deterministic existences. Yet, clearly, from 
the analysis of interview data in this study, determinism is alive and well in 
human services, as both service users and workers enter services and fit into 
existing events by responding to their environments in pre-determined ways. 
Service user informants in this study demonstrate the need for relationships 
which are viewed as equal and frequently use the word 'friendship' to describe 
service workers who engage in communication which validates their sem,e of self. 
This provides a sense of belonging, emotional integration and stability and 
reassurance of their worth and value. Stereotypical views about service users by 
society and reinforced by system practices create barriers to friendly encounters. 
As Skidmore (l 994, p. 44) stated: 
Practitioners are similar to tourists, day-trippers and visitors 
in that they intrude on a person's geography of being from 
time to time. Each of these practitioners will carry something 
of a stereotyped image into the client's world. 
Yet, despite the barriers created by social stigma and systems, it has '1:-een found 
in this study that service workers and users are capable of forming and sustaining 
mutual relationships which are carried outside the service environment into 
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nomml social life. These situations arc created out of a desire for relationship and 
demonstrate that people arc capable of not just becoming cogs in the economic 
and political wheels of service systems, but can create their own realities through 
personal visions of what is right. Pe<.:k ( 1990) claimed that any relationship 
involved turmoil and required people to meet the demands of positive and 
l}egative elements. In human service environments turmoil may be created 
thr\1ugh a focus on valuing competencies more than the caring aspects of 
relationship. An over reliance on methods and protocols which are systems 
driven and characterised by efficiency and regulations diminishes the need to be 
able to choose to be among people rather than bouncing between the system 
demands and individual needs. In supporting this view Peloquin ( I 993, p. 938) 
stated: 
Helpers wrap themselves in their procedural authority. 
binding themselves so tightly in their concern for the right 
method, the latest technology, that it is no wonder their 
actions seem constricted. 
In this study service workers who describe engagement in mutual relations with 
service users discuss finding meaning in the serving experience through reciprocal 
relationships. Finding meaning in service interactions was found to be a positive 
characteristic for service workers and promotes their personal well-being. Acting 
out of compassion in the best interests of others lifts service workers above 
system demands and in itself liberates trem also from the regulated environment 
of human services. In relation to the choice to act personally and with 
beneficence Pascoe ( I 980, p. 18) suggested: 
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Some theorists hold the view that humanity is thorough)•· 
depraved, inalternbly evil, fundamentally egocentric and 
vigorously intent in satisfying its own selfish need ~)ther<; 
attribute positive nobility and basic nature of Doodness to 
hum~rn1ty whose essence is composed of ',1e attributes of 
creativity, productivity, compassion a• 1 generosity. 
As well as the complexities of sy~· :n demands on workers who enter services, 
which also place them :,- ,i.;.,1erable dependants on the system, the situation is 
further complicated by their personal experiences of life and prior relationships. 
It would be unrealistic to expect that individuals will always relate positively to 
others, especially when high emotional and physical needs exists. Occasional 
maladaption to individual situations, however, is vastly different from 
continuous objectification of people in the process of 'care'. Until appraisal 
systems and training of human service workers can grapple with the articulation 
of values which shift from system to personal. human services will continue to 
be confusing and unhealthy environments for people who live and work in them. 
Service workers, in this study, who have been identified as valued by service 
users on the basis of th~ir personal relationships with them, have found personal 
satisfaction in their roles and service relationships and could be described as 
personalistic servers. Their descriptions of their involvement with service users 
show absence of conformity to, or paranoia about, system demands. They are 
also empowered in the serving environment. 
For society at large, trust to care for vulnerable people has been placed in the 
hands of human service systems. People living in services, also place themselves 
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m vulnerable positions by trusting service workers to act in their interests. 
According to Baier ( 1992}. trust altered power relationships. Even in situations 
where people are vulnerable, the vulnerability, Baier ( 1992) suggested, is still to 
some extent mutual, as love and nurturance were common goods and harm to 
~hese would mean self-harm (a question of 'doing unto others'). The consistency 
with which the word 'trust' was linked with 'quality' throughout interviews 
with service users in this study, reinforces the need for service workers to 
develop mutual relationships in serving. 
Yet, the complexities of meeting human needs through formal systems alone may 
be insurmountable. Litwak ( I 985, cited in Hasenfield 1994, p. 8) suggested that 
in formal systems: 
If the staff members did decide to provide such individualised 
services, it would mean neglecting their present standardised 
tasks, neglecting most residents in favour of a few, and/or 
working well beyond the limits of a normal work day. 
This leads to the compartmentalising of needs into specialisations. It is little 
wonder that people who are treated in 'parts' commonly experience social and 
psychological isolation due to the lack of opportunity to introduce social 
relations into specialised service processes as other aspects of services are seen 
to be more important. The absence of reference to social and psychological 
support in service worker job descriptions is a powerful indication that people 
in service worlds are not viewed as social beings. Neither are interventions such 
as formal 'social skills' programs able to meet the need for social relations. 
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People do not learn to relate through programs but through the love, genuine 
interest. and infonnal supports of others to explore mutual ways to 
communicate feelings. 
Cartesian thinking, objectivity and detachment, and power relationships present 
barriers to personal serving. Recognising and respecting the interdependent 
context of living services is necessary if services are to become organic, rather 
than functional systems. According to Benoliel ( 1993 ), personal care is about 
being infonned, having the onportunity to talk with someone who's listening, to 
participate in decisions, and to be able to exp:.:!ss feelings. The role of the service 
worker is then to support the integrity of the person by helping them seek 
meaning in the experience. Benoliel also suggests that a personal service 
engenders a spirit of community and sense of being part of a shared commitment 
to care for others. This is larger than the 'self and enhances the well-being of the 
collective placing relationships with others over individualism. 
In discussing the business orientation of services, McKnight ( 1977) suggested 
that the ideology of service is above politics and that the overarching universal of 
serving is love of others. Professionalisation of services, according to McKnight, 
has caused the translation of human needs into deficiencies which are defined as a 
series of technical problems. McKnight referred to 'wearing the mask of love' 
which hides the self-interests of professionals to build self-sustaining systems. 
This view was reinforced by Cocks ( 1995, p. 13) who suggested that service 
systems were in decline due to the "lack of capacity for renewal and 
revitalisation of our efforts in a way that is true to people rather than serving 
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formal systems". The problem of staying focused on the needs of service users 
as opposed to systems· needs, according to Cocks ( 1995 )was also morale 
threatening for people working in services. The diversion of service workers 
from person-oriented serving to instrumental system oriented service reflects a 
shift from be111g grounded in the life experiences of people living in services. 
Without this empathetic understanding of the experiences of vulnernble people, 
it is difficult to act out of compassion and concern. Instrumental thinking which 
reduced human beings to machines, according to Pascoe (1980), violated the 
dignity of the person and was in conflict with the fact that people were created 
with a social nature which caused them to seek relationship. 
The more highly structured the system of service the more service workers' 
behaviours are influenced and controlled by powerful service norms and mores. 
There are also the constraining influt!nces of peer pressure and group sanction 
which fosters competition and rivalry more than co-operation and collaboration 
between peers (Benoliel, 1993). Human services need to attend to the growth 
and development of human connections and relationships more than the growth 
and development of people as separate beings. The separation between different 
groups of service workers mirrors the isolation of people in services. 
Collectivism as a value needs to be considered for everyone involved to enable 
services to become care-giving communities rather than hierarchical teams 
(Benoliel, 1993). Community building is healthy for all people in society (Peck, 
1990; Englan~ 1992; McKnight, 1994; Jason & Kobayashi, 1995; Turner & 
Louis, 1996). Human services have the potential to develop community 
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orientations where people can learn to relate in a way that fosters their merging 
with people outside of service environments. At the end of the day the home 
environment is most influential in creating relational well-being. 
Many attempts have been made to improve the quality of life for people with 
disabilities over recent years. Policies have addressed the need for independent 
lifestyles and choice, but the emotional aspects of people's lives have been 
largely unaddressed (Waitman, & Conboy-Hill, 1992; Gardner, & Smyly, 1997). 
According to Gardner and Smyly ( 1997): 
... we sometimes forget the most basic needs: to be listened 
to, to be valued, to be respected, and above all to have 
someone to talk to who will truly listen and make sense of 
the important events in our lives (p.26). 
A training culture has dominated the field of developmental disabilities and life 
for some people has become a long and never ending program. Research in the 
area of developmental disabilities has also been dominated by a positivist 
approach to support program implementation. The researcher as 'expert' 
paradigm, athough useful in providing information for academics, funders and 
policy makers, has little meaning for people with disabilities themselves or 
permits us to listen and value their stories. There is a need to consider different 
ways of understanding people with developmental disabilities. In this study it 
has been demonstrated that some people develop central relationships with key 
workers. Such relationships require further defiflition and support for their 
development. It has also been demonstrated that harmful encounters also occur 
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and lives may bernme a series of directives providing little opportunity to learn 
to relate to p!!opk in a way other than 'client'. Often the only close relationship 
people expcriem:e is with service workers. This is a key issue in service quality 
and ·quality of life' experiences. 
Review of recent studies in care contexts for elderly people has demonstrated 
that researchers have moved beyond designing models as solutions, and have 
focused on the lived experiences of people in nursing homes. The contribution of 
nurse researchers in this area is considerable (e.g.Lind, 1980; Kemper, 1992; 
Munhall. 1994; Moore & Gilbert, 1995 ). Qualitative studies have provided 
insight into the problems of congregation and regulatory approache!" in the 
provision of care and the effect these methods have on the well-being of elderly 
people. As a result, the competency standards for the aged care im.;ustry reflect 
the needs of people throughout life to have opportunities to sustain intimate 
relationships. In this study it has been demonstrated that validating relationships 
also develop between service users and workers in aged care contexts, but to a 
lesser extent than people with disabilities in this research. Translation of 
competencies into positive experiences for people living in nursing homes and 
hostels also requires a personal commitment to view 'care' as 'relationship'. 
It is easy to feel overwhelmed when addressing the problems of people living 
and working in services. Yet, there is evidence in this study that some people are 
able to negotiate the less healthy influences of systems in serving others. 
Although the purpose of this study was not a comparison of models of living 
service in the context of 'quality of life' for service users, patterns in the data 
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suggest people living in small locally co-ordinated servi<.:es for people with 
disabilities consistently experience positive relationships with service workers 
and are also most consistently described as being responsive to individual needs 
and preferences. A quality key factor which emerges in these contexts i~ the 
control that service users have in the selection and retention of workers. 
Descriptions of 'dis-service' and impersonal relationships in the disability data 
emerge from group home contexts where large organisations retain control of 
staffing arrangements. Patterns in the aged care data reveal no difference between 
hostel and nursing home models and suggest that the range of experiences 
described by sef\ ice users occur in both contexts. 
The other issue which demands comment is the consistency with which service 
users create social relations around the service environment due to a lack of 
natural associations with community members. The lack of suc1.:ess of formal 
services to engender natural relationships between people with disabilities and 
other community members has been discussed throughout the literature and 
findings chapters. This questions the nature of service systems and the way 
policies are interpreted· at a grass roots level. Small locally based services in this 
study provide more opportunities for natural friendships with neighbours to 
develop and consciously create experiences which bring people into nom1al 
social situations with neighbours and others. Group home contexts retain an 
impression of social distance. The regulatory procedures surrounding the group 
home model e.g. staffing levels and documentation procedures, maintain an ethos 
of institutional living and hierarchical control. 
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In condusion. serving others well is not just a Joh. The quality charactcn'it1c~ of 
serving as articulated hy informants in this study have relational elements which. 
if absent from the serving context, create experiences which impact rn:gat,vcly on 
the lives of people in services. There is no prescriptive solution to this problem. 
It questions the meaning of being human, and recognising the human needs of 
others to relate as ·one of the same·. 
Perhaps. as a beginning to developing more humane approaches, services and 
training institutions could emphasise the important communication element of 
serving others in a way that validates their existence, however, different that may 
appear to be. Quality serving however, can not be trained or imposed, it comes 
from within. It is an ideal that, when it is observed in practice. provides hope 
that good things can emerge from difficult situations. 
5.1.2 COMPETENCY MEASURES: TASKS AND RELATIONSHIPS 
5.1.2.1 DISABILITY SERVICES COMPETENCY STANDARDS 
National competency standards for work~rs in the disability ar.d field are 
currently in their final draft format. The standards describe the "knowledge, 
skills and attributes required for effective service provision" in the disabi liry 
sector (Disability Services National Competency Standards. 1996 p. ii). lhe 
competency standards were developed by workers and employers in the 
disability field in consultation with consumer organisations and reflect a national 
commitment to workforce training and recognition and upgrading of workers· 
skills. They are also significantly motivated by industrial awards and enterprise 
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bargaining and underpin a system of accreditation for workers and organisations. 
Competency standards an; designed to achieve national consiskn<.. y and 
transfrrability. 
The values underpinning the Australian Disability Services Act ( 1986) arc also 
reflected in the articulation of the standards which have a strong emphasis on 
empowerment. choice and recognition of individual differences. Definition of 
competency standards focus on what is expected of the worker in the workplace 
and represent a shift in ideology from academic learning to practical on the job 
experiential learning. Competency standards are expressed as outcome objectives 
and components of competencies are describes as "task skills, task management 
skills, contingency management skills and job/rok environment skills" (Disability 
Services National Competency Standards, 1996, p.6 ). Supervision of the 
acquisition of competencies in the workplace may be made by people with 
disabilities and their families or by other workers or administrators in the area. 
This reinforces the principles of self-determination and autonomy for people 
with disabilities if it is widely practised. 
For some people with disabilities, however, such as those interviewed in this 
study, empowerment in the living service context is an ideal. rather than a reality. 
A lifetime of living in a service and limited opportunities to develop autonomy 
within the service context, physical and psychological vulnerubility, and past 
experience of service life may lead people who are dependent on services to 'aim 
to please' in their responses to competency initiatives. Hopes of receiving a 
better service by pleasing workers, or at least preventing further deterioration in 
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relationships which are not supportive may be the motivating factor for pwpk 
in services to be indTcctual in an appraising role. Transferring l{kab mto 
practical realities is inherently difficult in the complex relational structures qf 
human service organisations where status inequalities may be entrenched. 
Statements of rights and responsibilities of service workers in the context of 
empO\vering people with disabilities and engaging in appropriate communication, 
are at risk of remaining esoteric and flawed in their translation to meaningful 
action without also being explicit about articulating human service in the context 
of interpersonal relationships. Without emphasising the relational context of the 
human service encounter. the competency document will serve only to measure 
worker competency as task centred. For example effective communication" 
(Disability Services National Competency Standards, 1996, p. 37) is '·designed 
to enhance interpersonal relationship" but has a focus on method and technique 
rather than content; "Correct manual handling" ( Disability Services National 
Competency Standards, 1996, p. 44) is described in the context of health and 
safety regulations and may, in practice, be impersonal and convey a lack of 
empathy. 
Competency in carrying out tasks does not presume that the service is perceived 
as one providing 'quality' experiences for people living in services. This has been 
demonstrated in this study. Competency standards do not necessarily yield 
quality when they are limited to the definition of expected levels of performance. 
There is a need for human service leaders to develop new organic forms of 
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service systems which both protect people from maleficncc and promote quali1y 
of life (Gardner. 1992). 
5. l.2.2 AGED CARE CO\'lPETENCY STA'.'JDARDS 
National aged care competency standards (Commonwealth Govcrnment, 1997 J 
for direct care workers provide a comprehensive description of the value~ 
underpinning aged care services. Relationships with elderly people and 
recognition of the need for emotional, psychological and spiritual support in the 
service context are stated. Issues such as loneliness, loss and intimacy are also 
recognised and addressed. Social rights are articulated as "freedom of association, 
friendship. and involvement or non-involvement" (p. 30). Other relational 
competencies such as "communicating appropriately" (6A p. 32) and 
"establishing a relationship of trust and respect for individual differences" (9A p. 
39) provide workers with examples of positive relational behaviours as a guide to 
interaction. Sensory, physical and cognitive changes associated with ageing and 
their possible impact on communication and relationships are also recognised and 
addressed. 
The ethos of the aged care competency standards is charactersied by a 
personalistic approach to meeting the needs of service users and guides for 
workers combine task and relational domains. Findings from this study support 
the need to address many of the contextual variables described in the 
competency document. As aged care services move towards a process of 
accreditation, it will be important to monitor the experiences of people, such as 
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thuse in this study, to ascertain whether statements of correct action for workers 
translate to positive experiences of people living in services. Elderly people, who 
are physically and emotional vulnerable may be even more likely to respond 
positively to objective evaluation methods if these are used in accrediting ~ervicc 
agencies. 
Staff continuity is not addressed in either disability or aged care standards. 
Continuity of service workers is a key factor to the development of trusting 
relationships in service environments. The complex dynamics and cultures of 
service agencies and their commitment to building community to support users 
and workers may positively influence staff continuity. Communality in service 
environments, however, requires a relinquishing of status for managers who may 
strongly identify with hierarchical roles. 
5.1.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommendations support the findings of the study and the need to raise 
consciousness to relationships m human service living contexts. Competency 
standards, although useful m drawing attention to the skills required for 
functional performance may not be explicit in articulating important relational 
issues. 
The problem of recommendations is the obvious danger of becoming prescriptive 
and adopting a task orientation which again diverts the focus from 'being' to 
'doing' in human service environments. The establishment of accepting 
relationships between service users and workers is the foundation on which 
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other quality rclatt:d bd1aviours must ht: established. Stati;ments of rigf::s fi1r 
:;ervicc users e.g. being treated as a valued individual, confidentiality, and faJr 
treatment, arc impotent as statements per se v., ithout consciousness of the 
meaning from the perspectives of the people concerned. 
It is proposed from the findings of this study that relationships between service 
users and workers have a powerful influence on quality in services and also 
influence ·quality of life'. Ways of successfully addressing relational quality in a 
'training' context are problematic. Positive and accepting relationships can not be 
artificially constructed. They evolve from ;,ersonal philosophies, genuine 
feelings, and recogniti-)n that people are connected in fundamental ways. 
Building 'community' in service environments may be one way of fostering a 
sense of connection between peopie and meeting common needs. For this to 
happen service ideology would need to shift from an ethos of ·managemerit' to 
one of ·collectivism'. Services in this study which have embraced this ethos have 
demonstrated the benefits for .;ervice users and workers. 
For the purpose of ma!cing recommendations in keeping with the findings of the 
study a stance of 'doing no harm' is adopted. As a minimum requirement of a 
human service, at least people need to be acknowledged for their essential worth 
as human beings in communication and acts of serving. It is also necessary that 
people who are responsible for advocating for quality are available to vulnerable 
people so that they have a safe place to discuss their concerns. The 
recommendations are as follows: 
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I. Human service agencies, workers, and service users recognise and address 
issues of relational cthii.:s as a guiding principle in creating ·quality' 
services. 
2. Human service agencies recognise their responsibilities as relational contexts 
for service users and that this is reflected in organisational mission 
statements, policies, job description forms, and training of human service 
workers. 
3. The importance of building community in the service context is explicated 
within service environments and, in collaboration with service users. 
\Vorkers, and other interested people, human service agencies develop ways 
of creating relational environments which recognise and support indi\·idual 
relational needs and attributes. 
4. Human service agencies and workers recognise that continuity of 
relationships with supportive service workers in crucial to the experience of 
having a quality service. Relationships with service workers may be central 
in the lives of people living in services and service agencies must recognise 
the need, and be responsible for, ensuring that emotional support is 
available for service users, puticularly when separation occurs. 
5. Human service agencies recognise that evaluation and monitoring of service 
'quality' are strongly focused towards the examination of tangible outcomes 
and are unlikely to disclose situations where negative relational experiences 
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and abuse occurs. Other safeguards need to be developed for people who 
arc dis-serviced to safely voice their concerns. 
6. Human service agencies identify service users and/or workers within human 
service environments who are conscious of the values and meaning of 
relational ·quality' for people living in services and who arc recognised and 
supported by administrators as advocates for quality, including personal 
advocacy. 
7. Competency standards in disability services arc developed further to 
address relational issues in human service contexts. 
8. Positive examples of service user and worker relational contexts and service 
environments which promote a community ethos. are identified and 
publicised as exemplars from w~1ich others can learn and role model. 
9. Friendships between service users and workers in human sernces are 
recognised, valued, and supported by human service agencies and other 
people concerned with the welfare of people living and working in services. 
10. Future research is required to investigate the extent to which findings from 
this study can be generalised to a wider population of people living in 
service systems. With further evidence of the need for relational quality to 
be addressed, it may then be possible to develop ways of rnising 
consciousness and training service workers and users to enhance the quality 
of the day-to-day experiences of both living and working in service 
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environments. This could be the initial step in creating 1.c.ffc-g1vmg 
communities and combatting the impersonal effects of systems. 
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CHAPTER6 
EPILOGUE: THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF LIVING SERVICES 
This chapter contains a selection of verse written during the process of the research and 
presented as both the investigator's experiences and her (sic) interpretations of the 
experiences of people who were interviewed and observed in the course of the study. In 
the process of phenomenological research, relationships between informants, 
investigator and environments can pervade the consciousness of the investigator. The 
use of descriptive verse provides a personal catharsis of the research experience. There 
is no order to the verse, it is presented as it entered the consciousness of the 
investigator. 
People in li\·ing services long to be accepted by service workers in the service 
relationship. They also gauge the attitude of workers by the care taken carrying out 
tasks. They can feel rejected when service workers leave. 
'E:N17!E<i{ 'f.,t}JT.J{ Cf1.V<I107'/ 
Come in to my worfif soft{y, witfi care anti caution 
Looft into my eyes 
'Te[[ me I'm 'us' 
'Toucfi my 6otfy fiey you wou{tf your own 
Listen to my stories, terr me yours, tfon 't sfiut me off 
Stay a wfii{e 
:Ma/(s sure tlie tea towefs fo{tfetf 6efore feaving 
(Oli yeafi ... anti wfien you 're pissetf off witfi tfie jo6 ... 6rea{ it to 
me gent(y) 
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Some people living in services lead monotonous and predictable lives never getting close 
to oth:rs, despite surface contact with many service workers. Sometimes a person will 
enter their life and 'make a difference' and provide expanding opportunities. A 
relationship with a key \vorker can become central in the lives of people who are lonely. 
This is interpreted by one man, who formed a close attachment with a service worker a:. 
'being in love·. 
CJ(;~_, C\fCj'E 
~line tt:as a slin"n/i..fna fife of fza[fcircfes-180 aegrees 
•Fom·artfs, 6acf..wards, fejt, rig/it 
Li/& 6rancfzes on a Cfzristmas tree ... sameness ... sameness 
,Peopfe fwnaing on me a wfiife 
Li/& mus1ca[ 6e[[s ... repeating tones 
.:\·ice to fook_at, clianninB notfiinn 
growing statica[[y 
'For more tfzan fia[f my [ife 
'ffien you came afona 
rrfte woruf is rouna 
I grow 6inger, fu({er 
Can this be {ove? 
Visiting an inner city townhouse on a very hot night in February where a young man 
with an intellectual disability lived in a co-residency arrangement with a young support 
worker, I was struck by the similarities in their physical appearance and the seeming 
equality of their relationship as 'learners' in the activity of making a pizza. The fun and 
laughter was infectious. They obviously enjoyed each others company and joked 
continuously. 
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Some people living in ser1ices lead monotonous and predictable lives never getting close 
to oth~rs. despite surface contact with many service workers. Sometimes a person will 
enter their lifo and 'make a difference· and provide expanding opportunities. A 
relationship with a key worker can become central in the lives of people who are lonely. 
This is interpreted by one man, who formed a close attachment with a service worker a~ 
'being in lo\·e·. 
CJC~Yq'E 
:J.f ine was a sfzn"nR)Tl{J (ife of fza[f-circfes-180 degrees 
•Foru:ards, 6acl:.._wards, fejt, rigfzt 
Li~ 6rancfzes on a Cfzristmas tree ... sameness ... sameness 
-Peopfe fwTZ{Jing on me tl wfzife 
L1~ muszca[ 6e«s ... repeating tones 
.'.Yia to fook_at, changing nothing 
growing statica[[y 
<for more than half my {ife 
%en you came af.oTZ{J 
%e wor{c{ is round 
I grow 6i{jger, fuffer 
Can tfiis 6e [eve? 
Visiting an inner city townhouse on a very hot night in February where a young man 
with an intellectual disability lived in a co-residency arrangement with a young support 
worker, I was struck by the similarities in their physical appearance and the seeming 
equality of their relationship as 'learners' in the activity of making a pizza. The fun and 
laughter was infectious. They obviously enjoyed each others company and joked 
continuously. 
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1f.l{FE~.NDS 
'Jfot mgfit 
'lirn mates m tfie f(jtd11m 
·Ta[[, tunned, 'T-sfi1rts 
Stro119. young. su.,eaty 
:\.tak]'t1g pi.:=.i 
(jre,ise stai11etf 600/( ... fiartf tl' reatf 
:\.tountain of cfieese, spi([ing aver, atftfin9 eCJerytfiing 
Lau9fiing, ar9ui11{J, co{{iain9, scra tcfiina fieacfs 
Loo/( dose(y 
'Tu:o mates in tfie l(jtcfien 
'Brio 's tfie fiefper, wfio 's tfie fiefpetf? 
(JJotfi 
Jenny. a woman in a nursing home lives for recognition by other people. She measures 
the quality of each day in the frequency that service workers use her name. In a body 
that had long ceased to function, Jenny's bright eyes and sense of humour. won my 
admiration for her resilience. I felt enormously sad and still do when I think of Jenny's 
life. I continue to think of her frequently. 
GILL :M.<E J~ 
'Ta{{to me 
'TafR._to me 
Sfiow me you 're tfzere 
Loofi...at me 
Loofi...at me 
Sfiow me I'm fiere 
jl ruf pCease ... ca{[ me Jenny 
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Some elderly people living in services try to find meaning in the experience. Others 
question their continued existence. Without continual reinforcement of tht:ir human 
identity and past m:r.icvemcnts, people can feel objectified. Their only relationships arc 
with objects in their environment. Rooms are often devoid of personal possessions 
which symbolise continuity of past life roles. Communication may also fail Lo reinforce 
identity as people become objects of care. One elderly woman lives in a small room with 
only service equipment for company. A bed, commode and wheelchair fill the space in 
her life which once familiar others occupied. She worries about the 'future'. 
IS ·T.J{JS .ft.LL TJPE.R_.1£ IS? 
Is this aff there is? 
J{ea·ry time. aching wony 
'lt,no am I? ''J..·'liat am I? 
;4 chair ... or a 6ed ... or space? 
'}(o . .. not space 
Space is fight aruf free, reaching out, erwefoping, sensing 
?rt.ay6e a 6ed 
Sofia, heavy, usefu( c,wned 
:No ... not useju{ ... e.:tcept as a prop ... to a system 
?rt.ay6e a chair ... a cfiair with whee& 
Sli.ining, hara, mc,vingforward 
:No ... not moving forward 
:No ... not sli.im'ng 
(]Jut, hard ... yes ... hard 
Jfard enou9fi to 6ear tfie 6runt of wear and tear 
'For a time anyway 
'Yes ... tfiat 's it ... 
I'm a cfiair witfi wlieefs, waiting for 'tomorrow' 
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People with disabilities continue to hope that service workers or other people will enter 
their lives an<l bring new experiences and companionship. Some people never give up 
hoping. 
~1()f·}'(13'1:. '70D)f.Y 
~1tay6e today tfiere'{[ 6e a new face, a different face 
Someone wfio worz 't foo{au;ay ll/hen tfiey see me 
Someone u.:fto tI tafk_a6out anything 
Someone wfio '[[ forget wfiat time it is 
9rtay6e today tftere '[[ 6e a new face, a frieruf[y face 
Moving from an instirutional environment into a community home is full of possibilities 
for good things to happen. It can also be abusive, when service workers use the power 
of their physical superiority and service roles to disempower physically weaker service 
users. This is the experience of one young man who describes his psychological abuse in 
a relationship with a service worker. He has to' beg' for assistance. He uses humour to 
get through each day, and in his thoughts attaches nicknames to his adversaries. 
T.JflE (JJ<£qql'lfq (JJOY 
(JJeg a [itt&, 6eg a fittfe, one, two, tfiree 
(JJeg a fittfe, 6eg a [i_ttfe, notfiing 's free 
If you want to get a fije, ma~ sure tfie power's witfi me 
(JJeg a fittfe, 6eg a fittfe, one, two, tfiree. 
:Now .... fiow wiff I pfay it toaay? 
'Wliat '[{ worR] 
(J)eperufs I suppose wfietfier it's tfie '6i[J fiairy one· or tfze '6itcfz · 
<[fie curtains part, tfze stage figfzts up 
(JJut ... fiey ... no6oay's written tfie scnpt 
Is tfiis wfuzt tfiey ca{[ theatre arts? 
JI. 6it of ad fi66ing as we go afo119? 
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rJTicrap.:sts ca[[ it 'rofe pfay · 
I call' it 6foodj stupid 
Lift! ·s a jo/'is 
,Rut not a jof'is 
it's 6footfy sm·ous! 
Ofz well' ... some pcopfe gotta 6cg to survive in tfzis fife. 
People in liYing serYices. :ikc other people, experience love and the vulnerability of being 
in a relationship. This may be real or imaginary, requited to uniequited. People nourish 
themselves with feelings of love. 
I'}[ S"f'}[C 
%e words cfon 't need to 6c out tfzere 
I RJIOW •.. you RJIOW 
%e air 5etu:een us is even, sfzarecf 
'}lot me or you tai(.fng more tftan our sfiarc 
in sync un·tft eacli otlier 
Sftouf.tf I risk_ ... tfiat wften you k,now me 
.You'[[ stiff 5e tliere? 
LO'r)E 
'You k_now, don't you, tliat I fove you? 
I enlarge in your presence 
41/ften you 're witli me I put my fzappiness out tftere 
It's [i~ living up a f.eve[ 
rfogetlier 
<i,tJi[[ it fut? 
One woman with a severe physical disability, continues to hope for a loving relationship 
with a man. She visits clairvoyants who tell her that this will happen. She fantasises 
about her 'prince'. The reality is, that she has to pay for intimacy. 
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011e aciy my prince ·wif[ come 
I (nvu: it ... 1t was wntten i11 tfze tarots 
I ~cp a ~·rystaf 6y my 6ecf. 
Sitting, and tfzin{ung, and fzoping, and praying 
'11wt some duy ... yeafi ... yeafi ... my prince wi[[ come 
On a wfiite cfiarger 
·it, it[ tliere 6e room for my wlieefrliair? 
I'd gi·ve my ngfzt amt for a man, slian·ng my 6ecf, tlie fwtness of liis 
6ocfy 
.'.My rigfit ann doesn't 1t'Of( ... ·wlio 'dwant it? 
0'}( .. . J'{[ giw my fegs 
~fy fegs don't worf<.eitfzer 
:Aotiiing mucli to 6argain ·c.vitli lia-ve I? 
11,'/iat a6out myself ... mature, witty, intemgent, foving? 
ls tfwt enougfi? 
One day my pn·nce wiff come 
'}{e won't mind tliat I can't caress fiim 
I (now it ... it was written in tfie tarots 
I k§ep a crysta[ 6y my 6etf. 
Se:{. is so refa.rjng ... 6ut e:qiensi·ve on a pensioTL 
Having driven through the busy city on a sunny Monday mommg on the way to 
interview some people living in a nursing home the business of the traffic and bu5tling 
lives of people in the streets and the business of the service environment provided a 
sharp contrast. 
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0-}(CYMlfYDD 
: iforufay ... ,rnother su1111y day 
'Traffic 6usy. 6nifaes co11gested, peopfe gomg pfaces, mergrng, 
separating, merging 
:Horufay ... another sunny day 
-Peopfe 6usy. ftzuruf ry congested, peopfe stuc{ washed, pofisfzca, 
pf.iced 
Outside the woruf cfzanges ... iTZSide peopfe are 'thanlifuI' and wait. 
Sometimes service workers who recognised the needs of elderly people in living services 
are overwhelmed by their inability to 'share themselves around everybody'. Often these 
people b('come overburdened and leave. This was written following an interview with a 
much loved service worker who confided that she could no longer cope with the 
loneliness and sadness of the environment. She had begun to grieve about the impending 
separation. She looked exhausted. 
TJ(J(rbv oq: SC£C£1:Jf(j 
Seeing tfze pain, tfze sadness the 11eed 
q:eefing tfze Coad 
'Tryitl{J to raise a smife, praviJe frierulship, takf minds off some-u.,hcre 
else 
'Trying to switcfi off ... five a notfzer (ife 
It's aff too mucfz 
Leavirza 
(irievitl{J for feavitl{J 
qui(t 
An evening with a man with an intellectual disability who lived alone in a nearby suburb 
was a really enjoyable experience. It was refreshing to enjoy his immediate acceptance of 
my being there without the usual boring, stilted, social preambles. 
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Open jMe, h,rntfsome face 
:No 11ge111f11, t11fys peopfe as tht.y are 
'.iVo m11111pufat1011 
,Puts it a[[ out there 
S.iys it as It is 
Sees zt as it is 
'T rusting fneruffiness 
)Ind they gi·ve you a fa 6ef? 
It shouftf 6e 'nice to fi...now human· 
· Institutional green' used to be the colour on the walls of most human ~erv1ce 
environments. Colourless beige is now the ·in' colour for large congregated 
environments. Beige, to me, is a flat and unimaginative choice, when nature reflects so 
many beautiful colours. People in institutional environments sitting silently together in 
beige existences look like ghosts of who they have once been. I reflect on my contrasting 
colour experiences and fear of living in a beige environment. I wonder if people living in 
'beige' feel the same way. They too have surely lived colourful lives and associate 
colour with significant experiences. 
(JJ<£J(}'E W)IL£S - V<;Jf!!!!! 
It used to 6e green and now it's 6eige 
(JJeige is a nothing cofour 
:Ne6ufous 6eige 
:Nothing peopfe and 6eige 6efoTtlJ together 
<;ive me yeffow, 6ngfzt sfzining yeffow 
"fe{fqw for sunshine antf fzappiness 
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~~lu~ 1t deep 6eaut!fu[ turquoise, [ikr a Spamsfi sea i11 summer 
Let me Grnguisfi in sensua[ ocfire fif'i! a11 Jlfncan nver 6ed i11 drouglit 
·t ~ ic/i depfi,wt spoor dotted afong tfie 6a11kj 
Or t·iofet, tfie soft n"cliness oj-C1io[et, [i~ sunset 011 a fieatfier cow red 
mo:mtain in }I ugust 
,But not 6eige 
,Bei9e is rzotfiing 
I am not 11otfii119 
I can't frr.:e u·itfz 6eige 
:P&ase ... don't ma~ me five witfz 6ei9e 
ft doesn't matcfz my compfe-tion. 
Interviewing a woman in a nursing home one morning, I observed the way service 
workers approached her roommates and the difference between 'service' and 'serving'. 
J()1.1?.:,D }l3'f.D SOTT 5(£.(j('T//CE 
~tarcfzingfootsteps in a fzurry 
,1)oor opens 
Cfean, efficient, cropped ·u:oma 11 scfzedufes sfzawer 
Cfipped speecfz, cofourfess conversation, quick_ ex_ecut1011 
Leaves, cfoses door and tfzat 's tfuit. 
<Feet tap and pause, door opens sww[y 
J{ead pof'i!s round". smifinn, eyes 6ngfzt, warm tones 
(jentfe toucfzing woman eases sfzow.::r 
'Tafk.§ sootfzina(y, [aU{Jfzs, pe,fumes 6ocfy 
(}'[umps cusfzions, toucfies fzantf and feaves 
It taR!s aff Rjtufs to maR! tfzis woruf 
One afternoon interviewing a woman in a nursing home, I thought how incongruous her 
presence in this environment was. She had a sharp and inquiring mind. I had a strong 
sense of connection and we discovered we had many common interests. This could be 
me in the future ... God ... I hope not. 
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rzJflE 'lJ[/JlK}'.NC_j 'WO'.M)l'.N 
1Wli11t are you doing liere, tfrin(jng woman? 
Stuck,_,m tfiis cliaracterfess 6e1ng 6ox.. of notfiingness 
.Your 6riglit mind meets mine fidfway to fuse in searcli of meaning 
of our sfiared e:(istence in tliis moment 
I sliare your reafity for a time ... onfy a moment 
Our onfy dif./erence is tfie mecfianics of our 6odies 
~t_y parts are mo-ving, yours are stiff ... apart from your mindwfiicfi 
wouM win a race witfi mine any day 
Wearing a petticoat was a sign of respectability for an elderly resident of a nursing 
home, and one tltat I can relate to from my own childhood. The petticoat is symbolic of 
so many things that she holds dear, including links with her past culture. It's a pity that 
the service has not recognised this. How could I ... a stranger, discover this so easily and 
it isn't known to people who have performed her intimate care? Hasn't anyone ever 
taken the time to get to know her? She explains the symbolic meaning of her petticoat 
and reminisces about her childhood. 
TJfE (J!£TI1 CO)f 'T 
~specta6ifity and petticoats go togetfier 
Jfice girls a[ways wear petticoats 
<Don't forget my pet~icoat pfease 
I fee[ na1<fd without it 
<£:ven if tfiere 's no-one to k,now it's missing 
It doesn'tfee{niJfit 
It's a part of me you aori 't {now 
:J{ow couMyou? 
(f)ia you ftnow tfuu as a young gir[ my motfier used' to sew face on my 
petticoat 6y liana 6eneatfi a gas famp? 
We were poor, 6ut somefiow tfiere -was a[ways face for my 
petticoat, precious face, 6eneatfi tfie rougfi itcliing tweed 
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•]uJugh t-weeJ, heavy with tfie heavy rain ofw111ter 111 tfillt otfier {ife 
... so far III time and distance mnv 
•Nease tfon 't forget my pt!tticoat 
J,ty petticoat is wfio I am 
Spontaneity is a characteristic of one young man with an intellectual disability. His 
service worker also finds himself becoming caught up with his enthusiasm for life. 
J(;l,P:PY !l)JlYS 
Xappy, fzappy days 
Jfappier with you 
I ca11 ao a,!ytfiinB 
I ·u:ant to sina . . sina ... SlllfJ 
'Why is e-1,eryo11e foo/;jn: ul me? 
jfren't tliey fiappy too? 
Service workers who relate on a personal level, attribute people living in services with 
having raised their consciousness to some of the hmdamental things in life which can be 
lost in the seduction of modern society. A service worker talks about the forgiving 
nature of a young woman with an intellectual disability and what she has learned from 
the association. 
L<£SS0:NS 
.You teacfz me a Cot 
Simpfe tfiitlf]S ... too simpfe to 6e written in te:{J 
Important tfzinas 
'Too important not to R..,now 
1:·unny ... a{[ tliese years ana I never R..,new 
'}{ow simpfe Cife is 
<Forgive ... forget ... fly .... 
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One 'supervisor' of an aged care environment wears jm:kcts with padded shoulders and 
likes to know who comes and goes. She didn't like me being there. She lowered over me 
and told me in a loud voice that her role was 'to protect the people here from people like 
you'. It was a very unpleasant encounter. I could feel myself getting angry ... and 
walked mvay. I wonder if she knows that people living here are afraid o; her. 
!'T'S :JC'4·1?_:D 70 ·Br£ 'J:N CJC4:J?. . C]E' 
Looi:.., ... you cfon 't /:..,no-w liuw fiarcf it is to 6c in cfzarge 
I'm in cliarge of tfiis place 
I l:..,nuw wliat tliese peopCe nucf 
'Tli1.y 're 11ufnera6(e 
J'{[ d'eciae u·fio comes in liere and'wfio cfoesrz 't 
'Tlie pawer 1111d' tfie gfory, forever, and' 1;1,1er ... }l merz 
Sometimes people living in services try to stay positive but admit there's not much to 
live for. Lives are routine and habitual. 
!More is more tfzan fess 
}lnytime in ftje 
Life is more tfian d'eatfi 
Jlny fi.jnd' of [ife 
<Don't tliinfi...of tlie fusses 
'JTzin/i.._oj tfie now C.:(J)Criences 
!Now ... now ... now 
'1.1iis is just anotlier 6fimp in tfie d'ynamics of 5ecoming 
<But qoa ... I wisfi it wasn't so precficta6fe 
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A man who has spent many years in an institution loves to talk and is excited that he 
has opportunities to meet people other than ·service people·. His favourite ac~ivity is to 
be dropped off at the local shopping centre where he will sit and try tu ...:n6agl: people m 
conversation. 
''.,.VE'W' rp£OPL'E 
Can you 6die-Cle tfits? 
I fi .. ia a great day today 
·Today I met a 'ni:-w' person 
%at ma~s more tfia11 twenty peopCe I fi...nou: now ... amf I'm only 
fifty-four 
Jfow many more people do you tfiinfi...J can 9et to meet? 
<;;ee ... wfiat a great day! 
Some small locally based services have a strong sense of communality. Service workers 
have visions of an ideal world where they can also find acceptance and freedom to enter 
and leave having developed relationships which are Ion~ -lasting and always welcoming. 
C05\1~Vg.[Jf LITY 
Snared space 
Sfiared dreams 
Sfzared fives 
<Forgi'Cleness 
g{ot owning tfie air we 6reatfze 
CJ3omru:ing, ferufing 
generous reciprocation 
'Free to come amf 90 
Jfo e:{J)ectations otfzer tfian presence 
Jfo attacfzments, no fonefiness 
<Togetfzer 
One young woman with a disability has recently married. She has grown in confidence. 
but is also vulnerable in the relationship, like other people. She has control over 
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employing her service workers and asserts herself fur the first time m her life as a 
married woman and employer. 
I'm a mamedwoman rzaw 
,Big fius6and ... ca[{ me :Jrtrs. 
-Don't git•e me any of your patro11isi11g sfiit 
I'[{ do tfie fiin·rzg and firing 
I'{{ den& 1.1. fien I want you 
I'm in cfiarge 
<But if you rea[{y fuol( cfusefy ... you'[{ see tfiat I'm just anotfier 
u:oman 
<;erztfe, fearfu[, insecure. 
This is the interpretation of the experience of a young woman with an intellectual 
disability when she was having a rail installed in her bathroom just prior to the 
interview. It seemed like everybody else was making decisions in her personal 
environment. People were insensitive to the signs she was giving that she didn't want so 
many other people involved. Eventually she 'gave up' left abruptly ... the only way she 
could dis;Jlay her autonomy. 
([)0Jv'TJf;4SS.UI •. 'WE. 
I fiaven 't got tfie words, yollrwords are just sounds 
'Tone amf movements terr me wfiat you're saying 
'Too many peopfe ... too mucfi noise ... five peopfe in one 6atfiroom ... 
my 6atliroom 
I can't maf& out wfzat 's fiappening 
}'.[{ tliese peopfe tafi<.fng at eacli otlier 
Stuff it ... I'm outa fiere 
iPut tfie 6fuody sfiower rai{ anywfiere you fi~! 
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Sometimes relationships develop out of admiration for the courage of people living in 
services to stand up for their point of view, even when this goes against the 'approved' 
lifestyle of living in a service. This is a man I have known for many years, have had 
many 'hassles· with, and greatly admire ... but he doesn't know it. He has a progressive 
disability and service life has involved many traumatic experiences, but despite his 
physical frailty and extreme social vulnerability he continues to speak out for what he 
believes are his rights. I interviewed him in the second phase of the study having had no 
contact with him for the past eight years. He hadn't lost any of his fighting spirit. 
,1) I C£<FI CV L ·T ,B)lS'TJI R:_1) 
:Yes ... I k,no-u· you ... you aifficu(t 6astarcf 
I fia·ue to aamire you 
·}ou 're an i1(temati-ve stereotype 
JI fiippie in a wfieefrfiair 
SmoR.fng pot 
1Vearing caftans on fiot summer cfays 
After a(( tfiese years you 're sti{{ wfzeefing afong 
Jfangirlf] out for each 6reatfi ... fighting for your share 
I have to a cf mire yo'! ... you aifficuft 6astarcf 
<IaR.fng on tfie woruf 'cfiair on' 
I see you comillf] ancf smife 
'qettillf] one over's' wfiat f.!eps you going 
'You win 
Sometimes people living in services and service workers discover common passions. 
This discovery may change the nature of their relationship by equalising their 
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interactions. In large institutional settings the discovery of shared interests can result in 
a person standing out in the crowd. A man with a severe physical disability, who 
expcrienced years of negative stereotyping and a service worker developed a long lasting 
friendship through their common love of the composer Chopin. Through this interest 
their relationship has developed into valued social contact. 
DfO:.Pl'N 
;Did you kJrcm' tlirrt Cfzopin 's my favoun·te composer' 
I fzalle a friend wfzo does, 6ecause fze 's fzers too 
Cfzopin ... maste,fu[ nympfz of tfze k_ey6oard 
<;;fissandos . .. azminisfzed seventfts . . . eigfzt note spans of aecaaent 
cfzonfs 
-Po-u:e,fu[ poforzaiscs 
J.(ourisfzing nocturnes 
'Magica[ ma::,urk_a 's 
<Bftssju[ 6a{Jjufcs 
Stormy stuaies 
(fingers -u.:itfz minds ... interpreting perfection ... transcendence ... 
out of tfzis 6oay 
Cfzopin ... transports me out of this 6oay .. . into a worfd" of 
perfection 
(J)u{ you k_now that Chopin's my favoun·tc composer? 
:M.y friend" does 
Cfzopin 6rougfzt us togetfzer. 
The social sterility of some service environments leave long lasting impressions. For one 
woman in a nursing home, an Easter card is the only precious personal possession in her 
environment. She has shared a room with a stranger for four years. They have little 
social interaction. The situation she lives in is made even more poignant when she recalls 
how in her younger life her main interest was decorating her small home with her 
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husband. She described herself as 'house proud.' The Easter card taped to the wall 
beside hl':- l-·.:d decorates her current life. 
'IJfL •£)f.S'11°£·.F(01·R.:D 
'Ii.lped to tfie w,if[ ... a11 •Laster card 
·fr{fow cfi1cf(f1zs, fiatcfied egg, yeffo-w wa{{ 
:.Yot quite stri1igfit ... ope11 ... ·:Hape you fia-c;e a liappy rEaster mum· 
)fn •£.lstercurafia11(JS in)l.ugust 
[herisfiea" fong after tfie use 6y cfate 
-Precious sym6o{ of another time 
•Proucf remincfer of another fife created 
from this runt· use fess sfief[ vf sliapefess, fuiccuf. ffesfi 
)flt 1:Astercarcfliangs in}fugust 
:\1emories of cliiufre11 dinging, warm 
Happy tiredness, acti-t·e, {ife uf givirzg 
'Hails uitli j[owers, ui6e[{ecfjars on slicfves cfcpzcting seasons 
.7<ow forforn 
'Jfope you fza·t1e a liappy f£aster mum' 
Observing frail elderly people with severe cognitive impairments who spend most of 
their lives lying down, and trying lo interpret their experiences of contact with other 
humans. Do they have a sense of 'humanness' in their interactions with service 
technologies? Are they conscious of their lives? Have they chosen to withdraw from 
reality? What are the experiences created for them by the service? 
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'.N07J {J '.NC/NESS 
·Iliis seems [i~ 1wtfii11g11ess ... JToating on a sea of mea11i119fess sounds 
Ly1119 in u-fiite11ess in tfiis stiff 6ut not sife11t e)(istence 
5fiaJows cross tfie tfiresfzouf ... facefess encounters ... ro6ot ic 
i11tmtio11s 
Seeing 6ut not seemg, my sifent, motio11fess e)(istence ... facliJng 
intent io11afity 
'Toucfied 6y fiarJ meta{, couf fiatufs, rougfi cfotfi 
IJ?.§tuming to tfie safe u11co11Sciousness of tfie past 
tITiis seems [i~ notfiingness ... [igfzt and sfzaJow .. . persistent 
e:cistence 
(j?,pusea from tfze otfzer ·wann woruf of sunsfzine 
Couf fzanas, fiara meta{, intrusz:ve[y enten·ng 
rJ?.pugfi cfutfz, meaningfess sounds, amoe6ic sfwtfows 
Seeing, 6ut not seeing my paralle[ e:(jstence 
Living in a11otfzerworuf of powerfu[ time and" purposefess motion 
IJ?.§tuming to tfze safe unco11Scious1zess of yestertfay 
'Tfiis seems [i~ notfzingness ... couf amf warm ... irrationa[ e:(jstence 
-
Vnrefenting fiararzess ... surrourufin9, not cradfzng 
'Escape into meaning in tfie [igfitness of anotfzer woruf 
'l-Voruf witfi.out intrusion, woruf of safety, soft,zess, notfzing,zess 
jllways fiofding 
Jl[ways accepting 
<Peacefu[ persistence, sifent qjstence 
Life irl fim6o 
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The ovenvhelming sense of loneliness of people's service lives is a reminder of the 
existential loneliness we share. Some people in services find meaning in their suffering. 
LO'.N'ELI '}trESS 
So many peopfe in my [ifa 
)"ftu{ yet ... I am so forze{y 
)Ire tfiey not {iR.f me? 
)lre we not on tfie same journey of q_istence? 
)lre tliey not afso fone(y? 
I wi{{ nec:er (now 
,Because tli1.y aon 't recognise tfi.e essentia[ trutli 
'TTiat our imi:ara e.x:_istence is 'afiR.f' 
Out fanctiona{ 6:·ves are orz{y tlie s/ief{ 
Spin·tua[(y we are equa{[y acfvantagea in finaing meaning 
Perfuips I fzaw tfie aavantage of fiving witfz suffenng 
1£:{jsterue is fone(y for a([ of us 
Vnfess we Jina our 'essence' in eacli otfzer. 
Humour is used by a man in a nursing home to perpetuate his sense of fun and sexuality 
despite his current immobile life. He creates a social life through his reputation as a 'bit 
of a lad'. He had an interesting life of adventure, hardship and, laterally, wealth. 
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rzJFE c;oDD<FI'EDD 'f<ELL}l 
'H'lien I was a youna man, just agetf seventeen 
I prosputt!d for goftf i11 'Kfl[iJoor[ie 
!Now tfwt / 'm ninety antfjust a 'fzas 6cen' 
I j(irt 1.1.,itli tfze new nurses niglit[y 
I migfit seem an oftf 6fofy 
;But foof._ cfosc[y naw 
.You'[[ see tfiat my tfiinlijng is spniJfit[y 
Ifyou can't lia·ve a 'rear [ife 
Tfzen .. we[[, wliat tlie lie[[ 
J{a,[)e a jofy ... antf try fivina 6riglit[y 
Or you'[[ d"ie witli monotony rigfit[y 
Life's a tease ... so I flirt witfz 'em niglit[y. 
So many people sitting. watching and waiting. Always around the nurses' station or in 
the entrance halls of living services, people hope that someone new or familiar will enter 
their world and relate to them. 
SITllJl(j OJI Y. CJ{J1.I<R..JJ/TlfE cBY..Y 
SittiTlf] on a cliair in tfze 6ay 
WatcliiTlfJ tlie time fly away 
SittiTlf] orz a cliair in tlie 6ay 
'WatcliiTlfJ time 
I fejt my liome irz ?,1. idfantf 
<J3oard'etf a one-way 6us 
(}Jrouglit me to tliis liaven 
1,t//iere no-one wants to k,now my name 
SittiTlf] on a cliair in tlie 6ay 
'1,V.itcfiiTlfJ tlie seasons pass away 
Sitting on a cfzair in tfze 6ay 
?rtam.ine time 
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A nursing home resident is very fond of the tea lady She considers their relationship a 
friendship . 
.You are tlie sunsfzi11e of my {ife ... <Patsy 
Sfii11in9 meta{ troff..y and cvide smife 
}ou mafis my tea just tfie way I {ifis it 
'T{wt teffs me tfzat you care a6out me, Patsy 
'T{ze days are Cong and {onc{y 6etweerr cups of tea 
.You asf(_me liaw I am and spend a few moments 
<Precious moments for me ... if you on{y l;J1e-w 
·You are tlie most important person in mJ (ife 
I five on for your ·visits ... my frientf ,Patsy 
Long involvement with families sometimes fulfils visions that a· regular' life can be 
lived. This is about a young woman and her mother, I have known for twenty years and 
who was married during the study. She was also an informant in phase two. 
TJff, (JJ1?.] ([YE, 
'llie 6eautifu{ 6riae, swatfied in wfzite satin 
Lonn vei{ windiTlfJ down tlie aisfe 
Proud parent pusfiing wlieefcfiair 6edecl{ptf witfz ri66ons and 
trans{ucent tuffe 
I waited at tfie cfiurcfz e.:ccitement mounting 
<Brida[ car and traifer 
'1{i66ons f{yiTlfJ, tuffe tannfed 
!Nervous fau9ft.ter 
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I ,nzflisdfrom tfie dwrcfi aruf w,zitetf 
·B~·,iutifu[ 6riJe, ta[[ strong fius6,lluf, tentferfy pusfiing diair 
'.Not a ary cye ;,, • fic crowtf 
·}our cf.zy, your fiopes, our fiopes togetfier 
1 t1siteJ your fiome 
•Bnafit, fiappy cofours 
5(ones 6a/{jng, motfier visiting 
'I'cil u:ait111g 
I rernem6er tfie first time we met ... Cong ago 
}ln.ljous motfier. smaff chiu{, jerfry movements 
,Dremns sfia t teretf 
Life of care ... d'ifferent now 
'11iree women drink,tea 
Share e.:q;enences of nonna[ fives. 
A man with an intei.ectual disability is proud of the favourite pie he cooked with his 
service worker. He 'shows it off frequently during the evening. 
TJllE PI<£ 
!Mountainous peak.fa pie ... steam escaping ... thick,_ 6rown gravy ... 
junl<J of succufent meat 
5lty pie ... aid you {now I made tfizs pie? 
I can have it for tea .. . and 6reaifast .. .. and [wuli tomorrow, if I 
[if<! 
It's a reaffy 6ig pie ... my favourite pie 
I mad'e it 
tVoulif you [if<! some ·witli your coffee? 
Sometimes, we relate strongly to others because of they remind us of past memories of 
significant people in our own lives. A nursing home resident's stoicism reminds me of 
my mother. 
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•t,t)fie11 I fuof(at you 
I tlii11f(of my motlier 
Soft, wliite s~.in 
<R.puna 6od'y 
'H"'1is t fess 
'lVlim I enter your room 
I tfiink_of my motfzer 
Sfziny pfiotograpfis 
t£m6roidered arvers 
Crocliet cusfiions 
(8.fspecta6ifity 
'H'fzen I ta[k, to you 
I tfiink. of my motfier 
Vprigfit sife1zce 
J{uftfe1z secrets 
'Fonna[ conversation 
Outwardly resi[zent 
Wfien I Cea·,•e you 
I tliin(of your daugliter 
(l)o you ta{k. witli lier? 
Sliare your secrets? 
1{.isftex:posure of your vu[nera6ifity? 
Or ... is tliis your way of copina? 
Entering the driveway of an old religious institution, now converted to a nursing home 
and hostel complex for elderly people, I feared the worst. It was in this environment 
that I met the most autonomous group of elderly people in the study. Terrible image, 
but surprising what lay underneath. This is why we need to look deeper that the 
'tangibles'. 
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T.JfE 0)1SIS 
,Bnd:,_ tom6 
<Brown floors 
(£11dfess comaors 
,Benign virgins 
Crawded spaces 
~luted sounds 
C£ndTess doors 
<Brawn j[oors 
Sudden[y ... an oasis 
Sma[[ groups of peopfc ta[ft 
LeaCJe and join 
Sip tea 
Question me 
Cf.ear ta6fcs 
}l.rrange cusfzions 
Cfiange ex:pressions 
(JJocfy fanguage 
Cofour coded vitality 
}l.n oasis in a fzuman desert 
Creates fzope 
One person can create life in an institutional environment. Such a person is Rosie, a 
hostel supervisor who has helped to irrigate the desert and provided an oasis m an 
institution. 
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'1:JrE<R:_E 'S J/0-0:N'E LI'K..;E (}{05/<E 
Some peopfe are fuck.y ... tfZLy fta·ve <Jwsie 
·RJ",und, rosy, <Jwsie 
7fie fzostef supervisor 
Stack.§ aru{ counts tfze finen 
'[a[/frng 6n'gfzt[y to fzer 'fze(per' 
.'.1-trsJones 
(J{_ustfes in tfze pa11try 
Look,jngfor tfuit specia{ ,fn"nk., 
ff'or qarry, tfze garaener' 
'Tal:.!s time to fiste,z 
jlamires photos of :Mary '1-Vard's great grantfcfzifaren 
7'a% a6out fzer own 
Sojt[y enters (l)anny 's 'pface' 
J{e fil:.!s fzis 'peace ana quiet I 
Jfe usea to 6e a scfzoo{ teacfzer 
Some peopfe worJt 
~sie refates 
<Peopfe fiR! !J<psie 
A 'moving' experience of how small requests can become major clinical issues in the 
service world. I wonder if service workers will ever develop consciousness of how 
upsetting their insensitivity and use of power, in the guise of regulations can be for 
people living in services. 
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T.lfE ':JfU~ll)tJ( ~WO'l 1/'.N<;j YDJtl/J[tL 
:Jfr oufy ask.fd 1f fie couGf sit III fiis room 
Quictr1css to ta({:,. pn·i·a,y 
:J{e was a sma{[ mar1 
<;cntfe ja(e, someom:'s gramffatfter 
·~tcn:irzg' pro6fem! 
Strong woman ca«s 'supen·or u·ork_ffr 
Quid; .. smart u·omau u:'itfi mo6ifc plione, euters 
-Botti stand c,c·er sma{{, 9e11tfe man 
'J{e doesn't need to go anywliere 
:No-one in tfiis room hears or understands' 
'Frai( fzuncliedwoman in tlie ne."(J cliair fool<} over quic/ify 
IJ?.!turns to tfze safety of persona[ o6jectivity 
Large woman in wfzeefcfiair foses sfipper 
I 6end to fze[p, our eyes meet, ftnowing[y 
'J(e doesn't need to go anywliere 
:J,.•o-one in tfzis room fzears or understands' 
Smaff gentfe man 6egirzs to cry, apofogises 
I apofogise causing 'pro6fem' 
(J>repare to feave 
Large meta[ fzoist is summonetf witfzout asf;_jng 
Sma[[ man is mecfumica[[y mavetf into wfteefcliair 
1-Ve wa[ft to tfie 'safety' of liis room 
I u:isfz we couU liave waflisd away. 
It seems to me, it is all so simple. Why can't we get it right? Do we really care 
QV}lLITI 
Some day ... wlien we ref(ect on liou• simpfe it a[[ is 
1-tle'{[ wonder liow we fost tlie pfot 
Creating for oursefves an economic a5yss 
1-tlliere we cliose to .finFzt to ~ep our status and fose ourse[ves 
1-tllien a{[ tfzat was needed was recognition 
'Tliat we're a[[ in tfiis togetfier. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Dear 
Following our telephone discussion, I am applying to undertake research in your agency. 
The purpose of this study is to determine factors which impact on people living in human 
service environments from a service user perspective. People with di;;abilities who live in 
the community and older adults who live in aged care contexts will be informants in the 
study. Information from the study will provide insight for people responsible for service 
development and evaluation about what is actually important to people living in services 
and what are the commonly shared issues related to service quality across multiple agencies. 
The research method requires my spending time observing and interviewing people living in 
(agency). I would like to make a preliminary visit to discuss informant selection with you 
and introduce myself to the people concerned to explain first-hand the purpose of my 
involvement and obtain informed consenL 
All the data receiv-:d \vill be treated with confidentiality and anonymity of informants and 
agencies will be preserved by using a numerical coding system. Only group data will be 
reported and pseudonyms will be used for the purpose of writing the dissertation. People 
may withdraw from the study at any time or choose not to h1ve particular data reported. 
I have spent many years working in disability and aged care contexts and have experience 
of communicating with populations which have diverse abilities. It is my intention that the 
interview situation, as well as providing relevant information, is a validating experience for 
informants. It has been my experience of past research that studies of this nature have this 
potential. 
I will be pleased to discuss the findings with you and any interested people on completion of 
the study. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require further information. 
Yours sincerely 
Ruth Marquis 
"l'7A 
APPEND1X2 
Thank you for agreeing to take part in a study which involves talking to 
Ruth Marquis, a graduate student at Edith Cowan University, about your 
experiences of living in (agency). Please sign the consent form below to 
meet with the University's ethical requirements. 
I agree to be interviewed by Ruth Marquis, a graduate student at Edith 
Cowan University, about my experiences of living in a human service. I 
understand that any information I provide will be treated with utmost 
confidentiality and my name will not be disclosed. I am also aware that I 
can withdraw from the study at any time or demand that information I 
have given is not reported. 
Informant signature ............................................................ . 
Researcher signature ........................................................... . 
Date .................. . 
Code ................. . 
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APPEND1X3 
INFORMANTS PHASE ONE ( DISABILITY) 
SERVICE USER GROUP 
Agency Age Sex Disability Years Type 
I 
21 (DI) M Intellectual 2 Community 
Disability House 
(3 sites) 35 (02) M Intellectual 3 Community 
Dis;ibility House 
25 (03) F Physical 2 Community 
Disability House 
42 (D4) M Physical 2 Community 
Disability House 
2 
(3 sites) 40 (05) F Physical 5 Group Home 
Disability 
23 (06) F Physical 5 Gro11p Home 
Disability 
-
50 (D7) M Physical 5 Group Home 
Disability 
22 (D8) M Physical 2 Group Home 
Disability 
49 (D9) M Physical 5 Group Home 
Disability 
TOTAL 9 6M3F 
376 
SERVICE WORKER GROUP 
Agency Age Sex Years Title Type 
I 
26(DW1) M I Carer Community 
House 
28 (DW2) M 5 Carer Community 
House 
49 (DW3) M 8 Co-ordinator Community 
House 
2 
32 (DW4) F 5 Carer Group Home 
36 (DWS) F 5 Carer Group Home 
TOTAL 5 3M2F 
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APPENDIX 3 (continued) 
INFORMANTS PHASE 1 (AGED CARE) 
SERVICE USER GROUP 
Agency Age Sex Years T:·pe 
1 
82 (A 1) F I Nursing Home 
81 (A2) M 5 Nursing Home 
94 (A3) F 8 Nursing Home 
96 (A4) M 2 Nursing Home 
2 
78 (AS) M 3 Hostel 
80 (A6) M(m) 5 Hostel 
78 (A7) F (m) 2 Hostel 
TOTAL 7 4M3F 
SERVICE WORKER GROUP 
Agency Age Sex Years Type Title 
1 
-
44 (AWi) F 5 Nursing Home Activities 
Co-ordinator 
46(AW2) F 6 Nursing Home Occupational 
Therapist 
48 (AW3) F 4 Nursing Home Nurse 
2 
52 (AW4) F 8 Hostel Nurse Supervisor 
TOTAL 4 4F 
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APPENDIX 4 
PHASE 1. LINKS BETWEEN SERVICE WORK AND USER GROUPS 
DISABILITY 
AGENCY I 
DI DWI 
D.., DW2 
D; ::::=====- DW3 
D4 
AGENCY 2 
D6-----
D6-----
D7 
D8 
D9 
DW4 
DW5 
AGED CARE 
AGENCY l 
Al-----
:~~ 
A1 
..,.,..,.. ... 
AGENCY 2 
AS~ A6 
A7 
AWi 
AW2 
AW3 
AW4 
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INFORMANTS PHASE 2 (DISABILITY) 
SERVICE USER GROUP 
Agencv Age Sex Disabilitv Years 
3 
(3 sites) 55 (DIO) M Physical Disability 5 
40 (DI l) r Physical Disability 6 
* 
39 (D12) F(m) Physical Disability 6 
* 
40 (D 13) M(m) Physical Disability 2 
4 
(3 sites) 42 (Dl4) F Physical Disability 2 
32 (DIS) F Physical Disability 2 
25 (Dl6) M Physical Disability 2 
30 (Dl7) F Physical Disability 2 
5 
( I site) 47 (DIS) M Physical Disability 5 
50 (Dl9) M(m) Physical Disability 5 
37 (D20) F(m) Physical Disability* 5 
39(D21) M Physical Disability 5 
6 
( I site) 20 (D22) F Intellectual 5 
Disabilitv 
32 (D23) F Intellectual 5 
Disabilitv 
7 
( 3 sites) 42 (D24) F Intellectual 2 
Disabilitv 
40 (D25) F Intellectual 2 
Disability 
41( D26) M Intellectual 2 
Disability 
TOTAL 17 7M IOF 
APPENDIX 5 
Tvnc 
Community 
I louse 
Community 
House 
Community 
House 
Community 
House 
Community 
House 
Community 
House 
Community 
House 
Community 
House 
Community 
House 
Community 
House 
Community 
House 
Community 
House 
Group Home 
Group Home 
Community 
House 
Group Home 
Group Home 
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APPENDJX 5 (continued) 
SER\1CE WORKER GROUP 
Agency Age Sex Years rrypc Title 
3 
39 (DW6) M 6 !Community House Co-ordinator 
36 (DW7) F 5 !Community House Carer 
4 
46 (DW8) F 3 !Community How.:e Co-ordinator 
40 (DW9) M 3 !Community House Carer 
47 (DWIO) F 4 !Community House Carer 
5 
32 (DWl l) F 3 Community House Co-ordinator 
, 30 {DW12) F 2 !Community House Carer 
6 
35 (DWI 3) F 6 Group Home Carer 
37 (DW14) M 4 Group Home Carer 
7 -
44 (DW15) F 2 Group Home Carer 
TOTAL 10 3M7F 
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APPENDIX 5 (continued) 
INFORMANTS PHASE 2 (AGED CARE) 
SERVICE USER ~ROUP 
Agency Age Sex Years Type 
3 
96 (A8) M(m) 4 Hostel 
90 (A9) F (m) 4 Hostel 
91(A 10) F I Hostel 
77(Al I l F 3 Hostel 
4 
85 (Al2l F I Hostel 
93 (Al3) F 2 Hostel 
87 (Al4) F 3 Hostel 
5 
95 (Al5) F 2 Nursing Home 
82 (A 16) F I Nursing Home 
83 (Al7) F 2 Nursing Home 
6 
95 (A 18) F I Nursing Home 
88 (Al9) F- I Nursing Home 
66 (A20) M I Nursing Home 
7 
76 (A21) M 2 Nursing Home 
71 (A22) F l Nursing Home 
78 (A23) F 2 Nursing Home 
82 (A24) F 2 Nursing Home 
TOTAL 17 3M 14F 
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APPENDIX 5 (continued) 
SERVICE WORKER GROUP 
Agency Age Sex Years Type Title 
3 
50(AW5) F 4 Hostel Nursing 
Assistant 
48(AW6) F 6 Hostel Nurse 
Supervisor 
4 
44 (AW7) F 7 Hostel Nursing 
Assistant 
5 
52(A W8) F 2 Nursing Nurse 
Home 
6 30 (AW9) F 3 Nursing Nursing 
Home Assistant 
44(A WlO) F 7 Nursing Activities Co-
Home ordinator 
7 
28 (AWl I) F 2 Nursing Nurse 
Home 
TOTAL 7 7F 
TOTAL INTERVIEWS for data analysis 76 (actual 79: three interviews were not 
included due to articulation/ orientation problems) 
(m) married • involves augmentative communication 
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APPENDIX <1 
PHASE 2. LINKS BETWEEN SERVICE WORK AND USER GROUPS 
DISAUILITY 
AGENCY 3 
D10~DW6 
DII OW? 
D12 
013 
AGENCY 4 
Dl-t DW8 
D15 ~DW9 
D16~DWIO 
D17 
AGENCY 5 
D18~DWII 
D19 DWl2 
D20 
D21 
AGENCY6 
D22 _____ DWl3 
D23 DW14 
AGENCY7 
D24 DWIS 
D25~DW16 
D26 
AGED CARE 
AGENCY 3 
A8 /AW5 
A9 AW6 
AIO 
All 
AGENCY 4 
Al2~AW7 
Al3 
Al4 
AGENCY 5 
A.IS AW8 
Al6 ~ 
Al7~ 
AGENCY6 
Al8 ----- AW9 
Al9 --------- AWIO 
A20 ------
AGENCY7 
A21 AWII 
A22 ~ 
A23~ 
A24 
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